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 1                       P R O C E E D I N G S
 2                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: As we move to Action


 3            Agenda items, I want to thank each of the item
 4            representatives that are here, those of you who have
 5            taken time out of your day to come and be a part of
 6            this.  We appreciate you spending your time with us
 7            and going through the process.  And we know that
 8            charter applications, amendment applications, all of
 9            those things take a great deal of work and effort and
10            we're seeing some really, really good work that's
11            coming from our schools and individuals that are
12            doing that work.  And, Ms. Perry, I want to say once
13            again how proud of the staff, as large as it is that
14            you have -- the work that y'all have done has been
15            really, really good in helping us prepare and getting
16            us prepared and I know that would be reflected in
17            many of our applicants and their work with you.  So,
18            thank you for the job that you're doing, before we
19            begin this process 'cause at the end I may be too
20            tired to remember.  But thank you --
21                 MS. PERRY: Thank you.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: -- for what you do.


23                 MS. PERRY: Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.
24  A-1: REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL


25  AMENDMENTS: KIPP DELTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: And so we'll move to


 2            item A-1.
 3                 MS. PERRY: It is our pleasure to be here.  A-1
 4            is a request for open-enrollment public charter
 5            school amendments from KIPP Delta Public Schools.
 6            The State Board of Education approved the application
 7            for KIPP Delta Public Schools on March 11, 2002.  The
 8            charter is approved to serve students in grades K-5
 9            with a current maximum enrollment of 1550.  You will
10            remember that that will increase to 1910 during the
11            14-15 school year with an amendment that was approved
12            previously.  Representatives of KIPP Delta Public
13            Schools are here appearing before you today to
14            request amendments to the current charter.  They have
15            three waiver requests and they are requesting to
16            change the time that the school day begins.  Mr.
17            Scott Shirey is here to speak to you and answer any
18            questions.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Shirey, welcome to


20            the Department.  Kendra, would you like to I guess
21            preempt Mr. Shirey with processing for us?  Come on
22            forward, Mr. Shirey.  I'm sure it's not a bad thing
23            that Ms. Clay is up here.
24                 MS. CLAY: I'm just going to go over your
25            procedures with you before you start today.  You're
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 1            going to hear amendment requests today from both
 2            open-enrollment and conversion charter schools.  The
 3            procedures are the same and they're similar to the
 4            ones you followed in your past meeting.  All persons
 5            who are going to give testimony, except for
 6            attorneys, need to be sworn.  Then the party that is
 7            bringing the amendment requests will have 20 minutes
 8            to present its case.  Any parties opposed will have
 9            20 minutes following the school, and then the school
10            will have 5 minutes at the end.  You will then take
11            up discussion and questions.  You may issue a final
12            decision today or take the matter under advisement.
13            And you also have the opportunity to allow any of the
14            schools to get technical assistance and bring it back
15            at a later meeting.  Thank you.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Ms. Clay.


17            Appreciate your expertise and your help with these
18            matters as we continue to learn every day.  Mr.
19            Shirey, good to see you.  Welcome.
20                 MR. SHIREY: Good to see you.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you for coming


22            back.  All right.  Mr. Shirey, will you be the only
23            participant in this amendment or do we have others
24            that will be speaking on this issue?
25                 MR. SHIREY: Just myself.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: All right.  Are there


 2            others -- are there individuals who will be speaking
 3            against?  If not, Mr. Shirey, if I can get you to
 4            raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to
 5            tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
 6            truth?
 7                 MR. SHIREY: I do.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Mr. Shirey.


 9                 MR. SHIREY: Thank you.
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: The floor is yours.


11                 MR. SHIREY: Good afternoon, Dr. Kimbrell and
12            Members of the Board.  We have three waiver requests
13            and then one time request.  Hopefully, I won't take
14            20 minutes.  I apologize to be back up here so soon
15            but there were three things we did miss as we were
16            doing policy review.  The first one is a request for
17            waiver from Arkansas Code 6-13-635 and this is the --
18            this code is around board approval of salary
19            increases of 5%.  Annually, our board already
20            approves regional budgets where increases of staff
21            salaries are reflected, making some of these
22            additional resolutions that the code requires
23            redundant on a year-to-year basis.  Our internal
24            policies provide school directors with the
25            procurement authority up to $5,000, which would cover
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 1            most salary increases.  And we have a finance
 2            committee which meets monthly and reviews all of our
 3            finances, so we do have those strong controls.  We've
 4            had a clean audit the last two years.  And our board,
 5            just as a reminder, meets on a quarterly basis which
 6            means if we want to give a raise to someone midyear
 7            in order to retain our top talent it would require a
 8            special convening of our board to make that happen.
 9            So we're just trying to make this process a little
10            smoother and efficient as we grow.  And, again, most
11            of our average teacher salaries are $42,000.  When
12            you're looking at a 5% raise you're around $2,024, so
13            -- and our school directors always have procurement
14            authority of up to $5,000.
15                 Do you want me to read all of these or do you
16            want to go one-by-one?
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I'll leave that up to


18            the rest of the Panel.  Would you like to hear Mr.
19            Shirey talk about all the waiver requests and then
20            deal with them as a whole?  I think that would be
21            best.
22                 MR. SHIREY: Okay.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Mr. Shirey.


24                 MR. SHIREY: Thank you.  The second one is a
25            request for a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-1301.
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 1            This is -- the code covers minimum sick leave for all
 2            employees of the school district.  And actually this
 3            is something we are out of compliance on currently;
 4            when we were doing our policy review we noticed it.
 5            We do offer sick leave for all of our employees, with
 6            the exception of some of our hourly employees, and we
 7            realized the code said anyone working 20 hours or
 8            more, which would include our bus drivers.  They've
 9            been working -- actually, like I said, we've been out
10            of code, so this is -- the system is working.  Our
11            bus driver retention is about 85% every year.  They
12            like being hourly.  And we think it's the right
13            incentive system to make sure that we continue to pay
14            for the work they do but don't see the need for
15            giving them two sick days a week, particularly when
16            we have long rural routes.  The biggest incentive for
17            them to come to work on time and drive those routes
18            is getting paid.  And, of course, if we have bus
19            drivers calling in sick twice -- every bus driver
20            calling in sick twice a month or once a month, that
21            would have -- cause us significant transportation
22            issues potentially.  We've talked to our
23            transportation director and our bus drivers; they
24            like being on the hourly model; they like picking up
25            additional hours for field lessons, for athletic
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 1            games, and so the system seems to be working.  And so
 2            we ask for a waiver from that.
 3                 The third request is the waiver from Arkansas
 4            Code 6-17-2205 and this is around classified
 5            employees getting two 15-minute breaks.  Because of
 6            one of our waivers around certification, we do have
 7            teaching assistants and non-licensed teachers who
 8            technically fall under the purview of classified
 9            employees.  We give all of our teaching assistants
10            and non-classified -- non-licensed or classified
11            teachers, we do give them full planning periods which
12            they can use for personal or professional use.  But
13            in terms of the scheduling of the day having two 15-
14            minute breaks at different points during the day
15            logistically becomes difficult as we schedule around
16            children.  Again, they do have that full planning
17            period so our request is that we have a waiver from
18            this and they get one solid chunk of planning time as
19            opposed to -- or personal time, as they see fit, as
20            opposed to two different 15-minute periods during the
21            day which would require them to come out of a --
22            coming out of the classroom at inopportune times.
23                 And then the last one, historically, we've
24            always had a longer school day.  And as we've grown
25            we do run 19 buses, so it takes a lot longer for them
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 1            to load and unload.  And then we serve rural, remote
 2            communities, as far as Forrest City, which means that
 3            this year we have kindergarten kids getting on the
 4            bus in Forrest City at 6:00 a.m. every morning to
 5            come to school.  And there was something we felt just
 6            slightly inhumane about that.  Our buses were pulling
 7            up to our schools at 7:15 every morning in order to
 8            have a school start time at 7:30, after, like I said,
 9            young elementary kids were sitting on the bus for an
10            hour.  So we've conducted surveys to all of our staff
11            and actually we did a survey to all of our parents
12            where we found over 87% of our parents thought
13            shifting the start of the day to 8:00 would be a
14            great thing; 96% of our staff thought that.  More
15            significantly, over 93% of both groups thought that
16            it would have no instructional impact on our program.
17            And, again, as we've stated, we have more evening
18            activities, more athletic programs in the afternoon,
19            and it just ends up being a real long day.  And we
20            think this is just a process of us maturing from a
21            start-up organization to an organization that wants
22            to be here for the next 30 years and make sure the
23            work is sustainable for our people and sustainable
24            for our children.  And, again, the biggest driving
25            factor was just the little kids getting on the bus so
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 1            early every morning from remote, rural communities.
 2            So we do request to have our school day officially
 3            start at 8:00, which means our buses are pulling up
 4            at 7:45 and starting to drop off at that hour.  So,
 5            they're still waking up at 6:30 but it's -- I mean,
 6            getting on a bus at 6:30 but it's a little more
 7            humane.
 8                 So those are the three waiver requests and the
 9            one time shift request.  And I'm happy to entertain
10            any clarifying questions or probing questions at this
11            time.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  I mean, of


13            course, you didn't use your 20 minutes.  Are there
14            questions of the Panel?  We can begin with you, Dr.
15            Walters, if you have questions, and then we'll go
16            around.
17                 DR. WALTERS: No questions.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: No questions?
19                 DR. WALTERS: No, no questions.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I have one.  So the


21            longer day, Mr. Shirey, was one of the -- I thought
22            in the very beginning one of the key components of
23            KIPP's philosophy about what you needed to do to meet
24            the needs of these children.  So how do you propose
25            to make up that instructional time?
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 1                 MR. SHIREY: Sure.  The pillar is adding more
 2            time and so there's a lot of ways to smartly
 3            accomplish more time and how do we -- not only more
 4            time, but how do you maximize the time you're using.
 5            So just a reminder, we'll continue to have -- we
 6            continue to do Saturday enrichment field lessons; we
 7            continue to do our program in the summer; we continue
 8            to do afterschool tutorials.  I think we'll actually
 9            see some before-school tutorials start up with this.
10            So I think, again, the core is more time so you can
11            bring kids up who may be behind.  I think there's
12            lots of different ways to execute on this.  This
13            gives us a little flexibility in terms of -- again,
14            if a parent wants or if a child wants to get tutored
15            before school, we can do that or after school.  We
16            did have conversations with the KIPP Foundation,
17            before any of these -- before we came to you, and
18            said, "Is this something we can do?"  And there are
19            other models out there -- for instance, the KIPP
20            schools in DC, Washington, DC, have an 8:00 start, so
21            other high-performing KIPP regions have had some
22            flexibility with this time.  And I think the biggest
23            or, more importantly, maybe even bigger factor, is
24            the quality of the person we can put in front of our
25            children.  And if our people are being burned out
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 1            after three or four years from going 7:00 a.m. to
 2            7:00 at night, we think retaining our top staff is
 3            going to have the biggest impact on our students.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  Mr. Hoy.


 5                 MR. HOY: Good afternoon.
 6                 MR. SHIREY: Good afternoon.
 7                 MR. HOY: I have a question regarding your
 8            request for a waiver for 6-17-1301, because actually
 9            you've requested that as et seq. which I suspect that
10            you'd like to have to do to include the sections that
11            you are -- that you spoke with us about.  However,
12            the first question I guess is about 6-17-1303, which
13            is actually requiring each district to adopt written
14            policies on sick leave, the board to do so.  And I
15            imagine you have those policies in place; I imagine
16            they were adopted by the board.  So I was wondering
17            of the necessity of getting a waiver for the entire
18            section?
19                 MR. SHIREY: I think -- based on what you
20            described, I think we're comfortable with not putting
21            1303 in because we do have the board-approved
22            policies.  I can't speak -- I would have to turn to
23            someone with legal advice on this in terms of what
24            the other relevant standards are within that section
25            to this particular need.
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 1                 MR. HOY: Okay.  Then let me make a few
 2            additional comments because there were some other
 3            sections that did concern me.  1301 is simply the
 4            title of it, which I don't know if you need a waiver
 5            from that.  1302, the definitions, which includes the
 6            definition of a relative, if a relative is sick, and
 7            I don't know if you want to necessarily eliminate
 8            that one.
 9                 MR. SHIREY: Sorry.  I have the full text in
10            front of me right now.  I mean, we're okay not
11            waiving the definitions.
12                 MR. HOY: Okay.  And 1305 is about keeping the
13            records; it's a requirement to keep records of sick
14            leave.
15                 MR. SHIREY: And so I think it's 1304, if I'm
16            looking at this correctly, is the most pertinent
17            section.
18                 MR. HOY: Yes, sir.  That's what I think you
19            guys would be kind of getting at.  And it's kind of
20            tight, some of the others.  I understand that.  But
21            even in 1304 it talks about the immediate family and
22            I think that there you need that in terms if someone
23            in the family, if a teacher get sick, you need to
24            know who you can offer those sick leaves for.  But I
25            think the recordkeeping in 1305 is probably -- a lot
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 1            of it is pertinent, I think.
 2                 MR. SHIREY: Right.
 3                 MR. HOY: And so I just have some issues with
 4            the entire section being waived, so --
 5                 MR. SHIREY: We're comfortable then to move that
 6            to just 1304, if the Board sees fit or sees that's
 7            more appropriate.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hoy, does that


 9            satisfy your concerns, that instead of 6-17-1301,
10            however you say that --
11                 MR. HOY: 1304.  Yeah.  And I think that's the
12            pertinent section, Dr. Kimbrell.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.
14                 MR. HOY: So, yeah, that would satisfy that.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Shirey, you're


16            offering that as a substitute to your amendment
17            request?
18                 MR. SHIREY: Yes, sir.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Very good.  Ms.


20            Coffman.
21                 MS. COFFMAN: Just for clarification, you're
22            adding that as in addition to?
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: No.  In place of the


24            entire section under that section; just section 1304
25            is what he's amending that to be.
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 1                 MS. COFFMAN: Okay.  My other clarification
 2            question was in regard to your length of your day.
 3            So your official hours now will be --
 4                 MR. SHIREY: 8:00 to 4:00.
 5                 MS. COFFMAN: 8:00 to 4:00.
 6                 MR. SHIREY: Monday through Friday.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN: Thank you.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Did our questions to him


 9            spark any questions, Dr. Walters?
10                 DR. WALTERS: Do we need to get Ms. Clay back up


11            here to make sure that we're clear in what
12            conversation -- that everything is going to be good
13            based on what Mr. Hoy said?
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Sure.  We'd welcome Ms.


15            Clay to come up and give us clarification and keep us
16            out of trouble.
17                 MS. CLAY: Either way the waiver is structured
18            is fine.  We have some charters that do waive that
19            entire set of statutes and then tell us that this is
20            how they're going to do their sick leave policy.
21            Just waiving the 6-17-1304 is perfectly fine and it
22            seems to accomplish what KIPP wants to accomplish.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you for that clay-


24            ification.  That wasn't my original; it came from up
25            here, clay-ification.  It was funnier up here among
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 1            the three of us.  Mr. Shirey, I don't -- any other
 2            questions?  I'm not seeing any other questions.
 3                 DR. WITONSKI: I'd like to make a motion.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  A motion.
 5                 DR. WITONSKI: And, Ms. Clay, with these motions
 6            could these be combined into one motion or would
 7            these need to be separate?
 8                 MS. CLAY: They can be combined.
 9                 DR. WITONSKI: Okay.  I'd like to make a motion
10            to approve the submitted requests with the one
11            amendment that was made concerning the section that
12            Mr. Hoy brought up.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  So section 6-17-


14            1304.  I have a motion to accept those amendment
15            requests from KIPP Delta.
16                 DR. WALTERS: Second.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: And a second from Dr.


18            Walters.  Dr. Witonski with the motion and Dr.
19            Walters with the second.  Are there any other
20            discussion points among the Board?  Seeing none, all
21            in favor of the motion please say aye.
22                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Those opposed like sign?


24            Thank you, Mr. Shirey.
25                 MR. SHIREY: Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I
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 1            apologize.  I think the other night my three-year old
 2            got hold of my cell phone and I looked down and she
 3            was trying to face-time you.  So if you got a strange
 4            face-time, it was my three-year old daughter, not my
 5            self.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I thought, you know, I


 7            haven't called him back.  I saw where I'd missed the
 8            call.  And when you walked up to the microphone I
 9            remembered that, but now I don't feel so bad.  I was
10            going to apologize.
11                 MR. SHIREY: Thank you all.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: That's good.  I
13            appreciate that.  I really didn't want people to know
14            that you had my phone number though.  No, I'm
15            kidding.  Ms. Perry, thank you again.
16  A-2: REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL


17  AMENDMENTS: LISA ACADEMY AND LISA ACADEMY-NORTH LITTLE ROCK


18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: We'll move to Action


19            Item 2.
20                 MS. PERRY: Yes, sir.  Item 2, this is the
21            request for open-enrollment public charter school
22            amendments to LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North
23            Little Rock.  The State Board of Education approved
24            the application for LISA Academy on January 12, 2004.
25            The charter was first renewed on April 9, 2007, for a
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 1            five-year period, and renewed again for a five-year
 2            period on April 10, 2012.  LISA Academy is currently
 3            approved to serve a maximum enrollment of 800
 4            students in grades 6-12.  LISA-North Little Rock,
 5            operated by the same sponsoring entity and board as
 6            LISA Academy-North Little Rock [sic], was approved by
 7            the State Board of Education on November 5, 2007, and
 8            was renewed for a five-year period on March 14, 2013.
 9            LISA Academy-North Little Rock is currently approved
10            to serve a maximum enrollment of 700 students in
11            grades K-12.  Actually, it'll be 700 students with
12            next year's enrollment; it's 600 this year and it was
13            prior approved for 700 in the 14-15 school year.
14            Representatives of LISA Academy and LISA Academy-
15            North Little Rock are appearing before the Charter
16            Authorizing Panel to request amendments and approval
17            to merge LISA Academy-North Little Rock with LISA
18            Academy and the approval of additional waivers.
19                 Approval of the merger would result in the
20            following, effective July 1, 2014: with the approval
21            of the merger the charter for LISA Academy-North
22            Little Rock would be surrendered.  LISA Academy would
23            be approved to serve students in grades K-12.  The
24            LISA Academy enrollment cap would increase from 800
25            to 1,500; again, that is the maximum of both
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 1            combined.  It's nothing additional for next year.
 2            Any waivers of laws and rules previously approved for
 3            LISA Academy-North will be included as waivers for
 4            LISA Academy.  LISA Academy would then include the
 5            following: the current LISA Academy middle school on
 6            Corporate Hill Drive in Little Rock -- I believe the
 7            text said Corporate Drive; it's Corporate Hill Drive
 8            -- the current LISA Academy high school on Corporate
 9            Hill Drive in Little Rock, the current LISA Academy-
10            North Little Rock elementary school on Landers Road
11            in Sherwood, the current LISA Academy-North Little
12            Rock middle school on Landers Road in Sherwood, and
13            the current LISA Academy-North Little Rock high
14            school on Landers Road in Sherwood.
15                 Before I turn it over to Mr. Ekin, the
16            superintendent of LISA Academy, I do want to tell you
17            that on your place you have a very colorful document,
18            as it was described when I handed it out to some who
19            were sitting there.  This shows the request for the
20            goals of the two charters and how they are requesting
21            that they be approved with the approval of the
22            merger.  And so you can see the goals from the
23            renewals in '12 for LISA and '13 for LISA-North
24            Little Rock.  No highlight is telling you what's
25            specific to LISA; the yellow highlight is for both;
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 1            underlined in green is specific to LISA Academy-
 2            North; red highlights indicate they made a change
 3            that wasn't in either of the goals but made sense
 4            when they asked to combine the two; and then the
 5            request is, with the merger, to combine those goals,
 6            and delete some of the text that has been stricken
 7            through.  That text is color-coded so you can see
 8            which of the renewal applications it was part of.
 9            And, certainly, LISA representatives will be here to
10            answer questions.
11                 I also want to point out that when they do their
12            presentation for you in a moment -- they have a
13            PowerPoint -- it shows, on advice of ADE legal
14            counsel, that the applicant is also requesting two
15            additional waivers that legal staff, Ms. Clay, said
16            would be necessary to accompany the waivers that they
17            had and are requesting, and that is waivers of
18            sections 1-8 of the ADE Rules Governing School
19            District Requirements for personnel policies, salary
20            schedules, minimum salaries, and documents posted to
21            district websites, and ADE guidelines for the
22            development, review and revision of school district
23            student discipline and school safety policies.  So I
24            wanted those too on the record very clearly that
25            that's an addition to the waiver requests that are
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 1            written in front of you.  With that, I'd like to turn
 2            it over to Superintendent Ekin who will speak to you
 3            and introduce some other folks and they'll be happy
 4            to go through their presentation and take questions.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  Let me ask


 6            any individual who will be speaking on behalf of this
 7            charter amendment, either for the charter amendment
 8            or in opposition of it, please stand.  If you would
 9            raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to
10            tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
11            truth?
12               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  You may be


14            seated.  And, Mr. Ekin, we'll let you begin.  You'll
15            have 20 minutes.
16                 SUPT. EKIN: Dr. Kimbrell, Commissioner, and
17            Panel Members, my name is Atnan Ekin.  Thank you for
18            having me and Mr. Fatih Bogrek.
19                 MR. FATIH: My name is Fatih Bogrek.  I'm the
20            superintendent of LISA Academy-North.
21                 SUPT. EKIN: I would like to invite our
22            principal Ms. Baroni to make the presentation and
23            answer your questions on behalf of LISA Academy and
24            LISA Academy-North Little Rock.
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.
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 1                 MS. BARONI: Thank you, Mr. Ekin.  I'm Luanne
 2            Baroni and I'm the principal of the middle school in
 3            the LISA Academy in the West Little Rock location.  I
 4            want to thank you, Commissioner and Panel Members,
 5            for listening to our requests today.  I'm going to go
 6            through an overview of what we're asking for today
 7            and then, of course, we're all available to answer
 8            questions that you may have about that.
 9                 LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock
10            are requesting two overriding things from you today.
11            The first being that the charters, the two charters
12            be merged into one charter.  It would be under LISA
13            Academy with LEA number 6041700, effective July 1,
14            2014, and the 2014-15 school year.  The second thing
15            has to do with waivers that we're requesting and
16            we're asking, as Ms. Perry said, to merge waivers
17            that we've had in both schools along with goals from
18            both schools, and I'm going to go through and kind of
19            itemize those so you can see where those are and what
20            the impact is.  The additional waivers we're also
21            requesting as part of the amendment request is to
22            facilitate the efficiency of operation of a single
23            charter.
24                 The proposed structure of the new proposed
25            charter, LISA Academy currently serves grades 6-12 in
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 1            West Little Rock and, as Ms. Perry said, our current
 2            enrollment cap there is 800.  LISA Academy-North
 3            campus serves grades K-12 and the cap for that campus
 4            is 700 students.  With the merging of the two
 5            campuses the grades levels would be K-12, maximum
 6            enrollment of the two campuses would remain at 1,500,
 7            which is the combination of the two campuses.  This
 8            amendment proposal does not include a request for a
 9            change in the locations of the two campuses.  LISA
10            Academy-North and LISA Academy will be a single
11            comprehensive K-12 educational program composed of
12            the current five schools, which have already been
13            mentioned, at their current locations.  Both of the
14            schools -- or both charters are currently sponsored
15            by the LISA Foundation, both charters are governed by
16            the same seven-member school board, and both have a
17            common 501(c)(3) and federal ID number.  The new
18            proposed LISA Academy will continue to be sponsored
19            by the same foundation, the LISA Foundation, with the
20            same seven board members governing the new merged
21            charter.  With the merging there will be five
22            schools, which is the same as what we have now.  The
23            same five schools would still be there, with the
24            middle school and high school in West Little Rock,
25            the elementary, middle and high school at the North
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 1            Little Rock campus.
 2                 The administration, as you can see from the
 3            chart, would be directed by one superintendent, under
 4            one governing board, with principals at each of the
 5            individual schools.  The one exception is that the
 6            North Little Rock campus, the middle and high school,
 7            we have one principal handling both of those because
 8            the enrollment is small enough that one principal can
 9            address both of those campuses or both of those
10            schools.
11                 I'd like to briefly review the justification and
12            benefits of our request.  There are educational,
13            operational and financial reasons and benefits for
14            the merger.  The most compelling I think would be the
15            educational benefits and that's the primary focus of
16            our attention.  The merger would allow consistent and
17            sequential academic programs be implemented more
18            effectively at all locations.  The curriculum for all
19            subjects at various grade levels will be the same.
20            The remediation and enrichment programs will be
21            consistently implemented at both campuses.  Programs
22            such as the robotics or distance learning
23            opportunities will be systematically implemented at
24            both campuses.  The college readiness program will
25            also be implemented at both high schools.
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 1                 Collaboration among the schools will increase
 2            using research-based best practices.  Our curriculum
 3            departments will be able to collaborate to improve
 4            school programs.  The departments will be
 5            strengthened by the expertise and involvement of
 6            teachers from all schools.  Professional development
 7            programs will be centralized which will allow
 8            teachers from all schools to work together
 9            effectively for the benefit of all the schools.
10            We'll be stronger in content departments which can
11            help us recruit more highly qualified teacher
12            applicants, and newly hired teachers will also be
13            supported better and nurtured more by the
14            collaborative structure.  Centralized meetings with
15            staff from all campuses will improve communication
16            across both campuses and can encourage better
17            decisions based on that broader input from all
18            campuses -- from both campuses.
19                 Again, more educational benefits that we see we
20            can accomplish through this charter would be shared
21            academic specialists, special education program
22            directors, and intervention specialists.  And that
23            will improve the implementation of instructional
24            strategies and interactions, and result in a clearer,
25            more effective communication among all campuses.
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 1                 The enrollment at both campuses has increased
 2            over the last few years.  The students need
 3            structured academic services and careful monitoring
 4            to insure that those services are meeting the
 5            identified needs of both the students and the staff.
 6            To more effectively target academic programs,
 7            intervention programs, including those for the TAG or
 8            Targeted Achievement Gap group, the new LISA Academy


 9            centralized structure will help to facilitate an even
10            stronger academic focus for all of our schools.
11                 There are also some operational benefits that we
12            see we can gain through this merger of the two
13            charters that would support the educational benefits.
14            The school operations will more effectively and
15            efficiently be run under the leadership of one
16            superintendent rather than two separate
17            superintendents.  One centralized administration
18            system and office will result in efficient
19            implementation of student assessment, professional
20            development workshops, financial reporting,
21            accounting, et cetera.  Possibly there would be the
22            potentially of reducing support staff in the
23            administrative offices.  Also, school leaders will be
24            freed from some of the administrative duties they
25            currently hold as separate charters which would allow
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 1            them to take more of a leadership role in
 2            instructional areas with teaching and learning.
 3                 Some of the financial benefits that we might be
 4            able to gain through the merger of the charters would
 5            be -- already we have the common federal
 6            identification number and the common 504(c)(3).  We
 7            would keep that.  The total state foundation revenue
 8            allocation will remain basically the same after the
 9            merger, since it is based on a per-student funding
10            structure.  There will be some savings in
11            administration costs by eliminating the one
12            superintendent position.  Service contracts for
13            purchases have been billed to the two charters
14            traditionally, historically.  Possibly we can
15            negotiate some savings by negotiating as one charter
16            rather than two separate campuses.  There will be one
17            budget, one ACSIP plan for LISA Academy for all
18            campuses.  More financial benefits would be shared
19            services by academic specialists, special education
20            directors, and intervention specialists to serve both
21            locations.  That can give us some efficiency and be a
22            little more cost effective.  Instead of hiring by
23            contract separate service providers for things such
24            as speech therapy, OT, we could perhaps hire one
25            person at a cheaper rate and use them for both
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 1            campuses.
 2                 Centralizing our procurement procedures will
 3            result in some cost savings and some efficiency.
 4            Reporting student data, financial data, and state-
 5            required reports will be centralized.  The analysis
 6            required for determining all aspects of the new LISA
 7            Academy will result in the identification of more
 8            efficiencies and organizational structure and
 9            practice as we move forward.
10                 In conclusion, on the merger matter many of the
11            benefits -- educational, operational and financial --
12            shown can't be achieved under the separate charters
13            for both schools.  So we believe that the facts show
14            that a single charter creates a much greater
15            opportunity for educational, financial and
16            administrative efficiency, and benefit for the LISA
17            charter schools and the patrons, particularly the
18            students of our schools.  There's also a little
19            benefit to the Department of Education that you would
20            have one less report y'all would have to deal with on
21            all levels.  Since we're not seeking an increase in
22            our enrollment cap, nor are we modifying our current
23            grade levels at either school or changing a location,
24            this request should not have any impact on local
25            school districts in which the LISA charter schools
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 1            are located.
 2                 Moving on to the waivers, the second piece of
 3            our request today, we're requesting that the merged
 4            LISA Academy be granted all the waivers that LISA
 5            Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock currently
 6            hold from the original applications and approved
 7            renewals.  And we're asking for some additional
 8            waivers to be given to the merged LISA Academy to
 9            facilitate the efficiency of operation of the single
10            LISA charter.  Some of them are needed, as Ms. Perry
11            said, to clean up some of the things that are already
12            granted as waivers.  We've taken this under legal
13            advice to make sure we're trying to cover all the
14            things to be in compliance with the applicable law.
15                 First would be Arkansas Code 6-17-2203
16            concerning minimum salaries for classified personnel.
17            We're requesting this waiver to compliment the waiver
18            already held, 6-17-201(c)(2), to completely
19            effectuate this waiver concerning minimum salaries
20            for classified personnel.
21                 Next is Arkansas Code 6-17-2403 concerning
22            minimum salaries for certified personnel.  This
23            waiver concerning minimum salaries is being requested
24            to give the new merged LISA Academy flexibility to
25            implement its own teacher compensation system instead
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 1            of being required to provide the compensation
 2            pursuant to the statutory teacher salary schedule.
 3            To clarify and fully effectuate this waiver, we
 4            request a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-2203 and 6-
 5            17-2403.  We'd also like to add a waiver to the ADE
 6            rules governing this same area -- I won't read all
 7            those words, you can read them -- to the extent that
 8            it's applicable.  We are not asking to waive the
 9            rules requirement that covered information be posted
10            to the school's website.  We intend to continue
11            complying with all of those posting-to-website
12            requirements as we have in the past and want to
13            continue with that level of transparency.
14                 Arkansas Code 6-18-501 concerning student
15            discipline policy, this waiver is being requested to
16            allow the new merged LISA Academy to adopt and
17            implement its own student discipline policies.  The
18            policies so adopted and implemented will meet all due
19            process requirements.  A waiver is commonly held for
20            this by most open-enrollment public charter schools.
21            And to clarify and fully effectuate this waiver we'd
22            also like to add a waiver of the ADE guidelines for
23            the development, review and revision of the school
24            district student discipline and school safety
25            policies.  We want to emphasize that we do, have had,
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 1            and intend to continue having a discipline system
 2            that's a tiered system that provides for prompt and
 3            full investigation of any discipline issues that's
 4            fair, allows full due process and an appeals process
 5            up to the board.  So we do want to make sure that
 6            it's clear that we intend to have that and continue
 7            having that in our discipline policy.
 8                 Also, Arkansas Code 6-17-427, Section 5.01 of
 9            ADE rules governing standards for accreditation, and
10            the ADE rules governing superintendent mentoring
11            program.  All these are concerning the superintendent
12            mentoring.  This waiver is being requested to allow
13            new superintendents employed by the new merged LISA
14            Academy to receive intensive internal training
15            concerning their new duties and responsibilities as
16            opposed to completion of the state required mentoring
17            program.
18                 Arkansas Code 6-18-101 and Section 16.01 of the
19            ADE rules governing standards concerning guidance
20            counselors, this waiver is being requested to give
21            the new merged LISA Academy flexibility in its
22            provision of guidance counseling services, with such
23            services potentially being delivered through
24            purchased services and/or through LISA Academy
25            personnel who are experienced in guidance counseling
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 1            but not necessarily holding licensure in that area.
 2            A waiver from these provisions is commonly held by
 3            open-enrollment public charter schools.  And as a
 4            side note, we currently have a licensed guidance
 5            counselor.  This is just to allow for some
 6            flexibility in implementing that program should we
 7            need it.
 8                 Arkansas Code 6-17-117 concerning non-
 9            instructional duties for teachers, this waiver is
10            being requested to provide flexibility in utilizing
11            the teaching staff to perform additional non-
12            instructional duties in excess of 60 minutes per
13            week, if it is necessary.  A waiver from this is
14            commonly held by open-enrollment public charter
15            schools as well.
16                 And then Arkansas Code 6-19-101 concerning
17            school buses and bus drivers, the applicants -- or we
18            are requesting a waiver of Title 6 of the Arkansas
19            Code due to its inapplicability to LISA Academy.
20            Section 6-19-101 concerns the requirements applicable
21            to schools providing their own public transportation
22            programs, such as employment requirements for bus
23            drivers and school buses information.  It's important
24            to point out though that LISA Academy at its current
25            Little Rock location does provide and will continue
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 1            providing bus passes or tokens to all of our students
 2            free of charge upon request to travel on Central
 3            Arkansas Transit buses to and from school.  There
 4            currently is no public transportation available at
 5            the North Little Rock location but we plan to
 6            continue that for the Little Rock location.
 7                 And the last one, Sections 15.01 and 15.02 of
 8            the ADE rules governing standards for accreditation,
 9            again, concerning superintendents and principals, we
10            are requesting this waiver to allow the new merged
11            LISA Academy to be able to utilize administrative
12            personnel for two or more campuses, as necessary, as
13            is further illustrated in the merger request
14            materials that you have.  This is to promote the
15            efficient use of human and financial resources in the
16            new single charter configuration.  This concludes the
17            overview of our request and I thank you for your time
18            and listening to our requests.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  There are


20            four minutes left if you have additional -- if there
21            are additional comments to be made.  Or, are you
22            ready to move into questions?
23                 MS. BARONI: I think we're concluded.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  Okay.  We'll


25            begin with Ms. Coffman.  Thank you very much.  Oh,
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 1            I'm sorry.  Is there any opposition to this
 2            amendment?  Oh, I thought Bobbi Davis was fixing to
 3            stand up.  Okay.  No opposition.  We'll start with
 4            Ms. Debbie Coffman.
 5                 MS. COFFMAN: Thank you.  I have just a few
 6            clarifying questions for you.  I understand, I
 7            believe, your reason for wanting to merge the two
 8            charters and I can certainly see the financial
 9            benefits that you identified.  My questions that I
10            need you to clarify for me are around the academic
11            benefit.  And explain to me why those merged services
12            were not occurring prior to this application?
13                 MS. BARONI: Well, one of the things we've
14            discovered, we have been doing some of this; we have
15            begun working together.  But as the two campuses have
16            grown we've seen how we could make that even better
17            if we could merge some of our reporting and sharing
18            -- and if any of you have anything to add, please
19            wave at me and I'll be happy to.  We've talked a lot
20            about that.  And, originally, the schools were
21            operating separately but in the last couple of years
22            we've begun to corroborate on some things and work
23            together and we feel like this will just complete
24            that and more fully integrate both programs.  And,
25            again, one of the things is unifying some of the
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 1            services that we offer.  If we can streamline some
 2            things we can have consistent curriculum throughout
 3            all of the schools, which I think will really serve
 4            our students better.  We can take the things that are
 5            effective on one campus and more fully implement them
 6            on both campuses as one unified charter.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN: In your application you've alluded
 8            to that one superintendent will be replaced, moved to
 9            another position?
10                 MS. BARONI: I'll let you speak to the person
11            himself.
12                 MR. BOGREK: As stated, I am superintendent of
13            LISA Academy-North.  We are currently working for
14            (unintelligible) status.  Just we will have some
15            responsibility changes.  We won't have any staff or
16            administrative cut; just I will be having more
17            principal responsibilities.  So, I mean, I'm not
18            losing any staff members.
19                 MS. COFFMAN: And the shared academic
20            specialist, special ed. program directors,
21            intervention specialist will then be housed at the
22            various building or you'll have a central
23            superintendent's office location?
24                 MS. BARONI: Currently, they would be housed on
25            one campus or the other but their services would be
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 1            shared between the two campuses.
 2                 MS. COFFMAN: And so then, therefore, I assume
 3            that there is a plan for collaborative work time with
 4            these people?
 5                 MS. BARONI: Yes.
 6                 MS. COFFMAN: Thank you.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hoy.
 8                 MR. HOY: Thank you for your presentation.  I
 9            have a couple of questions regarding the waivers that
10            you're seeking and I suppose I'll start with the 6-
11            18-501.  In that particular code again it's
12            referenced as et seq., which means the entire section
13            you're looking at waiving, and that's on the
14            discipline policies.  And I have one or two concerns.
15            And I know it's one of those things that it's
16            generally an okay thing to waive the whole thing.
17            However, speak to me, if you don't mind, for a second
18            about waiving the section on bullying.  I know that's
19            a State push right now and it's a State Board push
20            and you're seeking a waiver from that section as
21            well.  I believe that's --
22                 MS. BARONI: And I've read a lot of law but I
23            don't claim to be a lawyer.
24                 MR. HOY: Okay.  6-18-514.
25                 MS. BARONI: And, again, I'll speak to this on a
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 1            local level -- and I'll let -- you can come and
 2            support me, please, Tripp.  I'll let him speak to the
 3            legal part of that.  Our intent is in no way to
 4            dilute what we already have in place; I know that
 5            from a campus perspective.  And, yes, we do have
 6            strong discipline policies that prevent bullying.  We
 7            support taking care of bullying.  We do not in any
 8            way plan to not do that.  I think this was more of a
 9            legal technical kind of address, something that we're
10            trying to address on that level.  And I'll let Tripp
11            come and speak to the reasoning behind that.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Walters [sic],
13            welcome and thank you, although we might need to --
14            no.
15                 MR. WALTER: I'm ready, so you may go ahead.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you for your


17            services and if you could help Mr. Hoy with
18            addressing his concern -- I think it's a concern
19            among the Panel as a whole when we're waiving all of
20            these entire laws.  So help us understand why there
21            would be a need to waive every section.
22                 MR. WALTER: I'll be glad to, Dr. Kimbrell,
23            Members of the Panel.  I think the way I would phrase
24            it is I think there may be some confusion where the
25            et seq. so-to-speak ends.  The intent was --
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 1            traditionally with the student discipline policies,
 2            the sections really go from, as I read it anyway,
 3            from 501 through 507, which is basically the end of
 4            the description and the disciplinary policies
 5            themselves and a little bit of a process.  I
 6            professionally very much share -- and I know LISA
 7            does as well -- Mr. Hoy's concern that any sections
 8            concerning the bullying protection would be asked --
 9            would be waived.  And that is not the intent and I
10            apologize if the wording of it seemed to include
11            those additional statutes.  It was just meant to, the
12            et seq., to cover those sections following 501 that
13            actually dealt with the development of the policies.
14                 MR. HOY: In that case, I suspect I have one
15            follow-up.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: You can continue, Mr.


17            Hoy.
18                 MR. HOY: In section 6-18-503, while I
19            understand your desire to waive almost all of that I
20            would certainly like to keep that first little part
21            in there that requires these discipline policies to
22            be written and filed with the Arkansas Department of
23            Education.  The reason why is because we have to
24            track that and when we get calls we need the copies
25            and we need access to it.  So if you don't mind, I
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 1            would like you to leave that first little paragraph
 2            in, the A, 1A.
 3                 MR. WALTER: Absolutely.  And the intent in
 4            asking for the waiver of 503 was not to, as Ms.
 5            Baroni has already indicated, not to get around the
 6            requirement to have disciplinary policies, but to --
 7            for LISA to have the flexibility to graft its own
 8            which would be in full compliance with all due
 9            process requirements and certainly in the spirit and
10            intent or in compliance with 501 and 503.
11                 MR. HOY: Okay.  And I said that was the last
12            one but I have one more that's, you know --
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Continue, Mr. Hoy.


14                 MR. HOY: And from what I understand it's not a
15            federal requirement but on our state report cards and
16            our school -- on our school and district report cards
17            we track certain incidents of violence.  And in
18            section 6-18-502, if you go down to (b)(3) and you
19            look at (3)(a), (b), and (c), what we're talking
20            about is basically that weapons and assault toward
21            teachers and principals, things like that, that we
22            track in terms of monitoring on our state report
23            card.  And, therefore, we seek that information to be
24            submitted from districts to the State, so I would
25            certainly appreciate it if we could keep that
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 1            information coming.  And I don't know that waiving
 2            this would automatically stop you from doing it.  It
 3            would certainly seem to give you opportunity to not
 4            do it.
 5                 MR. WALTER: Well, I think I can safely speak --
 6            and Ms. Baroni will correct me if I don't -- that
 7            that was not the intent of this waiver request; that
 8            certainly LISA will continue to report those
 9            statistics to ADE in a timely fashion.
10                 MR. HOY: Thank you, sir.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Dr. Witonski.
12                 DR. WITONSKI: Hi, Ms. Baroni.  Not to push you
13            off, Mr. Walters; we appreciate you being here also.
14                 MR. WALTER: Quite all right.
15                 DR. WITONSKI: But a clarifying question on --
16            in the application, as far as one of the waivers, 6-
17            17-427, requesting the Standards for Accreditation
18            and the ADE rules governing the superintendent
19            mentoring program.  And I'm trying to get my mind
20            wrapped around it.  Right now, in both campuses there
21            are superintendents.  Is that correct?
22                 MS. BARONI: That's correct.
23                 DR. WITONSKI: And both campuses have a
24            superintendent in place now?
25                 MS. BARONI: Yes.  That's correct.
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 1                 DR. WITONSKI: Have those superintendents
 2            participated in the mentoring program?
 3                 MS. BARONI: I'll let the superintendent address
 4            that.
 5                 SUPT. EKIN: No.  Actually, we haven't attended
 6            those mentoring programs because we assumed that we
 7            are excluded from that act.  But when we reviewed
 8            currently, we decided to clear it up and be in
 9            compliance.  And, actually, it was mentioned in our
10            proposal, original proposal, that the superintendent
11            it's not necessary to certify.  But at LISA-North
12            they were (unintelligible).  But, actually, it's not
13            in LISA-West (unintelligible).  So just to clear it
14            up and be in compliance we would like to add this
15            waiver.
16                 DR. WITONSKI: And I'm sure part of that
17            reasoning or thought process was tied to licensure
18            but my concern is with waiving that particular
19            section.  Licensed or not licensed, I think that
20            would be an opportunity to make some connections with
21            other superintendents in the state, in addition to
22            having a mentor in the state that might be helpful to
23            the superintendent.  So looking at the application
24            that was presented in March by North Little Rock, as
25            a whole, was that process of gathering those two
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 1            worlds together considered in the March application,
 2            prior to this application?
 3                 SUPT. EKIN: Unfortunately, it was not
 4            considered during that renewal application.  We are
 5            happy to attend those type of mentoring programs.
 6            Actually, we have been working with APSRC and we are
 7            attending some other superintendent/executive
 8            director mentoring programs that also serve like that
 9            institution.  Just because it's granted the other
10            charter schools, we would like to have that
11            flexibility also for our new merged charter.
12                 DR. WITONSKI: Thank you.  I guess my second
13            follow-up question is, when the initial renewal was
14            made in March of last year -- and I'm not sure who
15            would be most appropriate to answer -- was the
16            thought process given at that point to merge the two?
17            Was there conversation at that point to merge Little
18            Rock and North Little Rock locations before entering
19            into a renewal?
20                 SUPT. EKIN: Actually, it was an idea that we
21            had in our mind and discussed in our previous
22            meetings and communications.  But we thought it more
23            fair for us to get our renewals for long-term and
24            then it will be clear that we are not seeking or
25            hiding anything with the concern of renewal.  After
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 1            we get the renewals for both charters it would be
 2            felt more comfortable to go up for this.
 3                 DR. WITONSKI: Thank you.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Let me see if I can get


 5            a follow-up.  Ms. Perry, is this a typical waiver for
 6            charter schools, as many times we see charter schools
 7            that don't have traditional superintendents?
 8                 MS. PERRY: Yes.  That's a fairly common waiver.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Thank you.  Mr.


10            Hernandez.
11                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Okay.  My question is, I'm
12            trying to wrap my brain around the structure of this
13            school.  Now there's two -- I won't call them
14            districts but two schools with two superintendents,
15            but in actuality there's five different schools.  And
16            so what is the current administrator structure as far
17            as superintendents and principals, and then what will
18            that look like after the merger?
19                 MS. BARONI: If you'll take a look in your
20            presentation, you have the basic organizational
21            structure there.  Currently, there is at LISA-North
22            -- and I'll ask Mr. Fatih to help me with that; he's
23            the superintendent.  There's also two principals, I
24            believe.
25                 MR. BOGREK: Yes.  Currently, in our school at
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 1            LISA-North I am in the superintendent's position.
 2            And we have at LISA-North a principal, elementary
 3            principal, and we have another person for middle and
 4            high school principal, and we have a Dean of
 5            Students.  So after merging I will be handling the
 6            middle and high school principal position and our
 7            principals will be handling counseling and mostly
 8            high school programs and still administrators.  And
 9            the other will just continue.  And I think
10            (unintelligible).
11                 MS. BARONI: Yeah.  At LISA-West we currently
12            have a superintendent, we have a high school
13            principal, a middle school principal, which is my
14            role, and we have assistant principals for discipline
15            and academics in both of those.
16                 SUPT. EKIN: And, excuse me, LISA-North has a
17            small high school program and we think that it should
18            be supported a lot more.  By changing the
19            responsibilities of the administration we will have
20            -- we'll be able to assign a new position, one of the
21            previous administration to take care of the high
22            school program closely.  So the high school students
23            will benefit with this change a lot more because one
24            specific administrator will be focusing on the high
25            school program.  Otherwise, with the current
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 1            administrative duties it's not possible to assign a
 2            separate person for that service program.  So it's
 3            going to be beneficial for the high school students
 4            at LISA-North.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  I'm kind of


 6            confused.  So right now at LISA-North middle and high
 7            school there's one individual?
 8                 MS. BARONI: There's one administrator as
 9            principal of both of those.
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  So --
11                 MS. BARONI: And an elementary principal.  And
12            Mr. Fatih is the superintendent.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Right.  But there's
14            another individual besides Mr. Fatih.  But he'll --
15            you'll be moving into that position --
16                 MS. BARONI: He will move into the principal
17            role for middle and high school.  The person who's
18            currently serving in that role will move more into a
19            college counseling/guidance role but will still act
20            as a high school administrator support person for the
21            principal.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: How many students are at


23            the high school, North?
24                 MS. BARONI: What's your high school enrollment?
25                 MR. BOGREK: Currently, we have 125.  In the
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 1            middle school we have 175.  So middle and high school
 2            we have currently 300 students.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Three hundred students,


 4            split about equally.  Great.
 5                 MR. BOGREK: Our elementary has 300 too, so 600
 6            with middle and high.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Thank you.  Dr.


 8            Walters.
 9                 DR. WALTERS: I guess I have the same concern
10            that Dr. Witonski had with the superintendent
11            mentoring, and I understand that it sounds like it's
12            a common waiver.  But especially going to the one
13            superintendent, in the past it may be if you did have
14            one new superintendent that came into one of the
15            schools they would have the other superintendent.
16            And so being the only person there and not having
17            that, I guess I'm just trying to think about what
18            would be the rationale for not wanting them to have
19            that support.  And I understand they don't have
20            licensure, I understand all that, but I still think
21            there would be a lot of benefit.  And I know from --
22            even through the Panel -- from State Board meetings a
23            lot of the charters that get into trouble in some way
24            or we have to revoke a lot of times just because of
25            finances.  And I think it might be beneficial to
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 1            them, so I just wanted to share that concern.  And I
 2            guess the other is just a clarification.  On the last
 3            waiver, 5.01 and 5.02, Standards for Accreditation,
 4            since we're going to one superintendent -- I mean, it
 5            may not matter but would they even -- would you even
 6            need the waiver, the last waiver?  Would that even be
 7            necessary?  And with the numbers that you have I
 8            don't think that that's a necessary waiver, but --
 9            John, you're saying no.
10                 MR. HOY: No.
11                 DR. WALTERS: Okay.  So --
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hoy, do you want to


13            try to answer that question as far as standards are
14            concerned?  Is the number --
15                 MR. HOY: Well, for the record, if we're seeking
16            the waiver on the superintendent mentor, 15.01 has to
17            do with requiring a fulltime superintendent if you
18            have at least 300 students.  It has nothing to do
19            with the mentor.  And it seems like your numbers are
20            going to exceed that, especially when you go to one
21            charter, so that should not be an issue.  So I was
22            going to --
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I think Dr. Walters was


24            -- her question had to do with the last waiver, which
25            had to do with principals.
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 1                 DR. WALTERS: Well, actually, my -- it was --
 2            well, if there's -- if we're going to one charter
 3            you're going to have the one superintendent, so I
 4            don't think that there's a waiver needed for that.
 5            And according to their numbers, one principal for 500
 6            students, so I guess I just don't understand the
 7            rationale behind asking for the waiver because it
 8            doesn't sound like that it's needed for the sharing.
 9            They can have a half-time principal under current
10            standards.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Will y'all maintain two


12            LEA's at the North for the middle school and the high
13            school?  Mary, is that -- was that --
14                 MS. PERRY: That's what they proposed.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.
16                 MS. PERRY: Yes, sir.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: So you'll still have the


18            two LEA's but with their numbers, you could have a
19            half-time -- can you have a half-time at the middle
20            school?  You can't.
21                 MR. HERNANDEZ: That's why they need a waiver.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: That's why they need the


23            waiver.
24                 DR. WALTERS: Okay.  So for the principals they
25            do need it?
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Yes.
 2                 DR. WALTERS: But not for the superintendents?
 3                 MR. HOY: Not for superintendents.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Right.  No.
 5                 DR. WALTERS: Okay.
 6                 MS. BARONI: And I assume that's one of those
 7            that they're all rolled into one statement in the
 8            rules, so --
 9                 DR. WALTERS: 15.01 is superintendent, I think,
10            so -- okay.  All right.  Thank you.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: We'll begin back with


12            Ms. Coffman.
13                 MS. COFFMAN: I need clarification on the first
14            waiver, on 6-17-2203, concerning the minimum salary
15            for classified personnel.  What is your intent?
16                 MS. BARONI: We'll let our finance or
17            superintendent or legal counsel speak to that, the
18            minimum salary for classified personnel.
19                 MR. WALTER: I'll be glad to address that.  This
20            was one that I viewed on LISA's behalf as a clean-up.
21            I think prior practice had been to just ask for a
22            request of the portion of the statute that dealt with
23            personnel policies and coverage in that.  So we
24            wanted to make sure it was clear that LISA had the
25            flexibility in this matter to propose its own salary
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 1            schedule and pay raises for classified personnel, and
 2            so we viewed this more of just a cleanup matter.
 3            Again, this is a waiver that is probably held by
 4            other open-enrollment public charter schools.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: But reading that
 6            particular section in the law -- and, again, I'm not
 7            an attorney, you are -- but can you actually waive
 8            that minimum salary of $6.25?  Because that's really
 9            what it says.
10                 MR. WALTER: Well, it's not to do -- to waive
11            minimum wage but to waive the requirements of
12            adhering to a state-required salary schedule for
13            classified employees.  No.  No.  You're obviously
14            right, there would be no attempt to waive the minimum
15            wage.  It's just to establish under those guidelines
16            a particular standard rate schedule for bus drivers,
17            cafeteria workers, et cetera.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Also, it would then


19            waive the requirement that each year it should be
20            increased equal to the percentage increase the
21            consumer price index?
22                 MR. WALTER: Yes, sir.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  Still
24            questions, Ms. Coffman, on that?
25                 MS. COFFMAN: It's not really a question; it's
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 1            more of a precedence when our nation is working to
 2            raise the minimum salary and they say it's okay not
 3            to give these people a raise after a period of time.
 4            I don't know, it strikes a sore spot in my workers
 5            heart.
 6                 MS. BARONI: And, again, I don't know the
 7            legality -- you know -- the legality of all of it.
 8            But I know that the intent is not to pay people below
 9            minimum wage in any situation.
10                 MR. SMITH: Yeah.  Just to try and state bluntly
11            and clearly --
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Smith --
13                 MR. SMITH: I'm sorry.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: -- go ahead and, since


15            you hadn't been up to the microphone yet, introduce
16            yourself.  And welcome.  Thank you.
17                 MR. SMITH: I apologize, Dr. Kimbrell.  Scott
18            Smith with the Arkansas Public School Resource
19            Center.  The intent is -- and there is no ability
20            legally to waive minimum wage requirements, so that's
21            not what's at play here at all.  The only intent is
22            to waive the minimum salary schedule requirement out
23            there.  So all minimum wage laws will be met and will
24            be established; it's just the school would be on its
25            own salary schedule.  The schedule would be posted
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 1            but it wouldn't have to meet the uniform schedule
 2            that all districts and everyone else has to meet out
 3            there.
 4                 In addition to that, with regards to the
 5            mentoring program -- and your own legal counsel can
 6            maybe verify whether I'm correct -- I'm not sure that
 7            statute even applies to the charter schools.  It's
 8            what I would refer to as a contingency requirement.
 9            There are two contingencies that have to be in place
10            under that law, as I understand it.  First of all, it
11            applies to first year superintendents, which is not
12            in play here.  And, second of all, it only kicks in
13            to the extent that there's a certification
14            requirement but, again, they received a waiver on
15            that point.  Thirdly, I think as I remember when the
16            law was being put in place there was a question at
17            the House Education Committee as to whether this was
18            going to be applied to charter schools and I'm not
19            sure there was ever a full answer when that was in
20            debate.  So I'm not even sure that law really applies
21            to charter schools in some ways.  If you read the
22            statute, it talks about first year superintendents in
23            school districts.  So that's part of the reason why
24            that's being requested in some ways as well, if it
25            even needs to be requested.  It may not be applicable
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 1            at all since it's a charter school.
 2                 DR. WITONSKI: Mr. Smith, I think in terms of
 3            just exactly what you explained I'm not sure that
 4            it's applicable in this situation.  I think in terms
 5            of is it helpful for any superintendent, whether
 6            they're licensed or not, to go through the process to
 7            make connections and to be more aware, it's a good
 8            process.  But if it isn't, I would ask as part of the
 9            application that it be removed as part of the
10            requested waiver.
11                 MR. SMITH: Well, I think they certainly want to
12            ask for the waiver and intend for the waiver to be
13            considered by you.  Whether it's legally applicable
14            or whether it applies, maybe your legal counsel could
15            answer that question for you directly.  And we
16            certainly agree, we would appreciate all
17            organizations being willing to provide resources and
18            assist charter schools in whatever manner they can.
19                 DR. WITONSKI: Thank you.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Would the Panel like to


21            have any clarification from Mr. Lasiter or Ms. Clay
22            as to the application of 6-17-427?  As I look at it,
23            it doesn't mention district; it just says "sponsors a
24            superintendent mentoring program."  And, again, an
25            "Arkansas superintendent shall complete" the program;
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 1            it doesn't say a district superintendent.  And I
 2            understand in that reference they're referring to Mr.
 3            Ekin as being the superintendent, so -- and I know
 4            that you're -- y'all are grandfathered in because you
 5            were already there prior to the passing of this law.
 6            We grandfathered many superintendents in, I guess we
 7            would call it.  But I think it seems to be of some
 8            concern, so we'll ask Mr. Lasiter and Ms. Clay to
 9            give us their feelings on it.
10                 MS. CLAY: It wouldn't be applicable now to KIPP
11            [sic] because they had their superintendents already
12            in place in 11-12, as you said.  If they brought in a
13            first-year superintendent who was licensed, there is
14            a requirement that that superintendent be licensed.
15            If the individual was a licensed educator, then they
16            would be required to go through this mentoring
17            program if there was not a waiver in place.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: What if they brought a


19            superintendent in who wasn't licensed?
20                 MS. CLAY: Then they would not be required to go
21            through the mentoring program.  The definition of
22            "first-year Arkansas superintendent" in our rules
23            includes a licensed educator.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Thank you.


25                 MS. CLAY: You're welcome.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Any other concerns or


 2            questions on that one?  Mr. Hoy.
 3                 MR. HOY: Yes, I do.  On the first page of the
 4            list of waivers, where it mentions 6-17-427, it also
 5            includes section 15.01 of the rules, standards, and
 6            15.01 seems to be a completely separate and distinct
 7            issue.  It seems to have to do with the number of
 8            students in a district and requirement of a full-time
 9            superintendent, but nothing with the superintendent
10            mentoring program.  So it does not -- what I'm simply
11            saying is 15.01 simply does not seem to fit there in
12            terms of addressing the need that you specified right
13            under the bold type.
14                 MS. BARONI: I want to make sure I'm on the same
15            page, 6-17-427 and section 15 --
16                 MR. HOY: Right.  That part is on the mentoring
17            program but if you look at 15.01 from the rules it
18            has to do with having a full-time superintendent if
19            you have 300 students.  It has nothing to do with the
20            mentoring program.
21                 MS. BARONI: Okay.
22                 MR. HOY: So it does not seem to be -- it does
23            not seem to fit in this particular waiver request.
24            And I was wondering if there was a need, especially
25            in light of the fact that you all are well above the
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 1            300.  So that does not seem to be an issue.
 2                 MS. BARONI: I'll let you tie those together.
 3                 MR. WALTER: Okay.  That was, Mr. Hoy, my
 4            attempt, I suppose, to cover the waterfront on
 5            everything because it did relate to superintendents.
 6            Because it did relate to superintendents that was
 7            just an attempt to tie the subject back to the
 8            closest rule.  I understand what you're saying
 9            though.
10                 MR. HOY: Okay.  Because the need for it also
11            wasn't addressed and that's the reason I had a
12            question on that.  However, I understand.  So if you
13            don't mind, Dr. Kimbrell, I would go to my next real
14            question because that one had already been put out
15            there; I just wanted clarification on it.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Yes, sir.  Go ahead, Mr.


17            Hoy.
18                 MR. HOY: My next real question has to do with
19            the next waiver request and it has to do with a
20            licensed counselor.  And if I am correct on that, the
21            intent there seems to be the fact that while you have
22            a licensed counselor -- I know those are rare
23            commodities and all cases you may not necessarily get
24            one.  And I understand that many charters have asked
25            for that waiver and received it.  But when I look at
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 1            the entire section, which that includes the entire
 2            section, it also talks about having a developmentally
 3            appropriate program, which you don't seem to be
 4            trying to not have a developmentally appropriate
 5            program.  And that's 6-16-01.1.  And then 6-16-01.2
 6            simply says you're going to provide appropriate
 7            facilities for counseling.  And if you're going to
 8            counsel students then I imagine you want to have
 9            somewhere where privacy would be administered to.  So
10            the only part of that guidance counseling section
11            that it seems you really need is the 16.01.3.  That's
12            where it talks about the licensure and the
13            requirement of the 450.  So, do you really need all
14            -- the entire section --
15                 MS. BARONI: I think --
16                 MR. HOY: -- or is that another one of those?
17                 MS. BARONI: -- the intent of this was just for
18            the licensure issue, so --
19                 SUPT. EKIN: Yes.
20                 MS. BARONI: Yes.  So we're comfortable with
21            that change, if that's appropriate.
22                 MR. HOY: Well, I would just hate to see you not
23            have a counseling program that's appropriate for your
24            students.
25                 MS. BARONI: And just to speak to that, we have
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 1            an extensive counseling program.  We have a counselor
 2            who is dedicated primarily to dealing with student
 3            needs in terms of emotional support and academic
 4            support.  And in addition to that, we have staff
 5            personnel dedicated to college guidance and planning.
 6            Other staff does the tedious work of scheduling and
 7            such.  We also provide the STRIVE program from UAMS
 8            on our campus, so that's something that I think we're
 9            already going above what the law requires and we
10            certainly want to continue that for our students.
11                 MR. HOY: Yes, ma'am.  My only concern is that I
12            didn't know that I would feel comfortable waiving --
13                 MS. BARONI: Right.  And that's not our intent
14            --
15                 MR. HOY: -- the requirement to do that.
16                 MS. BARONI: -- to waive that.  We just -- the
17            licensure, as you said, sometimes is a difficult
18            thing to fulfill.
19                 MR. HOY: Okay.  And one unrelated question and
20            I think I'm finished, unless something else comes up.
21            When you spoke in your original presentation, the
22            first 20 minutes, you spoke about having only one
23            ACSIP plan for now.  And as I look at your structure
24            it seems like you're still looking at having four
25            different schools.  Are you talking about four
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 1            different schools, four LEA numbers now with the way
 2            we're pushing it out?  Because, if so, would that not
 3            require an ACSIP plan for each school?
 4                 MS. BARONI: Well, it would require the
 5            individual school level plan but --
 6                 MR. HOY: But just one district --
 7                 MS. BARONI: -- one district plan.  Yes.
 8                 MR. HOY: Okay.  So we're not talking about one
 9            --
10                 MS. BARONI: We're not a district.
11                 MR. HOY: Thank you.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hernandez.
13                 MR. HERNANDEZ: I'm just still trying to
14            understand this, the structure and the waiving of the
15            15.02 that relates to the principals.  It says that
16            -- the explanation on the structure, it seems like
17            there's going to be an over -- maybe not an over-
18            abundance but there'll be several principals that
19            will be involved in these schools.  But would there
20            really be a need to waive that 15.02, that just
21            refers to the principal per number of kids, or is
22            there an intention down the line to have less
23            principals for a larger amount of kids?
24                 MS. BARONI: Well, the intent of that was to
25            allow for potential growth at the middle school and
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 1            high school at LISA-North, because, currently, those
 2            two schools are very small at 125 and 175, in the
 3            middle school and the high school.  And I don't have
 4            the rule in front of me but I'm guessing that was
 5            intended to allow for potential growth within those
 6            two schools, so the waiver might become necessary at
 7            some point.  Is that correct?
 8                 MR. WALTER: That's my understanding, Mr.
 9            Hernandez, after visiting with LISA administration.
10                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Right.  And, well, the current
11            cap will be 1,500.  What's the total enrollment right
12            now?
13                 MR. AKDENIR: Yeah.  I can speak for the
14            superintendent of LISA-West.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Please state your name


16            for the record, please.
17                 COURT REPORTER: Was he sworn?
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Yes.
19                 MR. AKDENIR: Cuneyt Akdenir.  So our current
20            enrollment at LISA-West is 800 students and at LISA-
21            North it is 600.  We'd increase their enrollment 100
22            next year.  And, as always, we have been serving in
23            education for 10 years.  We have been meeting the
24            requirements for the principal position.  So we know
25            the number is 300, so for 300 students we need to
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 1            assign one principal position and we have done it and
 2            we are meaning to continue that in the future.  And
 3            in the waiver request we do not intend to decrease --
 4            we did not intend to escape from the requirement,
 5            fiscal requirement.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Would you restate your


 7            name for our --
 8                 MR. AKDENIR: Cuneyt Akdenir.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Can you spell it?
10                 MR. AKDENIR: Yes.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I can almost tell she


12            wanted you to spell it.
13                 MR. AKDENIR: C-u-n-e-y-t  A-k-d-e-n-i-r.
14                 COURT REPORTER: Thank you very much.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  Dr. Walters,


16            you're next on the list.
17                 DR. WALTERS: I'm good.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Ms. Coffman.


19                 MS. COFFMAN: No questions.  I have only
20            concerns.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Well, we'll see


22            if there are additional questions and then we can as
23            a Panel have discussions about your concerns.  Mr.
24            Hoy.
25                 MR. HOY: A clarification request from our legal
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 1            team, Ms. Clay or Mr. Lasiter.
 2                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: It looks like Ms. Clay


 3            is stepping forward.
 4                 MS. CLAY: And I apologize, I said KIPP earlier
 5            and we're on LISA.  I'll have to blame it on cold
 6            medicine, like Dr. Walters did before the State
 7            Board.  We're only --
 8                 DR. WALTERS: Thanks, Kendra.  Appreciate that.
 9                 MR. HOY: Ms. Clay, in regard to Arkansas Code
10            6-18-501 et seq. are you in agreement that that
11            particular section stops at 5.01?  Because it seems
12            to go beyond 5.01 because anti-bullying is after
13            5.01.  So, are you in agreement that it's not to
14            5.01?
15                 MS. CLAY: No.  I think we need some
16            clarification on the applicant and I think Tripp may
17            have clarified that they intended it to go 5.01
18            through 5.07.
19                 MR. WALTER: Yes.
20                 MR. HOY: Okay.  So that would be for the
21            record.
22                 MS. CLAY: Yes.
23                 MR. WALTER: Yes.
24                 MR. HOY: Okay.  Then I suspect that's all I've
25            got.  Thank you.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: No, there's no
 2            withdrawal.  That was discussion about 5.01.
 3            Correct, Mr. Hoy?
 4                 MR. HOY: My concern was 5.01 in terms of the
 5            need for it because in the actual request itself,
 6            when it spoke to the need, it spoke to the need in
 7            regards to the superintendent mentoring program and
 8            how they intended to cover it other ways.  But their
 9            need did not reflect the need to escape the 300
10            minimum requirement for a full-time superintendent as
11            the 15.01 does.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Other questions


13            before we move into discussion?  Okay.  You have
14            before you LISA Academy's request, one I think is the
15            merger of the two schools into one, and then the
16            additional waivers.  So, Ms. Coffman, you stated that
17            you had some concerns.  Would you like to discuss
18            those then with the Panel?  And y'all may be seated
19            if you'd like and we will then ask for any clarifying
20            questions that may come up.  Thank you.
21                 MR. AKDENIR: May I add just one comment about
22            all the waivers, the waiver requests that we have
23            today?
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Sure.
25                 MR. AKDENIR: Initially, our first main purpose
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 1            is to merge the two districts and while we do that we
 2            are -- with our legal guidance, with our -- with
 3            APSRC and our team, we reviewed all the waivers we
 4            have had for LISA-West and LISA-North, and we also
 5            reviewed the waivers for other charter schools.  And
 6            as you know, we started this charter in 2004 and
 7            charter school business was new.  And there were some
 8            amendments that we didn't know about before and there
 9            were some amendments we had but there needs to be
10            some clarification about those.  So we worked on
11            those to make sure we are cleaning up things and
12            we're fully administering all the waivers that we
13            currently have.  And if there are, of course,
14            concerns we may have asked things that we shouldn't
15            have asked, or if there are issues, we are definitely
16            open to listening to the concerns and make changes if
17            we need to.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you very much.  I


19            would like to point out that we are in a different,
20            for all intended purposes, a different process in
21            which we have a different group of people who are
22            actually hearing -- conducting the hearings.  We're I
23            think in a different era of looking at the fact that
24            each individual charter application, whether it's an
25            open-enrollment charter application, amendment
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 1            process, conversion charter is probably going to have
 2            to go through a great deal more questioning and
 3            concerns as we move into this era of greater
 4            accountability than we've ever had.  So I don't think
 5            that we're, as a group -- just because it's a typical
 6            waiver for a charter then that becomes just the
 7            typical decision-making point for us as a panel.  I
 8            would also state, and would like to be very clear,
 9            and hopefully take this -- I don't want this to be
10            taken the wrong way, but I do want charter applicants
11            to understand; if the waiver is much needed for you
12            to be able to operate and effectively move and
13            achieve in instruction, we want you to bring forth
14            those waivers to demonstrate that you're trying to do
15            that for a purpose.  Just because we may anticipate
16            that or we think this might happen or this is what
17            other charters have done or we've done it in the
18            past, we're looking for solid reasoning as to why
19            that needs to occur.  So I will get off my soapbox
20            but I do want to make it clear; just because it's a
21            requirement out there, don't -- please don't come to
22            us and just ask for a waiver because it would make it
23            easier down the road if something were to pop up.
24            Now that's just simple country talk from someone
25            who's not very smart and comes from a long line of
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 1            educators that were just country people.  But that's
 2            what I'm talking about.  You know, if it's important
 3            that you have the waiver and you can satisfy this
 4            panel, then by all means bring it to this panel.  But
 5            if it's just something that may get in the way down
 6            the road, then come to us down the road with it.  But
 7            right now we want to look at what those waivers are,
 8            as they're important to us.  And I think you can tell
 9            this panel is concerned about what goes on in all
10            schools, including charter schools.  So, Ms. Coffman,
11            I'll let you voice your concern and we'll have our
12            discussion as a panel.
13                 MS. COFFMAN: Well, Dr. Kimbrell, my concern is,
14            just as you've eloquently outlined, is that while I
15            am supportive of the merger I am concerned that these
16            waivers are so broad that the intent is not clearly
17            articulated.  And because of the nature of the
18            broadness we could be looking back in a couple of
19            years and saying, "Oh, well, we didn't really mean
20            for that to happen; that wasn't our intent," but it's
21            not really spelled out.  And so a couple of things
22            that personally concern me is 6-17-2203; to open the
23            door a little bit we open the door wide.  And then 6-
24            17-427 because the superintendent, current
25            superintendent does not fall into this mentoring.
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 1            The case that Dr. Witonski made I think is important
 2            and our State Board spoke just most recently and
 3            asked schools and charter schools to share with each
 4            other.  And we would approve something that would not
 5            encourage that mentoring and so that concerns me.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  Mr. Hoy, do


 7            you have concerns you'd like to share?
 8                 MR. HOY: I do have one concern but it's along
 9            the line of student discipline policies.  And I was
10            thinking earlier, as I was reviewing this, and I
11            imagine it is something that we give on quite a
12            regular basis to our charter schools; however, if we
13            give a waiver on the discipline policies as
14            prescribed in law, and we say, "Okay, you can make up
15            your own," is there then a process for quality checks
16            or quality insurance in terms of what's actually in
17            those discipline policies?  I don't want us to put
18            ourselves in a position that we're being required to
19            review every set of discipline policies that does not
20            have to heed to the ADE guidelines.  But I do
21            understand the need in terms of their request.  So
22            that's why I was just concerned about at least having
23            them written so we can review them, and they have
24            agreed to do that.  But it will probably be an
25            ongoing concern of mine in terms of the -- what do we
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 1            get, because what we are saying is there are some
 2            things that our legislative body thought we needed to
 3            make certain we adhere to at schools and districts
 4            when it comes to discipline among our students.  Some
 5            are tied to legal things that will keep us out of
 6            trouble legally and some are even potentially tied to
 7            federal things that we have to track and monitor,
 8            i.e., the report card.  But that being said, I don't
 9            know if I necessarily have a problem with it if it
10            includes that little section from 6-18-503 in terms
11            of them at least being written this time.  And I
12            guess that's the end of my comment.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Mr. Hoy.


14            Other comments, questions?  Dr. Witonski.
15                 DR. WITONSKI: Mine is the same as Ms. Coffman
16            in terms of I understand how the mentoring program
17            does not apply to this particular situation with the
18            current leadership that's in place.  But in terms of
19            going forward it might be -- if there is a licensed
20            superintendent that does lead LISA Academy at some
21            point waiving that at this point would be a concern.
22            And I understand seeking down the line as far as
23            future things that they may be interested in also.
24            But back to your earlier comment, making sure that we
25            approve with what we know today, as of right now.
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 1            And I also have the same concern as Mr. Hoy in terms
 2            of discipline; what all does that include and what
 3            all does that encompass.  The broadness of it is a
 4            concern.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hernandez, any


 6            concerns you want to voice?
 7                 MR. HERNANDEZ: No.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Dr. Walters, anything?


 9                 DR. WALTERS: I guess my concern is the last
10            waiver about principals and the superintendent.  And
11            I know it's been a waiver that's happened in the past
12            but as you spoke about -- I think what we're asking
13            of schools now and from what is being put on schools
14            I don't think we can look back and say, "Well, we've
15            done it before."  I think we've got to look at what
16            are the needs now.  And I will say this, Ms. Baroni,
17            is being a test pilot -- and they've done an
18            excellent job and I know the work that we're asking
19            of principals, getting you in those classrooms and
20            evaluating teachers, I guess I'm just having a hard
21            time in my mind seeing how granting a waiver to allow
22            a principal to split between two campuses -- I don't
23            see how we're going to be able to support those
24            teachers and how we're going to improve student
25            achievement in those schools by having fewer
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 1            principals.  Again, I just -- I can't wrap my mind
 2            around how that is going to be good for kids.  It may
 3            be good for finances for a year or so, but I don't
 4            think it's going to be good for kids.  And so that is
 5            my one concern.  As far as combining the two
 6            charters, I think that's an excellent idea
 7            administratively but I just -- I have a hard time
 8            with that one waiver.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Well, let me ask a


10            question then.  'Cause I understood that they would
11            have as many administrators on that campus as they
12            had, that that wasn't the issue.  And it may not be
13            that they're, quote, licensed in any way.  But
14            actually there would be even more administrative help
15            on that particular campus than they have now because
16            there would be no administrators -- there would be no
17            lesser administrators but actually would -- the
18            individual who is acting as the superintendent now
19            would not be acting as superintendent but would be
20            focusing at the high school.  Their work and the
21            other two administrators would be focusing
22            specifically on specific areas.  Now, granted, into
23            the future -- and I know what I said a while ago, you
24            know, but one of the things I do want to caution us
25            about is the idea behind charters, you know, is to
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 1            give some freedom and to not put such constraints and
 2            restraints upon schools, to see what they can do
 3            without us getting in the way with some of our
 4            things.  And I know it seems I'm talking out of both
 5            sides of my mouth but I think we have to weigh those
 6            issues.  So, yes, you can make a comment.
 7                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Just to piggyback on Dr.
 8            Kimbrell's comments, you know, I think we have the
 9            ability here to look at these things, especially with
10            the example -- which I know they're not intending to
11            do this, but if there was a time where in the future
12            that they did not -- they tried to split principals
13            over two campuses and things like that.  But when
14            they came back for -- or my understanding, when they
15            came back for some kind of renewal for their charter
16            that we'd be able to look at that and observe whether
17            or not that experiment is working and at that time
18            make decisions based on that information.  Is that a
19            correct understanding?
20                 DR. WALTERS: Yes.  I think that that is exactly
21            right.  But we also gave them a five-year charter.
22            Correct?  So five years is a long time to go.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Well, that's true but


24            there are other issues.  I mean, we have lots of
25            other authority if things are going south, if there
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 1            are concerns that are brought by feds.  And, of
 2            course, remember the other issue, these are schools
 3            of choice and, you know, issues of discipline,
 4            bullying and those other issues, people, you know,
 5            they'll tend to make decisions about what's best for
 6            their children.  So, you know, that's one of the
 7            issues is you've got to meet the needs or the desires
 8            of the public that you're serving.  That to me has
 9            been the whole tenant of my support for charter
10            schools in this state is that we need to find -- when
11            our public traditional schools are not meeting the
12            needs and being responsive to those individuals that
13            they're serving that there ought to be options.  So,
14            you know, I wave back and forth on a lot of these
15            things.  And I think my message was, trying to be
16            clear, come with those waivers you really want and
17            that are important to you -- but I also know that we
18            need to make sure we don't get in the way of
19            innovation and change.  As we know, we've got all
20            these rules and laws that sometimes prohibit schools
21            from being creative.  But I understand your concerns
22            and I have them too.  Other comments?  Mr. Hoy.
23                 MR. HOY: Just a procedural question, Dr.
24            Kimbrell.  It may be for legal, may be for Ms. Perry.
25            In terms of when we get ready for the motion and the
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 1            vote on this particular application is it appropriate
 2            to look at the waivers distinctly rather than as a
 3            group?
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Lasiter or Ms. --


 5            Ms. Clay is coming.
 6                 MS. CLAY: You can certainly do that if you feel
 7            like that would be a more efficient way to handle the
 8            waivers or you can handle them as a group.  It's up
 9            to the Panel.
10                 MR. HOY: Thank you.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Smith, I see that


12            you stuck your finger up and apparently you have a
13            comment you'd like to make?
14                 MR. SMITH: Well, hopefully just to make it
15            easier for the Panel, and I certainly appreciate your
16            comments, Dr. Kimbrell.  As I understand it, there
17            are two primary concerns: one is the mentoring issue
18            and the other one is -- and I'm not even sure I've
19            got it right, but Tripp thinks he has a solution that
20            may help resolve the other concern out there.  So we
21            would offer that for any assistance.  And I think the
22            charter school may be willing to pull down the mentor
23            request, if necessary.  I would just offer this for
24            the Panel's consideration: it's not as if we're
25            mentoring the same programs, traditional school
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 1            mentoring and what's going on with them, and you have
 2            to consider, for example, what if it's a charter
 3            school within the district and they get assigned to
 4            the superintendent of that district.  And there are
 5            certain conflicts.  I think that -- and I know that
 6            the Department doesn't run the program.  The
 7            organization that does is a fabulous program, does a
 8            great job, nothing like that.  But I'm not sure that
 9            it's apples-to-apples with regards to the mentoring
10            that's going on and there are some considerations.
11            And many of these charter organizations have their
12            own mentoring programs, well-established, and are
13            very defined.  And so I think this mentoring concept
14            has a lot of legitimacy and maybe it's worthy of a
15            later conversation.  We certainly don't want to
16            create a bad precedent with regards to this issue,
17            but it's not as simple as maybe a conversation.  Thus
18            far, there are considerations on both sides but I
19            would suggest that it goes much deeper than just,
20            "Okay, we're just going to assign someone to mentor
21            someone," when in fact many times these programs may
22            be very different and they may be viewed differently
23            by the folks that are involved in some ways also.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  I understand


25            completely.  I see Mr. Shirey got out of town,
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 1            because I was going to ask Mr. Shirey if he'd be a
 2            mentor.  And what about -- I saw Mr. Mertens.  Is Mr.
 3            Mertens still here?  Mr. Mertens, I know that your
 4            association was a mentoring program and I guess I
 5            would just take the prerogative of the chair of this
 6            Panel and ask if there were a need -- and please come
 7            to the mike -- you're not testifying as to this
 8            application, so we won't swear you in.  I'm just
 9            asking a question because I think you kind of operate
10            that mentoring program.  If this becomes an issue for
11            this Panel and the State Board, would you be willing
12            to look at trying to develop some mentoring --
13            mentors from successful charter leaders to mentor new
14            charter leaders and work in connection with APSRC to
15            do that?
16                 MR. MERTENS: Certainly, we would.  I think
17            there have been some good points made by Scott and by
18            Deborah on the, you know, the collaboration, getting
19            to meet other new superintendents.  But also it is a
20            different program or a different set of skills that
21            they may need to learn.  So I think there's some
22            flexibility within the program to do both of those
23            things, maybe some of the -- a session where they
24            would actually meet other new traditional
25            superintendents.  But, you know, part of the
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 1            mentoring could be assigned a mentor from an
 2            established charter school.  So I do believe there's
 3            flexibility within the program to do -- to address
 4            both of the concerns that we've heard today.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  And, again,


 6            I wouldn't be opposed to -- and thank you, Mr.
 7            Mertens -- I wouldn't be opposed to us looking, Mr.
 8            Lasiter, at the expansion of that program possibly
 9            with APSRC developing some mentoring opportunities
10            for individuals.  And I know these two gentlemen who
11            have been part of LISA have been heavily involved in
12            those communities and building those schools, but,
13            you know, we all know that things happen and we get
14            new people into the state.  And the difficulty I have
15            many times is that we find that a lot of our new
16            superintendents, whether they're charter, traditional
17            public schools, it's that first couple of years that
18            they've really got to be strong and need to ask those
19            questions.  And if you don't have a strong mentor --
20            Dr. McClure, you can attest to this -- you're in
21            trouble.  Right?  So --
22                 DR. McCLURE: It's hard to overcome.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: It's a little hard to
24            overcome.  I was just born into the system and I was
25            just lucky and I never realized how lucky I was to
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 1            have those kind of people around me.  So I appreciate
 2            everybody's willingness to be a part of that
 3            solution.  But now the real solution guy is coming to
 4            the microphone.  Thank you, Mr. Walters.  Go ahead.
 5                 MR. WALTER: No problem.  Thank you, Dr.
 6            Kimbrell, Panel.  If I may, I'd like to address a
 7            couple of the issues and concerns that Ms. Coffman
 8            and Mr. Hoy had.  As to Ms. Coffman's concern about
 9            the classified employee minimum wage issue, again,
10            two points.  Number one, reiterate it was never our
11            intent or LISA's intent by asking a waiver of trying
12            to bridge the federal laws concerning minimum wage
13            and CPI increases.  What I've done, and I briefly
14            talked to -- I've reviewed the statutes and I've
15            briefly talked to ADE legal counsel, and if the Panel
16            were inclined to grant a substitution for that waiver
17            to read Arkansas Code Annotated 6-17-2301 et seq.,
18            which is the classified school employee personnel
19            policy law, I believe that will accomplish the
20            objectives of LISA, and that is not to be bound by a
21            particular schedule; but yet, also address Ms.
22            Coffman and probably other panel members' concerns
23            about making sure that it's very clear that there's
24            no denial of any federal wage benefits that are going
25            on at LISA.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Mr. Walter.


 2            Ms. Coffman, any --
 3                 MS. COFFMAN: I'm flipping to it.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: She's trying to find it.


 5                 MR. WALTER: Sure.  If I may, while Ms. Coffman
 6            is --
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Sure.  Move forward.


 8                 MR. WALTER: Okay.  Concerning Mr. Hoy's issues
 9            or concerns about the discipline policies, perhaps
10            those could be alleviated or allayed to some extent
11            if LISA were to offer to amend the waiver in that
12            area to just 6-18-502 and 6-18-503(a)(1)(a) only,
13            which I believe is the section that Mr. Hoy has
14            pointed out before, to insure that LISA remains under
15            the statutory requirement of submitting its student
16            disciplinary policies to the Department.  And
17            hopefully that process would also give Mr. Hoy some
18            assurance that whatever form or fashion the policies
19            take that they do have the ability to be reviewed by
20            ADE, and, obviously, if there are concerns that those
21            could be properly addressed by LISA to the
22            Department's satisfaction.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Mr. Hoy, other


24            questions?
25                 MR. HOY: No.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Ms. Coffman, you found


 2            your section?
 3                 MS. COFFMAN: Uh-huh.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Are you okay?
 5                 MS. COFFMAN: I'm better.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN: Thank you.
 8                 MR. WALTER: Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: As usual, the solution


10            finder.  Okay.  Panel, any other questions,
11            discussion?  If not, we're going to go ahead and move
12            on.  If we have some questions, we'll continue.  I
13            think we're okay.
14                 MR. AKDENIR: Can we ask to exclude one of the
15            waivers we requested?
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: If you want to.
17                 MR. AKDENIR: After listening to the Panel's
18            concerns and after reviewing the waivers, we ask for
19            Sections 15.01 and 15.02 -- and as I said previously,
20            we are definitely wanting to keep -- wanting to
21            provide the number of superintendents and principals
22            according to the standards and minimum requirements.
23            And we would like to take that waiver off of our
24            request.
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  So you're pulling
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 1            the last one on Section 15.01 and 15.02?
 2                 MR. AKDENIR: Yes, sir.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  So, Panel, you


 4            hear the request from the applicant to pull that one.
 5            So we are to the question of the --
 6                 MS. COFFMAN: I have a question.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  You have a


 8            question.
 9                 MS. COFFMAN: This is for Kendra.  This is -- if
10            LISA were to hire a superintendent that is a licensed
11            educator, and that person did not go through the
12            superintendent mentoring, that person later on leaves
13            LISA Academy and goes to a public school, do they
14            automatically go into superintendent mentoring?
15                 MS. CLAY: I don't know.  I'd have to look at
16            that more closely on whether they would still be
17            considered a first-time superintendent in that case.
18                 MS. COFFMAN: Well, my assumption is they would


19            not because a charter school is a public school.
20            Maybe our question is for Scott Smith, who's eager to
21            jump up there and answer that question.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Smith.
23                 MR. SMITH: I'm sorry.  I think one major issue
24            is they would have to be licensed.
25                 MS. COFFMAN: Yes.
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 1                 MR. SMITH: And so, therefore, the law would
 2            apply if they were going into a district.  This,
 3            again, only applies to those folks who are seeking
 4            license in that status position and so, you know,
 5            there's a lot of tumblers that fall with regards to
 6            this.  But the reason they asked for this was because
 7            it was, again, an apples-to-oranges issue with
 8            regards to mentoring.  There is a sizeable cost, as I
 9            understand it, related to this, these are small
10            schools, factors like that.  If they left a charter
11            school and sought to go to a district, unless that
12            district sought a waiver through their conversion
13            status or an innovation piece or something like that,
14            they would still be obligated to meet those mentoring
15            models because they're going to have to be licensed
16            otherwise.  And this will apply if they're considered
17            a first-time superintendent.
18                 MS. COFFMAN: Because they would no longer be
19            under the waiver?
20                 MR. SMITH: That's correct.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Mr. Smith.


22                 MR. SMITH: Thank you.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Other questions?  And if


24            not, I'll entertain a motion on the request by LISA
25            Academy to merge their two campuses into one campus.
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 1            And if you want to address the additional waivers
 2            individually, we can do that or we can address them
 3            as a whole now.
 4                 MR. HERNANDEZ: I make a motion to approve the


 5            waiver and approve the amendments also.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  We have a motion


 7            by Mr. Hernandez to approve the merger of the two
 8            schools and also the list of additional waivers minus
 9            the last waiver request of section 15.01 and 15.02.
10            I don't want to put words in your mouth but I want to
11            be clear.
12                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Probably need to be clear and
13            there was a substitution also.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I'm sorry.  Yes.  In the


15            first waiver, substitution 6-17-2301, I believe, in
16            substitution for 2203.  Thank you for that catch, Mr.
17            Hernandez.  Was that right, Tripp?  Maybe I got it --
18            I wrote it down wrong.
19                 MR. WALTER: No.  You did not.  I just also
20            wanted, as we're talking about the substitution, to
21            alleviate Mr. Hoy's concerns on the 6-18-501 et seq.
22            piece.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Through 507.  Is that


24            right?
25                 MS. COFFMAN: NO.
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 1                 MR. WALTER: Well, no.  We amended it, I
 2            believe, to just include 6-18-502 and 6-18-
 3            503(a)(1)(A)(1) only, I believe.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  Thank you,


 5            sir, for that catch.  Mr. Hoy was fixing to jump on
 6            me.  Okay.  So everybody understands Mr. Hernandez's
 7            motion?  I guess it's still your motion?
 8                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Yes.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  We agreed it's


10            still your motion with those amendments to those
11            lists of waivers.  Do I have a second?
12                 DR. WITONSKI: I'd like to make a second with
13            the caveat that we -- as we continue to move forward
14            to approving more charters that we strongly consider
15            some type of mentoring program to be in place to
16            support all of our administrators.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: But still the second on


18            the motion?
19                 DR. WITONSKI: Yes.  Second.
20                 DR. WALTERS: It's just a long one.
21                 DR. WITONSKI: I know.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: It's just a long one.


23            Okay.  Any other discussion?  Now is the time if you
24            want further discussion.  Go ahead, Deb.
25                 MS. COFFMAN: I would just like for the record
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 1            to say I agree with Dr. Witonski about the mentoring;
 2            I encourage there to be some type of mentoring.  But
 3            beyond the mentoring the collaboration is just
 4            critical no matter how long you've been in the
 5            business.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  Other


 7            discussions?  If not, all those in favor of the
 8            motion say aye.
 9                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: All those opposed like


11            sign?  Okay.  The motion passes and the amendment to
12            merge and additional waivers have been approved.
13            Congratulations, good luck.  We hope to see y'all
14            down the road.  Thank y'all.
15                 Do y'all need a timeout for a minute?  Very
16            good.  Ms. Perry, we will move on to agenda item A-3.
17            Why do you want three minutes?  Dr. Witonski is
18            wanting a 30-minute break here.
19                 DR. WITONSKI: Three.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Three.  I'm sorry.
21                 DR. WITONSKI: Zero-three.
22                 MS. PERRY: I actually told Dr. McClure you were
23            going to take an hour break before --
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Well, if he'll give us


25            about a five-minute break -- I think a couple of
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 1            individuals want to take care of some business.
 2            Thank you.
 3                      (BREAK: 2:52-3:00 P.M.)
 4  A-3 & A-4: REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL


 5  AMENDMENTS: CROSS COUNTY ELEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ACADEMY AND


 6  CROSS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL, A NEW TECH SCHOOL
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: We'll ask Ms. Perry to


 8            come forward and introduce Action Item A-3, Request
 9            for District Conversion school amendments for Cross
10            County Elementary Technology Academy.  I believe
11            we'll take that one first.
12                 MS. PERRY: Yes, sir.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Ms. Perry.


14                 MS. PERRY: You just stated that's Cross County
15            Elementary.  The State Board of Education approved
16            the application for Cross County Elementary
17            Technology Academy on January 9, 2012.  The charter
18            is approved to serve students in grades K-6 with a
19            maximum enrollment of 500.  Representatives of the
20            Cross County Elementary are appearing before the
21            Charter Authorizing Panel to request amendments to
22            the current charter.  A page in the packet does show
23            the requested changes that Cross County staff has and
24            they have a presentation with some additional
25            information.  They also have a handout, a one-page
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 1            here that I left for you on your seats in front of
 2            you, so that information is there.  And Dr. Matt
 3            McClure is here to speak to you.  And just so you
 4            know, the requests are very similar for both A-3, the
 5            elementary school, and A-4, the New Tech high school.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you very much.


 7            Dr. McClure, welcome this afternoon to the Charter
 8            Panel.  Appreciate your time and patience.  We know
 9            you're an important man.  Go ahead.
10                 DR. McCLURE: Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell and
11            Members of the Panel.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Oh, I'm sorry.  I have


13            to swear you in and anyone else who will be speaking
14            for or against.  Please raise your right hand.  Do
15            you swear or affirm to tell the truth, the whole
16            truth and nothing but the truth?
17               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you very much.


19            Proceed, Dr. McClure.  Thank you.
20                 DR. McCLURE: Okay.  With regards to the
21            presentation, with permission from the Chair and
22            Board we're essentially asking -- there are no
23            additional waivers, just three amendments to both
24            charters at the high school and the elementary.  I'd
25            like to present them together instead of being
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 1            redundant and just coming back and saying the same
 2            thing.  I do understand that y'all have to vote
 3            twice.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Yes.
 5                 DR. McCLURE: But if that's okay with --
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Does the Panel have any


 7            objection to hearing both and then we'll take each
 8            one up individually?  Go right ahead.
 9                 DR. McCLURE: Okay.  All right.  It's pretty
10            simple.  The first one is just a change in the
11            accountability language and it's changing to reflect
12            AMO instead of AYP, in line with the new
13            accountability measures.
14                 The second one is -- and that's the one-sheeter
15            that you have; there's additional information on
16            that.  It's to remove the NWEA MAP testing and it
17            kind of delineates in that one-pager all the problems
18            that we went through over the last three years.  At
19            the end of the day, the truth is we know that the
20            test is good but we've not been able to get it to be
21            usable to be able to inform any kind of data
22            decisions.  And it got to the point that the last
23            time NWEA, because of all of our troubles, even
24            offered to give it to us free for a year.  But it's
25            either been -- I mean, the big -- I guess the biggest
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 1            piece is this, they've never done it on a wireless
 2            network; it had always been done in computer labs.
 3            We don't have computer labs; we only have wireless.
 4            And my understanding is that -- and they didn't know
 5            this at the time because they didn't have experience
 6            but throughout the two years they needed it to be a
 7            static IP address, and obviously ours aren't because
 8            they move throughout the school, and so that was
 9            initially a problem.  And then we went back and they
10            thought it was a bandwidth problem.  We documented,
11            showed them what our bandwidth was and that that
12            wasn't an issue.  Then the last piece was they came
13            back and when we refreshed to MacBook Airs they told
14            us that it was not compatible with MacBook Airs at
15            this time.  So we're requesting that be removed.
16                 And then the last piece is, under Goals for
17            Mastery, we have -- the schools are seeking to change
18            the language from "all classes will have 80% mastery
19            on each SLE, as indicated by TLI" to read "all
20            classes or grades will demonstrate growth and
21            progress towards the school's AMO target as indicated
22            by the TLI assessments."  So instead of it being a
23            fixed number of 80% it's more in line with what our
24            accountability measures are and that it's based on
25            growth and progress of students.  That's --
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.
 2                 DR. McCLURE: -- my presentation.  I'll be happy
 3            to entertain any questions.   And principals from
 4            both schools are here also.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  But they don't


 6            have any other additional presentation, and I don't
 7            believe there's anyone here to speak in opposition.
 8            So we'll move straight into questions from the Panel.
 9            Dr. Walters, any questions you may have?
10                 DR. WALTERS: No.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hernandez?
12                 MR. HERNANDEZ: No.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Dr. Witonski?
14                 DR. WITONSKI: So you're moving from NWEA to
15            TLI, TLI being a better process?
16                 DR. McCLURE: We've been doing TLI the entire
17            time.  It was in addition to.
18                 DR. WITONSKI: Okay.
19                 DR. McCLURE: Yeah.  Yeah.  We were doing --
20            well --
21                 DR. WITONSKI: Two interim assessments?
22                 DR. McCLURE: We were attempting to do two
23            interim assessments and one of them -- you know --
24            the big thing is at the time, three years ago, we
25            really wanted the online component and that it was
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 1            based -- you know -- kind of a different angle where
 2            TLI was just on the measurement, as far as state
 3            accountability and aligned with benchmarks, and this
 4            was more aligned with the nationally normed.
 5                 DR. WITONSKI: Okay.  Thank you.
 6                 DR. McCLURE: You're welcome.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Dr. -- Mr. Hoy?
 8                 MR. HOY: Just a question on growth toward and
 9            progress toward school AMO's and projections going
10            from the TLI and ACTAAP testing.  I understand the
11            growth on ACTAAP testing and that's growth to
12            standard 8th grade.  Is the AMO projections on the
13            TLI, is that based on a correlation between the TLI
14            and the benchmark exam results?  Or, if not, just
15            help me understand how a student will demonstrate
16            growth toward projections on the TLI.
17                 DR. McCLURE: I'm not sure that I'm following
18            the question but I'll try to explain the way I think
19            that you're asking.  So right now, there's an
20            arbitrary bar that we've put in of 80% --
21                 MR. HOY: Right.
22                 DR. McCLURE: -- that students would score on
23            the TLI that would be indicative of what was
24            proficient or advanced on the assessment.  Instead of
25            looking at that, we're going to look at a trajectory
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 1            of how they improve on the TLI and that correlation
 2            to the state test.
 3                 MR. HOY: Okay.  So there would be a baseline
 4            score for each student at your school?
 5                 DR. McCLURE: Yeah.  We've been doing TLI the
 6            entire time, so we already have that information from
 7            -- I guess we've been doing it for seven years.
 8                 MR. HOY: Okay.  Gotcha.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: How do you make that


10            assumption then to -- or benchmark assessment from
11            TLI?  'Cause you said "towards our" -- which would
12            now be your AMO's.
13                 DR. McCLURE: Right.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: So how do you
15            extrapolate or interpret?
16                 DR. McCLURE: They actually have calculations
17            that The Learning Institute provides to districts
18            that, based on your score on this, you're projected
19            to be in this area.  And all of that is based on a
20            scale score so then we can go back and, you know,
21            basically run regression from that.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  So through that


23            regression you can then help predict the success of
24            those students or what you need to do to get those
25            students ready.  Is that what --
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 1                 DR. McCLURE: Yes.  I mean -- well, I mean,
 2            that's -- obviously, that's the goal --
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Yeah.
 4                 DR. McCLURE: -- as we move into, you know,
 5            PARCC assessments and all that.  I mean, I think
 6            there's -- I mean, there's some unknown variables on
 7            the table but at the same time I think we're still
 8            looking at it from the perspective of we know what
 9            the baseline is, we know if kids are demonstrating
10            growth, and we're still not just using -- I mean, the
11            majority of it is being used to drive data decisions
12            of the classroom of -- you know -- if we have
13            particular questions or student learning
14            expectations, that will be the standards, that have
15            not been fully topicked [ps] as students didn't
16            perform well on that item on the assessment, then
17            we'll go back and use that for remediation, re-
18            teaching, interventions, you know, response to
19            interventions, all those things.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Ms. Coffman.


21                 MS. COFFMAN: Dr. McClure, talk to us about why
22            this change from the 80% to the trajectory.  And in
23            looking at your percentages it would imply that that
24            might be a lesser goal.
25                 DR. McCLURE: Well, I think -- and I may need to
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 1            ask one of the principals to help with this because
 2            that came -- the idea to change that came from them.
 3            But when we went from AYP to AMO that was, you know,
 4            less of a threshold than it had been previously.  But
 5            really what we want to be able to focus on and
 6            celebrate is the growth as much so as an arbitrary
 7            number of 80%.  And, you know, so far, we haven't hit
 8            80%.  We've been -- I think I have some -- you know,
 9            we've been in the mid-70's and -- but there's been,
10            you know, for the most part continued and successive
11            growth but it's still not hitting that threshold.
12            But we want to continue to improve in those areas but
13            at the same time, we want to be able to celebrate
14            those successes too.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  Dr. Cushman


16            -- Walters.  Sorry.
17                 DR. WALTERS: So when you're talking about
18            growth, you're talking about looking at growth on the
19            MAP test that you've been doing and NWEA -- correct?
20            -- when you're saying y'all were at 70%?
21                 DR. McCLURE: No.  I'm talking about TLI, so --
22            no, I'm actually talking about benchmark.  I've got
23            to make sure what it is that I'm looking at here.
24            I'm talking about benchmark on the mid-70's piece.
25                 DR. WALTERS: Okay.
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 1                 DR. McCLURE: So, I'm sorry I didn't follow the
 2            question.
 3                 DR. WALTERS: Okay.  So I'm looking at growth
 4            like on your ESEA report.
 5                 DR. McCLURE: Right.
 6                 DR. WALTERS: So looking at growth there you've
 7            not hit those targets for math for elementary.  So I
 8            guess I'm just curious, have you seen -- is there --
 9            do you think that it's an issue that the MAP
10            assessments, your assessment was not aligning with
11            instruction?  Because since you're doing all those --
12                 DR. McCLURE: Right.
13                 DR. WALTERS: -- formative assessments along the
14            way it doesn't look like --
15                 DR. McCLURE: They weren't.
16                 DR. WALTERS: -- it yielded the results that you
17            wanted for math.
18                 DR. McCLURE: No.  And I think that's a great
19            question.  We never -- in three years, we never had
20            any usable data from -- we never like had enough data
21            to be able to use it.  Literally, we had situations
22            where we were only getting to test four or five kids
23            at a time and we never had -- I don't even know that
24            we ever had a single grade that for even one of the
25            seasonal tests that we got every kid tested and then
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 1            got the scores back to be able to use.
 2                 DR. WALTERS: Okay.
 3                 DR. McCLURE: I mean, it was a total disaster
 4            pretty much all the way around.  So that's why we're
 5            wanting to remove it because, I mean, you know, we've
 6            tried it for three years and it just hasn't been
 7            usable.  And I don't think that they're in a position
 8            yet that they have their technology able to do it
 9            except being hardwired, and that's not really an
10            option for us.
11                 DR. WALTERS: All right.  Thank you.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hernandez?
13                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Yes.  So it sounds to me that
14            the issue with most of this NWEA MAP testing was
15            technology related, not that you didn't like the
16            quality of the test --
17                 DR. McCLURE: Yeah.
18                 MR. HERNANDEZ: -- as far as you knew?
19                 DR. McCLURE: I think that we went into it and
20            we did the background information to say that we
21            wanted to do the MAP test -- and obviously we wanted
22            to continue to do it; that's why we kept trying it
23            even after we weren't having any success with it.
24            But there came a point in time when we were literally
25            losing instruction time trying to test because we
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 1            would try to test this day, it wouldn't work; so then
 2            we'd have to come back and test another day.  And
 3            there were times that we ran into problems that --
 4            between when we started trying to test during the
 5            testing window, by the time we started the next time
 6            we were having to re-upload rosters because kids had
 7            changed during that time while we were trying to make
 8            intermittent fixes that NWEA was saying, you know,
 9            needed to occur.
10                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Well -- follow-up question?
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Sure.
12                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Well, moving forward, especially


13            with the TLI, will they -- will that test -- I know
14            that's been talked about that TLI can be able to do
15            online testing.
16                 DR. McCLURE: Right.
17                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Will this be an online test
18            also?
19                 DR. McCLURE: Yes.
20                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Okay.
21                 DR. McCLURE: But it -- yeah.  We actually are
22            -- we started two years ago doing both --
23                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Okay.
24                 DR. McCLURE: -- an online and a written with
25            TLI, like a mixture of --
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 1                 MR. HERNANDEZ: You haven't had the same issues


 2            as far as the wireless --
 3                 DR. McCLURE: No.
 4                 MR. HERNANDEZ: -- part of it?
 5                 DR. McCLURE: But it's a different setup than
 6            NWEA.  And we can get really quickly over my head --
 7                 MR. HERNANDEZ: Right.
 8                 DR. McCLURE: -- when we start digging into this
 9            technology too much.  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I can
10            tell you looked confused when I said that.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: That it was going to get


12            over your head?
13                 DR. McCLURE: Yeah.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Well, you're already


15            over my head, so -- other questions?  Well, let me
16            ask, if you would then, Dr. McClure, to introduce the
17            people that you brought with you.
18                 DR. McCLURE: Okay.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Sometimes we forget that


20            they spend their time here too, and we try to get
21            through our work so fast that we don't recognize the
22            role that they play, and the important role.
23                 DR. McCLURE: Yes.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: And I know that you


25            understand that.  So I'd like to give you an
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 1            opportunity to introduce those people with you today.
 2                 DR. McCLURE: Okay.  Carolyn Wilson, who is
 3            superintendent of the district.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Yeah.  I saw her a while


 5            ago.
 6                 DR. McCLURE: Stephen Prince, who is the
 7            elementary charter principal.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Prince.
 9                 DR. McCLURE: Jennifer McFarland, who's the high
10            school charter principal.  And Denise Searcy, who is
11            our TAG executive master teacher.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you.  I appreciate


13            the team from Cross County coming forward and
14            appreciate the work that y'all are doing.  Any
15            questions of the Panel?  Any discussion?  Well, I
16            guess we need to have a motion before we have
17            discussion.  We'll take item A-3 first, which is the
18            elementary school, on the conversion of Cross County
19            Technology Academy and their amendment request.
20                 DR. WITONSKI: I make a motion to approve the
21            Cross County Elementary request for updating their
22            current application.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Dr. Witonski.
24                 MR. HOY: I'll second that.
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Seconded by Mr. Hoy.
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 1            Now, discussion.  Any further discussion?  If not,
 2            all those in favor of the motion say aye.
 3                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: All those opposed like


 5            sign.  Thank you.
 6                 DR. WITONSKI: I'd like to make a motion to
 7            approve the Cross County High School for updating
 8            their application, as well.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  So the request


10            for a conversion Cross County High School, a New Tech
11            high school, and their amendments, do I have a
12            second?
13                 MR. HOY: I'll send that.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Mr. Hoy seconds.  Any


15            discussion?  If none, all in favor of the motion say
16            aye.
17                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: All those opposed?


19            Motion passes.  Cross County, thank you and good luck
20            in your future.
21  A-5: REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL


22  AMENDMENTS: EASTSIDE NEW VISION CHARTER SCHOOL (WARREN)


23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: We'll move to item A-5,


24            Request for District Conversion Charter School
25            Amendments of Eastside New Vision Charter School in
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 1            Wynne -- excuse me -- Warren School District.
 2                 MS. PERRY: Yes, sir.  The State Board of
 3            Education approved the application for Eastside New
 4            Vision Charter School on January 9, 2012.  The
 5            charter is approved to serve students in grades K-3
 6            with a maximum enrollment of 600.  Let me say that
 7            your packet said 510; that was an error from the
 8            cover of the original application for the charter.
 9            It was specified and corrected inside that
10            application, so it should be 600 rather than 510.
11            Representatives of Eastside New Vision Charter School
12            are appearing before the Charter Authorizing Panel to
13            request an amendment to the current charter that
14            impacts the GT section of that charter application.
15            Ms. Rhonda Williams will present the information to
16            the Panel after you have sworn folks in.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Very good.  Thank you,


18            Ms. Perry.  If all individuals involved in this
19            request for the Warren School District would please
20            stand and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or
21            affirm to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing
22            but the truth?
23               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Will you swear to smile


25            a little bit?  Thank y'all.  Ms. Williams, please
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 1            proceed and we appreciate y'all being here.
 2                 MS. WILLIAMS: Thank you.  I'm here regarding
 3            Section 18 of Code 6-42-101 and the rules and
 4            regulations that fall under 8.0 for the program
 5            options.  Our former statement said that all students
 6            in the Warren School District K-3 are served through
 7            weekly enrichment lessons using the Talents Unlimited
 8            curriculum.  This new statement says that all
 9            students in grades K-3 are served through a balanced
10            instructional model which includes Seminars, complex
11            reasoning, and grouping and regrouping rotations in
12            the regular classroom as part of the standards-based
13            approach.  What we feel like is with the change to
14            standards-based approach the use of Talents Unlimited
15            as the form of enrichment for all students in grades
16            K-8 is no longer needed.  Students are now served
17            through enrichment lessons based on their skill level
18            through Seminars, complex reasoning, and grouping and
19            regrouping.  And I'm going to let Ms. Sara Weaver,
20            the principal of Eastside, explain what Seminars and
21            complex reasoning is.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Thank you, Ms. Williams.


23                 MS. WEAVER: And I need a stool.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Ms. Weaver.  Just take


25            it down.  That's what I have to do.
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 1                 MS. WEAVER: I'm sure.  Okay.  I'll start with
 2            Seminars.  Our focus is literacy and math but we also
 3            wanted to make sure that we incorporated science and
 4            social study standards into our curriculum.  So we do
 5            that through what we call Seminars.  There are six
 6            seminars a year and students are allowed to decide
 7            when they take a seminar.  They are required to take
 8            all six seminars but they like having that little bit
 9            of choice.  So during seminar time, that is when they
10            actually have science and social studies, what we
11            would have called "units" when we were in school.
12            But they apply what they've learned during their
13            grouping and regrouping, which is their foundational
14            learning in literacy and math.  They apply that new
15            learning during seminar time in their science and
16            social studies units.  Then when we started our
17            charter and we had consultants coming in, one of the
18            things that we learned -- and we knew it -- is that
19            we do not teach our children to think critically.  We
20            assume that just happens overnight through osmosis.
21            So what we're doing differently this year is we had a
22            complex reasoning block and that's based on the
23            dimensions of learning, and there are eight
24            dimensions or reasoning skills that we hit.  This
25            being our first year, we set up a cycle.  First nine
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 1            weeks all of our students during the complex
 2            reasoning period had activities that revolved around
 3            comparing and contrasting.  Then the second nine
 4            weeks they had activities that -- and these are
 5            higher order activities -- around classifying.  This
 6            nine weeks they're working on abstracting.  And what
 7            we do with these -- with our students is that we
 8            never use these reasoning skills with new knowledge
 9            because this is taking that procedural and
10            declarative knowledge that they've gained and letting
11            the students interact with that knowledge through
12            enrichment activities so that they can gain meaning.
13                 MS. WILLIAMS: Okay.  And the next statement --
14            previously, the classroom teachers once a week taught
15            a Talents Unlimited lesson and then the GT
16            coordinator, which was me, I taught a lesson once a
17            month.  And what we have changed that to, our
18            seminars and complex reasoning and grouping and
19            regrouping will replace that classroom teacher once a
20            week.  And instead of once a week, they are getting
21            this daily.  And the GT coordinator will still have
22            once a month pullout with the students on the watch
23            list.  Also, we had a statement in the charter that
24            said the science instructional facilitator, who was
25            also trained in Talents, would provide a monthly
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 1            enrichment lesson.  That is no longer needed; we
 2            omitted that statement completely because we do not
 3            have that position anymore and we did not see a need
 4            to replace that since we did have the seminars,
 5            complex reasoning, and grouping and regrouping.  And
 6            that's it.  That's what we would replace.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  Questions from


 8            the Panel?  Mr. Hoy.
 9                 MR. HOY: I see that you want to make a change
10            but the thing I don't get is why.  Do you have a
11            "why" behind the changes?
12                 MS. WILLIAMS: Yes.  I'm a Talents Unlimited
13            trainer and so with the Talents there are six skills
14            that you look at with the children to see if you're
15            seeing the strengths that are showing that you need
16            to be on the watch list.  With the complex reasoning
17            and seminars there are the same eight skills -- well,
18            there's more skills.  There's the same five skills
19            plus two more.  So they're getting more with the
20            complex reasoning than they would with the Talents
21            Unlimited.
22                 MS. WEAVER: And they are -- I'm sorry -- and
23            they are getting it daily, where in the past the
24            requirement was one time a week you do a Talents
25            Unlimited lesson.  The teacher kept a binder that had
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 1            those lessons in it.  Our students keep their own
 2            data binders with their successes and their learning
 3            activities in those binders.  And so, you know, as
 4            far as accountability and there being a record of
 5            where they are, our students, you have, have to take
 6            ownership of their learning.  They now have that.
 7            So, really, they are being exposed to the Talents
 8            Unlimited lessons on a daily basis now.
 9                 MS. WILLIAMS: And it also has allowed the
10            students to -- their strengths to show more because
11            instead of just one lesson that they're focusing on
12            they're able to see this on a daily basis.  And one
13            of the good things that this has allowed is more
14            minority students on the list.  My percentages on the
15            watch list have increased drastically, so we've seen
16            a good thing.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  So a wait [sic]


18            list is not -- or a watch list is not a bad thing in
19            this case, as it is in distress, fiscal distress.
20                 MS. WILLIAMS: It's a GT watch list.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.
22                 MS. WILLIAMS: And when the teachers see that
23            they think a student maybe needs to be nominated for
24            the Gifted Program they put them on the watch list --
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.
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 1                 MS. WILLIAMS: -- in kindergarten through third
 2            grade.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: So what you're saying is


 4            that through your work this is a piece of that
 5            evolution of the standards-based approach and some of
 6            the tools that you are using and you feel that this
 7            would be a better approach to meeting the needs of
 8            those gifted students than what you previously had?
 9                 MS. WILLIAMS: Yes.
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Does that --
11                 MS. WILLIAMS: Yes.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: For a simple person like


13            me that's what I got out of it.  Other questions?  If
14            there's no other questions, then does anyone have a
15            motion?  Yes.
16                 DR. WALTERS: I make a motion to approve the
17            amendment as presented.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Okay.  I have a motion


19            to approve the amendment by Ms. -- Dr. Walters.
20                 MS. COFFMAN: I second that motion.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Got a second from Ms.


22            Coffman.  Any discussion?  Seeing no discussion, all
23            those in favor say aye.
24                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: All those opposed like
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 1            sign.  Very good.  The motion passes.  Ms. Williams,
 2            Ms. Weaver, thank y'all.
 3                 MS. WILLIAMS: Thank you.  Thank y'all.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I still want to try to


 5            get up there again and see what's going on.
 6                 MS. WEAVER: We'll see you tomorrow.  We're back


 7            up here tomorrow.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Y'all want to just go


 9            ahead and do it now?
10                 MS. WEAVER: No.  The rest of the crew is not
11            here.  We'll wait.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Well, I was going to ask


13            if you would text Ms. Johnson and say, "They wouldn't
14            approve because you weren't here," and so --
15                 MS. WEAVER: We can handle that.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I think you need -- and


17            then just put -- what is it -- the kids just put
18            "jk."  Is that what it is?  All right.
19                 MS. WILLIAMS: Thank you.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: I didn't know that until


21            Dr. Witonski told me --
22                 MS. WILLIAMS: I wouldn't know that either.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: -- our expert texter or


24            Tweeter down here.  I thought that was Mr. Wood.
25            Okay.  So, Ms. Perry, I think we are done for today.
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 1            We probably should've scheduled two or three more.  I
 2            mean --
 3                 MS. PERRY: Sure.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: -- this group is getting


 5            so good at this.  But I do want to say thank-you for
 6            all of those that have been a part of the process.
 7            Again, I appreciate the --
 8                 (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE: Dr. Kimbrell's
 9            microphone beeps.)
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: -- that was my fault --


11            the Panel that's here.  And we will begin in the
12            morning at 8:30, so bring your bright eyes and your
13            excitement.  And we'll have four, I believe?
14                 MS. PERRY: Yes, sir.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL: Four new conversion


16            charter applications coming before us.  So if you
17            haven't taken an opportunity or had an opportunity to
18            re-read those, I encourage you to do that.  And if
19            you have, I'd be glad for you to give me a good
20            refresher on it.  No.  Thank you, Ms. Perry.  Thanks
21            to all of y'all.  Legal, Ms. Kendra, thank you and
22            everybody for being a part of today.  We'll see you
23            tomorrow.
24 
25              (The meeting was adjourned at 3:28 p.m.)
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    STATE OF ARKANSAS   )
                        ) ss.
    COUNTY OF SALINE    )
   
         I, SHARON K. HILL, CCR, a Certified Stenomask Reporter and
    Notary Public before whom the foregoing proceedings was taken,
    do hereby certify that the same is a true and correct
    transcription before the Arkansas State Department of
    Education, Charter Authorizing Panel, in Little Rock, Arkansas,
    on January 15, 2014, that the said proceedings was reduced to
    typewritten form by me or under my direction and supervision;
    and that the foregoing pages constitute a true and correct
    transcription of all proceedings had in said matter.
   
         I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am neither counsel for, related
    to, nor employed by any of the parties to this action.
   
         I FURTHER CERTIFY that I have no contract with any parties
    within this action that affects or has a substantial tendency
    to affect impartiality, that requires me to relinquish control
    of an original transcript or copies of the transcript before it
    is certified and delivered to the custodial agency, or that
    requires me to provide any service not made available to all
    parties to the action.
   
         WITNESS, MY HAND AND SEAL, THIS DATE:  January 31, 2014.
   
   
   
   
                                  _________________________________
                                  SHARON K. HILL, CCR
                                  Certified Court Reporter
                                  Certificate No. 670
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 1                        P R O C E E D I N G S
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  As we move to Action
  


 3             Agenda items, I want to thank each of the item
  


 4             representatives that are here, those of you who have
  


 5             taken time out of your day to come and be a part of
  


 6             this.  We appreciate you spending your time with us
  


 7             and going through the process.  And we know that
  


 8             charter applications, amendment applications, all of
  


 9             those things take a great deal of work and effort and
  


10             we're seeing some really, really good work that's
  


11             coming from our schools and individuals that are
  


12             doing that work.  And, Ms. Perry, I want to say once
  


13             again how proud of the staff, as large as it is that
  


14             you have -- the work that y'all have done has been
  


15             really, really good in helping us prepare and getting
  


16             us prepared and I know that would be reflected in
  


17             many of our applicants and their work with you.  So,
  


18             thank you for the job that you're doing, before we
  


19             begin this process 'cause at the end I may be too
  


20             tired to remember.  But thank you --
  


21                  MS. PERRY:  Thank you.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- for what you do.
  


23                  MS. PERRY:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.
  


24   A-1:  REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
  


25   AMENDMENTS: KIPP DELTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And so we'll move to
  


 2             item A-1.
  


 3                  MS. PERRY:  It is our pleasure to be here.  A-1
  


 4             is a request for open-enrollment public charter
  


 5             school amendments from KIPP Delta Public Schools.
  


 6             The State Board of Education approved the application
  


 7             for KIPP Delta Public Schools on March 11, 2002.  The
  


 8             charter is approved to serve students in grades K-5
  


 9             with a current maximum enrollment of 1550.  You will
  


10             remember that that will increase to 1910 during the
  


11             14-15 school year with an amendment that was approved
  


12             previously.  Representatives of KIPP Delta Public
  


13             Schools are here appearing before you today to
  


14             request amendments to the current charter.  They have
  


15             three waiver requests and they are requesting to
  


16             change the time that the school day begins.  Mr.
  


17             Scott Shirey is here to speak to you and answer any
  


18             questions.
  


19                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Shirey, welcome to
  


20             the Department.  Kendra, would you like to I guess
  


21             preempt Mr. Shirey with processing for us?  Come on
  


22             forward, Mr. Shirey.  I'm sure it's not a bad thing
  


23             that Ms. Clay is up here.
  


24                  MS. CLAY:  I'm just going to go over your
  


25             procedures with you before you start today.  You're
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 1             going to hear amendment requests today from both
  


 2             open-enrollment and conversion charter schools.  The
  


 3             procedures are the same and they're similar to the
  


 4             ones you followed in your past meeting.  All persons
  


 5             who are going to give testimony, except for
  


 6             attorneys, need to be sworn.  Then the party that is
  


 7             bringing the amendment requests will have 20 minutes
  


 8             to present its case.  Any parties opposed will have
  


 9             20 minutes following the school, and then the school
  


10             will have 5 minutes at the end.  You will then take
  


11             up discussion and questions.  You may issue a final
  


12             decision today or take the matter under advisement.
  


13             And you also have the opportunity to allow any of the
  


14             schools to get technical assistance and bring it back
  


15             at a later meeting.  Thank you.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Clay.
  


17             Appreciate your expertise and your help with these
  


18             matters as we continue to learn every day.  Mr.
  


19             Shirey, good to see you.  Welcome.
  


20                  MR. SHIREY:  Good to see you.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for coming
  


22             back.  All right.  Mr. Shirey, will you be the only
  


23             participant in this amendment or do we have others
  


24             that will be speaking on this issue?
  


25                  MR. SHIREY:  Just myself.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All right.  Are there
  


 2             others -- are there individuals who will be speaking
  


 3             against?  If not, Mr. Shirey, if I can get you to
  


 4             raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to
  


 5             tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
  


 6             truth?
  


 7                  MR. SHIREY:  I do.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Shirey.
  


 9                  MR. SHIREY:  Thank you.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  The floor is yours.
  


11                  MR. SHIREY:  Good afternoon, Dr. Kimbrell and
  


12             Members of the Board.  We have three waiver requests
  


13             and then one time request.  Hopefully, I won't take
  


14             20 minutes.  I apologize to be back up here so soon
  


15             but there were three things we did miss as we were
  


16             doing policy review.  The first one is a request for
  


17             waiver from Arkansas Code 6-13-635 and this is the --
  


18             this code is around board approval of salary
  


19             increases of 5%.  Annually, our board already
  


20             approves regional budgets where increases of staff
  


21             salaries are reflected, making some of these
  


22             additional resolutions that the code requires
  


23             redundant on a year-to-year basis.  Our internal
  


24             policies provide school directors with the
  


25             procurement authority up to $5,000, which would cover
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 1             most salary increases.  And we have a finance
  


 2             committee which meets monthly and reviews all of our
  


 3             finances, so we do have those strong controls.  We've
  


 4             had a clean audit the last two years.  And our board,
  


 5             just as a reminder, meets on a quarterly basis which
  


 6             means if we want to give a raise to someone midyear
  


 7             in order to retain our top talent it would require a
  


 8             special convening of our board to make that happen.
  


 9             So we're just trying to make this process a little
  


10             smoother and efficient as we grow.  And, again, most
  


11             of our average teacher salaries are $42,000.  When
  


12             you're looking at a 5% raise you're around $2,024, so
  


13             -- and our school directors always have procurement
  


14             authority of up to $5,000.
  


15                  Do you want me to read all of these or do you
  


16             want to go one-by-one?
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I'll leave that up to
  


18             the rest of the Panel.  Would you like to hear Mr.
  


19             Shirey talk about all the waiver requests and then
  


20             deal with them as a whole?  I think that would be
  


21             best.
  


22                  MR. SHIREY:  Okay.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Shirey.
  


24                  MR. SHIREY:  Thank you.  The second one is a
  


25             request for a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-1301.
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 1             This is -- the code covers minimum sick leave for all
  


 2             employees of the school district.  And actually this
  


 3             is something we are out of compliance on currently;
  


 4             when we were doing our policy review we noticed it.
  


 5             We do offer sick leave for all of our employees, with
  


 6             the exception of some of our hourly employees, and we
  


 7             realized the code said anyone working 20 hours or
  


 8             more, which would include our bus drivers.  They've
  


 9             been working -- actually, like I said, we've been out
  


10             of code, so this is -- the system is working.  Our
  


11             bus driver retention is about 85% every year.  They
  


12             like being hourly.  And we think it's the right
  


13             incentive system to make sure that we continue to pay
  


14             for the work they do but don't see the need for
  


15             giving them two sick days a week, particularly when
  


16             we have long rural routes.  The biggest incentive for
  


17             them to come to work on time and drive those routes
  


18             is getting paid.  And, of course, if we have bus
  


19             drivers calling in sick twice -- every bus driver
  


20             calling in sick twice a month or once a month, that
  


21             would have -- cause us significant transportation
  


22             issues potentially.  We've talked to our
  


23             transportation director and our bus drivers; they
  


24             like being on the hourly model; they like picking up
  


25             additional hours for field lessons, for athletic
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 1             games, and so the system seems to be working.  And so
  


 2             we ask for a waiver from that.
  


 3                  The third request is the waiver from Arkansas
  


 4             Code 6-17-2205 and this is around classified
  


 5             employees getting two 15-minute breaks.  Because of
  


 6             one of our waivers around certification, we do have
  


 7             teaching assistants and non-licensed teachers who
  


 8             technically fall under the purview of classified
  


 9             employees.  We give all of our teaching assistants
  


10             and non-classified -- non-licensed or classified
  


11             teachers, we do give them full planning periods which
  


12             they can use for personal or professional use.  But
  


13             in terms of the scheduling of the day having two 15-
  


14             minute breaks at different points during the day
  


15             logistically becomes difficult as we schedule around
  


16             children.  Again, they do have that full planning
  


17             period so our request is that we have a waiver from
  


18             this and they get one solid chunk of planning time as
  


19             opposed to -- or personal time, as they see fit, as
  


20             opposed to two different 15-minute periods during the
  


21             day which would require them to come out of a --
  


22             coming out of the classroom at inopportune times.
  


23                  And then the last one, historically, we've
  


24             always had a longer school day.  And as we've grown
  


25             we do run 19 buses, so it takes a lot longer for them
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 1             to load and unload.  And then we serve rural, remote
  


 2             communities, as far as Forrest City, which means that
  


 3             this year we have kindergarten kids getting on the
  


 4             bus in Forrest City at 6:00 a.m. every morning to
  


 5             come to school.  And there was something we felt just
  


 6             slightly inhumane about that.  Our buses were pulling
  


 7             up to our schools at 7:15 every morning in order to
  


 8             have a school start time at 7:30, after, like I said,
  


 9             young elementary kids were sitting on the bus for an
  


10             hour.  So we've conducted surveys to all of our staff
  


11             and actually we did a survey to all of our parents
  


12             where we found over 87% of our parents thought
  


13             shifting the start of the day to 8:00 would be a
  


14             great thing; 96% of our staff thought that.  More
  


15             significantly, over 93% of both groups thought that
  


16             it would have no instructional impact on our program.
  


17             And, again, as we've stated, we have more evening
  


18             activities, more athletic programs in the afternoon,
  


19             and it just ends up being a real long day.  And we
  


20             think this is just a process of us maturing from a
  


21             start-up organization to an organization that wants
  


22             to be here for the next 30 years and make sure the
  


23             work is sustainable for our people and sustainable
  


24             for our children.  And, again, the biggest driving
  


25             factor was just the little kids getting on the bus so
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 1             early every morning from remote, rural communities.
  


 2             So we do request to have our school day officially
  


 3             start at 8:00, which means our buses are pulling up
  


 4             at 7:45 and starting to drop off at that hour.  So,
  


 5             they're still waking up at 6:30 but it's -- I mean,
  


 6             getting on a bus at 6:30 but it's a little more
  


 7             humane.
  


 8                  So those are the three waiver requests and the
  


 9             one time shift request.  And I'm happy to entertain
  


10             any clarifying questions or probing questions at this
  


11             time.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  I mean, of
  


13             course, you didn't use your 20 minutes.  Are there
  


14             questions of the Panel?  We can begin with you, Dr.
  


15             Walters, if you have questions, and then we'll go
  


16             around.
  


17                  DR. WALTERS:  No questions.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No questions?
  


19                  DR. WALTERS:  No, no questions.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I have one.  So the
  


21             longer day, Mr. Shirey, was one of the -- I thought
  


22             in the very beginning one of the key components of
  


23             KIPP's philosophy about what you needed to do to meet
  


24             the needs of these children.  So how do you propose
  


25             to make up that instructional time?
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 1                  MR. SHIREY:  Sure.  The pillar is adding more
  


 2             time and so there's a lot of ways to smartly
  


 3             accomplish more time and how do we -- not only more
  


 4             time, but how do you maximize the time you're using.
  


 5             So just a reminder, we'll continue to have -- we
  


 6             continue to do Saturday enrichment field lessons; we
  


 7             continue to do our program in the summer; we continue
  


 8             to do afterschool tutorials.  I think we'll actually
  


 9             see some before-school tutorials start up with this.
  


10             So I think, again, the core is more time so you can
  


11             bring kids up who may be behind.  I think there's
  


12             lots of different ways to execute on this.  This
  


13             gives us a little flexibility in terms of -- again,
  


14             if a parent wants or if a child wants to get tutored
  


15             before school, we can do that or after school.  We
  


16             did have conversations with the KIPP Foundation,
  


17             before any of these -- before we came to you, and
  


18             said, "Is this something we can do?"  And there are
  


19             other models out there -- for instance, the KIPP
  


20             schools in DC, Washington, DC, have an 8:00 start, so
  


21             other high-performing KIPP regions have had some
  


22             flexibility with this time.  And I think the biggest
  


23             or, more importantly, maybe even bigger factor, is
  


24             the quality of the person we can put in front of our
  


25             children.  And if our people are being burned out
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 1             after three or four years from going 7:00 a.m. to
  


 2             7:00 at night, we think retaining our top staff is
  


 3             going to have the biggest impact on our students.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Hoy.
  


 5                  MR. HOY:   Good afternoon.
  


 6                  MR. SHIREY:  Good afternoon.
  


 7                  MR. HOY:  I have a question regarding your
  


 8             request for a waiver for 6-17-1301, because actually
  


 9             you've requested that as et seq. which I suspect that
  


10             you'd like to have to do to include the sections that
  


11             you are -- that you spoke with us about.  However,
  


12             the first question I guess is about 6-17-1303, which
  


13             is actually requiring each district to adopt written
  


14             policies on sick leave, the board to do so.  And I
  


15             imagine you have those policies in place; I imagine
  


16             they were adopted by the board.  So I was wondering
  


17             of the necessity of getting a waiver for the entire
  


18             section?
  


19                  MR. SHIREY:  I think -- based on what you
  


20             described, I think we're comfortable with not putting
  


21             1303 in because we do have the board-approved
  


22             policies.  I can't speak -- I would have to turn to
  


23             someone with legal advice on this in terms of what
  


24             the other relevant standards are within that section
  


25             to this particular need.
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 1                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  Then let me make a few
  


 2             additional comments because there were some other
  


 3             sections that did concern me.  1301 is simply the
  


 4             title of it, which I don't know if you need a waiver
  


 5             from that.  1302, the definitions, which includes the
  


 6             definition of a relative, if a relative is sick, and
  


 7             I don't know if you want to necessarily eliminate
  


 8             that one.
  


 9                  MR. SHIREY:  Sorry.  I have the full text in
  


10             front of me right now.  I mean, we're okay not
  


11             waiving the definitions.
  


12                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  And 1305 is about keeping the
  


13             records; it's a requirement to keep records of sick
  


14             leave.
  


15                  MR. SHIREY:  And so I think it's 1304, if I'm
  


16             looking at this correctly, is the most pertinent
  


17             section.
  


18                  MR. HOY:  Yes, sir.  That's what I think you
  


19             guys would be kind of getting at.  And it's kind of
  


20             tight, some of the others.  I understand that.  But
  


21             even in 1304 it talks about the immediate family and
  


22             I think that there you need that in terms if someone
  


23             in the family, if a teacher get sick, you need to
  


24             know who you can offer those sick leaves for.  But I
  


25             think the recordkeeping in 1305 is probably -- a lot
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 1             of it is pertinent, I think.
  


 2                  MR. SHIREY:  Right.
  


 3                  MR. HOY:  And so I just have some issues with
  


 4             the entire section being waived, so --
  


 5                  MR. SHIREY:  We're comfortable then to move that
  


 6             to just 1304, if the Board sees fit or sees that's
  


 7             more appropriate.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, does that
  


 9             satisfy your concerns, that instead of 6-17-1301,
  


10             however you say that --
  


11                  MR. HOY:  1304.  Yeah.  And I think that's the
  


12             pertinent section, Dr. Kimbrell.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  


14                  MR. HOY:  So, yeah, that would satisfy that.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Shirey, you're
  


16             offering that as a substitute to your amendment
  


17             request?
  


18                  MR. SHIREY:  Yes, sir.
  


19                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Very good.  Ms.
  


20             Coffman.
  


21                  MS. COFFMAN:  Just for clarification, you're
  


22             adding that as in addition to?
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No.  In place of the
  


24             entire section under that section; just section 1304
  


25             is what he's amending that to be.
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 1                  MS. COFFMAN:  Okay.  My other clarification
  


 2             question was in regard to your length of your day.
  


 3             So your official hours now will be --
  


 4                  MR. SHIREY:  8:00 to 4:00.
  


 5                  MS. COFFMAN:  8:00 to 4:00.
  


 6                  MR. SHIREY:  Monday through Friday.
  


 7                  MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Did our questions to him
  


 9             spark any questions, Dr. Walters?
  


10                  DR. WALTERS:  Do we need to get Ms. Clay back up
  


11             here to make sure that we're clear in what
  


12             conversation -- that everything is going to be good
  


13             based on what Mr. Hoy said?
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.  We'd welcome Ms.
  


15             Clay to come up and give us clarification and keep us
  


16             out of trouble.
  


17                  MS. CLAY:  Either way the waiver is structured
  


18             is fine.  We have some charters that do waive that
  


19             entire set of statutes and then tell us that this is
  


20             how they're going to do their sick leave policy.
  


21             Just waiving the 6-17-1304 is perfectly fine and it
  


22             seems to accomplish what KIPP wants to accomplish.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for that clay-
  


24             ification.  That wasn't my original; it came from up
  


25             here, clay-ification.  It was funnier up here among
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 1             the three of us.  Mr. Shirey, I don't -- any other
  


 2             questions?  I'm not seeing any other questions.
  


 3                  DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a motion.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  A motion.
  


 5                  DR. WITONSKI:  And, Ms. Clay, with these motions
  


 6             could these be combined into one motion or would
  


 7             these need to be separate?
  


 8                  MS. CLAY:  They can be combined.
  


 9                  DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.  I'd like to make a motion
  


10             to approve the submitted requests with the one
  


11             amendment that was made concerning the section that
  


12             Mr. Hoy brought up.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So section 6-17-
  


14             1304.  I have a motion to accept those amendment
  


15             requests from KIPP Delta.
  


16                  DR. WALTERS:  Second.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And a second from Dr.
  


18             Walters.  Dr. Witonski with the motion and Dr.
  


19             Walters with the second.  Are there any other
  


20             discussion points among the Board?  Seeing none, all
  


21             in favor of the motion please say aye.
  


22                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Those opposed like sign?
  


24             Thank you, Mr. Shirey.
  


25                  MR. SHIREY:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I
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 1             apologize.  I think the other night my three-year old
  


 2             got hold of my cell phone and I looked down and she
  


 3             was trying to face-time you.  So if you got a strange
  


 4             face-time, it was my three-year old daughter, not my
  


 5             self.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I thought, you know, I
  


 7             haven't called him back.  I saw where I'd missed the
  


 8             call.  And when you walked up to the microphone I
  


 9             remembered that, but now I don't feel so bad.  I was
  


10             going to apologize.
  


11                  MR. SHIREY:  Thank you all.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That's good.  I
  


13             appreciate that.  I really didn't want people to know
  


14             that you had my phone number though.  No, I'm
  


15             kidding.  Ms. Perry, thank you again.
  


16   A-2:  REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
  


17   AMENDMENTS: LISA ACADEMY AND LISA ACADEMY-NORTH LITTLE ROCK
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll move to Action
  


19             Item 2.
  


20                  MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.  Item 2, this is the
  


21             request for open-enrollment public charter school
  


22             amendments to LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North
  


23             Little Rock.  The State Board of Education approved
  


24             the application for LISA Academy on January 12, 2004.
  


25             The charter was first renewed on April 9, 2007, for a
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 1             five-year period, and renewed again for a five-year
  


 2             period on April 10, 2012.  LISA Academy is currently
  


 3             approved to serve a maximum enrollment of 800
  


 4             students in grades 6-12.  LISA-North Little Rock,
  


 5             operated by the same sponsoring entity and board as
  


 6             LISA Academy-North Little Rock [sic], was approved by
  


 7             the State Board of Education on November 5, 2007, and
  


 8             was renewed for a five-year period on March 14, 2013.
  


 9             LISA Academy-North Little Rock is currently approved
  


10             to serve a maximum enrollment of 700 students in
  


11             grades K-12.  Actually, it'll be 700 students with
  


12             next year's enrollment; it's 600 this year and it was
  


13             prior approved for 700 in the 14-15 school year.
  


14             Representatives of LISA Academy and LISA Academy-
  


15             North Little Rock are appearing before the Charter
  


16             Authorizing Panel to request amendments and approval
  


17             to merge LISA Academy-North Little Rock with LISA
  


18             Academy and the approval of additional waivers.
  


19                  Approval of the merger would result in the
  


20             following, effective July 1, 2014: with the approval
  


21             of the merger the charter for LISA Academy-North
  


22             Little Rock would be surrendered.  LISA Academy would
  


23             be approved to serve students in grades K-12.  The
  


24             LISA Academy enrollment cap would increase from 800
  


25             to 1,500; again, that is the maximum of both
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 1             combined.  It's nothing additional for next year.
  


 2             Any waivers of laws and rules previously approved for
  


 3             LISA Academy-North will be included as waivers for
  


 4             LISA Academy.  LISA Academy would then include the
  


 5             following: the current LISA Academy middle school on
  


 6             Corporate Hill Drive in Little Rock -- I believe the
  


 7             text said Corporate Drive; it's Corporate Hill Drive
  


 8             -- the current LISA Academy high school on Corporate
  


 9             Hill Drive in Little Rock, the current LISA Academy-
  


10             North Little Rock elementary school on Landers Road
  


11             in Sherwood, the current LISA Academy-North Little
  


12             Rock middle school on Landers Road in Sherwood, and
  


13             the current LISA Academy-North Little Rock high
  


14             school on Landers Road in Sherwood.
  


15                  Before I turn it over to Mr. Ekin, the
  


16             superintendent of LISA Academy, I do want to tell you
  


17             that on your place you have a very colorful document,
  


18             as it was described when I handed it out to some who
  


19             were sitting there.  This shows the request for the
  


20             goals of the two charters and how they are requesting
  


21             that they be approved with the approval of the
  


22             merger.  And so you can see the goals from the
  


23             renewals in '12 for LISA and '13 for LISA-North
  


24             Little Rock.  No highlight is telling you what's
  


25             specific to LISA; the yellow highlight is for both;
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 1             underlined in green is specific to LISA Academy-
  


 2             North; red highlights indicate they made a change
  


 3             that wasn't in either of the goals but made sense
  


 4             when they asked to combine the two; and then the
  


 5             request is, with the merger, to combine those goals,
  


 6             and delete some of the text that has been stricken
  


 7             through.  That text is color-coded so you can see
  


 8             which of the renewal applications it was part of.
  


 9             And, certainly, LISA representatives will be here to
  


10             answer questions.
  


11                  I also want to point out that when they do their
  


12             presentation for you in a moment -- they have a
  


13             PowerPoint -- it shows, on advice of ADE legal
  


14             counsel, that the applicant is also requesting two
  


15             additional waivers that legal staff, Ms. Clay, said
  


16             would be necessary to accompany the waivers that they
  


17             had and are requesting, and that is waivers of
  


18             sections 1-8 of the ADE Rules Governing School
  


19             District Requirements for personnel policies, salary
  


20             schedules, minimum salaries, and documents posted to
  


21             district websites, and ADE guidelines for the
  


22             development, review and revision of school district
  


23             student discipline and school safety policies.  So I
  


24             wanted those too on the record very clearly that
  


25             that's an addition to the waiver requests that are
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 1             written in front of you.  With that, I'd like to turn
  


 2             it over to Superintendent Ekin who will speak to you
  


 3             and introduce some other folks and they'll be happy
  


 4             to go through their presentation and take questions.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Let me ask
  


 6             any individual who will be speaking on behalf of this
  


 7             charter amendment, either for the charter amendment
  


 8             or in opposition of it, please stand.  If you would
  


 9             raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to
  


10             tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
  


11             truth?
  


12                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  You may be
  


14             seated.  And, Mr. Ekin, we'll let you begin.  You'll
  


15             have 20 minutes.
  


16                  SUPT. EKIN:  Dr. Kimbrell, Commissioner, and
  


17             Panel Members, my name is Atnan Ekin.  Thank you for
  


18             having me and Mr. Fatih Bogrek.
  


19                  MR. FATIH:  My name is Fatih Bogrek.  I'm the
  


20             superintendent of LISA Academy-North.
  


21                  SUPT. EKIN:  I would like to invite our
  


22             principal Ms. Baroni to make the presentation and
  


23             answer your questions on behalf of LISA Academy and
  


24             LISA Academy-North Little Rock.
  


25                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.
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 1                  MS. BARONI:  Thank you, Mr. Ekin.  I'm Luanne
  


 2             Baroni and I'm the principal of the middle school in
  


 3             the LISA Academy in the West Little Rock location.  I
  


 4             want to thank you, Commissioner and Panel Members,
  


 5             for listening to our requests today.  I'm going to go
  


 6             through an overview of what we're asking for today
  


 7             and then, of course, we're all available to answer
  


 8             questions that you may have about that.
  


 9                  LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock
  


10             are requesting two overriding things from you today.
  


11             The first being that the charters, the two charters
  


12             be merged into one charter.  It would be under LISA
  


13             Academy with LEA number 6041700, effective July 1,
  


14             2014, and the 2014-15 school year.  The second thing
  


15             has to do with waivers that we're requesting and
  


16             we're asking, as Ms. Perry said, to merge waivers
  


17             that we've had in both schools along with goals from
  


18             both schools, and I'm going to go through and kind of
  


19             itemize those so you can see where those are and what
  


20             the impact is.  The additional waivers we're also
  


21             requesting as part of the amendment request is to
  


22             facilitate the efficiency of operation of a single
  


23             charter.
  


24                  The proposed structure of the new proposed
  


25             charter, LISA Academy currently serves grades 6-12 in
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 1             West Little Rock and, as Ms. Perry said, our current
  


 2             enrollment cap there is 800.  LISA Academy-North
  


 3             campus serves grades K-12 and the cap for that campus
  


 4             is 700 students.  With the merging of the two
  


 5             campuses the grades levels would be K-12, maximum
  


 6             enrollment of the two campuses would remain at 1,500,
  


 7             which is the combination of the two campuses.  This
  


 8             amendment proposal does not include a request for a
  


 9             change in the locations of the two campuses.  LISA
  


10             Academy-North and LISA Academy will be a single
  


11             comprehensive K-12 educational program composed of
  


12             the current five schools, which have already been
  


13             mentioned, at their current locations.  Both of the
  


14             schools -- or both charters are currently sponsored
  


15             by the LISA Foundation, both charters are governed by
  


16             the same seven-member school board, and both have a
  


17             common 501(c)(3) and federal ID number.  The new
  


18             proposed LISA Academy will continue to be sponsored
  


19             by the same foundation, the LISA Foundation, with the
  


20             same seven board members governing the new merged
  


21             charter.  With the merging there will be five
  


22             schools, which is the same as what we have now.  The
  


23             same five schools would still be there, with the
  


24             middle school and high school in West Little Rock,
  


25             the elementary, middle and high school at the North
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 1             Little Rock campus.
  


 2                  The administration, as you can see from the
  


 3             chart, would be directed by one superintendent, under
  


 4             one governing board, with principals at each of the
  


 5             individual schools.  The one exception is that the
  


 6             North Little Rock campus, the middle and high school,
  


 7             we have one principal handling both of those because
  


 8             the enrollment is small enough that one principal can
  


 9             address both of those campuses or both of those
  


10             schools.
  


11                  I'd like to briefly review the justification and
  


12             benefits of our request.  There are educational,
  


13             operational and financial reasons and benefits for
  


14             the merger.  The most compelling I think would be the
  


15             educational benefits and that's the primary focus of
  


16             our attention.  The merger would allow consistent and
  


17             sequential academic programs be implemented more
  


18             effectively at all locations.  The curriculum for all
  


19             subjects at various grade levels will be the same.
  


20             The remediation and enrichment programs will be
  


21             consistently implemented at both campuses.  Programs
  


22             such as the robotics or distance learning
  


23             opportunities will be systematically implemented at
  


24             both campuses.  The college readiness program will
  


25             also be implemented at both high schools.
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 1                  Collaboration among the schools will increase
  


 2             using research-based best practices.  Our curriculum
  


 3             departments will be able to collaborate to improve
  


 4             school programs.  The departments will be
  


 5             strengthened by the expertise and involvement of
  


 6             teachers from all schools.  Professional development
  


 7             programs will be centralized which will allow
  


 8             teachers from all schools to work together
  


 9             effectively for the benefit of all the schools.
  


10             We'll be stronger in content departments which can
  


11             help us recruit more highly qualified teacher
  


12             applicants, and newly hired teachers will also be
  


13             supported better and nurtured more by the
  


14             collaborative structure.  Centralized meetings with
  


15             staff from all campuses will improve communication
  


16             across both campuses and can encourage better
  


17             decisions based on that broader input from all
  


18             campuses -- from both campuses.
  


19                  Again, more educational benefits that we see we
  


20             can accomplish through this charter would be shared
  


21             academic specialists, special education program
  


22             directors, and intervention specialists.  And that
  


23             will improve the implementation of instructional
  


24             strategies and interactions, and result in a clearer,
  


25             more effective communication among all campuses.
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 1                  The enrollment at both campuses has increased
  


 2             over the last few years.  The students need
  


 3             structured academic services and careful monitoring
  


 4             to insure that those services are meeting the
  


 5             identified needs of both the students and the staff.
  


 6             To more effectively target academic programs,
  


 7             intervention programs, including those for the TAG or
  


 8             Targeted Achievement Gap group, the new LISA Academy
  


 9             centralized structure will help to facilitate an even
  


10             stronger academic focus for all of our schools.
  


11                  There are also some operational benefits that we
  


12             see we can gain through this merger of the two
  


13             charters that would support the educational benefits.
  


14             The school operations will more effectively and
  


15             efficiently be run under the leadership of one
  


16             superintendent rather than two separate
  


17             superintendents.  One centralized administration
  


18             system and office will result in efficient
  


19             implementation of student assessment, professional
  


20             development workshops, financial reporting,
  


21             accounting, et cetera.  Possibly there would be the
  


22             potentially of reducing support staff in the
  


23             administrative offices.  Also, school leaders will be
  


24             freed from some of the administrative duties they
  


25             currently hold as separate charters which would allow
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 1             them to take more of a leadership role in
  


 2             instructional areas with teaching and learning.
  


 3                  Some of the financial benefits that we might be
  


 4             able to gain through the merger of the charters would
  


 5             be -- already we have the common federal
  


 6             identification number and the common 504(c)(3).  We
  


 7             would keep that.  The total state foundation revenue
  


 8             allocation will remain basically the same after the
  


 9             merger, since it is based on a per-student funding
  


10             structure.  There will be some savings in
  


11             administration costs by eliminating the one
  


12             superintendent position.  Service contracts for
  


13             purchases have been billed to the two charters
  


14             traditionally, historically.  Possibly we can
  


15             negotiate some savings by negotiating as one charter
  


16             rather than two separate campuses.  There will be one
  


17             budget, one ACSIP plan for LISA Academy for all
  


18             campuses.  More financial benefits would be shared
  


19             services by academic specialists, special education
  


20             directors, and intervention specialists to serve both
  


21             locations.  That can give us some efficiency and be a
  


22             little more cost effective.  Instead of hiring by
  


23             contract separate service providers for things such
  


24             as speech therapy, OT, we could perhaps hire one
  


25             person at a cheaper rate and use them for both
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 1             campuses.
  


 2                  Centralizing our procurement procedures will
  


 3             result in some cost savings and some efficiency.
  


 4             Reporting student data, financial data, and state-
  


 5             required reports will be centralized.  The analysis
  


 6             required for determining all aspects of the new LISA
  


 7             Academy will result in the identification of more
  


 8             efficiencies and organizational structure and
  


 9             practice as we move forward.
  


10                  In conclusion, on the merger matter many of the
  


11             benefits -- educational, operational and financial --
  


12             shown can't be achieved under the separate charters
  


13             for both schools.  So we believe that the facts show
  


14             that a single charter creates a much greater
  


15             opportunity for educational, financial and
  


16             administrative efficiency, and benefit for the LISA
  


17             charter schools and the patrons, particularly the
  


18             students of our schools.  There's also a little
  


19             benefit to the Department of Education that you would
  


20             have one less report y'all would have to deal with on
  


21             all levels.  Since we're not seeking an increase in
  


22             our enrollment cap, nor are we modifying our current
  


23             grade levels at either school or changing a location,
  


24             this request should not have any impact on local
  


25             school districts in which the LISA charter schools
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 1             are located.
  


 2                  Moving on to the waivers, the second piece of
  


 3             our request today, we're requesting that the merged
  


 4             LISA Academy be granted all the waivers that LISA
  


 5             Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock currently
  


 6             hold from the original applications and approved
  


 7             renewals.  And we're asking for some additional
  


 8             waivers to be given to the merged LISA Academy to
  


 9             facilitate the efficiency of operation of the single
  


10             LISA charter.  Some of them are needed, as Ms. Perry
  


11             said, to clean up some of the things that are already
  


12             granted as waivers.  We've taken this under legal
  


13             advice to make sure we're trying to cover all the
  


14             things to be in compliance with the applicable law.
  


15                  First would be Arkansas Code 6-17-2203
  


16             concerning minimum salaries for classified personnel.
  


17             We're requesting this waiver to compliment the waiver
  


18             already held, 6-17-201(c)(2), to completely
  


19             effectuate this waiver concerning minimum salaries
  


20             for classified personnel.
  


21                  Next is Arkansas Code 6-17-2403 concerning
  


22             minimum salaries for certified personnel.  This
  


23             waiver concerning minimum salaries is being requested
  


24             to give the new merged LISA Academy flexibility to
  


25             implement its own teacher compensation system instead
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 1             of being required to provide the compensation
  


 2             pursuant to the statutory teacher salary schedule.
  


 3             To clarify and fully effectuate this waiver, we
  


 4             request a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-2203 and 6-
  


 5             17-2403.  We'd also like to add a waiver to the ADE
  


 6             rules governing this same area -- I won't read all
  


 7             those words, you can read them -- to the extent that
  


 8             it's applicable.  We are not asking to waive the
  


 9             rules requirement that covered information be posted
  


10             to the school's website.  We intend to continue
  


11             complying with all of those posting-to-website
  


12             requirements as we have in the past and want to
  


13             continue with that level of transparency.
  


14                  Arkansas Code 6-18-501 concerning student
  


15             discipline policy, this waiver is being requested to
  


16             allow the new merged LISA Academy to adopt and
  


17             implement its own student discipline policies.  The
  


18             policies so adopted and implemented will meet all due
  


19             process requirements.  A waiver is commonly held for
  


20             this by most open-enrollment public charter schools.
  


21             And to clarify and fully effectuate this waiver we'd
  


22             also like to add a waiver of the ADE guidelines for
  


23             the development, review and revision of the school
  


24             district student discipline and school safety
  


25             policies.  We want to emphasize that we do, have had,
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 1             and intend to continue having a discipline system
  


 2             that's a tiered system that provides for prompt and
  


 3             full investigation of any discipline issues that's
  


 4             fair, allows full due process and an appeals process
  


 5             up to the board.  So we do want to make sure that
  


 6             it's clear that we intend to have that and continue
  


 7             having that in our discipline policy.
  


 8                  Also, Arkansas Code 6-17-427, Section 5.01 of
  


 9             ADE rules governing standards for accreditation, and
  


10             the ADE rules governing superintendent mentoring
  


11             program.  All these are concerning the superintendent
  


12             mentoring.  This waiver is being requested to allow
  


13             new superintendents employed by the new merged LISA
  


14             Academy to receive intensive internal training
  


15             concerning their new duties and responsibilities as
  


16             opposed to completion of the state required mentoring
  


17             program.
  


18                  Arkansas Code 6-18-101 and Section 16.01 of the
  


19             ADE rules governing standards concerning guidance
  


20             counselors, this waiver is being requested to give
  


21             the new merged LISA Academy flexibility in its
  


22             provision of guidance counseling services, with such
  


23             services potentially being delivered through
  


24             purchased services and/or through LISA Academy
  


25             personnel who are experienced in guidance counseling
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 1             but not necessarily holding licensure in that area.
  


 2             A waiver from these provisions is commonly held by
  


 3             open-enrollment public charter schools.  And as a
  


 4             side note, we currently have a licensed guidance
  


 5             counselor.  This is just to allow for some
  


 6             flexibility in implementing that program should we
  


 7             need it.
  


 8                  Arkansas Code 6-17-117 concerning non-
  


 9             instructional duties for teachers, this waiver is
  


10             being requested to provide flexibility in utilizing
  


11             the teaching staff to perform additional non-
  


12             instructional duties in excess of 60 minutes per
  


13             week, if it is necessary.  A waiver from this is
  


14             commonly held by open-enrollment public charter
  


15             schools as well.
  


16                  And then Arkansas Code 6-19-101 concerning
  


17             school buses and bus drivers, the applicants -- or we
  


18             are requesting a waiver of Title 6 of the Arkansas
  


19             Code due to its inapplicability to LISA Academy.
  


20             Section 6-19-101 concerns the requirements applicable
  


21             to schools providing their own public transportation
  


22             programs, such as employment requirements for bus
  


23             drivers and school buses information.  It's important
  


24             to point out though that LISA Academy at its current
  


25             Little Rock location does provide and will continue
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 1             providing bus passes or tokens to all of our students
  


 2             free of charge upon request to travel on Central
  


 3             Arkansas Transit buses to and from school.  There
  


 4             currently is no public transportation available at
  


 5             the North Little Rock location but we plan to
  


 6             continue that for the Little Rock location.
  


 7                  And the last one, Sections 15.01 and 15.02 of
  


 8             the ADE rules governing standards for accreditation,
  


 9             again, concerning superintendents and principals, we
  


10             are requesting this waiver to allow the new merged
  


11             LISA Academy to be able to utilize administrative
  


12             personnel for two or more campuses, as necessary, as
  


13             is further illustrated in the merger request
  


14             materials that you have.  This is to promote the
  


15             efficient use of human and financial resources in the
  


16             new single charter configuration.  This concludes the
  


17             overview of our request and I thank you for your time
  


18             and listening to our requests.
  


19                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  There are
  


20             four minutes left if you have additional -- if there
  


21             are additional comments to be made.  Or, are you
  


22             ready to move into questions?
  


23                  MS. BARONI:  I think we're concluded.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Okay.  We'll
  


25             begin with Ms. Coffman.  Thank you very much.  Oh,
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 1             I'm sorry.  Is there any opposition to this
  


 2             amendment?  Oh, I thought Bobbi Davis was fixing to
  


 3             stand up.  Okay.  No opposition.  We'll start with
  


 4             Ms. Debbie Coffman.
  


 5                  MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.  I have just a few
  


 6             clarifying questions for you.  I understand, I
  


 7             believe, your reason for wanting to merge the two
  


 8             charters and I can certainly see the financial
  


 9             benefits that you identified.  My questions that I
  


10             need you to clarify for me are around the academic
  


11             benefit.  And explain to me why those merged services
  


12             were not occurring prior to this application?
  


13                  MS. BARONI:  Well, one of the things we've
  


14             discovered, we have been doing some of this; we have
  


15             begun working together.  But as the two campuses have
  


16             grown we've seen how we could make that even better
  


17             if we could merge some of our reporting and sharing
  


18             -- and if any of you have anything to add, please
  


19             wave at me and I'll be happy to.  We've talked a lot
  


20             about that.  And, originally, the schools were
  


21             operating separately but in the last couple of years
  


22             we've begun to corroborate on some things and work
  


23             together and we feel like this will just complete
  


24             that and more fully integrate both programs.  And,
  


25             again, one of the things is unifying some of the
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 1             services that we offer.  If we can streamline some
  


 2             things we can have consistent curriculum throughout
  


 3             all of the schools, which I think will really serve
  


 4             our students better.  We can take the things that are
  


 5             effective on one campus and more fully implement them
  


 6             on both campuses as one unified charter.
  


 7                  MS. COFFMAN:  In your application you've alluded
  


 8             to that one superintendent will be replaced, moved to
  


 9             another position?
  


10                  MS. BARONI:  I'll let you speak to the person
  


11             himself.
  


12                  MR. BOGREK:  As stated, I am superintendent of
  


13             LISA Academy-North.  We are currently working for
  


14             (unintelligible) status.  Just we will have some
  


15             responsibility changes.  We won't have any staff or
  


16             administrative cut; just I will be having more
  


17             principal responsibilities.  So, I mean, I'm not
  


18             losing any staff members.
  


19                  MS. COFFMAN:  And the shared academic
  


20             specialist, special ed. program directors,
  


21             intervention specialist will then be housed at the
  


22             various building or you'll have a central
  


23             superintendent's office location?
  


24                  MS. BARONI:  Currently, they would be housed on
  


25             one campus or the other but their services would be
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 1             shared between the two campuses.
  


 2                  MS. COFFMAN:  And so then, therefore, I assume
  


 3             that there is a plan for collaborative work time with
  


 4             these people?
  


 5                  MS. BARONI:  Yes.
  


 6                  MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy.
  


 8                  MR. HOY:  Thank you for your presentation.  I
  


 9             have a couple of questions regarding the waivers that
  


10             you're seeking and I suppose I'll start with the 6-
  


11             18-501.  In that particular code again it's
  


12             referenced as et seq., which means the entire section
  


13             you're looking at waiving, and that's on the
  


14             discipline policies.  And I have one or two concerns.
  


15             And I know it's one of those things that it's
  


16             generally an okay thing to waive the whole thing.
  


17             However, speak to me, if you don't mind, for a second
  


18             about waiving the section on bullying.  I know that's
  


19             a State push right now and it's a State Board push
  


20             and you're seeking a waiver from that section as
  


21             well.  I believe that's --
  


22                  MS. BARONI:  And I've read a lot of law but I
  


23             don't claim to be a lawyer.
  


24                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  6-18-514.
  


25                  MS. BARONI:  And, again, I'll speak to this on a
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 1             local level -- and I'll let -- you can come and
  


 2             support me, please, Tripp.  I'll let him speak to the
  


 3             legal part of that.  Our intent is in no way to
  


 4             dilute what we already have in place; I know that
  


 5             from a campus perspective.  And, yes, we do have
  


 6             strong discipline policies that prevent bullying.  We
  


 7             support taking care of bullying.  We do not in any
  


 8             way plan to not do that.  I think this was more of a
  


 9             legal technical kind of address, something that we're
  


10             trying to address on that level.  And I'll let Tripp
  


11             come and speak to the reasoning behind that.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Walters [sic],
  


13             welcome and thank you, although we might need to --
  


14             no.
  


15                  MR. WALTER:  I'm ready, so you may go ahead.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for your
  


17             services and if you could help Mr. Hoy with
  


18             addressing his concern -- I think it's a concern
  


19             among the Panel as a whole when we're waiving all of
  


20             these entire laws.  So help us understand why there
  


21             would be a need to waive every section.
  


22                  MR. WALTER:  I'll be glad to, Dr. Kimbrell,
  


23             Members of the Panel.  I think the way I would phrase
  


24             it is I think there may be some confusion where the
  


25             et seq. so-to-speak ends.  The intent was --
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 1             traditionally with the student discipline policies,
  


 2             the sections really go from, as I read it anyway,
  


 3             from 501 through 507, which is basically the end of
  


 4             the description and the disciplinary policies
  


 5             themselves and a little bit of a process.  I
  


 6             professionally very much share -- and I know LISA
  


 7             does as well -- Mr. Hoy's concern that any sections
  


 8             concerning the bullying protection would be asked --
  


 9             would be waived.  And that is not the intent and I
  


10             apologize if the wording of it seemed to include
  


11             those additional statutes.  It was just meant to, the
  


12             et seq., to cover those sections following 501 that
  


13             actually dealt with the development of the policies.
  


14                  MR. HOY:  In that case, I suspect I have one
  


15             follow-up.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  You can continue, Mr.
  


17             Hoy.
  


18                  MR. HOY:  In section 6-18-503, while I
  


19             understand your desire to waive almost all of that I
  


20             would certainly like to keep that first little part
  


21             in there that requires these discipline policies to
  


22             be written and filed with the Arkansas Department of
  


23             Education.  The reason why is because we have to
  


24             track that and when we get calls we need the copies
  


25             and we need access to it.  So if you don't mind, I
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 1             would like you to leave that first little paragraph
  


 2             in, the A, 1A.
  


 3                  MR. WALTER:  Absolutely.  And the intent in
  


 4             asking for the waiver of 503 was not to, as Ms.
  


 5             Baroni has already indicated, not to get around the
  


 6             requirement to have disciplinary policies, but to --
  


 7             for LISA to have the flexibility to graft its own
  


 8             which would be in full compliance with all due
  


 9             process requirements and certainly in the spirit and
  


10             intent or in compliance with 501 and 503.
  


11                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  And I said that was the last
  


12             one but I have one more that's, you know --
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Continue, Mr. Hoy.
  


14                  MR. HOY:  And from what I understand it's not a
  


15             federal requirement but on our state report cards and
  


16             our school -- on our school and district report cards
  


17             we track certain incidents of violence.  And in
  


18             section 6-18-502, if you go down to (b)(3) and you
  


19             look at (3)(a), (b), and (c), what we're talking
  


20             about is basically that weapons and assault toward
  


21             teachers and principals, things like that, that we
  


22             track in terms of monitoring on our state report
  


23             card.  And, therefore, we seek that information to be
  


24             submitted from districts to the State, so I would
  


25             certainly appreciate it if we could keep that
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 1             information coming.  And I don't know that waiving
  


 2             this would automatically stop you from doing it.  It
  


 3             would certainly seem to give you opportunity to not
  


 4             do it.
  


 5                  MR. WALTER:  Well, I think I can safely speak --
  


 6             and Ms. Baroni will correct me if I don't -- that
  


 7             that was not the intent of this waiver request; that
  


 8             certainly LISA will continue to report those
  


 9             statistics to ADE in a timely fashion.
  


10                  MR. HOY:  Thank you, sir.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski.
  


12                  DR. WITONSKI:  Hi, Ms. Baroni.  Not to push you
  


13             off, Mr. Walters; we appreciate you being here also.
  


14                  MR. WALTER:  Quite all right.
  


15                  DR. WITONSKI:  But a clarifying question on --
  


16             in the application, as far as one of the waivers, 6-
  


17             17-427, requesting the Standards for Accreditation
  


18             and the ADE rules governing the superintendent
  


19             mentoring program.  And I'm trying to get my mind
  


20             wrapped around it.  Right now, in both campuses there
  


21             are superintendents.  Is that correct?
  


22                  MS. BARONI:  That's correct.
  


23                  DR. WITONSKI:  And both campuses have a
  


24             superintendent in place now?
  


25                  MS. BARONI:  Yes.  That's correct.
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 1                  DR. WITONSKI:  Have those superintendents
  


 2             participated in the mentoring program?
  


 3                  MS. BARONI:  I'll let the superintendent address
  


 4             that.
  


 5                  SUPT. EKIN:  No.  Actually, we haven't attended
  


 6             those mentoring programs because we assumed that we
  


 7             are excluded from that act.  But when we reviewed
  


 8             currently, we decided to clear it up and be in
  


 9             compliance.  And, actually, it was mentioned in our
  


10             proposal, original proposal, that the superintendent
  


11             it's not necessary to certify.  But at LISA-North
  


12             they were (unintelligible).  But, actually, it's not
  


13             in LISA-West (unintelligible).  So just to clear it
  


14             up and be in compliance we would like to add this
  


15             waiver.
  


16                  DR. WITONSKI:  And I'm sure part of that
  


17             reasoning or thought process was tied to licensure
  


18             but my concern is with waiving that particular
  


19             section.  Licensed or not licensed, I think that
  


20             would be an opportunity to make some connections with
  


21             other superintendents in the state, in addition to
  


22             having a mentor in the state that might be helpful to
  


23             the superintendent.  So looking at the application
  


24             that was presented in March by North Little Rock, as
  


25             a whole, was that process of gathering those two
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 1             worlds together considered in the March application,
  


 2             prior to this application?
  


 3                  SUPT. EKIN:  Unfortunately, it was not
  


 4             considered during that renewal application.  We are
  


 5             happy to attend those type of mentoring programs.
  


 6             Actually, we have been working with APSRC and we are
  


 7             attending some other superintendent/executive
  


 8             director mentoring programs that also serve like that
  


 9             institution.  Just because it's granted the other
  


10             charter schools, we would like to have that
  


11             flexibility also for our new merged charter.
  


12                  DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.  I guess my second
  


13             follow-up question is, when the initial renewal was
  


14             made in March of last year -- and I'm not sure who
  


15             would be most appropriate to answer -- was the
  


16             thought process given at that point to merge the two?
  


17             Was there conversation at that point to merge Little
  


18             Rock and North Little Rock locations before entering
  


19             into a renewal?
  


20                  SUPT. EKIN:  Actually, it was an idea that we
  


21             had in our mind and discussed in our previous
  


22             meetings and communications.  But we thought it more
  


23             fair for us to get our renewals for long-term and
  


24             then it will be clear that we are not seeking or
  


25             hiding anything with the concern of renewal.  After
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 1             we get the renewals for both charters it would be
  


 2             felt more comfortable to go up for this.
  


 3                  DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Let me see if I can get
  


 5             a follow-up.  Ms. Perry, is this a typical waiver for
  


 6             charter schools, as many times we see charter schools
  


 7             that don't have traditional superintendents?
  


 8                  MS. PERRY:  Yes.  That's a fairly common waiver.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr.
  


10             Hernandez.
  


11                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.  My question is, I'm
  


12             trying to wrap my brain around the structure of this
  


13             school.  Now there's two -- I won't call them
  


14             districts but two schools with two superintendents,
  


15             but in actuality there's five different schools.  And
  


16             so what is the current administrator structure as far
  


17             as superintendents and principals, and then what will
  


18             that look like after the merger?
  


19                  MS. BARONI:  If you'll take a look in your
  


20             presentation, you have the basic organizational
  


21             structure there.  Currently, there is at LISA-North
  


22             -- and I'll ask Mr. Fatih to help me with that; he's
  


23             the superintendent.  There's also two principals, I
  


24             believe.
  


25                  MR. BOGREK:  Yes.  Currently, in our school at
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 1             LISA-North I am in the superintendent's position.
  


 2             And we have at LISA-North a principal, elementary
  


 3             principal, and we have another person for middle and
  


 4             high school principal, and we have a Dean of
  


 5             Students.  So after merging I will be handling the
  


 6             middle and high school principal position and our
  


 7             principals will be handling counseling and mostly
  


 8             high school programs and still administrators.  And
  


 9             the other will just continue.  And I think
  


10             (unintelligible).
  


11                  MS. BARONI:  Yeah.  At LISA-West we currently
  


12             have a superintendent, we have a high school
  


13             principal, a middle school principal, which is my
  


14             role, and we have assistant principals for discipline
  


15             and academics in both of those.
  


16                  SUPT. EKIN:  And, excuse me, LISA-North has a
  


17             small high school program and we think that it should
  


18             be supported a lot more.  By changing the
  


19             responsibilities of the administration we will have
  


20             -- we'll be able to assign a new position, one of the
  


21             previous administration to take care of the high
  


22             school program closely.  So the high school students
  


23             will benefit with this change a lot more because one
  


24             specific administrator will be focusing on the high
  


25             school program.  Otherwise, with the current
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 1             administrative duties it's not possible to assign a
  


 2             separate person for that service program.  So it's
  


 3             going to be beneficial for the high school students
  


 4             at LISA-North.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  I'm kind of
  


 6             confused.  So right now at LISA-North middle and high
  


 7             school there's one individual?
  


 8                  MS. BARONI:  There's one administrator as
  


 9             principal of both of those.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So --
  


11                  MS. BARONI:  And an elementary principal.  And
  


12             Mr. Fatih is the superintendent.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Right.  But there's
  


14             another individual besides Mr. Fatih.  But he'll --
  


15             you'll be moving into that position --
  


16                  MS. BARONI:  He will move into the principal
  


17             role for middle and high school.  The person who's
  


18             currently serving in that role will move more into a
  


19             college counseling/guidance role but will still act
  


20             as a high school administrator support person for the
  


21             principal.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  How many students are at
  


23             the high school, North?
  


24                  MS. BARONI:  What's your high school enrollment?
  


25                  MR. BOGREK:  Currently, we have 125.  In the
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 1             middle school we have 175.  So middle and high school
  


 2             we have currently 300 students.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Three hundred students,
  


 4             split about equally.  Great.
  


 5                  MR. BOGREK:  Our elementary has 300 too, so 600
  


 6             with middle and high.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  Dr.
  


 8             Walters.
  


 9                  DR. WALTERS:  I guess I have the same concern
  


10             that Dr. Witonski had with the superintendent
  


11             mentoring, and I understand that it sounds like it's
  


12             a common waiver.  But especially going to the one
  


13             superintendent, in the past it may be if you did have
  


14             one new superintendent that came into one of the
  


15             schools they would have the other superintendent.
  


16             And so being the only person there and not having
  


17             that, I guess I'm just trying to think about what
  


18             would be the rationale for not wanting them to have
  


19             that support.  And I understand they don't have
  


20             licensure, I understand all that, but I still think
  


21             there would be a lot of benefit.  And I know from --
  


22             even through the Panel -- from State Board meetings a
  


23             lot of the charters that get into trouble in some way
  


24             or we have to revoke a lot of times just because of
  


25             finances.  And I think it might be beneficial to
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 1             them, so I just wanted to share that concern.  And I
  


 2             guess the other is just a clarification.  On the last
  


 3             waiver, 5.01 and 5.02, Standards for Accreditation,
  


 4             since we're going to one superintendent -- I mean, it
  


 5             may not matter but would they even -- would you even
  


 6             need the waiver, the last waiver?  Would that even be
  


 7             necessary?  And with the numbers that you have I
  


 8             don't think that that's a necessary waiver, but --
  


 9             John, you're saying no.
  


10                  MR. HOY:  No.
  


11                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So --
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, do you want to
  


13             try to answer that question as far as standards are
  


14             concerned?  Is the number --
  


15                  MR. HOY:  Well, for the record, if we're seeking
  


16             the waiver on the superintendent mentor, 15.01 has to
  


17             do with requiring a fulltime superintendent if you
  


18             have at least 300 students.  It has nothing to do
  


19             with the mentor.  And it seems like your numbers are
  


20             going to exceed that, especially when you go to one
  


21             charter, so that should not be an issue.  So I was
  


22             going to --
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I think Dr. Walters was
  


24             -- her question had to do with the last waiver, which
  


25             had to do with principals.
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 1                  DR. WALTERS:  Well, actually, my -- it was --
  


 2             well, if there's -- if we're going to one charter
  


 3             you're going to have the one superintendent, so I
  


 4             don't think that there's a waiver needed for that.
  


 5             And according to their numbers, one principal for 500
  


 6             students, so I guess I just don't understand the
  


 7             rationale behind asking for the waiver because it
  


 8             doesn't sound like that it's needed for the sharing.
  


 9             They can have a half-time principal under current
  


10             standards.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Will y'all maintain two
  


12             LEA's at the North for the middle school and the high
  


13             school?  Mary, is that -- was that --
  


14                  MS. PERRY:  That's what they proposed.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  


16                  MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So you'll still have the
  


18             two LEA's but with their numbers, you could have a
  


19             half-time -- can you have a half-time at the middle
  


20             school?  You can't.
  


21                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  That's why they need a waiver.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That's why they need the
  


23             waiver.
  


24                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So for the principals they
  


25             do need it?
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes.
  


 2                  DR. WALTERS:  But not for the superintendents?
  


 3                  MR. HOY:  Not for superintendents.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Right.  No.
  


 5                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.
  


 6                  MS. BARONI:  And I assume that's one of those
  


 7             that they're all rolled into one statement in the
  


 8             rules, so --
  


 9                  DR. WALTERS:  15.01 is superintendent, I think,
  


10             so -- okay.  All right.  Thank you.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll begin back with
  


12             Ms. Coffman.
  


13                  MS. COFFMAN:  I need clarification on the first
  


14             waiver, on 6-17-2203, concerning the minimum salary
  


15             for classified personnel.  What is your intent?
  


16                  MS. BARONI:  We'll let our finance or
  


17             superintendent or legal counsel speak to that, the
  


18             minimum salary for classified personnel.
  


19                  MR. WALTER:  I'll be glad to address that.  This
  


20             was one that I viewed on LISA's behalf as a clean-up.
  


21             I think prior practice had been to just ask for a
  


22             request of the portion of the statute that dealt with
  


23             personnel policies and coverage in that.  So we
  


24             wanted to make sure it was clear that LISA had the
  


25             flexibility in this matter to propose its own salary
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 1             schedule and pay raises for classified personnel, and
  


 2             so we viewed this more of just a cleanup matter.
  


 3             Again, this is a waiver that is probably held by
  


 4             other open-enrollment public charter schools.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  But reading that
  


 6             particular section in the law -- and, again, I'm not
  


 7             an attorney, you are -- but can you actually waive
  


 8             that minimum salary of $6.25?  Because that's really
  


 9             what it says.
  


10                  MR. WALTER:  Well, it's not to do -- to waive
  


11             minimum wage but to waive the requirements of
  


12             adhering to a state-required salary schedule for
  


13             classified employees.  No.  No.  You're obviously
  


14             right, there would be no attempt to waive the minimum
  


15             wage.  It's just to establish under those guidelines
  


16             a particular standard rate schedule for bus drivers,
  


17             cafeteria workers, et cetera.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Also, it would then
  


19             waive the requirement that each year it should be
  


20             increased equal to the percentage increase the
  


21             consumer price index?
  


22                  MR. WALTER:  Yes, sir.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Still
  


24             questions, Ms. Coffman, on that?
  


25                  MS. COFFMAN:  It's not really a question; it's
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 1             more of a precedence when our nation is working to
  


 2             raise the minimum salary and they say it's okay not
  


 3             to give these people a raise after a period of time.
  


 4             I don't know, it strikes a sore spot in my workers
  


 5             heart.
  


 6                  MS. BARONI:  And, again, I don't know the
  


 7             legality -- you know -- the legality of all of it.
  


 8             But I know that the intent is not to pay people below
  


 9             minimum wage in any situation.
  


10                  MR. SMITH:  Yeah.  Just to try and state bluntly
  


11             and clearly --
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith --
  


13                  MR. SMITH:  I'm sorry.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- go ahead and, since
  


15             you hadn't been up to the microphone yet, introduce
  


16             yourself.  And welcome.  Thank you.
  


17                  MR. SMITH:  I apologize, Dr. Kimbrell.  Scott
  


18             Smith with the Arkansas Public School Resource
  


19             Center.  The intent is -- and there is no ability
  


20             legally to waive minimum wage requirements, so that's
  


21             not what's at play here at all.  The only intent is
  


22             to waive the minimum salary schedule requirement out
  


23             there.  So all minimum wage laws will be met and will
  


24             be established; it's just the school would be on its
  


25             own salary schedule.  The schedule would be posted
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 1             but it wouldn't have to meet the uniform schedule
  


 2             that all districts and everyone else has to meet out
  


 3             there.
  


 4                  In addition to that, with regards to the
  


 5             mentoring program -- and your own legal counsel can
  


 6             maybe verify whether I'm correct -- I'm not sure that
  


 7             statute even applies to the charter schools.  It's
  


 8             what I would refer to as a contingency requirement.
  


 9             There are two contingencies that have to be in place
  


10             under that law, as I understand it.  First of all, it
  


11             applies to first year superintendents, which is not
  


12             in play here.  And, second of all, it only kicks in
  


13             to the extent that there's a certification
  


14             requirement but, again, they received a waiver on
  


15             that point.  Thirdly, I think as I remember when the
  


16             law was being put in place there was a question at
  


17             the House Education Committee as to whether this was
  


18             going to be applied to charter schools and I'm not
  


19             sure there was ever a full answer when that was in
  


20             debate.  So I'm not even sure that law really applies
  


21             to charter schools in some ways.  If you read the
  


22             statute, it talks about first year superintendents in
  


23             school districts.  So that's part of the reason why
  


24             that's being requested in some ways as well, if it
  


25             even needs to be requested.  It may not be applicable
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 1             at all since it's a charter school.
  


 2                  DR. WITONSKI:  Mr. Smith, I think in terms of
  


 3             just exactly what you explained I'm not sure that
  


 4             it's applicable in this situation.  I think in terms
  


 5             of is it helpful for any superintendent, whether
  


 6             they're licensed or not, to go through the process to
  


 7             make connections and to be more aware, it's a good
  


 8             process.  But if it isn't, I would ask as part of the
  


 9             application that it be removed as part of the
  


10             requested waiver.
  


11                  MR. SMITH:  Well, I think they certainly want to
  


12             ask for the waiver and intend for the waiver to be
  


13             considered by you.  Whether it's legally applicable
  


14             or whether it applies, maybe your legal counsel could
  


15             answer that question for you directly.  And we
  


16             certainly agree, we would appreciate all
  


17             organizations being willing to provide resources and
  


18             assist charter schools in whatever manner they can.
  


19                  DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Would the Panel like to
  


21             have any clarification from Mr. Lasiter or Ms. Clay
  


22             as to the application of 6-17-427?  As I look at it,
  


23             it doesn't mention district; it just says "sponsors a
  


24             superintendent mentoring program."  And, again, an
  


25             "Arkansas superintendent shall complete" the program;
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 1             it doesn't say a district superintendent.  And I
  


 2             understand in that reference they're referring to Mr.
  


 3             Ekin as being the superintendent, so -- and I know
  


 4             that you're -- y'all are grandfathered in because you
  


 5             were already there prior to the passing of this law.
  


 6             We grandfathered many superintendents in, I guess we
  


 7             would call it.  But I think it seems to be of some
  


 8             concern, so we'll ask Mr. Lasiter and Ms. Clay to
  


 9             give us their feelings on it.
  


10                  MS. CLAY:  It wouldn't be applicable now to KIPP
  


11             [sic] because they had their superintendents already
  


12             in place in 11-12, as you said.  If they brought in a
  


13             first-year superintendent who was licensed, there is
  


14             a requirement that that superintendent be licensed.
  


15             If the individual was a licensed educator, then they
  


16             would be required to go through this mentoring
  


17             program if there was not a waiver in place.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  What if they brought a
  


19             superintendent in who wasn't licensed?
  


20                  MS. CLAY:  Then they would not be required to go
  


21             through the mentoring program.  The definition of
  


22             "first-year Arkansas superintendent" in our rules
  


23             includes a licensed educator.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


25                  MS. CLAY:  You're welcome.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Any other concerns or
  


 2             questions on that one?  Mr. Hoy.
  


 3                  MR. HOY:  Yes, I do.  On the first page of the
  


 4             list of waivers, where it mentions 6-17-427, it also
  


 5             includes section 15.01 of the rules, standards, and
  


 6             15.01 seems to be a completely separate and distinct
  


 7             issue.  It seems to have to do with the number of
  


 8             students in a district and requirement of a full-time
  


 9             superintendent, but nothing with the superintendent
  


10             mentoring program.  So it does not -- what I'm simply
  


11             saying is 15.01 simply does not seem to fit there in
  


12             terms of addressing the need that you specified right
  


13             under the bold type.
  


14                  MS. BARONI:  I want to make sure I'm on the same
  


15             page, 6-17-427 and section 15 --
  


16                  MR. HOY:  Right.  That part is on the mentoring
  


17             program but if you look at 15.01 from the rules it
  


18             has to do with having a full-time superintendent if
  


19             you have 300 students.  It has nothing to do with the
  


20             mentoring program.
  


21                  MS. BARONI:  Okay.
  


22                  MR. HOY:  So it does not seem to be -- it does
  


23             not seem to fit in this particular waiver request.
  


24             And I was wondering if there was a need, especially
  


25             in light of the fact that you all are well above the
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 1             300.  So that does not seem to be an issue.
  


 2                  MS. BARONI:  I'll let you tie those together.
  


 3                  MR. WALTER:  Okay.  That was, Mr. Hoy, my
  


 4             attempt, I suppose, to cover the waterfront on
  


 5             everything because it did relate to superintendents.
  


 6             Because it did relate to superintendents that was
  


 7             just an attempt to tie the subject back to the
  


 8             closest rule.  I understand what you're saying
  


 9             though.
  


10                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  Because the need for it also
  


11             wasn't addressed and that's the reason I had a
  


12             question on that.  However, I understand.  So if you
  


13             don't mind, Dr. Kimbrell, I would go to my next real
  


14             question because that one had already been put out
  


15             there; I just wanted clarification on it.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes, sir.  Go ahead, Mr.
  


17             Hoy.
  


18                  MR. HOY:  My next real question has to do with
  


19             the next waiver request and it has to do with a
  


20             licensed counselor.  And if I am correct on that, the
  


21             intent there seems to be the fact that while you have
  


22             a licensed counselor -- I know those are rare
  


23             commodities and all cases you may not necessarily get
  


24             one.  And I understand that many charters have asked
  


25             for that waiver and received it.  But when I look at
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 1             the entire section, which that includes the entire
  


 2             section, it also talks about having a developmentally
  


 3             appropriate program, which you don't seem to be
  


 4             trying to not have a developmentally appropriate
  


 5             program.  And that's 6-16-01.1.  And then 6-16-01.2
  


 6             simply says you're going to provide appropriate
  


 7             facilities for counseling.  And if you're going to
  


 8             counsel students then I imagine you want to have
  


 9             somewhere where privacy would be administered to.  So
  


10             the only part of that guidance counseling section
  


11             that it seems you really need is the 16.01.3.  That's
  


12             where it talks about the licensure and the
  


13             requirement of the 450.  So, do you really need all
  


14             -- the entire section --
  


15                  MS. BARONI:  I think --
  


16                  MR. HOY:  -- or is that another one of those?
  


17                  MS. BARONI:  -- the intent of this was just for
  


18             the licensure issue, so --
  


19                  SUPT. EKIN:  Yes.
  


20                  MS. BARONI:  Yes.  So we're comfortable with
  


21             that change, if that's appropriate.
  


22                  MR. HOY:  Well, I would just hate to see you not
  


23             have a counseling program that's appropriate for your
  


24             students.
  


25                  MS. BARONI:  And just to speak to that, we have
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 1             an extensive counseling program.  We have a counselor
  


 2             who is dedicated primarily to dealing with student
  


 3             needs in terms of emotional support and academic
  


 4             support.  And in addition to that, we have staff
  


 5             personnel dedicated to college guidance and planning.
  


 6             Other staff does the tedious work of scheduling and
  


 7             such.  We also provide the STRIVE program from UAMS
  


 8             on our campus, so that's something that I think we're
  


 9             already going above what the law requires and we
  


10             certainly want to continue that for our students.
  


11                  MR. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.  My only concern is that I
  


12             didn't know that I would feel comfortable waiving --
  


13                  MS. BARONI:  Right.  And that's not our intent
  


14             --
  


15                  MR. HOY:  -- the requirement to do that.
  


16                  MS. BARONI:  -- to waive that.  We just -- the
  


17             licensure, as you said, sometimes is a difficult
  


18             thing to fulfill.
  


19                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  And one unrelated question and
  


20             I think I'm finished, unless something else comes up.
  


21             When you spoke in your original presentation, the
  


22             first 20 minutes, you spoke about having only one
  


23             ACSIP plan for now.  And as I look at your structure
  


24             it seems like you're still looking at having four
  


25             different schools.  Are you talking about four
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 1             different schools, four LEA numbers now with the way
  


 2             we're pushing it out?  Because, if so, would that not
  


 3             require an ACSIP plan for each school?
  


 4                  MS. BARONI:  Well, it would require the
  


 5             individual school level plan but --
  


 6                  MR. HOY:  But just one district --
  


 7                  MS. BARONI:  -- one district plan.  Yes.
  


 8                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  So we're not talking about one
  


 9             --
  


10                  MS. BARONI:  We're not a district.
  


11                  MR. HOY:  Thank you.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez.
  


13                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  I'm just still trying to
  


14             understand this, the structure and the waiving of the
  


15             15.02 that relates to the principals.  It says that
  


16             -- the explanation on the structure, it seems like
  


17             there's going to be an over -- maybe not an over-
  


18             abundance but there'll be several principals that
  


19             will be involved in these schools.  But would there
  


20             really be a need to waive that 15.02, that just
  


21             refers to the principal per number of kids, or is
  


22             there an intention down the line to have less
  


23             principals for a larger amount of kids?
  


24                  MS. BARONI:  Well, the intent of that was to
  


25             allow for potential growth at the middle school and
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 1             high school at LISA-North, because, currently, those
  


 2             two schools are very small at 125 and 175, in the
  


 3             middle school and the high school.  And I don't have
  


 4             the rule in front of me but I'm guessing that was
  


 5             intended to allow for potential growth within those
  


 6             two schools, so the waiver might become necessary at
  


 7             some point.  Is that correct?
  


 8                  MR. WALTER:  That's my understanding, Mr.
  


 9             Hernandez, after visiting with LISA administration.
  


10                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Right.  And, well, the current
  


11             cap will be 1,500.  What's the total enrollment right
  


12             now?
  


13                  MR. AKDENIR:  Yeah.  I can speak for the
  


14             superintendent of LISA-West.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Please state your name
  


16             for the record, please.
  


17                  COURT REPORTER:  Was he sworn?
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes.
  


19                  MR. AKDENIR:  Cuneyt Akdenir.  So our current
  


20             enrollment at LISA-West is 800 students and at LISA-
  


21             North it is 600.  We'd increase their enrollment 100
  


22             next year.  And, as always, we have been serving in
  


23             education for 10 years.  We have been meeting the
  


24             requirements for the principal position.  So we know
  


25             the number is 300, so for 300 students we need to
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 1             assign one principal position and we have done it and
  


 2             we are meaning to continue that in the future.  And
  


 3             in the waiver request we do not intend to decrease --
  


 4             we did not intend to escape from the requirement,
  


 5             fiscal requirement.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Would you restate your
  


 7             name for our --
  


 8                  MR. AKDENIR:  Cuneyt Akdenir.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Can you spell it?
  


10                  MR. AKDENIR:  Yes.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I can almost tell she
  


12             wanted you to spell it.
  


13                  MR. AKDENIR:  C-u-n-e-y-t  A-k-d-e-n-i-r.
  


14                  COURT REPORTER:  Thank you very much.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Dr. Walters,
  


16             you're next on the list.
  


17                  DR. WALTERS:  I'm good.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Ms. Coffman.
  


19                  MS. COFFMAN:  No questions.  I have only
  


20             concerns.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Well, we'll see
  


22             if there are additional questions and then we can as
  


23             a Panel have discussions about your concerns.  Mr.
  


24             Hoy.
  


25                  MR. HOY:  A clarification request from our legal
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 1             team, Ms. Clay or Mr. Lasiter.
  


 2                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It looks like Ms. Clay
  


 3             is stepping forward.
  


 4                  MS. CLAY:  And I apologize, I said KIPP earlier
  


 5             and we're on LISA.  I'll have to blame it on cold
  


 6             medicine, like Dr. Walters did before the State
  


 7             Board.  We're only --
  


 8                  DR. WALTERS:  Thanks, Kendra.  Appreciate that.
  


 9                  MR. HOY:  Ms. Clay, in regard to Arkansas Code
  


10             6-18-501 et seq. are you in agreement that that
  


11             particular section stops at 5.01?  Because it seems
  


12             to go beyond 5.01 because anti-bullying is after
  


13             5.01.  So, are you in agreement that it's not to
  


14             5.01?
  


15                  MS. CLAY:  No.  I think we need some
  


16             clarification on the applicant and I think Tripp may
  


17             have clarified that they intended it to go 5.01
  


18             through 5.07.
  


19                  MR. WALTER:  Yes.
  


20                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  So that would be for the
  


21             record.
  


22                  MS. CLAY:  Yes.
  


23                  MR. WALTER:  Yes.
  


24                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  Then I suspect that's all I've
  


25             got.  Thank you.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No, there's no
  


 2             withdrawal.  That was discussion about 5.01.
  


 3             Correct, Mr. Hoy?
  


 4                  MR. HOY:  My concern was 5.01 in terms of the
  


 5             need for it because in the actual request itself,
  


 6             when it spoke to the need, it spoke to the need in
  


 7             regards to the superintendent mentoring program and
  


 8             how they intended to cover it other ways.  But their
  


 9             need did not reflect the need to escape the 300
  


10             minimum requirement for a full-time superintendent as
  


11             the 15.01 does.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Other questions
  


13             before we move into discussion?  Okay.  You have
  


14             before you LISA Academy's request, one I think is the
  


15             merger of the two schools into one, and then the
  


16             additional waivers.  So, Ms. Coffman, you stated that
  


17             you had some concerns.  Would you like to discuss
  


18             those then with the Panel?  And y'all may be seated
  


19             if you'd like and we will then ask for any clarifying
  


20             questions that may come up.  Thank you.
  


21                  MR. AKDENIR:  May I add just one comment about
  


22             all the waivers, the waiver requests that we have
  


23             today?
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.
  


25                  MR. AKDENIR:  Initially, our first main purpose
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 1             is to merge the two districts and while we do that we
  


 2             are -- with our legal guidance, with our -- with
  


 3             APSRC and our team, we reviewed all the waivers we
  


 4             have had for LISA-West and LISA-North, and we also
  


 5             reviewed the waivers for other charter schools.  And
  


 6             as you know, we started this charter in 2004 and
  


 7             charter school business was new.  And there were some
  


 8             amendments that we didn't know about before and there
  


 9             were some amendments we had but there needs to be
  


10             some clarification about those.  So we worked on
  


11             those to make sure we are cleaning up things and
  


12             we're fully administering all the waivers that we
  


13             currently have.  And if there are, of course,
  


14             concerns we may have asked things that we shouldn't
  


15             have asked, or if there are issues, we are definitely
  


16             open to listening to the concerns and make changes if
  


17             we need to.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.  I
  


19             would like to point out that we are in a different,
  


20             for all intended purposes, a different process in
  


21             which we have a different group of people who are
  


22             actually hearing -- conducting the hearings.  We're I
  


23             think in a different era of looking at the fact that
  


24             each individual charter application, whether it's an
  


25             open-enrollment charter application, amendment
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 1             process, conversion charter is probably going to have
  


 2             to go through a great deal more questioning and
  


 3             concerns as we move into this era of greater
  


 4             accountability than we've ever had.  So I don't think
  


 5             that we're, as a group -- just because it's a typical
  


 6             waiver for a charter then that becomes just the
  


 7             typical decision-making point for us as a panel.  I
  


 8             would also state, and would like to be very clear,
  


 9             and hopefully take this -- I don't want this to be
  


10             taken the wrong way, but I do want charter applicants
  


11             to understand; if the waiver is much needed for you
  


12             to be able to operate and effectively move and
  


13             achieve in instruction, we want you to bring forth
  


14             those waivers to demonstrate that you're trying to do
  


15             that for a purpose.  Just because we may anticipate
  


16             that or we think this might happen or this is what
  


17             other charters have done or we've done it in the
  


18             past, we're looking for solid reasoning as to why
  


19             that needs to occur.  So I will get off my soapbox
  


20             but I do want to make it clear; just because it's a
  


21             requirement out there, don't -- please don't come to
  


22             us and just ask for a waiver because it would make it
  


23             easier down the road if something were to pop up.
  


24             Now that's just simple country talk from someone
  


25             who's not very smart and comes from a long line of
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 1             educators that were just country people.  But that's
  


 2             what I'm talking about.  You know, if it's important
  


 3             that you have the waiver and you can satisfy this
  


 4             panel, then by all means bring it to this panel.  But
  


 5             if it's just something that may get in the way down
  


 6             the road, then come to us down the road with it.  But
  


 7             right now we want to look at what those waivers are,
  


 8             as they're important to us.  And I think you can tell
  


 9             this panel is concerned about what goes on in all
  


10             schools, including charter schools.  So, Ms. Coffman,
  


11             I'll let you voice your concern and we'll have our
  


12             discussion as a panel.
  


13                  MS. COFFMAN:  Well, Dr. Kimbrell, my concern is,
  


14             just as you've eloquently outlined, is that while I
  


15             am supportive of the merger I am concerned that these
  


16             waivers are so broad that the intent is not clearly
  


17             articulated.  And because of the nature of the
  


18             broadness we could be looking back in a couple of
  


19             years and saying, "Oh, well, we didn't really mean
  


20             for that to happen; that wasn't our intent," but it's
  


21             not really spelled out.  And so a couple of things
  


22             that personally concern me is 6-17-2203; to open the
  


23             door a little bit we open the door wide.  And then 6-
  


24             17-427 because the superintendent, current
  


25             superintendent does not fall into this mentoring.
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 1             The case that Dr. Witonski made I think is important
  


 2             and our State Board spoke just most recently and
  


 3             asked schools and charter schools to share with each
  


 4             other.  And we would approve something that would not
  


 5             encourage that mentoring and so that concerns me.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Hoy, do
  


 7             you have concerns you'd like to share?
  


 8                  MR. HOY:  I do have one concern but it's along
  


 9             the line of student discipline policies.  And I was
  


10             thinking earlier, as I was reviewing this, and I
  


11             imagine it is something that we give on quite a
  


12             regular basis to our charter schools; however, if we
  


13             give a waiver on the discipline policies as
  


14             prescribed in law, and we say, "Okay, you can make up
  


15             your own," is there then a process for quality checks
  


16             or quality insurance in terms of what's actually in
  


17             those discipline policies?  I don't want us to put
  


18             ourselves in a position that we're being required to
  


19             review every set of discipline policies that does not
  


20             have to heed to the ADE guidelines.  But I do
  


21             understand the need in terms of their request.  So
  


22             that's why I was just concerned about at least having
  


23             them written so we can review them, and they have
  


24             agreed to do that.  But it will probably be an
  


25             ongoing concern of mine in terms of the -- what do we
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 1             get, because what we are saying is there are some
  


 2             things that our legislative body thought we needed to
  


 3             make certain we adhere to at schools and districts
  


 4             when it comes to discipline among our students.  Some
  


 5             are tied to legal things that will keep us out of
  


 6             trouble legally and some are even potentially tied to
  


 7             federal things that we have to track and monitor,
  


 8             i.e., the report card.  But that being said, I don't
  


 9             know if I necessarily have a problem with it if it
  


10             includes that little section from 6-18-503 in terms
  


11             of them at least being written this time.  And I
  


12             guess that's the end of my comment.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Hoy.
  


14             Other comments, questions?  Dr. Witonski.
  


15                  DR. WITONSKI:  Mine is the same as Ms. Coffman
  


16             in terms of I understand how the mentoring program
  


17             does not apply to this particular situation with the
  


18             current leadership that's in place.  But in terms of
  


19             going forward it might be -- if there is a licensed
  


20             superintendent that does lead LISA Academy at some
  


21             point waiving that at this point would be a concern.
  


22             And I understand seeking down the line as far as
  


23             future things that they may be interested in also.
  


24             But back to your earlier comment, making sure that we
  


25             approve with what we know today, as of right now.
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 1             And I also have the same concern as Mr. Hoy in terms
  


 2             of discipline; what all does that include and what
  


 3             all does that encompass.  The broadness of it is a
  


 4             concern.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez, any
  


 6             concerns you want to voice?
  


 7                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  No.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Walters, anything?
  


 9                  DR. WALTERS:  I guess my concern is the last
  


10             waiver about principals and the superintendent.  And
  


11             I know it's been a waiver that's happened in the past
  


12             but as you spoke about -- I think what we're asking
  


13             of schools now and from what is being put on schools
  


14             I don't think we can look back and say, "Well, we've
  


15             done it before."  I think we've got to look at what
  


16             are the needs now.  And I will say this, Ms. Baroni,
  


17             is being a test pilot -- and they've done an
  


18             excellent job and I know the work that we're asking
  


19             of principals, getting you in those classrooms and
  


20             evaluating teachers, I guess I'm just having a hard
  


21             time in my mind seeing how granting a waiver to allow
  


22             a principal to split between two campuses -- I don't
  


23             see how we're going to be able to support those
  


24             teachers and how we're going to improve student
  


25             achievement in those schools by having fewer
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 1             principals.  Again, I just -- I can't wrap my mind
  


 2             around how that is going to be good for kids.  It may
  


 3             be good for finances for a year or so, but I don't
  


 4             think it's going to be good for kids.  And so that is
  


 5             my one concern.  As far as combining the two
  


 6             charters, I think that's an excellent idea
  


 7             administratively but I just -- I have a hard time
  


 8             with that one waiver.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, let me ask a
  


10             question then.  'Cause I understood that they would
  


11             have as many administrators on that campus as they
  


12             had, that that wasn't the issue.  And it may not be
  


13             that they're, quote, licensed in any way.  But
  


14             actually there would be even more administrative help
  


15             on that particular campus than they have now because
  


16             there would be no administrators -- there would be no
  


17             lesser administrators but actually would -- the
  


18             individual who is acting as the superintendent now
  


19             would not be acting as superintendent but would be
  


20             focusing at the high school.  Their work and the
  


21             other two administrators would be focusing
  


22             specifically on specific areas.  Now, granted, into
  


23             the future -- and I know what I said a while ago, you
  


24             know, but one of the things I do want to caution us
  


25             about is the idea behind charters, you know, is to
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 1             give some freedom and to not put such constraints and
  


 2             restraints upon schools, to see what they can do
  


 3             without us getting in the way with some of our
  


 4             things.  And I know it seems I'm talking out of both
  


 5             sides of my mouth but I think we have to weigh those
  


 6             issues.  So, yes, you can make a comment.
  


 7                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Just to piggyback on Dr.
  


 8             Kimbrell's comments, you know, I think we have the
  


 9             ability here to look at these things, especially with
  


10             the example -- which I know they're not intending to
  


11             do this, but if there was a time where in the future
  


12             that they did not -- they tried to split principals
  


13             over two campuses and things like that.  But when
  


14             they came back for -- or my understanding, when they
  


15             came back for some kind of renewal for their charter
  


16             that we'd be able to look at that and observe whether
  


17             or not that experiment is working and at that time
  


18             make decisions based on that information.  Is that a
  


19             correct understanding?
  


20                  DR. WALTERS:  Yes.  I think that that is exactly
  


21             right.  But we also gave them a five-year charter.
  


22             Correct?  So five years is a long time to go.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, that's true but
  


24             there are other issues.  I mean, we have lots of
  


25             other authority if things are going south, if there
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 1             are concerns that are brought by feds.  And, of
  


 2             course, remember the other issue, these are schools
  


 3             of choice and, you know, issues of discipline,
  


 4             bullying and those other issues, people, you know,
  


 5             they'll tend to make decisions about what's best for
  


 6             their children.  So, you know, that's one of the
  


 7             issues is you've got to meet the needs or the desires
  


 8             of the public that you're serving.  That to me has
  


 9             been the whole tenant of my support for charter
  


10             schools in this state is that we need to find -- when
  


11             our public traditional schools are not meeting the
  


12             needs and being responsive to those individuals that
  


13             they're serving that there ought to be options.  So,
  


14             you know, I wave back and forth on a lot of these
  


15             things.  And I think my message was, trying to be
  


16             clear, come with those waivers you really want and
  


17             that are important to you -- but I also know that we
  


18             need to make sure we don't get in the way of
  


19             innovation and change.  As we know, we've got all
  


20             these rules and laws that sometimes prohibit schools
  


21             from being creative.  But I understand your concerns
  


22             and I have them too.  Other comments?  Mr. Hoy.
  


23                  MR. HOY:  Just a procedural question, Dr.
  


24             Kimbrell.  It may be for legal, may be for Ms. Perry.
  


25             In terms of when we get ready for the motion and the
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 1             vote on this particular application is it appropriate
  


 2             to look at the waivers distinctly rather than as a
  


 3             group?
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Lasiter or Ms. --
  


 5             Ms. Clay is coming.
  


 6                  MS. CLAY:  You can certainly do that if you feel
  


 7             like that would be a more efficient way to handle the
  


 8             waivers or you can handle them as a group.  It's up
  


 9             to the Panel.
  


10                  MR. HOY:  Thank you.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith, I see that
  


12             you stuck your finger up and apparently you have a
  


13             comment you'd like to make?
  


14                  MR. SMITH:  Well, hopefully just to make it
  


15             easier for the Panel, and I certainly appreciate your
  


16             comments, Dr. Kimbrell.  As I understand it, there
  


17             are two primary concerns: one is the mentoring issue
  


18             and the other one is -- and I'm not even sure I've
  


19             got it right, but Tripp thinks he has a solution that
  


20             may help resolve the other concern out there.  So we
  


21             would offer that for any assistance.  And I think the
  


22             charter school may be willing to pull down the mentor
  


23             request, if necessary.  I would just offer this for
  


24             the Panel's consideration: it's not as if we're
  


25             mentoring the same programs, traditional school
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 1             mentoring and what's going on with them, and you have
  


 2             to consider, for example, what if it's a charter
  


 3             school within the district and they get assigned to
  


 4             the superintendent of that district.  And there are
  


 5             certain conflicts.  I think that -- and I know that
  


 6             the Department doesn't run the program.  The
  


 7             organization that does is a fabulous program, does a
  


 8             great job, nothing like that.  But I'm not sure that
  


 9             it's apples-to-apples with regards to the mentoring
  


10             that's going on and there are some considerations.
  


11             And many of these charter organizations have their
  


12             own mentoring programs, well-established, and are
  


13             very defined.  And so I think this mentoring concept
  


14             has a lot of legitimacy and maybe it's worthy of a
  


15             later conversation.  We certainly don't want to
  


16             create a bad precedent with regards to this issue,
  


17             but it's not as simple as maybe a conversation.  Thus
  


18             far, there are considerations on both sides but I
  


19             would suggest that it goes much deeper than just,
  


20             "Okay, we're just going to assign someone to mentor
  


21             someone," when in fact many times these programs may
  


22             be very different and they may be viewed differently
  


23             by the folks that are involved in some ways also.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  I understand
  


25             completely.  I see Mr. Shirey got out of town,
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 1             because I was going to ask Mr. Shirey if he'd be a
  


 2             mentor.  And what about -- I saw Mr. Mertens.  Is Mr.
  


 3             Mertens still here?  Mr. Mertens, I know that your
  


 4             association was a mentoring program and I guess I
  


 5             would just take the prerogative of the chair of this
  


 6             Panel and ask if there were a need -- and please come
  


 7             to the mike -- you're not testifying as to this
  


 8             application, so we won't swear you in.  I'm just
  


 9             asking a question because I think you kind of operate
  


10             that mentoring program.  If this becomes an issue for
  


11             this Panel and the State Board, would you be willing
  


12             to look at trying to develop some mentoring --
  


13             mentors from successful charter leaders to mentor new
  


14             charter leaders and work in connection with APSRC to
  


15             do that?
  


16                  MR. MERTENS:  Certainly, we would.  I think
  


17             there have been some good points made by Scott and by
  


18             Deborah on the, you know, the collaboration, getting
  


19             to meet other new superintendents.  But also it is a
  


20             different program or a different set of skills that
  


21             they may need to learn.  So I think there's some
  


22             flexibility within the program to do both of those
  


23             things, maybe some of the -- a session where they
  


24             would actually meet other new traditional
  


25             superintendents.  But, you know, part of the
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 1             mentoring could be assigned a mentor from an
  


 2             established charter school.  So I do believe there's
  


 3             flexibility within the program to do -- to address
  


 4             both of the concerns that we've heard today.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  And, again,
  


 6             I wouldn't be opposed to -- and thank you, Mr.
  


 7             Mertens -- I wouldn't be opposed to us looking, Mr.
  


 8             Lasiter, at the expansion of that program possibly
  


 9             with APSRC developing some mentoring opportunities
  


10             for individuals.  And I know these two gentlemen who
  


11             have been part of LISA have been heavily involved in
  


12             those communities and building those schools, but,
  


13             you know, we all know that things happen and we get
  


14             new people into the state.  And the difficulty I have
  


15             many times is that we find that a lot of our new
  


16             superintendents, whether they're charter, traditional
  


17             public schools, it's that first couple of years that
  


18             they've really got to be strong and need to ask those
  


19             questions.  And if you don't have a strong mentor --
  


20             Dr. McClure, you can attest to this -- you're in
  


21             trouble.  Right?  So --
  


22                  DR. McCLURE:  It's hard to overcome.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It's a little hard to
  


24             overcome.  I was just born into the system and I was
  


25             just lucky and I never realized how lucky I was to
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 1             have those kind of people around me.  So I appreciate
  


 2             everybody's willingness to be a part of that
  


 3             solution.  But now the real solution guy is coming to
  


 4             the microphone.  Thank you, Mr. Walters.  Go ahead.
  


 5                  MR. WALTER:  No problem.  Thank you, Dr.
  


 6             Kimbrell, Panel.  If I may, I'd like to address a
  


 7             couple of the issues and concerns that Ms. Coffman
  


 8             and Mr. Hoy had.  As to Ms. Coffman's concern about
  


 9             the classified employee minimum wage issue, again,
  


10             two points.  Number one, reiterate it was never our
  


11             intent or LISA's intent by asking a waiver of trying
  


12             to bridge the federal laws concerning minimum wage
  


13             and CPI increases.  What I've done, and I briefly
  


14             talked to -- I've reviewed the statutes and I've
  


15             briefly talked to ADE legal counsel, and if the Panel
  


16             were inclined to grant a substitution for that waiver
  


17             to read Arkansas Code Annotated 6-17-2301 et seq.,
  


18             which is the classified school employee personnel
  


19             policy law, I believe that will accomplish the
  


20             objectives of LISA, and that is not to be bound by a
  


21             particular schedule; but yet, also address Ms.
  


22             Coffman and probably other panel members' concerns
  


23             about making sure that it's very clear that there's
  


24             no denial of any federal wage benefits that are going
  


25             on at LISA.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Walter.
  


 2             Ms. Coffman, any --
  


 3                  MS. COFFMAN:  I'm flipping to it.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  She's trying to find it.
  


 5                  MR. WALTER:  Sure.  If I may, while Ms. Coffman
  


 6             is --
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.  Move forward.
  


 8                  MR. WALTER:  Okay.  Concerning Mr. Hoy's issues
  


 9             or concerns about the discipline policies, perhaps
  


10             those could be alleviated or allayed to some extent
  


11             if LISA were to offer to amend the waiver in that
  


12             area to just 6-18-502 and 6-18-503(a)(1)(a) only,
  


13             which I believe is the section that Mr. Hoy has
  


14             pointed out before, to insure that LISA remains under
  


15             the statutory requirement of submitting its student
  


16             disciplinary policies to the Department.  And
  


17             hopefully that process would also give Mr. Hoy some
  


18             assurance that whatever form or fashion the policies
  


19             take that they do have the ability to be reviewed by
  


20             ADE, and, obviously, if there are concerns that those
  


21             could be properly addressed by LISA to the
  


22             Department's satisfaction.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Mr. Hoy, other
  


24             questions?
  


25                  MR. HOY:  No.
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Ms. Coffman, you found
  


 2             your section?
  


 3                  MS. COFFMAN:  Uh-huh.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Are you okay?
  


 5                  MS. COFFMAN:  I'm better.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.
  


 7                  MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
  


 8                  MR. WALTER:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  As usual, the solution
  


10             finder.  Okay.  Panel, any other questions,
  


11             discussion?  If not, we're going to go ahead and move
  


12             on.  If we have some questions, we'll continue.  I
  


13             think we're okay.
  


14                  MR. AKDENIR:  Can we ask to exclude one of the
  


15             waivers we requested?
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  If you want to.
  


17                  MR. AKDENIR:  After listening to the Panel's
  


18             concerns and after reviewing the waivers, we ask for
  


19             Sections 15.01 and 15.02 -- and as I said previously,
  


20             we are definitely wanting to keep -- wanting to
  


21             provide the number of superintendents and principals
  


22             according to the standards and minimum requirements.
  


23             And we would like to take that waiver off of our
  


24             request.
  


25                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So you're pulling
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 1             the last one on Section 15.01 and 15.02?
  


 2                  MR. AKDENIR:  Yes, sir.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So, Panel, you
  


 4             hear the request from the applicant to pull that one.
  


 5             So we are to the question of the --
  


 6                  MS. COFFMAN:  I have a question.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  You have a
  


 8             question.
  


 9                  MS. COFFMAN:  This is for Kendra.  This is -- if
  


10             LISA were to hire a superintendent that is a licensed
  


11             educator, and that person did not go through the
  


12             superintendent mentoring, that person later on leaves
  


13             LISA Academy and goes to a public school, do they
  


14             automatically go into superintendent mentoring?
  


15                  MS. CLAY:  I don't know.  I'd have to look at
  


16             that more closely on whether they would still be
  


17             considered a first-time superintendent in that case.
  


18                  MS. COFFMAN:  Well, my assumption is they would
  


19             not because a charter school is a public school.
  


20             Maybe our question is for Scott Smith, who's eager to
  


21             jump up there and answer that question.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith.
  


23                  MR. SMITH:  I'm sorry.  I think one major issue
  


24             is they would have to be licensed.
  


25                  MS. COFFMAN:  Yes.
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 1                  MR. SMITH:  And so, therefore, the law would
  


 2             apply if they were going into a district.  This,
  


 3             again, only applies to those folks who are seeking
  


 4             license in that status position and so, you know,
  


 5             there's a lot of tumblers that fall with regards to
  


 6             this.  But the reason they asked for this was because
  


 7             it was, again, an apples-to-oranges issue with
  


 8             regards to mentoring.  There is a sizeable cost, as I
  


 9             understand it, related to this, these are small
  


10             schools, factors like that.  If they left a charter
  


11             school and sought to go to a district, unless that
  


12             district sought a waiver through their conversion
  


13             status or an innovation piece or something like that,
  


14             they would still be obligated to meet those mentoring
  


15             models because they're going to have to be licensed
  


16             otherwise.  And this will apply if they're considered
  


17             a first-time superintendent.
  


18                  MS. COFFMAN:  Because they would no longer be
  


19             under the waiver?
  


20                  MR. SMITH:  That's correct.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Smith.
  


22                  MR. SMITH:  Thank you.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Other questions?  And if
  


24             not, I'll entertain a motion on the request by LISA
  


25             Academy to merge their two campuses into one campus.
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 1             And if you want to address the additional waivers
  


 2             individually, we can do that or we can address them
  


 3             as a whole now.
  


 4                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  I make a motion to approve the
  


 5             waiver and approve the amendments also.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  We have a motion
  


 7             by Mr. Hernandez to approve the merger of the two
  


 8             schools and also the list of additional waivers minus
  


 9             the last waiver request of section 15.01 and 15.02.
  


10             I don't want to put words in your mouth but I want to
  


11             be clear.
  


12                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Probably need to be clear and
  


13             there was a substitution also.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I'm sorry.  Yes.  In the
  


15             first waiver, substitution 6-17-2301, I believe, in
  


16             substitution for 2203.  Thank you for that catch, Mr.
  


17             Hernandez.  Was that right, Tripp?  Maybe I got it --
  


18             I wrote it down wrong.
  


19                  MR. WALTER:  No.  You did not.  I just also
  


20             wanted, as we're talking about the substitution, to
  


21             alleviate Mr. Hoy's concerns on the 6-18-501 et seq.
  


22             piece.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Through 507.  Is that
  


24             right?
  


25                  MS. COFFMAN:  NO.
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 1                  MR. WALTER:  Well, no.  We amended it, I
  


 2             believe, to just include 6-18-502 and 6-18-
  


 3             503(a)(1)(A)(1) only, I believe.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Thank you,
  


 5             sir, for that catch.  Mr. Hoy was fixing to jump on
  


 6             me.  Okay.  So everybody understands Mr. Hernandez's
  


 7             motion?  I guess it's still your motion?
  


 8                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Yes.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  We agreed it's
  


10             still your motion with those amendments to those
  


11             lists of waivers.  Do I have a second?
  


12                  DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a second with
  


13             the caveat that we -- as we continue to move forward
  


14             to approving more charters that we strongly consider
  


15             some type of mentoring program to be in place to
  


16             support all of our administrators.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  But still the second on
  


18             the motion?
  


19                  DR. WITONSKI:  Yes.  Second.
  


20                  DR. WALTERS:  It's just a long one.
  


21                  DR. WITONSKI:  I know.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It's just a long one.
  


23             Okay.  Any other discussion?  Now is the time if you
  


24             want further discussion.  Go ahead, Deb.
  


25                  MS. COFFMAN:  I would just like for the record
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 1             to say I agree with Dr. Witonski about the mentoring;
  


 2             I encourage there to be some type of mentoring.  But
  


 3             beyond the mentoring the collaboration is just
  


 4             critical no matter how long you've been in the
  


 5             business.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Other
  


 7             discussions?  If not, all those in favor of the
  


 8             motion say aye.
  


 9                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like
  


11             sign?  Okay.  The motion passes and the amendment to
  


12             merge and additional waivers have been approved.
  


13             Congratulations, good luck.  We hope to see y'all
  


14             down the road.  Thank y'all.
  


15                  Do y'all need a timeout for a minute?  Very
  


16             good.  Ms. Perry, we will move on to agenda item A-3.
  


17             Why do you want three minutes?  Dr. Witonski is
  


18             wanting a 30-minute break here.
  


19                  DR. WITONSKI:  Three.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Three.  I'm sorry.
  


21                  DR. WITONSKI:  Zero-three.
  


22                  MS. PERRY:  I actually told Dr. McClure you were
  


23             going to take an hour break before --
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, if he'll give us
  


25             about a five-minute break -- I think a couple of
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 1             individuals want to take care of some business.
  


 2             Thank you.
  


 3                       (BREAK:  2:52-3:00 P.M.)
  


 4   A-3 & A-4:  REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL
  


 5   AMENDMENTS: CROSS COUNTY ELEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ACADEMY AND
  


 6   CROSS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL, A NEW TECH SCHOOL
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll ask Ms. Perry to
  


 8             come forward and introduce Action Item A-3, Request
  


 9             for District Conversion school amendments for Cross
  


10             County Elementary Technology Academy.  I believe
  


11             we'll take that one first.
  


12                  MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Perry.
  


14                  MS. PERRY:  You just stated that's Cross County
  


15             Elementary.  The State Board of Education approved
  


16             the application for Cross County Elementary
  


17             Technology Academy on January 9, 2012.  The charter
  


18             is approved to serve students in grades K-6 with a
  


19             maximum enrollment of 500.  Representatives of the
  


20             Cross County Elementary are appearing before the
  


21             Charter Authorizing Panel to request amendments to
  


22             the current charter.  A page in the packet does show
  


23             the requested changes that Cross County staff has and
  


24             they have a presentation with some additional
  


25             information.  They also have a handout, a one-page
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 1             here that I left for you on your seats in front of
  


 2             you, so that information is there.  And Dr. Matt
  


 3             McClure is here to speak to you.  And just so you
  


 4             know, the requests are very similar for both A-3, the
  


 5             elementary school, and A-4, the New Tech high school.
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.
  


 7             Dr. McClure, welcome this afternoon to the Charter
  


 8             Panel.  Appreciate your time and patience.  We know
  


 9             you're an important man.  Go ahead.
  


10                  DR. McCLURE:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell and
  


11             Members of the Panel.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I have
  


13             to swear you in and anyone else who will be speaking
  


14             for or against.  Please raise your right hand.  Do
  


15             you swear or affirm to tell the truth, the whole
  


16             truth and nothing but the truth?
  


17                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.
  


19             Proceed, Dr. McClure.  Thank you.
  


20                  DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  With regards to the
  


21             presentation, with permission from the Chair and
  


22             Board we're essentially asking -- there are no
  


23             additional waivers, just three amendments to both
  


24             charters at the high school and the elementary.  I'd
  


25             like to present them together instead of being
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 1             redundant and just coming back and saying the same
  


 2             thing.  I do understand that y'all have to vote
  


 3             twice.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes.
  


 5                  DR. McCLURE:  But if that's okay with --
  


 6                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Does the Panel have any
  


 7             objection to hearing both and then we'll take each
  


 8             one up individually?  Go right ahead.
  


 9                  DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  All right.  It's pretty
  


10             simple.  The first one is just a change in the
  


11             accountability language and it's changing to reflect
  


12             AMO instead of AYP, in line with the new
  


13             accountability measures.
  


14                  The second one is -- and that's the one-sheeter
  


15             that you have; there's additional information on
  


16             that.  It's to remove the NWEA MAP testing and it
  


17             kind of delineates in that one-pager all the problems
  


18             that we went through over the last three years.  At
  


19             the end of the day, the truth is we know that the
  


20             test is good but we've not been able to get it to be
  


21             usable to be able to inform any kind of data
  


22             decisions.  And it got to the point that the last
  


23             time NWEA, because of all of our troubles, even
  


24             offered to give it to us free for a year.  But it's
  


25             either been -- I mean, the big -- I guess the biggest
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 1             piece is this, they've never done it on a wireless
  


 2             network; it had always been done in computer labs.
  


 3             We don't have computer labs; we only have wireless.
  


 4             And my understanding is that -- and they didn't know
  


 5             this at the time because they didn't have experience
  


 6             but throughout the two years they needed it to be a
  


 7             static IP address, and obviously ours aren't because
  


 8             they move throughout the school, and so that was
  


 9             initially a problem.  And then we went back and they
  


10             thought it was a bandwidth problem.  We documented,
  


11             showed them what our bandwidth was and that that
  


12             wasn't an issue.  Then the last piece was they came
  


13             back and when we refreshed to MacBook Airs they told
  


14             us that it was not compatible with MacBook Airs at
  


15             this time.  So we're requesting that be removed.
  


16                  And then the last piece is, under Goals for
  


17             Mastery, we have -- the schools are seeking to change
  


18             the language from "all classes will have 80% mastery
  


19             on each SLE, as indicated by TLI" to read "all
  


20             classes or grades will demonstrate growth and
  


21             progress towards the school's AMO target as indicated
  


22             by the TLI assessments."  So instead of it being a
  


23             fixed number of 80% it's more in line with what our
  


24             accountability measures are and that it's based on
  


25             growth and progress of students.  That's --
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 1                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  


 2                  DR. McCLURE:  -- my presentation.  I'll be happy
  


 3             to entertain any questions.   And principals from
  


 4             both schools are here also.
  


 5                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  But they don't
  


 6             have any other additional presentation, and I don't
  


 7             believe there's anyone here to speak in opposition.
  


 8             So we'll move straight into questions from the Panel.
  


 9             Dr. Walters, any questions you may have?
  


10                  DR. WALTERS:  No.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez?
  


12                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  No.
  


13                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski?
  


14                  DR. WITONSKI:  So you're moving from NWEA to
  


15             TLI, TLI being a better process?
  


16                  DR. McCLURE:  We've been doing TLI the entire
  


17             time.  It was in addition to.
  


18                  DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.
  


19                  DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.  Yeah.  We were doing --
  


20             well --
  


21                  DR. WITONSKI:  Two interim assessments?
  


22                  DR. McCLURE:  We were attempting to do two
  


23             interim assessments and one of them -- you know --
  


24             the big thing is at the time, three years ago, we
  


25             really wanted the online component and that it was
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 1             based -- you know -- kind of a different angle where
  


 2             TLI was just on the measurement, as far as state
  


 3             accountability and aligned with benchmarks, and this
  


 4             was more aligned with the nationally normed.
  


 5                  DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.  Thank you.
  


 6                  DR. McCLURE:  You're welcome.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. -- Mr. Hoy?
  


 8                  MR. HOY:  Just a question on growth toward and
  


 9             progress toward school AMO's and projections going
  


10             from the TLI and ACTAAP testing.  I understand the
  


11             growth on ACTAAP testing and that's growth to
  


12             standard 8th grade.  Is the AMO projections on the
  


13             TLI, is that based on a correlation between the TLI
  


14             and the benchmark exam results?  Or, if not, just
  


15             help me understand how a student will demonstrate
  


16             growth toward projections on the TLI.
  


17                  DR. McCLURE:  I'm not sure that I'm following
  


18             the question but I'll try to explain the way I think
  


19             that you're asking.  So right now, there's an
  


20             arbitrary bar that we've put in of 80% --
  


21                  MR. HOY:  Right.
  


22                  DR. McCLURE:  -- that students would score on
  


23             the TLI that would be indicative of what was
  


24             proficient or advanced on the assessment.  Instead of
  


25             looking at that, we're going to look at a trajectory
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 1             of how they improve on the TLI and that correlation
  


 2             to the state test.
  


 3                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  So there would be a baseline
  


 4             score for each student at your school?
  


 5                  DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.  We've been doing TLI the
  


 6             entire time, so we already have that information from
  


 7             -- I guess we've been doing it for seven years.
  


 8                  MR. HOY:  Okay.  Gotcha.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  How do you make that
  


10             assumption then to -- or benchmark assessment from
  


11             TLI?  'Cause you said "towards our" -- which would
  


12             now be your AMO's.
  


13                  DR. McCLURE:  Right.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So how do you
  


15             extrapolate or interpret?
  


16                  DR. McCLURE:  They actually have calculations
  


17             that The Learning Institute provides to districts
  


18             that, based on your score on this, you're projected
  


19             to be in this area.  And all of that is based on a
  


20             scale score so then we can go back and, you know,
  


21             basically run regression from that.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So through that
  


23             regression you can then help predict the success of
  


24             those students or what you need to do to get those
  


25             students ready.  Is that what --
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 1                  DR. McCLURE:  Yes.  I mean -- well, I mean,
  


 2             that's -- obviously, that's the goal --
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yeah.
  


 4                  DR. McCLURE:  -- as we move into, you know,
  


 5             PARCC assessments and all that.  I mean, I think
  


 6             there's -- I mean, there's some unknown variables on
  


 7             the table but at the same time I think we're still
  


 8             looking at it from the perspective of we know what
  


 9             the baseline is, we know if kids are demonstrating
  


10             growth, and we're still not just using -- I mean, the
  


11             majority of it is being used to drive data decisions
  


12             of the classroom of -- you know -- if we have
  


13             particular questions or student learning
  


14             expectations, that will be the standards, that have
  


15             not been fully topicked [ps] as students didn't
  


16             perform well on that item on the assessment, then
  


17             we'll go back and use that for remediation, re-
  


18             teaching, interventions, you know, response to
  


19             interventions, all those things.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Ms. Coffman.
  


21                  MS. COFFMAN:  Dr. McClure, talk to us about why
  


22             this change from the 80% to the trajectory.  And in
  


23             looking at your percentages it would imply that that
  


24             might be a lesser goal.
  


25                  DR. McCLURE:  Well, I think -- and I may need to
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 1             ask one of the principals to help with this because
  


 2             that came -- the idea to change that came from them.
  


 3             But when we went from AYP to AMO that was, you know,
  


 4             less of a threshold than it had been previously.  But
  


 5             really what we want to be able to focus on and
  


 6             celebrate is the growth as much so as an arbitrary
  


 7             number of 80%.  And, you know, so far, we haven't hit
  


 8             80%.  We've been -- I think I have some -- you know,
  


 9             we've been in the mid-70's and -- but there's been,
  


10             you know, for the most part continued and successive
  


11             growth but it's still not hitting that threshold.
  


12             But we want to continue to improve in those areas but
  


13             at the same time, we want to be able to celebrate
  


14             those successes too.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Dr. Cushman
  


16             -- Walters.  Sorry.
  


17                  DR. WALTERS:  So when you're talking about
  


18             growth, you're talking about looking at growth on the
  


19             MAP test that you've been doing and NWEA -- correct?
  


20             -- when you're saying y'all were at 70%?
  


21                  DR. McCLURE:  No.  I'm talking about TLI, so --
  


22             no, I'm actually talking about benchmark.  I've got
  


23             to make sure what it is that I'm looking at here.
  


24             I'm talking about benchmark on the mid-70's piece.
  


25                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.
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 1                  DR. McCLURE:  So, I'm sorry I didn't follow the
  


 2             question.
  


 3                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So I'm looking at growth
  


 4             like on your ESEA report.
  


 5                  DR. McCLURE:  Right.
  


 6                  DR. WALTERS:  So looking at growth there you've
  


 7             not hit those targets for math for elementary.  So I
  


 8             guess I'm just curious, have you seen -- is there --
  


 9             do you think that it's an issue that the MAP
  


10             assessments, your assessment was not aligning with
  


11             instruction?  Because since you're doing all those --
  


12                  DR. McCLURE:  Right.
  


13                  DR. WALTERS:  -- formative assessments along the
  


14             way it doesn't look like --
  


15                  DR. McCLURE:  They weren't.
  


16                  DR. WALTERS:  -- it yielded the results that you
  


17             wanted for math.
  


18                  DR. McCLURE:  No.  And I think that's a great
  


19             question.  We never -- in three years, we never had
  


20             any usable data from -- we never like had enough data
  


21             to be able to use it.  Literally, we had situations
  


22             where we were only getting to test four or five kids
  


23             at a time and we never had -- I don't even know that
  


24             we ever had a single grade that for even one of the
  


25             seasonal tests that we got every kid tested and then
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 1             got the scores back to be able to use.
  


 2                  DR. WALTERS:  Okay.
  


 3                  DR. McCLURE:  I mean, it was a total disaster
  


 4             pretty much all the way around.  So that's why we're
  


 5             wanting to remove it because, I mean, you know, we've
  


 6             tried it for three years and it just hasn't been
  


 7             usable.  And I don't think that they're in a position
  


 8             yet that they have their technology able to do it
  


 9             except being hardwired, and that's not really an
  


10             option for us.
  


11                  DR. WALTERS:  All right.  Thank you.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez?
  


13                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Yes.  So it sounds to me that
  


14             the issue with most of this NWEA MAP testing was
  


15             technology related, not that you didn't like the
  


16             quality of the test --
  


17                  DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.
  


18                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  -- as far as you knew?
  


19                  DR. McCLURE:  I think that we went into it and
  


20             we did the background information to say that we
  


21             wanted to do the MAP test -- and obviously we wanted
  


22             to continue to do it; that's why we kept trying it
  


23             even after we weren't having any success with it.
  


24             But there came a point in time when we were literally
  


25             losing instruction time trying to test because we
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 1             would try to test this day, it wouldn't work; so then
  


 2             we'd have to come back and test another day.  And
  


 3             there were times that we ran into problems that --
  


 4             between when we started trying to test during the
  


 5             testing window, by the time we started the next time
  


 6             we were having to re-upload rosters because kids had
  


 7             changed during that time while we were trying to make
  


 8             intermittent fixes that NWEA was saying, you know,
  


 9             needed to occur.
  


10                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Well -- follow-up question?
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.
  


12                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Well, moving forward, especially
  


13             with the TLI, will they -- will that test -- I know
  


14             that's been talked about that TLI can be able to do
  


15             online testing.
  


16                  DR. McCLURE:  Right.
  


17                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Will this be an online test
  


18             also?
  


19                  DR. McCLURE:  Yes.
  


20                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.
  


21                  DR. McCLURE:  But it -- yeah.  We actually are
  


22             -- we started two years ago doing both --
  


23                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.
  


24                  DR. McCLURE:  -- an online and a written with
  


25             TLI, like a mixture of --
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 1                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  You haven't had the same issues
  


 2             as far as the wireless --
  


 3                  DR. McCLURE:  No.
  


 4                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  -- part of it?
  


 5                  DR. McCLURE:  But it's a different setup than
  


 6             NWEA.  And we can get really quickly over my head --
  


 7                  MR. HERNANDEZ:  Right.
  


 8                  DR. McCLURE:  -- when we start digging into this
  


 9             technology too much.  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I can
  


10             tell you looked confused when I said that.
  


11                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That it was going to get
  


12             over your head?
  


13                  DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, you're already
  


15             over my head, so -- other questions?  Well, let me
  


16             ask, if you would then, Dr. McClure, to introduce the
  


17             people that you brought with you.
  


18                  DR. McCLURE:  Okay.
  


19                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sometimes we forget that
  


20             they spend their time here too, and we try to get
  


21             through our work so fast that we don't recognize the
  


22             role that they play, and the important role.
  


23                  DR. McCLURE:  Yes.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And I know that you
  


25             understand that.  So I'd like to give you an
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 1             opportunity to introduce those people with you today.
  


 2                  DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  Carolyn Wilson, who is
  


 3             superintendent of the district.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yeah.  I saw her a while
  


 5             ago.
  


 6                  DR. McCLURE:  Stephen Prince, who is the
  


 7             elementary charter principal.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Prince.
  


 9                  DR. McCLURE:  Jennifer McFarland, who's the high
  


10             school charter principal.  And Denise Searcy, who is
  


11             our TAG executive master teacher.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  I appreciate
  


13             the team from Cross County coming forward and
  


14             appreciate the work that y'all are doing.  Any
  


15             questions of the Panel?  Any discussion?  Well, I
  


16             guess we need to have a motion before we have
  


17             discussion.  We'll take item A-3 first, which is the
  


18             elementary school, on the conversion of Cross County
  


19             Technology Academy and their amendment request.
  


20                  DR. WITONSKI:  I make a motion to approve the
  


21             Cross County Elementary request for updating their
  


22             current application.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski.
  


24                  MR. HOY:  I'll second that.
  


25                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Seconded by Mr. Hoy.
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 1             Now, discussion.  Any further discussion?  If not,
  


 2             all those in favor of the motion say aye.
  


 3                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like
  


 5             sign.  Thank you.
  


 6                  DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a motion to
  


 7             approve the Cross County High School for updating
  


 8             their application, as well.
  


 9                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So the request
  


10             for a conversion Cross County High School, a New Tech
  


11             high school, and their amendments, do I have a
  


12             second?
  


13                  MR. HOY:  I'll send that.
  


14                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy seconds.  Any
  


15             discussion?  If none, all in favor of the motion say
  


16             aye.
  


17                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed?
  


19             Motion passes.  Cross County, thank you and good luck
  


20             in your future.
  


21   A-5:  REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL
  


22   AMENDMENTS: EASTSIDE NEW VISION CHARTER SCHOOL (WARREN)
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll move to item A-5,
  


24             Request for District Conversion Charter School
  


25             Amendments of Eastside New Vision Charter School in
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 1             Wynne -- excuse me -- Warren School District.
  


 2                  MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.  The State Board of
  


 3             Education approved the application for Eastside New
  


 4             Vision Charter School on January 9, 2012.  The
  


 5             charter is approved to serve students in grades K-3
  


 6             with a maximum enrollment of 600.  Let me say that
  


 7             your packet said 510; that was an error from the
  


 8             cover of the original application for the charter.
  


 9             It was specified and corrected inside that
  


10             application, so it should be 600 rather than 510.
  


11             Representatives of Eastside New Vision Charter School
  


12             are appearing before the Charter Authorizing Panel to
  


13             request an amendment to the current charter that
  


14             impacts the GT section of that charter application.
  


15             Ms. Rhonda Williams will present the information to
  


16             the Panel after you have sworn folks in.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Thank you,
  


18             Ms. Perry.  If all individuals involved in this
  


19             request for the Warren School District would please
  


20             stand and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or
  


21             affirm to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing
  


22             but the truth?
  


23                (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Will you swear to smile
  


25             a little bit?  Thank y'all.  Ms. Williams, please
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 1             proceed and we appreciate y'all being here.
  


 2                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.  I'm here regarding
  


 3             Section 18 of Code 6-42-101 and the rules and
  


 4             regulations that fall under 8.0 for the program
  


 5             options.  Our former statement said that all students
  


 6             in the Warren School District K-3 are served through
  


 7             weekly enrichment lessons using the Talents Unlimited
  


 8             curriculum.  This new statement says that all
  


 9             students in grades K-3 are served through a balanced
  


10             instructional model which includes Seminars, complex
  


11             reasoning, and grouping and regrouping rotations in
  


12             the regular classroom as part of the standards-based
  


13             approach.  What we feel like is with the change to
  


14             standards-based approach the use of Talents Unlimited
  


15             as the form of enrichment for all students in grades
  


16             K-8 is no longer needed.  Students are now served
  


17             through enrichment lessons based on their skill level
  


18             through Seminars, complex reasoning, and grouping and
  


19             regrouping.  And I'm going to let Ms. Sara Weaver,
  


20             the principal of Eastside, explain what Seminars and
  


21             complex reasoning is.
  


22                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Williams.
  


23                  MS. WEAVER:  And I need a stool.
  


24                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Ms. Weaver.  Just take
  


25             it down.  That's what I have to do.
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 1                  MS. WEAVER:  I'm sure.  Okay.  I'll start with
  


 2             Seminars.  Our focus is literacy and math but we also
  


 3             wanted to make sure that we incorporated science and
  


 4             social study standards into our curriculum.  So we do
  


 5             that through what we call Seminars.  There are six
  


 6             seminars a year and students are allowed to decide
  


 7             when they take a seminar.  They are required to take
  


 8             all six seminars but they like having that little bit
  


 9             of choice.  So during seminar time, that is when they
  


10             actually have science and social studies, what we
  


11             would have called "units" when we were in school.
  


12             But they apply what they've learned during their
  


13             grouping and regrouping, which is their foundational
  


14             learning in literacy and math.  They apply that new
  


15             learning during seminar time in their science and
  


16             social studies units.  Then when we started our
  


17             charter and we had consultants coming in, one of the
  


18             things that we learned -- and we knew it -- is that
  


19             we do not teach our children to think critically.  We
  


20             assume that just happens overnight through osmosis.
  


21             So what we're doing differently this year is we had a
  


22             complex reasoning block and that's based on the
  


23             dimensions of learning, and there are eight
  


24             dimensions or reasoning skills that we hit.  This
  


25             being our first year, we set up a cycle.  First nine
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 1             weeks all of our students during the complex
  


 2             reasoning period had activities that revolved around
  


 3             comparing and contrasting.  Then the second nine
  


 4             weeks they had activities that -- and these are
  


 5             higher order activities -- around classifying.  This
  


 6             nine weeks they're working on abstracting.  And what
  


 7             we do with these -- with our students is that we
  


 8             never use these reasoning skills with new knowledge
  


 9             because this is taking that procedural and
  


10             declarative knowledge that they've gained and letting
  


11             the students interact with that knowledge through
  


12             enrichment activities so that they can gain meaning.
  


13                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  And the next statement --
  


14             previously, the classroom teachers once a week taught
  


15             a Talents Unlimited lesson and then the GT
  


16             coordinator, which was me, I taught a lesson once a
  


17             month.  And what we have changed that to, our
  


18             seminars and complex reasoning and grouping and
  


19             regrouping will replace that classroom teacher once a
  


20             week.  And instead of once a week, they are getting
  


21             this daily.  And the GT coordinator will still have
  


22             once a month pullout with the students on the watch
  


23             list.  Also, we had a statement in the charter that
  


24             said the science instructional facilitator, who was
  


25             also trained in Talents, would provide a monthly
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 1             enrichment lesson.  That is no longer needed; we
  


 2             omitted that statement completely because we do not
  


 3             have that position anymore and we did not see a need
  


 4             to replace that since we did have the seminars,
  


 5             complex reasoning, and grouping and regrouping.  And
  


 6             that's it.  That's what we would replace.
  


 7                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Questions from
  


 8             the Panel?  Mr. Hoy.
  


 9                  MR. HOY:  I see that you want to make a change
  


10             but the thing I don't get is why.  Do you have a
  


11             "why" behind the changes?
  


12                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.  I'm a Talents Unlimited
  


13             trainer and so with the Talents there are six skills
  


14             that you look at with the children to see if you're
  


15             seeing the strengths that are showing that you need
  


16             to be on the watch list.  With the complex reasoning
  


17             and seminars there are the same eight skills -- well,
  


18             there's more skills.  There's the same five skills
  


19             plus two more.  So they're getting more with the
  


20             complex reasoning than they would with the Talents
  


21             Unlimited.
  


22                  MS. WEAVER:  And they are -- I'm sorry -- and
  


23             they are getting it daily, where in the past the
  


24             requirement was one time a week you do a Talents
  


25             Unlimited lesson.  The teacher kept a binder that had
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 1             those lessons in it.  Our students keep their own
  


 2             data binders with their successes and their learning
  


 3             activities in those binders.  And so, you know, as
  


 4             far as accountability and there being a record of
  


 5             where they are, our students, you have, have to take
  


 6             ownership of their learning.  They now have that.
  


 7             So, really, they are being exposed to the Talents
  


 8             Unlimited lessons on a daily basis now.
  


 9                  MS. WILLIAMS:  And it also has allowed the
  


10             students to -- their strengths to show more because
  


11             instead of just one lesson that they're focusing on
  


12             they're able to see this on a daily basis.  And one
  


13             of the good things that this has allowed is more
  


14             minority students on the list.  My percentages on the
  


15             watch list have increased drastically, so we've seen
  


16             a good thing.
  


17                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So a wait [sic]
  


18             list is not -- or a watch list is not a bad thing in
  


19             this case, as it is in distress, fiscal distress.
  


20                  MS. WILLIAMS:  It's a GT watch list.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
  


22                  MS. WILLIAMS:  And when the teachers see that
  


23             they think a student maybe needs to be nominated for
  


24             the Gifted Program they put them on the watch list --
  


25                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
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 1                  MS. WILLIAMS:  -- in kindergarten through third
  


 2             grade.
  


 3                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So what you're saying is
  


 4             that through your work this is a piece of that
  


 5             evolution of the standards-based approach and some of
  


 6             the tools that you are using and you feel that this
  


 7             would be a better approach to meeting the needs of
  


 8             those gifted students than what you previously had?
  


 9                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Does that --
  


11                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  For a simple person like
  


13             me that's what I got out of it.  Other questions?  If
  


14             there's no other questions, then does anyone have a
  


15             motion?  Yes.
  


16                  DR. WALTERS:  I make a motion to approve the
  


17             amendment as presented.
  


18                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  I have a motion
  


19             to approve the amendment by Ms. -- Dr. Walters.
  


20                  MS. COFFMAN:  I second that motion.
  


21                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Got a second from Ms.
  


22             Coffman.  Any discussion?  Seeing no discussion, all
  


23             those in favor say aye.
  


24                      (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
  


25                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like
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 1             sign.  Very good.  The motion passes.  Ms. Williams,
  


 2             Ms. Weaver, thank y'all.
  


 3                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.  Thank y'all.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I still want to try to
  


 5             get up there again and see what's going on.
  


 6                  MS. WEAVER:  We'll see you tomorrow.  We're back
  


 7             up here tomorrow.
  


 8                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Y'all want to just go
  


 9             ahead and do it now?
  


10                  MS. WEAVER:  No.  The rest of the crew is not
  


11             here.  We'll wait.
  


12                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, I was going to ask
  


13             if you would text Ms. Johnson and say, "They wouldn't
  


14             approve because you weren't here," and so --
  


15                  MS. WEAVER:  We can handle that.
  


16                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I think you need -- and
  


17             then just put -- what is it -- the kids just put
  


18             "jk."  Is that what it is?  All right.
  


19                  MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.
  


20                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I didn't know that until
  


21             Dr. Witonski told me --
  


22                  MS. WILLIAMS:  I wouldn't know that either.
  


23                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- our expert texter or
  


24             Tweeter down here.  I thought that was Mr. Wood.
  


25             Okay.  So, Ms. Perry, I think we are done for today.
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 1             We probably should've scheduled two or three more.  I
  


 2             mean --
  


 3                  MS. PERRY:  Sure.
  


 4                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- this group is getting
  


 5             so good at this.  But I do want to say thank-you for
  


 6             all of those that have been a part of the process.
  


 7             Again, I appreciate the --
  


 8                  (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE:  Dr. Kimbrell's
  


 9             microphone beeps.)
  


10                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- that was my fault --
  


11             the Panel that's here.  And we will begin in the
  


12             morning at 8:30, so bring your bright eyes and your
  


13             excitement.  And we'll have four, I believe?
  


14                  MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.
  


15                  COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Four new conversion
  


16             charter applications coming before us.  So if you
  


17             haven't taken an opportunity or had an opportunity to
  


18             re-read those, I encourage you to do that.  And if
  


19             you have, I'd be glad for you to give me a good
  


20             refresher on it.  No.  Thank you, Ms. Perry.  Thanks
  


21             to all of y'all.  Legal, Ms. Kendra, thank you and
  


22             everybody for being a part of today.  We'll see you
  


23             tomorrow.
  


24
  


25               (The meeting was adjourned at 3:28 p.m.)
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   STATE OF ARKANSAS   )
                       ) ss.
   COUNTY OF SALINE    )
  
        I, SHARON K. HILL, CCR, a Certified Stenomask Reporter and
   Notary Public before whom the foregoing proceedings was taken,
   do hereby certify that the same is a true and correct
   transcription before the Arkansas State Department of
   Education, Charter Authorizing Panel, in Little Rock, Arkansas,
   on January 15, 2014, that the said proceedings was reduced to
   typewritten form by me or under my direction and supervision;
   and that the foregoing pages constitute a true and correct
   transcription of all proceedings had in said matter.
  
        I FURTHER CERTIFY that I am neither counsel for, related
   to, nor employed by any of the parties to this action.
  
        I FURTHER CERTIFY that I have no contract with any parties
   within this action that affects or has a substantial tendency
   to affect impartiality, that requires me to relinquish control
   of an original transcript or copies of the transcript before it
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   requires me to provide any service not made available to all
   parties to the action.
  
        WITNESS, MY HAND AND SEAL, THIS DATE:  January 31, 2014.
  
  
  
  
                                 _________________________________
                                 SHARON K. HILL, CCR
                                 Certified Court Reporter
                                 Certificate No. 670
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              1                       P R O C E E D I N G S 

              2                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  As we move to Action 

              3            Agenda items, I want to thank each of the item 

              4            representatives that are here, those of you who have 

              5            taken time out of your day to come and be a part of 

              6            this.  We appreciate you spending your time with us 

              7            and going through the process.  And we know that 

              8            charter applications, amendment applications, all of 

              9            those things take a great deal of work and effort and 

             10            we're seeing some really, really good work that's 

             11            coming from our schools and individuals that are 

             12            doing that work.  And, Ms. Perry, I want to say once 

             13            again how proud of the staff, as large as it is that 

             14            you have -- the work that y'all have done has been 

             15            really, really good in helping us prepare and getting 

             16            us prepared and I know that would be reflected in 

             17            many of our applicants and their work with you.  So, 

             18            thank you for the job that you're doing, before we 

             19            begin this process 'cause at the end I may be too 

             20            tired to remember.  But thank you -- 

             21                 MS. PERRY:  Thank you. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- for what you do. 

             23                 MS. PERRY:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell. 

             24  A-1:  REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL 

             25  AMENDMENTS: KIPP DELTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And so we'll move to 

              2            item A-1. 

              3                 MS. PERRY:  It is our pleasure to be here.  A-1 

              4            is a request for open-enrollment public charter 

              5            school amendments from KIPP Delta Public Schools.  

              6            The State Board of Education approved the application 

              7            for KIPP Delta Public Schools on March 11, 2002.  The 

              8            charter is approved to serve students in grades K-5 

              9            with a current maximum enrollment of 1550.  You will 

             10            remember that that will increase to 1910 during the 

             11            14-15 school year with an amendment that was approved 

             12            previously.  Representatives of KIPP Delta Public 

             13            Schools are here appearing before you today to 

             14            request amendments to the current charter.  They have 

             15            three waiver requests and they are requesting to 

             16            change the time that the school day begins.  Mr. 

             17            Scott Shirey is here to speak to you and answer any 

             18            questions. 

             19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Shirey, welcome to 

             20            the Department.  Kendra, would you like to I guess 

             21            preempt Mr. Shirey with processing for us?  Come on 

             22            forward, Mr. Shirey.  I'm sure it's not a bad thing 

             23            that Ms. Clay is up here. 

             24                 MS. CLAY:  I'm just going to go over your 

             25            procedures with you before you start today.  You're 
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              1            going to hear amendment requests today from both 

              2            open-enrollment and conversion charter schools.  The 

              3            procedures are the same and they're similar to the 

              4            ones you followed in your past meeting.  All persons 

              5            who are going to give testimony, except for 

              6            attorneys, need to be sworn.  Then the party that is 

              7            bringing the amendment requests will have 20 minutes 

              8            to present its case.  Any parties opposed will have 

              9            20 minutes following the school, and then the school 

             10            will have 5 minutes at the end.  You will then take 

             11            up discussion and questions.  You may issue a final 

             12            decision today or take the matter under advisement.  

             13            And you also have the opportunity to allow any of the 

             14            schools to get technical assistance and bring it back 

             15            at a later meeting.  Thank you. 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Clay.  

             17            Appreciate your expertise and your help with these 

             18            matters as we continue to learn every day.  Mr. 

             19            Shirey, good to see you.  Welcome. 

             20                 MR. SHIREY:  Good to see you. 

             21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for coming 

             22            back.  All right.  Mr. Shirey, will you be the only 

             23            participant in this amendment or do we have others 

             24            that will be speaking on this issue? 

             25                 MR. SHIREY:  Just myself. 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All right.  Are there 

              2            others -- are there individuals who will be speaking 

              3            against?  If not, Mr. Shirey, if I can get you to 

              4            raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to 

              5            tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 

              6            truth? 

              7                 MR. SHIREY:  I do. 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Shirey. 

              9                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you.   

             10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  The floor is yours. 

             11                 MR. SHIREY:  Good afternoon, Dr. Kimbrell and 

             12            Members of the Board.  We have three waiver requests 

             13            and then one time request.  Hopefully, I won't take 

             14            20 minutes.  I apologize to be back up here so soon 

             15            but there were three things we did miss as we were 

             16            doing policy review.  The first one is a request for 

             17            waiver from Arkansas Code 6-13-635 and this is the -- 

             18            this code is around board approval of salary 

             19            increases of 5%.  Annually, our board already 

             20            approves regional budgets where increases of staff 

             21            salaries are reflected, making some of these 

             22            additional resolutions that the code requires 

             23            redundant on a year-to-year basis.  Our internal 

             24            policies provide school directors with the 

             25            procurement authority up to $5,000, which would cover 
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              1            most salary increases.  And we have a finance 

              2            committee which meets monthly and reviews all of our 

              3            finances, so we do have those strong controls.  We've 

              4            had a clean audit the last two years.  And our board, 

              5            just as a reminder, meets on a quarterly basis which 

              6            means if we want to give a raise to someone midyear 

              7            in order to retain our top talent it would require a 

              8            special convening of our board to make that happen.  

              9            So we're just trying to make this process a little 

             10            smoother and efficient as we grow.  And, again, most 

             11            of our average teacher salaries are $42,000.  When 

             12            you're looking at a 5% raise you're around $2,024, so  

             13            -- and our school directors always have procurement 

             14            authority of up to $5,000. 

             15                 Do you want me to read all of these or do you 

             16            want to go one-by-one? 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I'll leave that up to 

             18            the rest of the Panel.  Would you like to hear Mr. 

             19            Shirey talk about all the waiver requests and then 

             20            deal with them as a whole?  I think that would be 

             21            best. 

             22                 MR. SHIREY:  Okay. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Shirey. 

             24                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you.  The second one is a 

             25            request for a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-1301.  
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              1            This is -- the code covers minimum sick leave for all 

              2            employees of the school district.  And actually this 

              3            is something we are out of compliance on currently; 

              4            when we were doing our policy review we noticed it.  

              5            We do offer sick leave for all of our employees, with 

              6            the exception of some of our hourly employees, and we 

              7            realized the code said anyone working 20 hours or 

              8            more, which would include our bus drivers.  They've 

              9            been working -- actually, like I said, we've been out 

             10            of code, so this is -- the system is working.  Our 

             11            bus driver retention is about 85% every year.  They 

             12            like being hourly.  And we think it's the right 

             13            incentive system to make sure that we continue to pay 

             14            for the work they do but don't see the need for 

             15            giving them two sick days a week, particularly when 

             16            we have long rural routes.  The biggest incentive for 

             17            them to come to work on time and drive those routes 

             18            is getting paid.  And, of course, if we have bus 

             19            drivers calling in sick twice -- every bus driver 

             20            calling in sick twice a month or once a month, that 

             21            would have -- cause us significant transportation 

             22            issues potentially.  We've talked to our 

             23            transportation director and our bus drivers; they 

             24            like being on the hourly model; they like picking up 

             25            additional hours for field lessons, for athletic 
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              1            games, and so the system seems to be working.  And so 

              2            we ask for a waiver from that. 

              3                 The third request is the waiver from Arkansas 

              4            Code 6-17-2205 and this is around classified 

              5            employees getting two 15-minute breaks.  Because of 

              6            one of our waivers around certification, we do have 

              7            teaching assistants and non-licensed teachers who 

              8            technically fall under the purview of classified 

              9            employees.  We give all of our teaching assistants 

             10            and non-classified -- non-licensed or classified 

             11            teachers, we do give them full planning periods which 

             12            they can use for personal or professional use.  But 

             13            in terms of the scheduling of the day having two 15-

             14            minute breaks at different points during the day 

             15            logistically becomes difficult as we schedule around 

             16            children.  Again, they do have that full planning 

             17            period so our request is that we have a waiver from 

             18            this and they get one solid chunk of planning time as 

             19            opposed to -- or personal time, as they see fit, as 

             20            opposed to two different 15-minute periods during the 

             21            day which would require them to come out of a -- 

             22            coming out of the classroom at inopportune times. 

             23                 And then the last one, historically, we've 

             24            always had a longer school day.  And as we've grown 

             25            we do run 19 buses, so it takes a lot longer for them 
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              1            to load and unload.  And then we serve rural, remote 

              2            communities, as far as Forrest City, which means that 

              3            this year we have kindergarten kids getting on the 

              4            bus in Forrest City at 6:00 a.m. every morning to 

              5            come to school.  And there was something we felt just 

              6            slightly inhumane about that.  Our buses were pulling 

              7            up to our schools at 7:15 every morning in order to 

              8            have a school start time at 7:30, after, like I said, 

              9            young elementary kids were sitting on the bus for an 

             10            hour.  So we've conducted surveys to all of our staff 

             11            and actually we did a survey to all of our parents 

             12            where we found over 87% of our parents thought 

             13            shifting the start of the day to 8:00 would be a 

             14            great thing; 96% of our staff thought that.  More 

             15            significantly, over 93% of both groups thought that 

             16            it would have no instructional impact on our program.  

             17            And, again, as we've stated, we have more evening 

             18            activities, more athletic programs in the afternoon, 

             19            and it just ends up being a real long day.  And we 

             20            think this is just a process of us maturing from a 

             21            start-up organization to an organization that wants 

             22            to be here for the next 30 years and make sure the 

             23            work is sustainable for our people and sustainable 

             24            for our children.  And, again, the biggest driving 

             25            factor was just the little kids getting on the bus so 
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              1            early every morning from remote, rural communities.  

              2            So we do request to have our school day officially 

              3            start at 8:00, which means our buses are pulling up 

              4            at 7:45 and starting to drop off at that hour.  So, 

              5            they're still waking up at 6:30 but it's -- I mean, 

              6            getting on a bus at 6:30 but it's a little more 

              7            humane. 

              8                 So those are the three waiver requests and the 

              9            one time shift request.  And I'm happy to entertain 

             10            any clarifying questions or probing questions at this 

             11            time. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  I mean, of 

             13            course, you didn't use your 20 minutes.  Are there 

             14            questions of the Panel?  We can begin with you, Dr. 

             15            Walters, if you have questions, and then we'll go 

             16            around. 

             17                 DR. WALTERS:  No questions. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No questions? 

             19                 DR. WALTERS:  No, no questions. 

             20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I have one.  So the 

             21            longer day, Mr. Shirey, was one of the -- I thought 

             22            in the very beginning one of the key components of 

             23            KIPP's philosophy about what you needed to do to meet 

             24            the needs of these children.  So how do you propose 

             25            to make up that instructional time? 
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              1                 MR. SHIREY:  Sure.  The pillar is adding more 

              2            time and so there's a lot of ways to smartly 

              3            accomplish more time and how do we -- not only more 

              4            time, but how do you maximize the time you're using.  

              5            So just a reminder, we'll continue to have -- we 

              6            continue to do Saturday enrichment field lessons; we 

              7            continue to do our program in the summer; we continue 

              8            to do afterschool tutorials.  I think we'll actually 

              9            see some before-school tutorials start up with this.  

             10            So I think, again, the core is more time so you can 

             11            bring kids up who may be behind.  I think there's 

             12            lots of different ways to execute on this.  This 

             13            gives us a little flexibility in terms of -- again, 

             14            if a parent wants or if a child wants to get tutored 

             15            before school, we can do that or after school.  We 

             16            did have conversations with the KIPP Foundation, 

             17            before any of these -- before we came to you, and 

             18            said, "Is this something we can do?"  And there are 

             19            other models out there -- for instance, the KIPP 

             20            schools in DC, Washington, DC, have an 8:00 start, so 

             21            other high-performing KIPP regions have had some 

             22            flexibility with this time.  And I think the biggest 

             23            or, more importantly, maybe even bigger factor, is 

             24            the quality of the person we can put in front of our 

             25            children.  And if our people are being burned out 
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              1            after three or four years from going 7:00 a.m. to 

              2            7:00 at night, we think retaining our top staff is 

              3            going to have the biggest impact on our students. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Hoy. 

              5                 MR. HOY:   Good afternoon. 

              6                 MR. SHIREY:  Good afternoon. 

              7                 MR. HOY:  I have a question regarding your 

              8            request for a waiver for 6-17-1301, because actually 

              9            you've requested that as et seq. which I suspect that 

             10            you'd like to have to do to include the sections that 

             11            you are -- that you spoke with us about.  However, 

             12            the first question I guess is about 6-17-1303, which 

             13            is actually requiring each district to adopt written 

             14            policies on sick leave, the board to do so.  And I 

             15            imagine you have those policies in place; I imagine 

             16            they were adopted by the board.  So I was wondering 

             17            of the necessity of getting a waiver for the entire 

             18            section? 

             19                 MR. SHIREY:  I think -- based on what you 

             20            described, I think we're comfortable with not putting 

             21            1303 in because we do have the board-approved 

             22            policies.  I can't speak -- I would have to turn to 

             23            someone with legal advice on this in terms of what 

             24            the other relevant standards are within that section 

             25            to this particular need. 
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              1                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Then let me make a few 

              2            additional comments because there were some other 

              3            sections that did concern me.  1301 is simply the 

              4            title of it, which I don't know if you need a waiver 

              5            from that.  1302, the definitions, which includes the 

              6            definition of a relative, if a relative is sick, and 

              7            I don't know if you want to necessarily eliminate 

              8            that one.   

              9                 MR. SHIREY:  Sorry.  I have the full text in 

             10            front of me right now.  I mean, we're okay not 

             11            waiving the definitions. 

             12                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  And 1305 is about keeping the 

             13            records; it's a requirement to keep records of sick 

             14            leave. 

             15                 MR. SHIREY:  And so I think it's 1304, if I'm 

             16            looking at this correctly, is the most pertinent 

             17            section. 

             18                 MR. HOY:  Yes, sir.  That's what I think you 

             19            guys would be kind of getting at.  And it's kind of 

             20            tight, some of the others.  I understand that.  But 

             21            even in 1304 it talks about the immediate family and 

             22            I think that there you need that in terms if someone 

             23            in the family, if a teacher get sick, you need to 

             24            know who you can offer those sick leaves for.  But I 

             25            think the recordkeeping in 1305 is probably -- a lot 
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              1            of it is pertinent, I think.   

              2                 MR. SHIREY:  Right. 

              3                 MR. HOY:  And so I just have some issues with 

              4            the entire section being waived, so -- 

              5                 MR. SHIREY:  We're comfortable then to move that 

              6            to just 1304, if the Board sees fit or sees that's 

              7            more appropriate. 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, does that 

              9            satisfy your concerns, that instead of 6-17-1301, 

             10            however you say that -- 

             11                 MR. HOY:  1304.  Yeah.  And I think that's the 

             12            pertinent section, Dr. Kimbrell. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay. 

             14                 MR. HOY:  So, yeah, that would satisfy that. 

             15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Shirey, you're 

             16            offering that as a substitute to your amendment 

             17            request? 

             18                 MR. SHIREY:  Yes, sir. 

             19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Very good.  Ms. 

             20            Coffman. 

             21                 MS. COFFMAN:  Just for clarification, you're 

             22            adding that as in addition to? 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No.  In place of the 

             24            entire section under that section; just section 1304 

             25            is what he's amending that to be. 
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              1                 MS. COFFMAN:  Okay.  My other clarification 

              2            question was in regard to your length of your day.  

              3            So your official hours now will be -- 

              4                 MR. SHIREY:  8:00 to 4:00. 

              5                 MS. COFFMAN:  8:00 to 4:00.   

              6                 MR. SHIREY:  Monday through Friday. 

              7                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you. 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Did our questions to him 

              9            spark any questions, Dr. Walters? 

             10                 DR. WALTERS:  Do we need to get Ms. Clay back up 

             11            here to make sure that we're clear in what 

             12            conversation -- that everything is going to be good 

             13            based on what Mr. Hoy said? 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.  We'd welcome Ms. 

             15            Clay to come up and give us clarification and keep us 

             16            out of trouble. 

             17                 MS. CLAY:  Either way the waiver is structured 

             18            is fine.  We have some charters that do waive that 

             19            entire set of statutes and then tell us that this is 

             20            how they're going to do their sick leave policy.  

             21            Just waiving the 6-17-1304 is perfectly fine and it 

             22            seems to accomplish what KIPP wants to accomplish. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for that clay-

             24            ification.  That wasn't my original; it came from up 

             25            here, clay-ification.  It was funnier up here among 
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              1            the three of us.  Mr. Shirey, I don't -- any other 

              2            questions?  I'm not seeing any other questions.   

              3                 DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a motion. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  A motion. 

              5                 DR. WITONSKI:  And, Ms. Clay, with these motions 

              6            could these be combined into one motion or would 

              7            these need to be separate? 

              8                 MS. CLAY:  They can be combined. 

              9                 DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.  I'd like to make a motion 

             10            to approve the submitted requests with the one 

             11            amendment that was made concerning the section that 

             12            Mr. Hoy brought up. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So section 6-17-

             14            1304.  I have a motion to accept those amendment 

             15            requests from KIPP Delta. 

             16                 DR. WALTERS:  Second. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And a second from Dr. 

             18            Walters.  Dr. Witonski with the motion and Dr. 

             19            Walters with the second.  Are there any other 

             20            discussion points among the Board?  Seeing none, all 

             21            in favor of the motion please say aye. 

             22                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Those opposed like sign?  

             24            Thank you, Mr. Shirey. 

             25                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I 
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              1            apologize.  I think the other night my three-year old 

              2            got hold of my cell phone and I looked down and she 

              3            was trying to face-time you.  So if you got a strange 

              4            face-time, it was my three-year old daughter, not my 

              5            self. 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I thought, you know, I 

              7            haven't called him back.  I saw where I'd missed the 

              8            call.  And when you walked up to the microphone I 

              9            remembered that, but now I don't feel so bad.  I was 

             10            going to apologize. 

             11                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you all. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That's good.  I 

             13            appreciate that.  I really didn't want people to know 

             14            that you had my phone number though.  No, I'm 

             15            kidding.  Ms. Perry, thank you again. 

             16  A-2:  REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL 

             17  AMENDMENTS: LISA ACADEMY AND LISA ACADEMY-NORTH LITTLE ROCK 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll move to Action 

             19            Item 2. 

             20                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.  Item 2, this is the 

             21            request for open-enrollment public charter school 

             22            amendments to LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North 

             23            Little Rock.  The State Board of Education approved 

             24            the application for LISA Academy on January 12, 2004.  

             25            The charter was first renewed on April 9, 2007, for a 
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              1            five-year period, and renewed again for a five-year 

              2            period on April 10, 2012.  LISA Academy is currently 

              3            approved to serve a maximum enrollment of 800 

              4            students in grades 6-12.  LISA-North Little Rock, 

              5            operated by the same sponsoring entity and board as 

              6            LISA Academy-North Little Rock [sic], was approved by 

              7            the State Board of Education on November 5, 2007, and 

              8            was renewed for a five-year period on March 14, 2013.  

              9            LISA Academy-North Little Rock is currently approved 

             10            to serve a maximum enrollment of 700 students in 

             11            grades K-12.  Actually, it'll be 700 students with 

             12            next year's enrollment; it's 600 this year and it was 

             13            prior approved for 700 in the 14-15 school year.  

             14            Representatives of LISA Academy and LISA Academy-

             15            North Little Rock are appearing before the Charter 

             16            Authorizing Panel to request amendments and approval 

             17            to merge LISA Academy-North Little Rock with LISA 

             18            Academy and the approval of additional waivers.   

             19                 Approval of the merger would result in the 

             20            following, effective July 1, 2014: with the approval 

             21            of the merger the charter for LISA Academy-North 

             22            Little Rock would be surrendered.  LISA Academy would 

             23            be approved to serve students in grades K-12.  The 

             24            LISA Academy enrollment cap would increase from 800 

             25            to 1,500; again, that is the maximum of both 
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              1            combined.  It's nothing additional for next year.  

              2            Any waivers of laws and rules previously approved for 

              3            LISA Academy-North will be included as waivers for 

              4            LISA Academy.  LISA Academy would then include the 

              5            following: the current LISA Academy middle school on 

              6            Corporate Hill Drive in Little Rock -- I believe the 

              7            text said Corporate Drive; it's Corporate Hill Drive 

              8            -- the current LISA Academy high school on Corporate 

              9            Hill Drive in Little Rock, the current LISA Academy-

             10            North Little Rock elementary school on Landers Road 

             11            in Sherwood, the current LISA Academy-North Little 

             12            Rock middle school on Landers Road in Sherwood, and 

             13            the current LISA Academy-North Little Rock high 

             14            school on Landers Road in Sherwood. 

             15                 Before I turn it over to Mr. Ekin, the 

             16            superintendent of LISA Academy, I do want to tell you 

             17            that on your place you have a very colorful document, 

             18            as it was described when I handed it out to some who 

             19            were sitting there.  This shows the request for the 

             20            goals of the two charters and how they are requesting 

             21            that they be approved with the approval of the 

             22            merger.  And so you can see the goals from the 

             23            renewals in '12 for LISA and '13 for LISA-North 

             24            Little Rock.  No highlight is telling you what's 

             25            specific to LISA; the yellow highlight is for both; 
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              1            underlined in green is specific to LISA Academy-

              2            North; red highlights indicate they made a change 

              3            that wasn't in either of the goals but made sense 

              4            when they asked to combine the two; and then the 

              5            request is, with the merger, to combine those goals, 

              6            and delete some of the text that has been stricken 

              7            through.  That text is color-coded so you can see 

              8            which of the renewal applications it was part of.  

              9            And, certainly, LISA representatives will be here to 

             10            answer questions.   

             11                 I also want to point out that when they do their 

             12            presentation for you in a moment -- they have a 

             13            PowerPoint -- it shows, on advice of ADE legal 

             14            counsel, that the applicant is also requesting two 

             15            additional waivers that legal staff, Ms. Clay, said 

             16            would be necessary to accompany the waivers that they 

             17            had and are requesting, and that is waivers of 

             18            sections 1-8 of the ADE Rules Governing School 

             19            District Requirements for personnel policies, salary 

             20            schedules, minimum salaries, and documents posted to 

             21            district websites, and ADE guidelines for the 

             22            development, review and revision of school district 

             23            student discipline and school safety policies.  So I 

             24            wanted those too on the record very clearly that 

             25            that's an addition to the waiver requests that are 
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              1            written in front of you.  With that, I'd like to turn 

              2            it over to Superintendent Ekin who will speak to you 

              3            and introduce some other folks and they'll be happy 

              4            to go through their presentation and take questions. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Let me ask 

              6            any individual who will be speaking on behalf of this 

              7            charter amendment, either for the charter amendment 

              8            or in opposition of it, please stand.  If you would 

              9            raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to 

             10            tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the 

             11            truth? 

             12               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  You may be 

             14            seated.  And, Mr. Ekin, we'll let you begin.  You'll 

             15            have 20 minutes. 

             16                 SUPT. EKIN:  Dr. Kimbrell, Commissioner, and 

             17            Panel Members, my name is Atnan Ekin.  Thank you for 

             18            having me and Mr. Fatih Bogrek. 

             19                 MR. FATIH:  My name is Fatih Bogrek.  I'm the 

             20            superintendent of LISA Academy-North. 

             21                 SUPT. EKIN:  I would like to invite our 

             22            principal Ms. Baroni to make the presentation and 

             23            answer your questions on behalf of LISA Academy and 

             24            LISA Academy-North Little Rock. 

             25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you. 
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              1                 MS. BARONI:  Thank you, Mr. Ekin.  I'm Luanne 

              2            Baroni and I'm the principal of the middle school in 

              3            the LISA Academy in the West Little Rock location.  I 

              4            want to thank you, Commissioner and Panel Members, 

              5            for listening to our requests today.  I'm going to go 

              6            through an overview of what we're asking for today 

              7            and then, of course, we're all available to answer 

              8            questions that you may have about that.   

              9                 LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock 

             10            are requesting two overriding things from you today.  

             11            The first being that the charters, the two charters 

             12            be merged into one charter.  It would be under LISA 

             13            Academy with LEA number 6041700, effective July 1, 

             14            2014, and the 2014-15 school year.  The second thing 

             15            has to do with waivers that we're requesting and 

             16            we're asking, as Ms. Perry said, to merge waivers 

             17            that we've had in both schools along with goals from 

             18            both schools, and I'm going to go through and kind of 

             19            itemize those so you can see where those are and what 

             20            the impact is.  The additional waivers we're also 

             21            requesting as part of the amendment request is to 

             22            facilitate the efficiency of operation of a single 

             23            charter. 

             24                 The proposed structure of the new proposed 

             25            charter, LISA Academy currently serves grades 6-12 in 
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              1            West Little Rock and, as Ms. Perry said, our current 

              2            enrollment cap there is 800.  LISA Academy-North 

              3            campus serves grades K-12 and the cap for that campus 

              4            is 700 students.  With the merging of the two 

              5            campuses the grades levels would be K-12, maximum 

              6            enrollment of the two campuses would remain at 1,500, 

              7            which is the combination of the two campuses.  This 

              8            amendment proposal does not include a request for a 

              9            change in the locations of the two campuses.  LISA 

             10            Academy-North and LISA Academy will be a single 

             11            comprehensive K-12 educational program composed of 

             12            the current five schools, which have already been 

             13            mentioned, at their current locations.  Both of the 

             14            schools -- or both charters are currently sponsored 

             15            by the LISA Foundation, both charters are governed by 

             16            the same seven-member school board, and both have a 

             17            common 501(c)(3) and federal ID number.  The new 

             18            proposed LISA Academy will continue to be sponsored 

             19            by the same foundation, the LISA Foundation, with the 

             20            same seven board members governing the new merged 

             21            charter.  With the merging there will be five 

             22            schools, which is the same as what we have now.  The 

             23            same five schools would still be there, with the 

             24            middle school and high school in West Little Rock, 

             25            the elementary, middle and high school at the North 
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              1            Little Rock campus.   

              2                 The administration, as you can see from the 

              3            chart, would be directed by one superintendent, under 

              4            one governing board, with principals at each of the 

              5            individual schools.  The one exception is that the 

              6            North Little Rock campus, the middle and high school, 

              7            we have one principal handling both of those because 

              8            the enrollment is small enough that one principal can 

              9            address both of those campuses or both of those 

             10            schools.  

             11                 I'd like to briefly review the justification and 

             12            benefits of our request.  There are educational, 

             13            operational and financial reasons and benefits for 

             14            the merger.  The most compelling I think would be the 

             15            educational benefits and that's the primary focus of 

             16            our attention.  The merger would allow consistent and 

             17            sequential academic programs be implemented more 

             18            effectively at all locations.  The curriculum for all 

             19            subjects at various grade levels will be the same.  

             20            The remediation and enrichment programs will be 

             21            consistently implemented at both campuses.  Programs 

             22            such as the robotics or distance learning 

             23            opportunities will be systematically implemented at 

             24            both campuses.  The college readiness program will 

             25            also be implemented at both high schools. 
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              1                 Collaboration among the schools will increase 

              2            using research-based best practices.  Our curriculum 

              3            departments will be able to collaborate to improve 

              4            school programs.  The departments will be 

              5            strengthened by the expertise and involvement of 

              6            teachers from all schools.  Professional development 

              7            programs will be centralized which will allow 

              8            teachers from all schools to work together 

              9            effectively for the benefit of all the schools.  

             10            We'll be stronger in content departments which can 

             11            help us recruit more highly qualified teacher 

             12            applicants, and newly hired teachers will also be 

             13            supported better and nurtured more by the 

             14            collaborative structure.  Centralized meetings with 

             15            staff from all campuses will improve communication 

             16            across both campuses and can encourage better 

             17            decisions based on that broader input from all 

             18            campuses -- from both campuses.   

             19                 Again, more educational benefits that we see we 

             20            can accomplish through this charter would be shared 

             21            academic specialists, special education program 

             22            directors, and intervention specialists.  And that 

             23            will improve the implementation of instructional 

             24            strategies and interactions, and result in a clearer, 

             25            more effective communication among all campuses. 
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              1                 The enrollment at both campuses has increased 

              2            over the last few years.  The students need 

              3            structured academic services and careful monitoring 

              4            to insure that those services are meeting the 

              5            identified needs of both the students and the staff.  

              6            To more effectively target academic programs, 

              7            intervention programs, including those for the TAG or 

              8            Targeted Achievement Gap group, the new LISA Academy 

              9            centralized structure will help to facilitate an even 

             10            stronger academic focus for all of our schools. 

             11                 There are also some operational benefits that we 

             12            see we can gain through this merger of the two 

             13            charters that would support the educational benefits.  

             14            The school operations will more effectively and 

             15            efficiently be run under the leadership of one 

             16            superintendent rather than two separate 

             17            superintendents.  One centralized administration 

             18            system and office will result in efficient 

             19            implementation of student assessment, professional 

             20            development workshops, financial reporting, 

             21            accounting, et cetera.  Possibly there would be the 

             22            potentially of reducing support staff in the 

             23            administrative offices.  Also, school leaders will be 

             24            freed from some of the administrative duties they 

             25            currently hold as separate charters which would allow 
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              1            them to take more of a leadership role in 

              2            instructional areas with teaching and learning. 

              3                 Some of the financial benefits that we might be 

              4            able to gain through the merger of the charters would 

              5            be -- already we have the common federal 

              6            identification number and the common 504(c)(3).  We 

              7            would keep that.  The total state foundation revenue 

              8            allocation will remain basically the same after the 

              9            merger, since it is based on a per-student funding 

             10            structure.  There will be some savings in 

             11            administration costs by eliminating the one 

             12            superintendent position.  Service contracts for 

             13            purchases have been billed to the two charters 

             14            traditionally, historically.  Possibly we can 

             15            negotiate some savings by negotiating as one charter 

             16            rather than two separate campuses.  There will be one 

             17            budget, one ACSIP plan for LISA Academy for all 

             18            campuses.  More financial benefits would be shared 

             19            services by academic specialists, special education 

             20            directors, and intervention specialists to serve both 

             21            locations.  That can give us some efficiency and be a 

             22            little more cost effective.  Instead of hiring by 

             23            contract separate service providers for things such 

             24            as speech therapy, OT, we could perhaps hire one 

             25            person at a cheaper rate and use them for both 
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              1            campuses. 

              2                 Centralizing our procurement procedures will 

              3            result in some cost savings and some efficiency.  

              4            Reporting student data, financial data, and state-

              5            required reports will be centralized.  The analysis 

              6            required for determining all aspects of the new LISA 

              7            Academy will result in the identification of more 

              8            efficiencies and organizational structure and 

              9            practice as we move forward.   

             10                 In conclusion, on the merger matter many of the 

             11            benefits -- educational, operational and financial -- 

             12            shown can't be achieved under the separate charters 

             13            for both schools.  So we believe that the facts show 

             14            that a single charter creates a much greater 

             15            opportunity for educational, financial and 

             16            administrative efficiency, and benefit for the LISA 

             17            charter schools and the patrons, particularly the 

             18            students of our schools.  There's also a little 

             19            benefit to the Department of Education that you would 

             20            have one less report y'all would have to deal with on 

             21            all levels.  Since we're not seeking an increase in 

             22            our enrollment cap, nor are we modifying our current 

             23            grade levels at either school or changing a location, 

             24            this request should not have any impact on local 

             25            school districts in which the LISA charter schools 
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              1            are located. 

              2                 Moving on to the waivers, the second piece of 

              3            our request today, we're requesting that the merged 

              4            LISA Academy be granted all the waivers that LISA 

              5            Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock currently 

              6            hold from the original applications and approved 

              7            renewals.  And we're asking for some additional 

              8            waivers to be given to the merged LISA Academy to 

              9            facilitate the efficiency of operation of the single 

             10            LISA charter.  Some of them are needed, as Ms. Perry 

             11            said, to clean up some of the things that are already 

             12            granted as waivers.  We've taken this under legal 

             13            advice to make sure we're trying to cover all the 

             14            things to be in compliance with the applicable law.   

             15                 First would be Arkansas Code 6-17-2203 

             16            concerning minimum salaries for classified personnel.  

             17            We're requesting this waiver to compliment the waiver 

             18            already held, 6-17-201(c)(2), to completely 

             19            effectuate this waiver concerning minimum salaries 

             20            for classified personnel.   

             21                 Next is Arkansas Code 6-17-2403 concerning 

             22            minimum salaries for certified personnel.  This 

             23            waiver concerning minimum salaries is being requested 

             24            to give the new merged LISA Academy flexibility to 

             25            implement its own teacher compensation system instead 
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              1            of being required to provide the compensation 

              2            pursuant to the statutory teacher salary schedule.  

              3            To clarify and fully effectuate this waiver, we 

              4            request a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-2203 and 6-

              5            17-2403.  We'd also like to add a waiver to the ADE 

              6            rules governing this same area -- I won't read all 

              7            those words, you can read them -- to the extent that 

              8            it's applicable.  We are not asking to waive the 

              9            rules requirement that covered information be posted 

             10            to the school's website.  We intend to continue 

             11            complying with all of those posting-to-website 

             12            requirements as we have in the past and want to 

             13            continue with that level of transparency. 

             14                 Arkansas Code 6-18-501 concerning student 

             15            discipline policy, this waiver is being requested to 

             16            allow the new merged LISA Academy to adopt and 

             17            implement its own student discipline policies.  The 

             18            policies so adopted and implemented will meet all due 

             19            process requirements.  A waiver is commonly held for 

             20            this by most open-enrollment public charter schools.  

             21            And to clarify and fully effectuate this waiver we'd 

             22            also like to add a waiver of the ADE guidelines for 

             23            the development, review and revision of the school 

             24            district student discipline and school safety 

             25            policies.  We want to emphasize that we do, have had, 
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              1            and intend to continue having a discipline system 

              2            that's a tiered system that provides for prompt and 

              3            full investigation of any discipline issues that's 

              4            fair, allows full due process and an appeals process 

              5            up to the board.  So we do want to make sure that 

              6            it's clear that we intend to have that and continue 

              7            having that in our discipline policy. 

              8                 Also, Arkansas Code 6-17-427, Section 5.01 of 

              9            ADE rules governing standards for accreditation, and 

             10            the ADE rules governing superintendent mentoring 

             11            program.  All these are concerning the superintendent 

             12            mentoring.  This waiver is being requested to allow 

             13            new superintendents employed by the new merged LISA 

             14            Academy to receive intensive internal training 

             15            concerning their new duties and responsibilities as 

             16            opposed to completion of the state required mentoring 

             17            program. 

             18                 Arkansas Code 6-18-101 and Section 16.01 of the 

             19            ADE rules governing standards concerning guidance 

             20            counselors, this waiver is being requested to give 

             21            the new merged LISA Academy flexibility in its 

             22            provision of guidance counseling services, with such 

             23            services potentially being delivered through 

             24            purchased services and/or through LISA Academy 

             25            personnel who are experienced in guidance counseling 
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              1            but not necessarily holding licensure in that area.  

              2            A waiver from these provisions is commonly held by 

              3            open-enrollment public charter schools.  And as a 

              4            side note, we currently have a licensed guidance 

              5            counselor.  This is just to allow for some 

              6            flexibility in implementing that program should we 

              7            need it. 

              8                 Arkansas Code 6-17-117 concerning non-

              9            instructional duties for teachers, this waiver is 

             10            being requested to provide flexibility in utilizing 

             11            the teaching staff to perform additional non-

             12            instructional duties in excess of 60 minutes per 

             13            week, if it is necessary.  A waiver from this is 

             14            commonly held by open-enrollment public charter 

             15            schools as well.   

             16                 And then Arkansas Code 6-19-101 concerning 

             17            school buses and bus drivers, the applicants -- or we 

             18            are requesting a waiver of Title 6 of the Arkansas 

             19            Code due to its inapplicability to LISA Academy.  

             20            Section 6-19-101 concerns the requirements applicable 

             21            to schools providing their own public transportation 

             22            programs, such as employment requirements for bus 

             23            drivers and school buses information.  It's important 

             24            to point out though that LISA Academy at its current 

             25            Little Rock location does provide and will continue 
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              1            providing bus passes or tokens to all of our students 

              2            free of charge upon request to travel on Central 

              3            Arkansas Transit buses to and from school.  There 

              4            currently is no public transportation available at 

              5            the North Little Rock location but we plan to 

              6            continue that for the Little Rock location. 

              7                 And the last one, Sections 15.01 and 15.02 of 

              8            the ADE rules governing standards for accreditation, 

              9            again, concerning superintendents and principals, we 

             10            are requesting this waiver to allow the new merged 

             11            LISA Academy to be able to utilize administrative 

             12            personnel for two or more campuses, as necessary, as 

             13            is further illustrated in the merger request 

             14            materials that you have.  This is to promote the 

             15            efficient use of human and financial resources in the 

             16            new single charter configuration.  This concludes the 

             17            overview of our request and I thank you for your time 

             18            and listening to our requests. 

             19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  There are 

             20            four minutes left if you have additional -- if there 

             21            are additional comments to be made.  Or, are you 

             22            ready to move into questions? 

             23                 MS. BARONI:  I think we're concluded. 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Okay.  We'll 

             25            begin with Ms. Coffman.  Thank you very much.  Oh, 
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              1            I'm sorry.  Is there any opposition to this 

              2            amendment?  Oh, I thought Bobbi Davis was fixing to 

              3            stand up.  Okay.  No opposition.  We'll start with 

              4            Ms. Debbie Coffman. 

              5                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.  I have just a few 

              6            clarifying questions for you.  I understand, I 

              7            believe, your reason for wanting to merge the two 

              8            charters and I can certainly see the financial 

              9            benefits that you identified.  My questions that I 

             10            need you to clarify for me are around the academic 

             11            benefit.  And explain to me why those merged services 

             12            were not occurring prior to this application? 

             13                 MS. BARONI:  Well, one of the things we've 

             14            discovered, we have been doing some of this; we have 

             15            begun working together.  But as the two campuses have 

             16            grown we've seen how we could make that even better 

             17            if we could merge some of our reporting and sharing  

             18            -- and if any of you have anything to add, please 

             19            wave at me and I'll be happy to.  We've talked a lot 

             20            about that.  And, originally, the schools were 

             21            operating separately but in the last couple of years 

             22            we've begun to corroborate on some things and work 

             23            together and we feel like this will just complete 

             24            that and more fully integrate both programs.  And, 

             25            again, one of the things is unifying some of the 
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              1            services that we offer.  If we can streamline some 

              2            things we can have consistent curriculum throughout 

              3            all of the schools, which I think will really serve 

              4            our students better.  We can take the things that are 

              5            effective on one campus and more fully implement them 

              6            on both campuses as one unified charter. 

              7                 MS. COFFMAN:  In your application you've alluded 

              8            to that one superintendent will be replaced, moved to 

              9            another position? 

             10                 MS. BARONI:  I'll let you speak to the person 

             11            himself. 

             12                 MR. BOGREK:  As stated, I am superintendent of 

             13            LISA Academy-North.  We are currently working for 

             14            (unintelligible) status.  Just we will have some 

             15            responsibility changes.  We won't have any staff or 

             16            administrative cut; just I will be having more 

             17            principal responsibilities.  So, I mean, I'm not 

             18            losing any staff members. 

             19                 MS. COFFMAN:  And the shared academic 

             20            specialist, special ed. program directors, 

             21            intervention specialist will then be housed at the 

             22            various building or you'll have a central 

             23            superintendent's office location? 

             24                 MS. BARONI:  Currently, they would be housed on 

             25            one campus or the other but their services would be 
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              1            shared between the two campuses. 

              2                 MS. COFFMAN:  And so then, therefore, I assume 

              3            that there is a plan for collaborative work time with 

              4            these people? 

              5                 MS. BARONI:  Yes. 

              6                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy. 

              8                 MR. HOY:  Thank you for your presentation.  I 

              9            have a couple of questions regarding the waivers that 

             10            you're seeking and I suppose I'll start with the 6-

             11            18-501.  In that particular code again it's 

             12            referenced as et seq., which means the entire section 

             13            you're looking at waiving, and that's on the 

             14            discipline policies.  And I have one or two concerns.  

             15            And I know it's one of those things that it's 

             16            generally an okay thing to waive the whole thing.  

             17            However, speak to me, if you don't mind, for a second 

             18            about waiving the section on bullying.  I know that's 

             19            a State push right now and it's a State Board push 

             20            and you're seeking a waiver from that section as 

             21            well.  I believe that's -- 

             22                 MS. BARONI:  And I've read a lot of law but I 

             23            don't claim to be a lawyer. 

             24                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  6-18-514. 

             25                 MS. BARONI:  And, again, I'll speak to this on a 
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              1            local level -- and I'll let -- you can come and 

              2            support me, please, Tripp.  I'll let him speak to the 

              3            legal part of that.  Our intent is in no way to 

              4            dilute what we already have in place; I know that 

              5            from a campus perspective.  And, yes, we do have 

              6            strong discipline policies that prevent bullying.  We 

              7            support taking care of bullying.  We do not in any 

              8            way plan to not do that.  I think this was more of a 

              9            legal technical kind of address, something that we're 

             10            trying to address on that level.  And I'll let Tripp 

             11            come and speak to the reasoning behind that. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Walters [sic], 

             13            welcome and thank you, although we might need to -- 

             14            no.   

             15                 MR. WALTER:  I'm ready, so you may go ahead.   

             16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for your 

             17            services and if you could help Mr. Hoy with 

             18            addressing his concern -- I think it's a concern 

             19            among the Panel as a whole when we're waiving all of 

             20            these entire laws.  So help us understand why there 

             21            would be a need to waive every section. 

             22                 MR. WALTER:  I'll be glad to, Dr. Kimbrell, 

             23            Members of the Panel.  I think the way I would phrase 

             24            it is I think there may be some confusion where the 

             25            et seq. so-to-speak ends.  The intent was --
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              1            traditionally with the student discipline policies, 

              2            the sections really go from, as I read it anyway, 

              3            from 501 through 507, which is basically the end of 

              4            the description and the disciplinary policies 

              5            themselves and a little bit of a process.  I 

              6            professionally very much share -- and I know LISA 

              7            does as well -- Mr. Hoy's concern that any sections 

              8            concerning the bullying protection would be asked -- 

              9            would be waived.  And that is not the intent and I 

             10            apologize if the wording of it seemed to include 

             11            those additional statutes.  It was just meant to, the 

             12            et seq., to cover those sections following 501 that 

             13            actually dealt with the development of the policies. 

             14                 MR. HOY:  In that case, I suspect I have one 

             15            follow-up. 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  You can continue, Mr. 

             17            Hoy. 

             18                 MR. HOY:  In section 6-18-503, while I 

             19            understand your desire to waive almost all of that I 

             20            would certainly like to keep that first little part 

             21            in there that requires these discipline policies to 

             22            be written and filed with the Arkansas Department of 

             23            Education.  The reason why is because we have to 

             24            track that and when we get calls we need the copies 

             25            and we need access to it.  So if you don't mind, I 
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              1            would like you to leave that first little paragraph 

              2            in, the A, 1A. 

              3                 MR. WALTER:  Absolutely.  And the intent in 

              4            asking for the waiver of 503 was not to, as Ms. 

              5            Baroni has already indicated, not to get around the 

              6            requirement to have disciplinary policies, but to -- 

              7            for LISA to have the flexibility to graft its own 

              8            which would be in full compliance with all due 

              9            process requirements and certainly in the spirit and 

             10            intent or in compliance with 501 and 503. 

             11                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  And I said that was the last 

             12            one but I have one more that's, you know -- 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Continue, Mr. Hoy. 

             14                 MR. HOY:  And from what I understand it's not a 

             15            federal requirement but on our state report cards and 

             16            our school -- on our school and district report cards 

             17            we track certain incidents of violence.  And in 

             18            section 6-18-502, if you go down to (b)(3) and you 

             19            look at (3)(a), (b), and (c), what we're talking 

             20            about is basically that weapons and assault toward 

             21            teachers and principals, things like that, that we 

             22            track in terms of monitoring on our state report 

             23            card.  And, therefore, we seek that information to be 

             24            submitted from districts to the State, so I would 

             25            certainly appreciate it if we could keep that 
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              1            information coming.  And I don't know that waiving 

              2            this would automatically stop you from doing it.  It 

              3            would certainly seem to give you opportunity to not 

              4            do it. 

              5                 MR. WALTER:  Well, I think I can safely speak -- 

              6            and Ms. Baroni will correct me if I don't -- that 

              7            that was not the intent of this waiver request; that 

              8            certainly LISA will continue to report those 

              9            statistics to ADE in a timely fashion. 

             10                 MR. HOY:  Thank you, sir. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski. 

             12                 DR. WITONSKI:  Hi, Ms. Baroni.  Not to push you 

             13            off, Mr. Walters; we appreciate you being here also.   

             14                 MR. WALTER:  Quite all right. 

             15                 DR. WITONSKI:  But a clarifying question on -- 

             16            in the application, as far as one of the waivers, 6-

             17            17-427, requesting the Standards for Accreditation 

             18            and the ADE rules governing the superintendent 

             19            mentoring program.  And I'm trying to get my mind 

             20            wrapped around it.  Right now, in both campuses there 

             21            are superintendents.  Is that correct? 

             22                 MS. BARONI:  That's correct. 

             23                 DR. WITONSKI:  And both campuses have a 

             24            superintendent in place now? 

             25                 MS. BARONI:  Yes.  That's correct. 
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              1                 DR. WITONSKI:  Have those superintendents 

              2            participated in the mentoring program? 

              3                 MS. BARONI:  I'll let the superintendent address 

              4            that. 

              5                 SUPT. EKIN:  No.  Actually, we haven't attended 

              6            those mentoring programs because we assumed that we 

              7            are excluded from that act.  But when we reviewed 

              8            currently, we decided to clear it up and be in 

              9            compliance.  And, actually, it was mentioned in our 

             10            proposal, original proposal, that the superintendent 

             11            it's not necessary to certify.  But at LISA-North 

             12            they were (unintelligible).  But, actually, it's not 

             13            in LISA-West (unintelligible).  So just to clear it 

             14            up and be in compliance we would like to add this 

             15            waiver. 

             16                 DR. WITONSKI:  And I'm sure part of that 

             17            reasoning or thought process was tied to licensure 

             18            but my concern is with waiving that particular 

             19            section.  Licensed or not licensed, I think that 

             20            would be an opportunity to make some connections with 

             21            other superintendents in the state, in addition to 

             22            having a mentor in the state that might be helpful to 

             23            the superintendent.  So looking at the application 

             24            that was presented in March by North Little Rock, as 

             25            a whole, was that process of gathering those two 
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              1            worlds together considered in the March application, 

              2            prior to this application? 

              3                 SUPT. EKIN:  Unfortunately, it was not 

              4            considered during that renewal application.  We are 

              5            happy to attend those type of mentoring programs.  

              6            Actually, we have been working with APSRC and we are 

              7            attending some other superintendent/executive 

              8            director mentoring programs that also serve like that 

              9            institution.  Just because it's granted the other 

             10            charter schools, we would like to have that 

             11            flexibility also for our new merged charter.   

             12                 DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.  I guess my second 

             13            follow-up question is, when the initial renewal was 

             14            made in March of last year -- and I'm not sure who 

             15            would be most appropriate to answer -- was the 

             16            thought process given at that point to merge the two?  

             17            Was there conversation at that point to merge Little 

             18            Rock and North Little Rock locations before entering 

             19            into a renewal? 

             20                 SUPT. EKIN:  Actually, it was an idea that we 

             21            had in our mind and discussed in our previous 

             22            meetings and communications.  But we thought it more 

             23            fair for us to get our renewals for long-term and 

             24            then it will be clear that we are not seeking or 

             25            hiding anything with the concern of renewal.  After 
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              1            we get the renewals for both charters it would be 

              2            felt more comfortable to go up for this. 

              3                 DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Let me see if I can get 

              5            a follow-up.  Ms. Perry, is this a typical waiver for 

              6            charter schools, as many times we see charter schools 

              7            that don't have traditional superintendents? 

              8                 MS. PERRY:  Yes.  That's a fairly common waiver. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr. 

             10            Hernandez. 

             11                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.  My question is, I'm 

             12            trying to wrap my brain around the structure of this 

             13            school.  Now there's two -- I won't call them 

             14            districts but two schools with two superintendents, 

             15            but in actuality there's five different schools.  And 

             16            so what is the current administrator structure as far 

             17            as superintendents and principals, and then what will 

             18            that look like after the merger? 

             19                 MS. BARONI:  If you'll take a look in your 

             20            presentation, you have the basic organizational 

             21            structure there.  Currently, there is at LISA-North  

             22            -- and I'll ask Mr. Fatih to help me with that; he's 

             23            the superintendent.  There's also two principals, I 

             24            believe. 

             25                 MR. BOGREK:  Yes.  Currently, in our school at 
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              1            LISA-North I am in the superintendent's position.  

              2            And we have at LISA-North a principal, elementary 

              3            principal, and we have another person for middle and 

              4            high school principal, and we have a Dean of 

              5            Students.  So after merging I will be handling the 

              6            middle and high school principal position and our 

              7            principals will be handling counseling and mostly 

              8            high school programs and still administrators.  And 

              9            the other will just continue.  And I think 

             10            (unintelligible). 

             11                 MS. BARONI:  Yeah.  At LISA-West we currently 

             12            have a superintendent, we have a high school 

             13            principal, a middle school principal, which is my 

             14            role, and we have assistant principals for discipline 

             15            and academics in both of those. 

             16                 SUPT. EKIN:  And, excuse me, LISA-North has a 

             17            small high school program and we think that it should 

             18            be supported a lot more.  By changing the 

             19            responsibilities of the administration we will have  

             20            -- we'll be able to assign a new position, one of the 

             21            previous administration to take care of the high 

             22            school program closely.  So the high school students 

             23            will benefit with this change a lot more because one 

             24            specific administrator will be focusing on the high 

             25            school program.  Otherwise, with the current 
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              1            administrative duties it's not possible to assign a 

              2            separate person for that service program.  So it's 

              3            going to be beneficial for the high school students 

              4            at LISA-North. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  I'm kind of 

              6            confused.  So right now at LISA-North middle and high 

              7            school there's one individual? 

              8                 MS. BARONI:  There's one administrator as 

              9            principal of both of those. 

             10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So -- 

             11                 MS. BARONI:  And an elementary principal.  And 

             12            Mr. Fatih is the superintendent. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Right.  But there's 

             14            another individual besides Mr. Fatih.  But he'll -- 

             15            you'll be moving into that position -- 

             16                 MS. BARONI:  He will move into the principal 

             17            role for middle and high school.  The person who's 

             18            currently serving in that role will move more into a 

             19            college counseling/guidance role but will still act 

             20            as a high school administrator support person for the 

             21            principal. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  How many students are at 

             23            the high school, North? 

             24                 MS. BARONI:  What's your high school enrollment? 

             25                 MR. BOGREK:  Currently, we have 125.  In the 
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              1            middle school we have 175.  So middle and high school 

              2            we have currently 300 students. 

              3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Three hundred students, 

              4            split about equally.  Great. 

              5                 MR. BOGREK:  Our elementary has 300 too, so 600 

              6            with middle and high. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  Dr. 

              8            Walters. 

              9                 DR. WALTERS:  I guess I have the same concern 

             10            that Dr. Witonski had with the superintendent 

             11            mentoring, and I understand that it sounds like it's 

             12            a common waiver.  But especially going to the one 

             13            superintendent, in the past it may be if you did have 

             14            one new superintendent that came into one of the 

             15            schools they would have the other superintendent.  

             16            And so being the only person there and not having 

             17            that, I guess I'm just trying to think about what 

             18            would be the rationale for not wanting them to have 

             19            that support.  And I understand they don't have 

             20            licensure, I understand all that, but I still think 

             21            there would be a lot of benefit.  And I know from -- 

             22            even through the Panel -- from State Board meetings a 

             23            lot of the charters that get into trouble in some way 

             24            or we have to revoke a lot of times just because of 

             25            finances.  And I think it might be beneficial to 
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              1            them, so I just wanted to share that concern.  And I 

              2            guess the other is just a clarification.  On the last 

              3            waiver, 5.01 and 5.02, Standards for Accreditation, 

              4            since we're going to one superintendent -- I mean, it 

              5            may not matter but would they even -- would you even 

              6            need the waiver, the last waiver?  Would that even be 

              7            necessary?  And with the numbers that you have I 

              8            don't think that that's a necessary waiver, but -- 

              9            John, you're saying no. 

             10                 MR. HOY:  No. 

             11                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So -- 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, do you want to 

             13            try to answer that question as far as standards are 

             14            concerned?  Is the number -- 

             15                 MR. HOY:  Well, for the record, if we're seeking 

             16            the waiver on the superintendent mentor, 15.01 has to 

             17            do with requiring a fulltime superintendent if you 

             18            have at least 300 students.  It has nothing to do 

             19            with the mentor.  And it seems like your numbers are 

             20            going to exceed that, especially when you go to one 

             21            charter, so that should not be an issue.  So I was 

             22            going to -- 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I think Dr. Walters was 

             24            -- her question had to do with the last waiver, which 

             25            had to do with principals. 
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              1                 DR. WALTERS:  Well, actually, my -- it was -- 

              2            well, if there's -- if we're going to one charter 

              3            you're going to have the one superintendent, so I 

              4            don't think that there's a waiver needed for that.  

              5            And according to their numbers, one principal for 500 

              6            students, so I guess I just don't understand the 

              7            rationale behind asking for the waiver because it 

              8            doesn't sound like that it's needed for the sharing.  

              9            They can have a half-time principal under current 

             10            standards. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Will y'all maintain two 

             12            LEA's at the North for the middle school and the high 

             13            school?  Mary, is that -- was that -- 

             14                 MS. PERRY:  That's what they proposed. 

             15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay. 

             16                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So you'll still have the 

             18            two LEA's but with their numbers, you could have a 

             19            half-time -- can you have a half-time at the middle 

             20            school?  You can't.   

             21                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  That's why they need a waiver. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That's why they need the 

             23            waiver. 

             24                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So for the principals they 

             25            do need it? 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes. 

              2                 DR. WALTERS:  But not for the superintendents? 

              3                 MR. HOY:  Not for superintendents. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Right.  No. 

              5                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.   

              6                 MS. BARONI:  And I assume that's one of those 

              7            that they're all rolled into one statement in the 

              8            rules, so -- 

              9                 DR. WALTERS:  15.01 is superintendent, I think, 

             10            so -- okay.  All right.  Thank you. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll begin back with 

             12            Ms. Coffman. 

             13                 MS. COFFMAN:  I need clarification on the first 

             14            waiver, on 6-17-2203, concerning the minimum salary 

             15            for classified personnel.  What is your intent? 

             16                 MS. BARONI:  We'll let our finance or 

             17            superintendent or legal counsel speak to that, the 

             18            minimum salary for classified personnel. 

             19                 MR. WALTER:  I'll be glad to address that.  This 

             20            was one that I viewed on LISA's behalf as a clean-up.  

             21            I think prior practice had been to just ask for a 

             22            request of the portion of the statute that dealt with 

             23            personnel policies and coverage in that.  So we 

             24            wanted to make sure it was clear that LISA had the 

             25            flexibility in this matter to propose its own salary 
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              1            schedule and pay raises for classified personnel, and 

              2            so we viewed this more of just a cleanup matter.  

              3            Again, this is a waiver that is probably held by 

              4            other open-enrollment public charter schools. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  But reading that 

              6            particular section in the law -- and, again, I'm not 

              7            an attorney, you are -- but can you actually waive 

              8            that minimum salary of $6.25?  Because that's really 

              9            what it says. 

             10                 MR. WALTER:  Well, it's not to do -- to waive 

             11            minimum wage but to waive the requirements of 

             12            adhering to a state-required salary schedule for 

             13            classified employees.  No.  No.  You're obviously 

             14            right, there would be no attempt to waive the minimum 

             15            wage.  It's just to establish under those guidelines 

             16            a particular standard rate schedule for bus drivers, 

             17            cafeteria workers, et cetera. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Also, it would then 

             19            waive the requirement that each year it should be 

             20            increased equal to the percentage increase the 

             21            consumer price index? 

             22                 MR. WALTER:  Yes, sir. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Still 

             24            questions, Ms. Coffman, on that? 

             25                 MS. COFFMAN:  It's not really a question; it's 
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              1            more of a precedence when our nation is working to 

              2            raise the minimum salary and they say it's okay not 

              3            to give these people a raise after a period of time.  

              4            I don't know, it strikes a sore spot in my workers 

              5            heart. 

              6                 MS. BARONI:  And, again, I don't know the 

              7            legality -- you know -- the legality of all of it.  

              8            But I know that the intent is not to pay people below 

              9            minimum wage in any situation. 

             10                 MR. SMITH:  Yeah.  Just to try and state bluntly 

             11            and clearly --  

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith -- 

             13                 MR. SMITH:  I'm sorry. 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- go ahead and, since 

             15            you hadn't been up to the microphone yet, introduce 

             16            yourself.  And welcome.  Thank you. 

             17                 MR. SMITH:  I apologize, Dr. Kimbrell.  Scott 

             18            Smith with the Arkansas Public School Resource 

             19            Center.  The intent is -- and there is no ability 

             20            legally to waive minimum wage requirements, so that's 

             21            not what's at play here at all.  The only intent is 

             22            to waive the minimum salary schedule requirement out 

             23            there.  So all minimum wage laws will be met and will 

             24            be established; it's just the school would be on its 

             25            own salary schedule.  The schedule would be posted 
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              1            but it wouldn't have to meet the uniform schedule 

              2            that all districts and everyone else has to meet out 

              3            there. 

              4                 In addition to that, with regards to the 

              5            mentoring program -- and your own legal counsel can 

              6            maybe verify whether I'm correct -- I'm not sure that 

              7            statute even applies to the charter schools.  It's 

              8            what I would refer to as a contingency requirement.  

              9            There are two contingencies that have to be in place 

             10            under that law, as I understand it.  First of all, it 

             11            applies to first year superintendents, which is not 

             12            in play here.  And, second of all, it only kicks in 

             13            to the extent that there's a certification 

             14            requirement but, again, they received a waiver on 

             15            that point.  Thirdly, I think as I remember when the 

             16            law was being put in place there was a question at 

             17            the House Education Committee as to whether this was 

             18            going to be applied to charter schools and I'm not 

             19            sure there was ever a full answer when that was in 

             20            debate.  So I'm not even sure that law really applies 

             21            to charter schools in some ways.  If you read the 

             22            statute, it talks about first year superintendents in 

             23            school districts.  So that's part of the reason why 

             24            that's being requested in some ways as well, if it 

             25            even needs to be requested.  It may not be applicable 
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              1            at all since it's a charter school. 

              2                 DR. WITONSKI:  Mr. Smith, I think in terms of 

              3            just exactly what you explained I'm not sure that 

              4            it's applicable in this situation.  I think in terms 

              5            of is it helpful for any superintendent, whether 

              6            they're licensed or not, to go through the process to 

              7            make connections and to be more aware, it's a good 

              8            process.  But if it isn't, I would ask as part of the 

              9            application that it be removed as part of the 

             10            requested waiver. 

             11                 MR. SMITH:  Well, I think they certainly want to 

             12            ask for the waiver and intend for the waiver to be 

             13            considered by you.  Whether it's legally applicable 

             14            or whether it applies, maybe your legal counsel could 

             15            answer that question for you directly.  And we 

             16            certainly agree, we would appreciate all 

             17            organizations being willing to provide resources and 

             18            assist charter schools in whatever manner they can. 

             19                 DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you. 

             20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Would the Panel like to 

             21            have any clarification from Mr. Lasiter or Ms. Clay 

             22            as to the application of 6-17-427?  As I look at it, 

             23            it doesn't mention district; it just says "sponsors a 

             24            superintendent mentoring program."  And, again, an 

             25            "Arkansas superintendent shall complete" the program; 
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              1            it doesn't say a district superintendent.  And I 

              2            understand in that reference they're referring to Mr. 

              3            Ekin as being the superintendent, so -- and I know 

              4            that you're -- y'all are grandfathered in because you 

              5            were already there prior to the passing of this law.  

              6            We grandfathered many superintendents in, I guess we 

              7            would call it.  But I think it seems to be of some 

              8            concern, so we'll ask Mr. Lasiter and Ms. Clay to 

              9            give us their feelings on it.  

             10                 MS. CLAY:  It wouldn't be applicable now to KIPP 

             11            [sic] because they had their superintendents already 

             12            in place in 11-12, as you said.  If they brought in a 

             13            first-year superintendent who was licensed, there is 

             14            a requirement that that superintendent be licensed.  

             15            If the individual was a licensed educator, then they 

             16            would be required to go through this mentoring 

             17            program if there was not a waiver in place. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  What if they brought a 

             19            superintendent in who wasn't licensed? 

             20                 MS. CLAY:  Then they would not be required to go 

             21            through the mentoring program.  The definition of 

             22            "first-year Arkansas superintendent" in our rules 

             23            includes a licensed educator. 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you. 

             25                 MS. CLAY:  You're welcome. 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Any other concerns or 

              2            questions on that one?  Mr. Hoy. 

              3                 MR. HOY:  Yes, I do.  On the first page of the 

              4            list of waivers, where it mentions 6-17-427, it also 

              5            includes section 15.01 of the rules, standards, and 

              6            15.01 seems to be a completely separate and distinct 

              7            issue.  It seems to have to do with the number of 

              8            students in a district and requirement of a full-time 

              9            superintendent, but nothing with the superintendent 

             10            mentoring program.  So it does not -- what I'm simply 

             11            saying is 15.01 simply does not seem to fit there in 

             12            terms of addressing the need that you specified right 

             13            under the bold type. 

             14                 MS. BARONI:  I want to make sure I'm on the same 

             15            page, 6-17-427 and section 15 -- 

             16                 MR. HOY:  Right.  That part is on the mentoring 

             17            program but if you look at 15.01 from the rules it 

             18            has to do with having a full-time superintendent if 

             19            you have 300 students.  It has nothing to do with the 

             20            mentoring program. 

             21                 MS. BARONI:  Okay. 

             22                 MR. HOY:  So it does not seem to be -- it does 

             23            not seem to fit in this particular waiver request.  

             24            And I was wondering if there was a need, especially 

             25            in light of the fact that you all are well above the 
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              1            300.  So that does not seem to be an issue. 

              2                 MS. BARONI:  I'll let you tie those together. 

              3                 MR. WALTER:  Okay.  That was, Mr. Hoy, my 

              4            attempt, I suppose, to cover the waterfront on 

              5            everything because it did relate to superintendents.  

              6            Because it did relate to superintendents that was 

              7            just an attempt to tie the subject back to the 

              8            closest rule.  I understand what you're saying 

              9            though. 

             10                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Because the need for it also 

             11            wasn't addressed and that's the reason I had a 

             12            question on that.  However, I understand.  So if you 

             13            don't mind, Dr. Kimbrell, I would go to my next real 

             14            question because that one had already been put out 

             15            there; I just wanted clarification on it.  

             16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes, sir.  Go ahead, Mr. 

             17            Hoy. 

             18                 MR. HOY:  My next real question has to do with 

             19            the next waiver request and it has to do with a 

             20            licensed counselor.  And if I am correct on that, the 

             21            intent there seems to be the fact that while you have 

             22            a licensed counselor -- I know those are rare 

             23            commodities and all cases you may not necessarily get 

             24            one.  And I understand that many charters have asked 

             25            for that waiver and received it.  But when I look at 
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              1            the entire section, which that includes the entire 

              2            section, it also talks about having a developmentally 

              3            appropriate program, which you don't seem to be 

              4            trying to not have a developmentally appropriate 

              5            program.  And that's 6-16-01.1.  And then 6-16-01.2 

              6            simply says you're going to provide appropriate 

              7            facilities for counseling.  And if you're going to 

              8            counsel students then I imagine you want to have 

              9            somewhere where privacy would be administered to.  So 

             10            the only part of that guidance counseling section 

             11            that it seems you really need is the 16.01.3.  That's 

             12            where it talks about the licensure and the 

             13            requirement of the 450.  So, do you really need all  

             14            -- the entire section -- 

             15                 MS. BARONI:  I think -- 

             16                 MR. HOY:  -- or is that another one of those? 

             17                 MS. BARONI:  -- the intent of this was just for 

             18            the licensure issue, so -- 

             19                 SUPT. EKIN:  Yes. 

             20                 MS. BARONI:  Yes.  So we're comfortable with 

             21            that change, if that's appropriate. 

             22                 MR. HOY:  Well, I would just hate to see you not 

             23            have a counseling program that's appropriate for your 

             24            students. 

             25                 MS. BARONI:  And just to speak to that, we have 
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              1            an extensive counseling program.  We have a counselor 

              2            who is dedicated primarily to dealing with student 

              3            needs in terms of emotional support and academic 

              4            support.  And in addition to that, we have staff 

              5            personnel dedicated to college guidance and planning.  

              6            Other staff does the tedious work of scheduling and 

              7            such.  We also provide the STRIVE program from UAMS 

              8            on our campus, so that's something that I think we're 

              9            already going above what the law requires and we 

             10            certainly want to continue that for our students. 

             11                 MR. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.  My only concern is that I 

             12            didn't know that I would feel comfortable waiving -- 

             13                 MS. BARONI:  Right.  And that's not our intent  

             14            -- 

             15                 MR. HOY:  -- the requirement to do that. 

             16                 MS. BARONI:  -- to waive that.  We just -- the 

             17            licensure, as you said, sometimes is a difficult 

             18            thing to fulfill. 

             19                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  And one unrelated question and 

             20            I think I'm finished, unless something else comes up.  

             21            When you spoke in your original presentation, the 

             22            first 20 minutes, you spoke about having only one 

             23            ACSIP plan for now.  And as I look at your structure 

             24            it seems like you're still looking at having four 

             25            different schools.  Are you talking about four 
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              1            different schools, four LEA numbers now with the way 

              2            we're pushing it out?  Because, if so, would that not 

              3            require an ACSIP plan for each school? 

              4                 MS. BARONI:  Well, it would require the 

              5            individual school level plan but -- 

              6                 MR. HOY:  But just one district -- 

              7                 MS. BARONI:  -- one district plan.  Yes. 

              8                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  So we're not talking about one 

              9            -- 

             10                 MS. BARONI:  We're not a district. 

             11                 MR. HOY:  Thank you. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez. 

             13                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  I'm just still trying to 

             14            understand this, the structure and the waiving of the 

             15            15.02 that relates to the principals.  It says that  

             16            -- the explanation on the structure, it seems like 

             17            there's going to be an over -- maybe not an over-

             18            abundance but there'll be several principals that 

             19            will be involved in these schools.  But would there 

             20            really be a need to waive that 15.02, that just 

             21            refers to the principal per number of kids, or is 

             22            there an intention down the line to have less 

             23            principals for a larger amount of kids? 

             24                 MS. BARONI:  Well, the intent of that was to 

             25            allow for potential growth at the middle school and 
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              1            high school at LISA-North, because, currently, those 

              2            two schools are very small at 125 and 175, in the 

              3            middle school and the high school.  And I don't have 

              4            the rule in front of me but I'm guessing that was 

              5            intended to allow for potential growth within those 

              6            two schools, so the waiver might become necessary at 

              7            some point.  Is that correct? 

              8                 MR. WALTER:  That's my understanding, Mr. 

              9            Hernandez, after visiting with LISA administration. 

             10                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Right.  And, well, the current 

             11            cap will be 1,500.  What's the total enrollment right 

             12            now? 

             13                 MR. AKDENIR:  Yeah.  I can speak for the 

             14            superintendent of LISA-West.   

             15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Please state your name 

             16            for the record, please. 

             17                 COURT REPORTER:  Was he sworn? 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes.   

             19                 MR. AKDENIR:  Cuneyt Akdenir.  So our current 

             20            enrollment at LISA-West is 800 students and at LISA-

             21            North it is 600.  We'd increase their enrollment 100 

             22            next year.  And, as always, we have been serving in 

             23            education for 10 years.  We have been meeting the 

             24            requirements for the principal position.  So we know 

             25            the number is 300, so for 300 students we need to 
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              1            assign one principal position and we have done it and 

              2            we are meaning to continue that in the future.  And 

              3            in the waiver request we do not intend to decrease -- 

              4            we did not intend to escape from the requirement, 

              5            fiscal requirement. 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Would you restate your 

              7            name for our -- 

              8                 MR. AKDENIR:  Cuneyt Akdenir. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Can you spell it? 

             10                 MR. AKDENIR:  Yes. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I can almost tell she 

             12            wanted you to spell it. 

             13                 MR. AKDENIR:  C-u-n-e-y-t  A-k-d-e-n-i-r. 

             14                 COURT REPORTER:  Thank you very much. 

             15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Dr. Walters, 

             16            you're next on the list. 

             17                 DR. WALTERS:  I'm good. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Ms. Coffman. 

             19                 MS. COFFMAN:  No questions.  I have only 

             20            concerns. 

             21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Well, we'll see 

             22            if there are additional questions and then we can as 

             23            a Panel have discussions about your concerns.  Mr. 

             24            Hoy. 

             25                 MR. HOY:  A clarification request from our legal 
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              1            team, Ms. Clay or Mr. Lasiter. 

              2                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It looks like Ms. Clay 

              3            is stepping forward. 

              4                 MS. CLAY:  And I apologize, I said KIPP earlier 

              5            and we're on LISA.  I'll have to blame it on cold 

              6            medicine, like Dr. Walters did before the State 

              7            Board.  We're only -- 

              8                 DR. WALTERS:  Thanks, Kendra.  Appreciate that. 

              9                 MR. HOY:  Ms. Clay, in regard to Arkansas Code 

             10            6-18-501 et seq. are you in agreement that that 

             11            particular section stops at 5.01?  Because it seems 

             12            to go beyond 5.01 because anti-bullying is after 

             13            5.01.  So, are you in agreement that it's not to 

             14            5.01? 

             15                 MS. CLAY:  No.  I think we need some 

             16            clarification on the applicant and I think Tripp may 

             17            have clarified that they intended it to go 5.01 

             18            through 5.07. 

             19                 MR. WALTER:  Yes. 

             20                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  So that would be for the 

             21            record. 

             22                 MS. CLAY:  Yes. 

             23                 MR. WALTER:  Yes.   

             24                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Then I suspect that's all I've 

             25            got.  Thank you. 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No, there's no 

              2            withdrawal.  That was discussion about 5.01.  

              3            Correct, Mr. Hoy? 

              4                 MR. HOY:  My concern was 5.01 in terms of the 

              5            need for it because in the actual request itself, 

              6            when it spoke to the need, it spoke to the need in 

              7            regards to the superintendent mentoring program and 

              8            how they intended to cover it other ways.  But their 

              9            need did not reflect the need to escape the 300 

             10            minimum requirement for a full-time superintendent as 

             11            the 15.01 does. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Other questions 

             13            before we move into discussion?  Okay.  You have 

             14            before you LISA Academy's request, one I think is the 

             15            merger of the two schools into one, and then the 

             16            additional waivers.  So, Ms. Coffman, you stated that 

             17            you had some concerns.  Would you like to discuss 

             18            those then with the Panel?  And y'all may be seated 

             19            if you'd like and we will then ask for any clarifying 

             20            questions that may come up.  Thank you. 

             21                 MR. AKDENIR:  May I add just one comment about 

             22            all the waivers, the waiver requests that we have 

             23            today? 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure. 

             25                 MR. AKDENIR:  Initially, our first main purpose 
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              1            is to merge the two districts and while we do that we 

              2            are -- with our legal guidance, with our -- with 

              3            APSRC and our team, we reviewed all the waivers we 

              4            have had for LISA-West and LISA-North, and we also 

              5            reviewed the waivers for other charter schools.  And 

              6            as you know, we started this charter in 2004 and 

              7            charter school business was new.  And there were some 

              8            amendments that we didn't know about before and there 

              9            were some amendments we had but there needs to be 

             10            some clarification about those.  So we worked on 

             11            those to make sure we are cleaning up things and 

             12            we're fully administering all the waivers that we 

             13            currently have.  And if there are, of course, 

             14            concerns we may have asked things that we shouldn't 

             15            have asked, or if there are issues, we are definitely 

             16            open to listening to the concerns and make changes if 

             17            we need to. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.  I 

             19            would like to point out that we are in a different, 

             20            for all intended purposes, a different process in 

             21            which we have a different group of people who are 

             22            actually hearing -- conducting the hearings.  We're I 

             23            think in a different era of looking at the fact that 

             24            each individual charter application, whether it's an 

             25            open-enrollment charter application, amendment 
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              1            process, conversion charter is probably going to have 

              2            to go through a great deal more questioning and 

              3            concerns as we move into this era of greater 

              4            accountability than we've ever had.  So I don't think 

              5            that we're, as a group -- just because it's a typical 

              6            waiver for a charter then that becomes just the 

              7            typical decision-making point for us as a panel.  I 

              8            would also state, and would like to be very clear, 

              9            and hopefully take this -- I don't want this to be 

             10            taken the wrong way, but I do want charter applicants 

             11            to understand; if the waiver is much needed for you 

             12            to be able to operate and effectively move and 

             13            achieve in instruction, we want you to bring forth 

             14            those waivers to demonstrate that you're trying to do 

             15            that for a purpose.  Just because we may anticipate 

             16            that or we think this might happen or this is what 

             17            other charters have done or we've done it in the 

             18            past, we're looking for solid reasoning as to why 

             19            that needs to occur.  So I will get off my soapbox 

             20            but I do want to make it clear; just because it's a 

             21            requirement out there, don't -- please don't come to 

             22            us and just ask for a waiver because it would make it 

             23            easier down the road if something were to pop up.  

             24            Now that's just simple country talk from someone 

             25            who's not very smart and comes from a long line of 
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              1            educators that were just country people.  But that's 

              2            what I'm talking about.  You know, if it's important 

              3            that you have the waiver and you can satisfy this 

              4            panel, then by all means bring it to this panel.  But 

              5            if it's just something that may get in the way down 

              6            the road, then come to us down the road with it.  But 

              7            right now we want to look at what those waivers are, 

              8            as they're important to us.  And I think you can tell 

              9            this panel is concerned about what goes on in all 

             10            schools, including charter schools.  So, Ms. Coffman, 

             11            I'll let you voice your concern and we'll have our 

             12            discussion as a panel. 

             13                 MS. COFFMAN:  Well, Dr. Kimbrell, my concern is, 

             14            just as you've eloquently outlined, is that while I 

             15            am supportive of the merger I am concerned that these 

             16            waivers are so broad that the intent is not clearly 

             17            articulated.  And because of the nature of the 

             18            broadness we could be looking back in a couple of 

             19            years and saying, "Oh, well, we didn't really mean 

             20            for that to happen; that wasn't our intent," but it's 

             21            not really spelled out.  And so a couple of things 

             22            that personally concern me is 6-17-2203; to open the 

             23            door a little bit we open the door wide.  And then 6-

             24            17-427 because the superintendent, current 

             25            superintendent does not fall into this mentoring.  
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              1            The case that Dr. Witonski made I think is important 

              2            and our State Board spoke just most recently and 

              3            asked schools and charter schools to share with each 

              4            other.  And we would approve something that would not 

              5            encourage that mentoring and so that concerns me. 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Hoy, do 

              7            you have concerns you'd like to share? 

              8                 MR. HOY:  I do have one concern but it's along 

              9            the line of student discipline policies.  And I was 

             10            thinking earlier, as I was reviewing this, and I 

             11            imagine it is something that we give on quite a 

             12            regular basis to our charter schools; however, if we 

             13            give a waiver on the discipline policies as 

             14            prescribed in law, and we say, "Okay, you can make up 

             15            your own," is there then a process for quality checks 

             16            or quality insurance in terms of what's actually in 

             17            those discipline policies?  I don't want us to put 

             18            ourselves in a position that we're being required to 

             19            review every set of discipline policies that does not 

             20            have to heed to the ADE guidelines.  But I do 

             21            understand the need in terms of their request.  So 

             22            that's why I was just concerned about at least having 

             23            them written so we can review them, and they have 

             24            agreed to do that.  But it will probably be an 

             25            ongoing concern of mine in terms of the -- what do we 
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              1            get, because what we are saying is there are some 

              2            things that our legislative body thought we needed to 

              3            make certain we adhere to at schools and districts 

              4            when it comes to discipline among our students.  Some 

              5            are tied to legal things that will keep us out of 

              6            trouble legally and some are even potentially tied to 

              7            federal things that we have to track and monitor, 

              8            i.e., the report card.  But that being said, I don't 

              9            know if I necessarily have a problem with it if it 

             10            includes that little section from 6-18-503 in terms 

             11            of them at least being written this time.  And I 

             12            guess that's the end of my comment. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Hoy.  

             14            Other comments, questions?  Dr. Witonski. 

             15                 DR. WITONSKI:  Mine is the same as Ms. Coffman 

             16            in terms of I understand how the mentoring program 

             17            does not apply to this particular situation with the 

             18            current leadership that's in place.  But in terms of 

             19            going forward it might be -- if there is a licensed 

             20            superintendent that does lead LISA Academy at some 

             21            point waiving that at this point would be a concern.  

             22            And I understand seeking down the line as far as 

             23            future things that they may be interested in also.  

             24            But back to your earlier comment, making sure that we 

             25            approve with what we know today, as of right now.  
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              1            And I also have the same concern as Mr. Hoy in terms 

              2            of discipline; what all does that include and what 

              3            all does that encompass.  The broadness of it is a 

              4            concern. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez, any 

              6            concerns you want to voice? 

              7                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  No. 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Walters, anything? 

              9                 DR. WALTERS:  I guess my concern is the last 

             10            waiver about principals and the superintendent.  And 

             11            I know it's been a waiver that's happened in the past 

             12            but as you spoke about -- I think what we're asking 

             13            of schools now and from what is being put on schools 

             14            I don't think we can look back and say, "Well, we've 

             15            done it before."  I think we've got to look at what 

             16            are the needs now.  And I will say this, Ms. Baroni, 

             17            is being a test pilot -- and they've done an 

             18            excellent job and I know the work that we're asking 

             19            of principals, getting you in those classrooms and 

             20            evaluating teachers, I guess I'm just having a hard 

             21            time in my mind seeing how granting a waiver to allow 

             22            a principal to split between two campuses -- I don't 

             23            see how we're going to be able to support those 

             24            teachers and how we're going to improve student 

             25            achievement in those schools by having fewer 
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              1            principals.  Again, I just -- I can't wrap my mind 

              2            around how that is going to be good for kids.  It may 

              3            be good for finances for a year or so, but I don't 

              4            think it's going to be good for kids.  And so that is 

              5            my one concern.  As far as combining the two 

              6            charters, I think that's an excellent idea 

              7            administratively but I just -- I have a hard time 

              8            with that one waiver. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, let me ask a 

             10            question then.  'Cause I understood that they would 

             11            have as many administrators on that campus as they 

             12            had, that that wasn't the issue.  And it may not be 

             13            that they're, quote, licensed in any way.  But 

             14            actually there would be even more administrative help 

             15            on that particular campus than they have now because 

             16            there would be no administrators -- there would be no 

             17            lesser administrators but actually would -- the 

             18            individual who is acting as the superintendent now 

             19            would not be acting as superintendent but would be 

             20            focusing at the high school.  Their work and the 

             21            other two administrators would be focusing 

             22            specifically on specific areas.  Now, granted, into 

             23            the future -- and I know what I said a while ago, you 

             24            know, but one of the things I do want to caution us 

             25            about is the idea behind charters, you know, is to 
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              1            give some freedom and to not put such constraints and 

              2            restraints upon schools, to see what they can do 

              3            without us getting in the way with some of our 

              4            things.  And I know it seems I'm talking out of both 

              5            sides of my mouth but I think we have to weigh those 

              6            issues.  So, yes, you can make a comment. 

              7                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Just to piggyback on Dr. 

              8            Kimbrell's comments, you know, I think we have the 

              9            ability here to look at these things, especially with 

             10            the example -- which I know they're not intending to 

             11            do this, but if there was a time where in the future 

             12            that they did not -- they tried to split principals 

             13            over two campuses and things like that.  But when 

             14            they came back for -- or my understanding, when they 

             15            came back for some kind of renewal for their charter 

             16            that we'd be able to look at that and observe whether 

             17            or not that experiment is working and at that time 

             18            make decisions based on that information.  Is that a 

             19            correct understanding? 

             20                 DR. WALTERS:  Yes.  I think that that is exactly 

             21            right.  But we also gave them a five-year charter.  

             22            Correct?  So five years is a long time to go. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, that's true but 

             24            there are other issues.  I mean, we have lots of 

             25            other authority if things are going south, if there 
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              1            are concerns that are brought by feds.  And, of 

              2            course, remember the other issue, these are schools 

              3            of choice and, you know, issues of discipline, 

              4            bullying and those other issues, people, you know, 

              5            they'll tend to make decisions about what's best for 

              6            their children.  So, you know, that's one of the 

              7            issues is you've got to meet the needs or the desires 

              8            of the public that you're serving.  That to me has 

              9            been the whole tenant of my support for charter 

             10            schools in this state is that we need to find -- when 

             11            our public traditional schools are not meeting the 

             12            needs and being responsive to those individuals that 

             13            they're serving that there ought to be options.  So, 

             14            you know, I wave back and forth on a lot of these 

             15            things.  And I think my message was, trying to be 

             16            clear, come with those waivers you really want and 

             17            that are important to you -- but I also know that we 

             18            need to make sure we don't get in the way of 

             19            innovation and change.  As we know, we've got all 

             20            these rules and laws that sometimes prohibit schools 

             21            from being creative.  But I understand your concerns 

             22            and I have them too.  Other comments?  Mr. Hoy. 

             23                 MR. HOY:  Just a procedural question, Dr. 

             24            Kimbrell.  It may be for legal, may be for Ms. Perry.  

             25            In terms of when we get ready for the motion and the 
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              1            vote on this particular application is it appropriate 

              2            to look at the waivers distinctly rather than as a 

              3            group? 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Lasiter or Ms. -- 

              5            Ms. Clay is coming. 

              6                 MS. CLAY:  You can certainly do that if you feel 

              7            like that would be a more efficient way to handle the 

              8            waivers or you can handle them as a group.  It's up 

              9            to the Panel. 

             10                 MR. HOY:  Thank you. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith, I see that 

             12            you stuck your finger up and apparently you have a 

             13            comment you'd like to make? 

             14                 MR. SMITH:  Well, hopefully just to make it 

             15            easier for the Panel, and I certainly appreciate your 

             16            comments, Dr. Kimbrell.  As I understand it, there 

             17            are two primary concerns: one is the mentoring issue 

             18            and the other one is -- and I'm not even sure I've 

             19            got it right, but Tripp thinks he has a solution that 

             20            may help resolve the other concern out there.  So we 

             21            would offer that for any assistance.  And I think the 

             22            charter school may be willing to pull down the mentor 

             23            request, if necessary.  I would just offer this for 

             24            the Panel's consideration: it's not as if we're 

             25            mentoring the same programs, traditional school 
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              1            mentoring and what's going on with them, and you have 

              2            to consider, for example, what if it's a charter 

              3            school within the district and they get assigned to 

              4            the superintendent of that district.  And there are 

              5            certain conflicts.  I think that -- and I know that 

              6            the Department doesn't run the program.  The 

              7            organization that does is a fabulous program, does a 

              8            great job, nothing like that.  But I'm not sure that 

              9            it's apples-to-apples with regards to the mentoring 

             10            that's going on and there are some considerations.  

             11            And many of these charter organizations have their 

             12            own mentoring programs, well-established, and are 

             13            very defined.  And so I think this mentoring concept 

             14            has a lot of legitimacy and maybe it's worthy of a 

             15            later conversation.  We certainly don't want to 

             16            create a bad precedent with regards to this issue, 

             17            but it's not as simple as maybe a conversation.  Thus 

             18            far, there are considerations on both sides but I 

             19            would suggest that it goes much deeper than just, 

             20            "Okay, we're just going to assign someone to mentor 

             21            someone," when in fact many times these programs may 

             22            be very different and they may be viewed differently 

             23            by the folks that are involved in some ways also.   

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  I understand 

             25            completely.  I see Mr. Shirey got out of town, 
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              1            because I was going to ask Mr. Shirey if he'd be a 

              2            mentor.  And what about -- I saw Mr. Mertens.  Is Mr. 

              3            Mertens still here?  Mr. Mertens, I know that your 

              4            association was a mentoring program and I guess I 

              5            would just take the prerogative of the chair of this 

              6            Panel and ask if there were a need -- and please come 

              7            to the mike -- you're not testifying as to this 

              8            application, so we won't swear you in.  I'm just 

              9            asking a question because I think you kind of operate 

             10            that mentoring program.  If this becomes an issue for 

             11            this Panel and the State Board, would you be willing 

             12            to look at trying to develop some mentoring -- 

             13            mentors from successful charter leaders to mentor new 

             14            charter leaders and work in connection with APSRC to 

             15            do that? 

             16                 MR. MERTENS:  Certainly, we would.  I think 

             17            there have been some good points made by Scott and by 

             18            Deborah on the, you know, the collaboration, getting 

             19            to meet other new superintendents.  But also it is a 

             20            different program or a different set of skills that 

             21            they may need to learn.  So I think there's some 

             22            flexibility within the program to do both of those 

             23            things, maybe some of the -- a session where they 

             24            would actually meet other new traditional 

             25            superintendents.  But, you know, part of the 
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              1            mentoring could be assigned a mentor from an 

              2            established charter school.  So I do believe there's 

              3            flexibility within the program to do -- to address 

              4            both of the concerns that we've heard today. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  And, again, 

              6            I wouldn't be opposed to -- and thank you, Mr. 

              7            Mertens -- I wouldn't be opposed to us looking, Mr. 

              8            Lasiter, at the expansion of that program possibly 

              9            with APSRC developing some mentoring opportunities 

             10            for individuals.  And I know these two gentlemen who 

             11            have been part of LISA have been heavily involved in 

             12            those communities and building those schools, but, 

             13            you know, we all know that things happen and we get 

             14            new people into the state.  And the difficulty I have 

             15            many times is that we find that a lot of our new 

             16            superintendents, whether they're charter, traditional 

             17            public schools, it's that first couple of years that 

             18            they've really got to be strong and need to ask those 

             19            questions.  And if you don't have a strong mentor -- 

             20            Dr. McClure, you can attest to this -- you're in 

             21            trouble.  Right?  So -- 

             22                 DR. McCLURE:  It's hard to overcome. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It's a little hard to 

             24            overcome.  I was just born into the system and I was 

             25            just lucky and I never realized how lucky I was to 
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              1            have those kind of people around me.  So I appreciate 

              2            everybody's willingness to be a part of that 

              3            solution.  But now the real solution guy is coming to 

              4            the microphone.  Thank you, Mr. Walters.  Go ahead. 

              5                 MR. WALTER:  No problem.  Thank you, Dr. 

              6            Kimbrell, Panel.  If I may, I'd like to address a 

              7            couple of the issues and concerns that Ms. Coffman 

              8            and Mr. Hoy had.  As to Ms. Coffman's concern about 

              9            the classified employee minimum wage issue, again, 

             10            two points.  Number one, reiterate it was never our 

             11            intent or LISA's intent by asking a waiver of trying 

             12            to bridge the federal laws concerning minimum wage 

             13            and CPI increases.  What I've done, and I briefly 

             14            talked to -- I've reviewed the statutes and I've 

             15            briefly talked to ADE legal counsel, and if the Panel 

             16            were inclined to grant a substitution for that waiver 

             17            to read Arkansas Code Annotated 6-17-2301 et seq., 

             18            which is the classified school employee personnel 

             19            policy law, I believe that will accomplish the 

             20            objectives of LISA, and that is not to be bound by a 

             21            particular schedule; but yet, also address Ms. 

             22            Coffman and probably other panel members' concerns 

             23            about making sure that it's very clear that there's 

             24            no denial of any federal wage benefits that are going 

             25            on at LISA. 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Walter.  

              2            Ms. Coffman, any -- 

              3                 MS. COFFMAN:  I'm flipping to it. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  She's trying to find it. 

              5                 MR. WALTER:  Sure.  If I may, while Ms. Coffman 

              6            is -- 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.  Move forward. 

              8                 MR. WALTER:  Okay.  Concerning Mr. Hoy's issues 

              9            or concerns about the discipline policies, perhaps 

             10            those could be alleviated or allayed to some extent 

             11            if LISA were to offer to amend the waiver in that 

             12            area to just 6-18-502 and 6-18-503(a)(1)(a) only, 

             13            which I believe is the section that Mr. Hoy has 

             14            pointed out before, to insure that LISA remains under 

             15            the statutory requirement of submitting its student 

             16            disciplinary policies to the Department.  And 

             17            hopefully that process would also give Mr. Hoy some 

             18            assurance that whatever form or fashion the policies 

             19            take that they do have the ability to be reviewed by 

             20            ADE, and, obviously, if there are concerns that those 

             21            could be properly addressed by LISA to the 

             22            Department's satisfaction. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Mr. Hoy, other 

             24            questions? 

             25                 MR. HOY:  No. 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Ms. Coffman, you found 

              2            your section? 

              3                 MS. COFFMAN:  Uh-huh. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Are you okay? 

              5                 MS. COFFMAN:  I'm better. 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good. 

              7                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you. 

              8                 MR. WALTER:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  As usual, the solution 

             10            finder.  Okay.  Panel, any other questions, 

             11            discussion?  If not, we're going to go ahead and move 

             12            on.  If we have some questions, we'll continue.  I 

             13            think we're okay. 

             14                 MR. AKDENIR:  Can we ask to exclude one of the 

             15            waivers we requested? 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  If you want to. 

             17                 MR. AKDENIR:  After listening to the Panel's 

             18            concerns and after reviewing the waivers, we ask for 

             19            Sections 15.01 and 15.02 -- and as I said previously, 

             20            we are definitely wanting to keep -- wanting to 

             21            provide the number of superintendents and principals 

             22            according to the standards and minimum requirements.  

             23            And we would like to take that waiver off of our 

             24            request. 

             25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So you're pulling 
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              1            the last one on Section 15.01 and 15.02? 

              2                 MR. AKDENIR:  Yes, sir.   

              3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So, Panel, you 

              4            hear the request from the applicant to pull that one.  

              5            So we are to the question of the -- 

              6                 MS. COFFMAN:  I have a question. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  You have a 

              8            question. 

              9                 MS. COFFMAN:  This is for Kendra.  This is -- if 

             10            LISA were to hire a superintendent that is a licensed 

             11            educator, and that person did not go through the 

             12            superintendent mentoring, that person later on leaves 

             13            LISA Academy and goes to a public school, do they 

             14            automatically go into superintendent mentoring? 

             15                 MS. CLAY:  I don't know.  I'd have to look at 

             16            that more closely on whether they would still be 

             17            considered a first-time superintendent in that case. 

             18                 MS. COFFMAN:  Well, my assumption is they would 

             19            not because a charter school is a public school.  

             20            Maybe our question is for Scott Smith, who's eager to 

             21            jump up there and answer that question. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith. 

             23                 MR. SMITH:  I'm sorry.  I think one major issue 

             24            is they would have to be licensed. 

             25                 MS. COFFMAN:  Yes. 
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              1                 MR. SMITH:  And so, therefore, the law would 

              2            apply if they were going into a district.  This, 

              3            again, only applies to those folks who are seeking 

              4            license in that status position and so, you know, 

              5            there's a lot of tumblers that fall with regards to 

              6            this.  But the reason they asked for this was because 

              7            it was, again, an apples-to-oranges issue with 

              8            regards to mentoring.  There is a sizeable cost, as I 

              9            understand it, related to this, these are small 

             10            schools, factors like that.  If they left a charter 

             11            school and sought to go to a district, unless that 

             12            district sought a waiver through their conversion 

             13            status or an innovation piece or something like that, 

             14            they would still be obligated to meet those mentoring 

             15            models because they're going to have to be licensed 

             16            otherwise.  And this will apply if they're considered 

             17            a first-time superintendent. 

             18                 MS. COFFMAN:  Because they would no longer be 

             19            under the waiver? 

             20                 MR. SMITH:  That's correct. 

             21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Smith. 

             22                 MR. SMITH:  Thank you. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Other questions?  And if 

             24            not, I'll entertain a motion on the request by LISA 

             25            Academy to merge their two campuses into one campus.  
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              1            And if you want to address the additional waivers 

              2            individually, we can do that or we can address them 

              3            as a whole now. 

              4                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  I make a motion to approve the 

              5            waiver and approve the amendments also. 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  We have a motion 

              7            by Mr. Hernandez to approve the merger of the two 

              8            schools and also the list of additional waivers minus 

              9            the last waiver request of section 15.01 and 15.02.  

             10            I don't want to put words in your mouth but I want to 

             11            be clear. 

             12                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Probably need to be clear and 

             13            there was a substitution also. 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I'm sorry.  Yes.  In the 

             15            first waiver, substitution 6-17-2301, I believe, in 

             16            substitution for 2203.  Thank you for that catch, Mr. 

             17            Hernandez.  Was that right, Tripp?  Maybe I got it -- 

             18            I wrote it down wrong. 

             19                 MR. WALTER:  No.  You did not.  I just also 

             20            wanted, as we're talking about the substitution, to 

             21            alleviate Mr. Hoy's concerns on the 6-18-501 et seq. 

             22            piece. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Through 507.  Is that 

             24            right? 

             25                 MS. COFFMAN:  NO. 
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              1                 MR. WALTER:  Well, no.  We amended it, I 

              2            believe, to just include 6-18-502 and 6-18-

              3            503(a)(1)(A)(1) only, I believe.   

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Thank you, 

              5            sir, for that catch.  Mr. Hoy was fixing to jump on 

              6            me.  Okay.  So everybody understands Mr. Hernandez's 

              7            motion?  I guess it's still your motion? 

              8                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Yes. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  We agreed it's 

             10            still your motion with those amendments to those 

             11            lists of waivers.  Do I have a second? 

             12                 DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a second with 

             13            the caveat that we -- as we continue to move forward 

             14            to approving more charters that we strongly consider 

             15            some type of mentoring program to be in place to 

             16            support all of our administrators. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  But still the second on 

             18            the motion? 

             19                 DR. WITONSKI:  Yes.  Second. 

             20                 DR. WALTERS:  It's just a long one. 

             21                 DR. WITONSKI:  I know. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It's just a long one.  

             23            Okay.  Any other discussion?  Now is the time if you 

             24            want further discussion.  Go ahead, Deb. 

             25                 MS. COFFMAN:  I would just like for the record 
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              1            to say I agree with Dr. Witonski about the mentoring; 

              2            I encourage there to be some type of mentoring.  But 

              3            beyond the mentoring the collaboration is just 

              4            critical no matter how long you've been in the 

              5            business. 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Other 

              7            discussions?  If not, all those in favor of the 

              8            motion say aye. 

              9                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like 

             11            sign?  Okay.  The motion passes and the amendment to 

             12            merge and additional waivers have been approved.  

             13            Congratulations, good luck.  We hope to see y'all 

             14            down the road.  Thank y'all. 

             15                 Do y'all need a timeout for a minute?  Very 

             16            good.  Ms. Perry, we will move on to agenda item A-3.  

             17            Why do you want three minutes?  Dr. Witonski is 

             18            wanting a 30-minute break here. 

             19                 DR. WITONSKI:  Three. 

             20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Three.  I'm sorry.   

             21                 DR. WITONSKI:  Zero-three. 

             22                 MS. PERRY:  I actually told Dr. McClure you were 

             23            going to take an hour break before -- 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, if he'll give us 

             25            about a five-minute break -- I think a couple of 
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              1            individuals want to take care of some business.  

              2            Thank you. 

              3                      (BREAK:  2:52-3:00 P.M.) 

              4  A-3 & A-4:  REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL 

              5  AMENDMENTS: CROSS COUNTY ELEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ACADEMY AND 

              6  CROSS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL, A NEW TECH SCHOOL 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll ask Ms. Perry to 

              8            come forward and introduce Action Item A-3, Request 

              9            for District Conversion school amendments for Cross 

             10            County Elementary Technology Academy.  I believe 

             11            we'll take that one first. 

             12                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Perry. 

             14                 MS. PERRY:  You just stated that's Cross County 

             15            Elementary.  The State Board of Education approved 

             16            the application for Cross County Elementary 

             17            Technology Academy on January 9, 2012.  The charter 

             18            is approved to serve students in grades K-6 with a 

             19            maximum enrollment of 500.  Representatives of the 

             20            Cross County Elementary are appearing before the 

             21            Charter Authorizing Panel to request amendments to 

             22            the current charter.  A page in the packet does show 

             23            the requested changes that Cross County staff has and 

             24            they have a presentation with some additional 

             25            information.  They also have a handout, a one-page 
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              1            here that I left for you on your seats in front of 

              2            you, so that information is there.  And Dr. Matt 

              3            McClure is here to speak to you.  And just so you 

              4            know, the requests are very similar for both A-3, the 

              5            elementary school, and A-4, the New Tech high school. 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.  

              7            Dr. McClure, welcome this afternoon to the Charter 

              8            Panel.  Appreciate your time and patience.  We know 

              9            you're an important man.  Go ahead. 

             10                 DR. McCLURE:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell and 

             11            Members of the Panel.   

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I have 

             13            to swear you in and anyone else who will be speaking 

             14            for or against.  Please raise your right hand.  Do 

             15            you swear or affirm to tell the truth, the whole 

             16            truth and nothing but the truth? 

             17               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.  

             19            Proceed, Dr. McClure.  Thank you. 

             20                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  With regards to the 

             21            presentation, with permission from the Chair and 

             22            Board we're essentially asking -- there are no 

             23            additional waivers, just three amendments to both 

             24            charters at the high school and the elementary.  I'd 

             25            like to present them together instead of being 
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              1            redundant and just coming back and saying the same 

              2            thing.  I do understand that y'all have to vote 

              3            twice. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes. 

              5                 DR. McCLURE:  But if that's okay with -- 

              6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Does the Panel have any 

              7            objection to hearing both and then we'll take each 

              8            one up individually?  Go right ahead. 

              9                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  All right.  It's pretty 

             10            simple.  The first one is just a change in the 

             11            accountability language and it's changing to reflect 

             12            AMO instead of AYP, in line with the new 

             13            accountability measures. 

             14                 The second one is -- and that's the one-sheeter 

             15            that you have; there's additional information on 

             16            that.  It's to remove the NWEA MAP testing and it 

             17            kind of delineates in that one-pager all the problems 

             18            that we went through over the last three years.  At 

             19            the end of the day, the truth is we know that the 

             20            test is good but we've not been able to get it to be 

             21            usable to be able to inform any kind of data 

             22            decisions.  And it got to the point that the last 

             23            time NWEA, because of all of our troubles, even 

             24            offered to give it to us free for a year.  But it's 

             25            either been -- I mean, the big -- I guess the biggest 
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              1            piece is this, they've never done it on a wireless 

              2            network; it had always been done in computer labs.  

              3            We don't have computer labs; we only have wireless.  

              4            And my understanding is that -- and they didn't know 

              5            this at the time because they didn't have experience 

              6            but throughout the two years they needed it to be a 

              7            static IP address, and obviously ours aren't because 

              8            they move throughout the school, and so that was 

              9            initially a problem.  And then we went back and they 

             10            thought it was a bandwidth problem.  We documented, 

             11            showed them what our bandwidth was and that that 

             12            wasn't an issue.  Then the last piece was they came 

             13            back and when we refreshed to MacBook Airs they told 

             14            us that it was not compatible with MacBook Airs at 

             15            this time.  So we're requesting that be removed. 

             16                 And then the last piece is, under Goals for 

             17            Mastery, we have -- the schools are seeking to change 

             18            the language from "all classes will have 80% mastery 

             19            on each SLE, as indicated by TLI" to read "all 

             20            classes or grades will demonstrate growth and 

             21            progress towards the school's AMO target as indicated 

             22            by the TLI assessments."  So instead of it being a 

             23            fixed number of 80% it's more in line with what our 

             24            accountability measures are and that it's based on 

             25            growth and progress of students.  That's -- 
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              1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay. 

              2                 DR. McCLURE:  -- my presentation.  I'll be happy 

              3            to entertain any questions.   And principals from 

              4            both schools are here also. 

              5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  But they don't 

              6            have any other additional presentation, and I don't 

              7            believe there's anyone here to speak in opposition.  

              8            So we'll move straight into questions from the Panel.  

              9            Dr. Walters, any questions you may have? 

             10                 DR. WALTERS:  No. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez? 

             12                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  No. 

             13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski? 

             14                 DR. WITONSKI:  So you're moving from NWEA to 

             15            TLI, TLI being a better process? 

             16                 DR. McCLURE:  We've been doing TLI the entire 

             17            time.  It was in addition to.  

             18                 DR. WITONSKI:  Okay. 

             19                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.  Yeah.  We were doing -- 

             20            well -- 

             21                 DR. WITONSKI:  Two interim assessments? 

             22                 DR. McCLURE:  We were attempting to do two 

             23            interim assessments and one of them -- you know -- 

             24            the big thing is at the time, three years ago, we 

             25            really wanted the online component and that it was 
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              1            based -- you know -- kind of a different angle where 

              2            TLI was just on the measurement, as far as state 

              3            accountability and aligned with benchmarks, and this 

              4            was more aligned with the nationally normed. 

              5                 DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.  Thank you. 

              6                 DR. McCLURE:  You're welcome. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. -- Mr. Hoy? 

              8                 MR. HOY:  Just a question on growth toward and 

              9            progress toward school AMO's and projections going 

             10            from the TLI and ACTAAP testing.  I understand the 

             11            growth on ACTAAP testing and that's growth to 

             12            standard 8th grade.  Is the AMO projections on the 

             13            TLI, is that based on a correlation between the TLI 

             14            and the benchmark exam results?  Or, if not, just 

             15            help me understand how a student will demonstrate 

             16            growth toward projections on the TLI. 

             17                 DR. McCLURE:  I'm not sure that I'm following 

             18            the question but I'll try to explain the way I think 

             19            that you're asking.  So right now, there's an 

             20            arbitrary bar that we've put in of 80% -- 

             21                 MR. HOY:  Right. 

             22                 DR. McCLURE:  -- that students would score on 

             23            the TLI that would be indicative of what was 

             24            proficient or advanced on the assessment.  Instead of 

             25            looking at that, we're going to look at a trajectory 
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              1            of how they improve on the TLI and that correlation 

              2            to the state test. 

              3                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  So there would be a baseline 

              4            score for each student at your school? 

              5                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.  We've been doing TLI the 

              6            entire time, so we already have that information from 

              7            -- I guess we've been doing it for seven years. 

              8                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Gotcha. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  How do you make that 

             10            assumption then to -- or benchmark assessment from 

             11            TLI?  'Cause you said "towards our" -- which would 

             12            now be your AMO's. 

             13                 DR. McCLURE:  Right. 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So how do you 

             15            extrapolate or interpret? 

             16                 DR. McCLURE:  They actually have calculations 

             17            that The Learning Institute provides to districts 

             18            that, based on your score on this, you're projected 

             19            to be in this area.  And all of that is based on a 

             20            scale score so then we can go back and, you know, 

             21            basically run regression from that.   

             22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So through that 

             23            regression you can then help predict the success of 

             24            those students or what you need to do to get those 

             25            students ready.  Is that what -- 
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              1                 DR. McCLURE:  Yes.  I mean -- well, I mean, 

              2            that's -- obviously, that's the goal -- 

              3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yeah. 

              4                 DR. McCLURE:  -- as we move into, you know, 

              5            PARCC assessments and all that.  I mean, I think 

              6            there's -- I mean, there's some unknown variables on 

              7            the table but at the same time I think we're still 

              8            looking at it from the perspective of we know what 

              9            the baseline is, we know if kids are demonstrating 

             10            growth, and we're still not just using -- I mean, the 

             11            majority of it is being used to drive data decisions 

             12            of the classroom of -- you know -- if we have 

             13            particular questions or student learning 

             14            expectations, that will be the standards, that have 

             15            not been fully topicked [ps] as students didn't 

             16            perform well on that item on the assessment, then 

             17            we'll go back and use that for remediation, re-

             18            teaching, interventions, you know, response to 

             19            interventions, all those things. 

             20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Ms. Coffman. 

             21                 MS. COFFMAN:  Dr. McClure, talk to us about why 

             22            this change from the 80% to the trajectory.  And in 

             23            looking at your percentages it would imply that that 

             24            might be a lesser goal. 

             25                 DR. McCLURE:  Well, I think -- and I may need to 
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              1            ask one of the principals to help with this because 

              2            that came -- the idea to change that came from them.  

              3            But when we went from AYP to AMO that was, you know, 

              4            less of a threshold than it had been previously.  But 

              5            really what we want to be able to focus on and 

              6            celebrate is the growth as much so as an arbitrary 

              7            number of 80%.  And, you know, so far, we haven't hit 

              8            80%.  We've been -- I think I have some -- you know, 

              9            we've been in the mid-70's and -- but there's been, 

             10            you know, for the most part continued and successive 

             11            growth but it's still not hitting that threshold.  

             12            But we want to continue to improve in those areas but 

             13            at the same time, we want to be able to celebrate 

             14            those successes too. 

             15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Dr. Cushman 

             16            -- Walters.  Sorry. 

             17                 DR. WALTERS:  So when you're talking about 

             18            growth, you're talking about looking at growth on the 

             19            MAP test that you've been doing and NWEA -- correct?  

             20            -- when you're saying y'all were at 70%? 

             21                 DR. McCLURE:  No.  I'm talking about TLI, so -- 

             22            no, I'm actually talking about benchmark.  I've got 

             23            to make sure what it is that I'm looking at here.  

             24            I'm talking about benchmark on the mid-70's piece. 

             25                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay. 
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              1                 DR. McCLURE:  So, I'm sorry I didn't follow the 

              2            question. 

              3                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So I'm looking at growth 

              4            like on your ESEA report. 

              5                 DR. McCLURE:  Right. 

              6                 DR. WALTERS:  So looking at growth there you've 

              7            not hit those targets for math for elementary.  So I 

              8            guess I'm just curious, have you seen -- is there -- 

              9            do you think that it's an issue that the MAP 

             10            assessments, your assessment was not aligning with 

             11            instruction?  Because since you're doing all those -- 

             12                 DR. McCLURE:  Right. 

             13                 DR. WALTERS:  -- formative assessments along the 

             14            way it doesn't look like -- 

             15                 DR. McCLURE:  They weren't. 

             16                 DR. WALTERS:  -- it yielded the results that you 

             17            wanted for math. 

             18                 DR. McCLURE:  No.  And I think that's a great 

             19            question.  We never -- in three years, we never had 

             20            any usable data from -- we never like had enough data 

             21            to be able to use it.  Literally, we had situations 

             22            where we were only getting to test four or five kids 

             23            at a time and we never had -- I don't even know that 

             24            we ever had a single grade that for even one of the 

             25            seasonal tests that we got every kid tested and then 
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              1            got the scores back to be able to use. 

              2                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay. 

              3                 DR. McCLURE:  I mean, it was a total disaster 

              4            pretty much all the way around.  So that's why we're 

              5            wanting to remove it because, I mean, you know, we've 

              6            tried it for three years and it just hasn't been 

              7            usable.  And I don't think that they're in a position 

              8            yet that they have their technology able to do it 

              9            except being hardwired, and that's not really an 

             10            option for us. 

             11                 DR. WALTERS:  All right.  Thank you. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez? 

             13                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Yes.  So it sounds to me that 

             14            the issue with most of this NWEA MAP testing was 

             15            technology related, not that you didn't like the 

             16            quality of the test -- 

             17                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah. 

             18                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  -- as far as you knew? 

             19                 DR. McCLURE:  I think that we went into it and 

             20            we did the background information to say that we 

             21            wanted to do the MAP test -- and obviously we wanted 

             22            to continue to do it; that's why we kept trying it 

             23            even after we weren't having any success with it.  

             24            But there came a point in time when we were literally 

             25            losing instruction time trying to test because we 
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              1            would try to test this day, it wouldn't work; so then 

              2            we'd have to come back and test another day.  And 

              3            there were times that we ran into problems that -- 

              4            between when we started trying to test during the 

              5            testing window, by the time we started the next time 

              6            we were having to re-upload rosters because kids had 

              7            changed during that time while we were trying to make 

              8            intermittent fixes that NWEA was saying, you know, 

              9            needed to occur. 

             10                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Well -- follow-up question? 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure. 

             12                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Well, moving forward, especially 

             13            with the TLI, will they -- will that test -- I know 

             14            that's been talked about that TLI can be able to do 

             15            online testing. 

             16                 DR. McCLURE:  Right. 

             17                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Will this be an online test 

             18            also? 

             19                 DR. McCLURE:  Yes. 

             20                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay. 

             21                 DR. McCLURE:  But it -- yeah.  We actually are  

             22            -- we started two years ago doing both -- 

             23                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay. 

             24                 DR. McCLURE:  -- an online and a written with 

             25            TLI, like a mixture of -- 
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              1                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  You haven't had the same issues 

              2            as far as the wireless -- 

              3                 DR. McCLURE:  No. 

              4                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  -- part of it? 

              5                 DR. McCLURE:  But it's a different setup than 

              6            NWEA.  And we can get really quickly over my head -- 

              7                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Right. 

              8                 DR. McCLURE:  -- when we start digging into this 

              9            technology too much.  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I can 

             10            tell you looked confused when I said that. 

             11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That it was going to get 

             12            over your head? 

             13                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah. 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, you're already 

             15            over my head, so -- other questions?  Well, let me 

             16            ask, if you would then, Dr. McClure, to introduce the 

             17            people that you brought with you. 

             18                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay. 

             19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sometimes we forget that 

             20            they spend their time here too, and we try to get 

             21            through our work so fast that we don't recognize the 

             22            role that they play, and the important role.  

             23                 DR. McCLURE:  Yes. 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And I know that you 

             25            understand that.  So I'd like to give you an 
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              1            opportunity to introduce those people with you today. 

              2                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  Carolyn Wilson, who is 

              3            superintendent of the district. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yeah.  I saw her a while 

              5            ago. 

              6                 DR. McCLURE:  Stephen Prince, who is the 

              7            elementary charter principal. 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Prince. 

              9                 DR. McCLURE:  Jennifer McFarland, who's the high 

             10            school charter principal.  And Denise Searcy, who is 

             11            our TAG executive master teacher. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  I appreciate 

             13            the team from Cross County coming forward and 

             14            appreciate the work that y'all are doing.  Any 

             15            questions of the Panel?  Any discussion?  Well, I 

             16            guess we need to have a motion before we have 

             17            discussion.  We'll take item A-3 first, which is the 

             18            elementary school, on the conversion of Cross County 

             19            Technology Academy and their amendment request. 

             20                 DR. WITONSKI:  I make a motion to approve the 

             21            Cross County Elementary request for updating their 

             22            current application. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski. 

             24                 MR. HOY:  I'll second that. 

             25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Seconded by Mr. Hoy.  
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              1            Now, discussion.  Any further discussion?  If not, 

              2            all those in favor of the motion say aye. 

              3                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like 

              5            sign.  Thank you.   

              6                 DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a motion to 

              7            approve the Cross County High School for updating 

              8            their application, as well. 

              9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So the request 

             10            for a conversion Cross County High School, a New Tech 

             11            high school, and their amendments, do I have a 

             12            second? 

             13                 MR. HOY:  I'll send that. 

             14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy seconds.  Any 

             15            discussion?  If none, all in favor of the motion say 

             16            aye. 

             17                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed?  

             19            Motion passes.  Cross County, thank you and good luck 

             20            in your future. 

             21  A-5:  REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL 

             22  AMENDMENTS: EASTSIDE NEW VISION CHARTER SCHOOL (WARREN) 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll move to item A-5, 

             24            Request for District Conversion Charter School 

             25            Amendments of Eastside New Vision Charter School in 
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              1            Wynne -- excuse me -- Warren School District.   

              2                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.  The State Board of 

              3            Education approved the application for Eastside New 

              4            Vision Charter School on January 9, 2012.  The 

              5            charter is approved to serve students in grades K-3 

              6            with a maximum enrollment of 600.  Let me say that 

              7            your packet said 510; that was an error from the 

              8            cover of the original application for the charter.  

              9            It was specified and corrected inside that 

             10            application, so it should be 600 rather than 510.  

             11            Representatives of Eastside New Vision Charter School 

             12            are appearing before the Charter Authorizing Panel to 

             13            request an amendment to the current charter that 

             14            impacts the GT section of that charter application.  

             15            Ms. Rhonda Williams will present the information to 

             16            the Panel after you have sworn folks in. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Thank you, 

             18            Ms. Perry.  If all individuals involved in this 

             19            request for the Warren School District would please 

             20            stand and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or 

             21            affirm to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing 

             22            but the truth? 

             23               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY) 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Will you swear to smile 

             25            a little bit?  Thank y'all.  Ms. Williams, please 
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              1            proceed and we appreciate y'all being here. 

              2                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.  I'm here regarding 

              3            Section 18 of Code 6-42-101 and the rules and 

              4            regulations that fall under 8.0 for the program 

              5            options.  Our former statement said that all students 

              6            in the Warren School District K-3 are served through 

              7            weekly enrichment lessons using the Talents Unlimited 

              8            curriculum.  This new statement says that all 

              9            students in grades K-3 are served through a balanced 

             10            instructional model which includes Seminars, complex 

             11            reasoning, and grouping and regrouping rotations in 

             12            the regular classroom as part of the standards-based 

             13            approach.  What we feel like is with the change to 

             14            standards-based approach the use of Talents Unlimited 

             15            as the form of enrichment for all students in grades 

             16            K-8 is no longer needed.  Students are now served 

             17            through enrichment lessons based on their skill level 

             18            through Seminars, complex reasoning, and grouping and 

             19            regrouping.  And I'm going to let Ms. Sara Weaver, 

             20            the principal of Eastside, explain what Seminars and 

             21            complex reasoning is. 

             22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Williams. 

             23                 MS. WEAVER:  And I need a stool. 

             24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Ms. Weaver.  Just take 

             25            it down.  That's what I have to do. 
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              1                 MS. WEAVER:  I'm sure.  Okay.  I'll start with 

              2            Seminars.  Our focus is literacy and math but we also 

              3            wanted to make sure that we incorporated science and 

              4            social study standards into our curriculum.  So we do 

              5            that through what we call Seminars.  There are six 

              6            seminars a year and students are allowed to decide 

              7            when they take a seminar.  They are required to take 

              8            all six seminars but they like having that little bit 

              9            of choice.  So during seminar time, that is when they 

             10            actually have science and social studies, what we 

             11            would have called "units" when we were in school.  

             12            But they apply what they've learned during their 

             13            grouping and regrouping, which is their foundational 

             14            learning in literacy and math.  They apply that new 

             15            learning during seminar time in their science and 

             16            social studies units.  Then when we started our 

             17            charter and we had consultants coming in, one of the 

             18            things that we learned -- and we knew it -- is that 

             19            we do not teach our children to think critically.  We 

             20            assume that just happens overnight through osmosis.  

             21            So what we're doing differently this year is we had a 

             22            complex reasoning block and that's based on the 

             23            dimensions of learning, and there are eight 

             24            dimensions or reasoning skills that we hit.  This 

             25            being our first year, we set up a cycle.  First nine 
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              1            weeks all of our students during the complex 

              2            reasoning period had activities that revolved around 

              3            comparing and contrasting.  Then the second nine 

              4            weeks they had activities that -- and these are 

              5            higher order activities -- around classifying.  This 

              6            nine weeks they're working on abstracting.  And what 

              7            we do with these -- with our students is that we 

              8            never use these reasoning skills with new knowledge 

              9            because this is taking that procedural and 

             10            declarative knowledge that they've gained and letting 

             11            the students interact with that knowledge through 

             12            enrichment activities so that they can gain meaning. 

             13                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  And the next statement -- 

             14            previously, the classroom teachers once a week taught 

             15            a Talents Unlimited lesson and then the GT 

             16            coordinator, which was me, I taught a lesson once a 

             17            month.  And what we have changed that to, our 

             18            seminars and complex reasoning and grouping and 

             19            regrouping will replace that classroom teacher once a 

             20            week.  And instead of once a week, they are getting 

             21            this daily.  And the GT coordinator will still have 

             22            once a month pullout with the students on the watch 

             23            list.  Also, we had a statement in the charter that 

             24            said the science instructional facilitator, who was 

             25            also trained in Talents, would provide a monthly 
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              1            enrichment lesson.  That is no longer needed; we 

              2            omitted that statement completely because we do not 

              3            have that position anymore and we did not see a need 

              4            to replace that since we did have the seminars, 

              5            complex reasoning, and grouping and regrouping.  And 

              6            that's it.  That's what we would replace. 

              7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Questions from 

              8            the Panel?  Mr. Hoy. 

              9                 MR. HOY:  I see that you want to make a change 

             10            but the thing I don't get is why.  Do you have a 

             11            "why" behind the changes? 

             12                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.  I'm a Talents Unlimited 

             13            trainer and so with the Talents there are six skills 

             14            that you look at with the children to see if you're 

             15            seeing the strengths that are showing that you need 

             16            to be on the watch list.  With the complex reasoning 

             17            and seminars there are the same eight skills -- well, 

             18            there's more skills.  There's the same five skills 

             19            plus two more.  So they're getting more with the 

             20            complex reasoning than they would with the Talents 

             21            Unlimited. 

             22                 MS. WEAVER:  And they are -- I'm sorry -- and 

             23            they are getting it daily, where in the past the 

             24            requirement was one time a week you do a Talents 

             25            Unlimited lesson.  The teacher kept a binder that had 
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              1            those lessons in it.  Our students keep their own 

              2            data binders with their successes and their learning 

              3            activities in those binders.  And so, you know, as 

              4            far as accountability and there being a record of 

              5            where they are, our students, you have, have to take 

              6            ownership of their learning.  They now have that.  

              7            So, really, they are being exposed to the Talents 

              8            Unlimited lessons on a daily basis now. 

              9                 MS. WILLIAMS:  And it also has allowed the 

             10            students to -- their strengths to show more because 

             11            instead of just one lesson that they're focusing on 

             12            they're able to see this on a daily basis.  And one 

             13            of the good things that this has allowed is more 

             14            minority students on the list.  My percentages on the 

             15            watch list have increased drastically, so we've seen 

             16            a good thing. 

             17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So a wait [sic] 

             18            list is not -- or a watch list is not a bad thing in 

             19            this case, as it is in distress, fiscal distress. 

             20                 MS. WILLIAMS:  It's a GT watch list. 

             21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay. 

             22                 MS. WILLIAMS:  And when the teachers see that 

             23            they think a student maybe needs to be nominated for 

             24            the Gifted Program they put them on the watch list -- 

             25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay. 
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              1                 MS. WILLIAMS:  -- in kindergarten through third 

              2            grade. 

              3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So what you're saying is 

              4            that through your work this is a piece of that 

              5            evolution of the standards-based approach and some of 

              6            the tools that you are using and you feel that this 

              7            would be a better approach to meeting the needs of 

              8            those gifted students than what you previously had? 

              9                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes. 

             10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Does that -- 

             11                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  For a simple person like 

             13            me that's what I got out of it.  Other questions?  If 

             14            there's no other questions, then does anyone have a 

             15            motion?  Yes. 

             16                 DR. WALTERS:  I make a motion to approve the 

             17            amendment as presented. 

             18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  I have a motion 

             19            to approve the amendment by Ms. -- Dr. Walters. 

             20                 MS. COFFMAN:  I second that motion. 

             21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Got a second from Ms. 

             22            Coffman.  Any discussion?  Seeing no discussion, all 

             23            those in favor say aye. 

             24                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES) 

             25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like 
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              1            sign.  Very good.  The motion passes.  Ms. Williams, 

              2            Ms. Weaver, thank y'all. 

              3                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.  Thank y'all. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I still want to try to 

              5            get up there again and see what's going on. 

              6                 MS. WEAVER:  We'll see you tomorrow.  We're back 

              7            up here tomorrow. 

              8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Y'all want to just go 

              9            ahead and do it now? 

             10                 MS. WEAVER:  No.  The rest of the crew is not 

             11            here.  We'll wait. 

             12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, I was going to ask 

             13            if you would text Ms. Johnson and say, "They wouldn't 

             14            approve because you weren't here," and so -- 

             15                 MS. WEAVER:  We can handle that. 

             16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I think you need -- and 

             17            then just put -- what is it -- the kids just put 

             18            "jk."  Is that what it is?  All right. 

             19                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you. 

             20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I didn't know that until 

             21            Dr. Witonski told me -- 

             22                 MS. WILLIAMS:  I wouldn't know that either. 

             23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- our expert texter or 

             24            Tweeter down here.  I thought that was Mr. Wood.  

             25            Okay.  So, Ms. Perry, I think we are done for today.  
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              1            We probably should've scheduled two or three more.  I 

              2            mean -- 

              3                 MS. PERRY:  Sure. 

              4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- this group is getting 

              5            so good at this.  But I do want to say thank-you for 

              6            all of those that have been a part of the process.  

              7            Again, I appreciate the -- 

              8                 (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE:  Dr. Kimbrell's 

              9            microphone beeps.) 

             10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- that was my fault -- 

             11            the Panel that's here.  And we will begin in the 

             12            morning at 8:30, so bring your bright eyes and your 

             13            excitement.  And we'll have four, I believe? 

             14                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir. 

             15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Four new conversion 

             16            charter applications coming before us.  So if you 

             17            haven't taken an opportunity or had an opportunity to 

             18            re-read those, I encourage you to do that.  And if 

             19            you have, I'd be glad for you to give me a good 

             20            refresher on it.  No.  Thank you, Ms. Perry.  Thanks 

             21            to all of y'all.  Legal, Ms. Kendra, thank you and 

             22            everybody for being a part of today.  We'll see you 

             23            tomorrow. 

             24             

             25              (The meeting was adjourned at 3:28 p.m.) 
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 1                       P R O C E E D I N G S
 2                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  As we move to Action
 3            Agenda items, I want to thank each of the item
 4            representatives that are here, those of you who have
 5            taken time out of your day to come and be a part of
 6            this.  We appreciate you spending your time with us
 7            and going through the process.  And we know that
 8            charter applications, amendment applications, all of
 9            those things take a great deal of work and effort and
10            we're seeing some really, really good work that's
11            coming from our schools and individuals that are
12            doing that work.  And, Ms. Perry, I want to say once
13            again how proud of the staff, as large as it is that
14            you have -- the work that y'all have done has been
15            really, really good in helping us prepare and getting
16            us prepared and I know that would be reflected in
17            many of our applicants and their work with you.  So,
18            thank you for the job that you're doing, before we
19            begin this process 'cause at the end I may be too
20            tired to remember.  But thank you --
21                 MS. PERRY:  Thank you.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- for what you do.
23                 MS. PERRY:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.
24  A-1:  REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
25  AMENDMENTS: KIPP DELTA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And so we'll move to
 2            item A-1.
 3                 MS. PERRY:  It is our pleasure to be here.  A-1
 4            is a request for open-enrollment public charter
 5            school amendments from KIPP Delta Public Schools.
 6            The State Board of Education approved the application
 7            for KIPP Delta Public Schools on March 11, 2002.  The
 8            charter is approved to serve students in grades K-5
 9            with a current maximum enrollment of 1550.  You will
10            remember that that will increase to 1910 during the
11            14-15 school year with an amendment that was approved
12            previously.  Representatives of KIPP Delta Public
13            Schools are here appearing before you today to
14            request amendments to the current charter.  They have
15            three waiver requests and they are requesting to
16            change the time that the school day begins.  Mr.
17            Scott Shirey is here to speak to you and answer any
18            questions.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Shirey, welcome to
20            the Department.  Kendra, would you like to I guess
21            preempt Mr. Shirey with processing for us?  Come on
22            forward, Mr. Shirey.  I'm sure it's not a bad thing
23            that Ms. Clay is up here.
24                 MS. CLAY:  I'm just going to go over your
25            procedures with you before you start today.  You're
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 1            going to hear amendment requests today from both
 2            open-enrollment and conversion charter schools.  The
 3            procedures are the same and they're similar to the
 4            ones you followed in your past meeting.  All persons
 5            who are going to give testimony, except for
 6            attorneys, need to be sworn.  Then the party that is
 7            bringing the amendment requests will have 20 minutes
 8            to present its case.  Any parties opposed will have
 9            20 minutes following the school, and then the school
10            will have 5 minutes at the end.  You will then take
11            up discussion and questions.  You may issue a final
12            decision today or take the matter under advisement.
13            And you also have the opportunity to allow any of the
14            schools to get technical assistance and bring it back
15            at a later meeting.  Thank you.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Clay.
17            Appreciate your expertise and your help with these
18            matters as we continue to learn every day.  Mr.
19            Shirey, good to see you.  Welcome.
20                 MR. SHIREY:  Good to see you.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for coming
22            back.  All right.  Mr. Shirey, will you be the only
23            participant in this amendment or do we have others
24            that will be speaking on this issue?
25                 MR. SHIREY:  Just myself.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All right.  Are there
 2            others -- are there individuals who will be speaking
 3            against?  If not, Mr. Shirey, if I can get you to
 4            raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to
 5            tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
 6            truth?
 7                 MR. SHIREY:  I do.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Shirey.
 9                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you.
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  The floor is yours.
11                 MR. SHIREY:  Good afternoon, Dr. Kimbrell and
12            Members of the Board.  We have three waiver requests
13            and then one time request.  Hopefully, I won't take
14            20 minutes.  I apologize to be back up here so soon
15            but there were three things we did miss as we were
16            doing policy review.  The first one is a request for
17            waiver from Arkansas Code 6-13-635 and this is the --
18            this code is around board approval of salary
19            increases of 5%.  Annually, our board already
20            approves regional budgets where increases of staff
21            salaries are reflected, making some of these
22            additional resolutions that the code requires
23            redundant on a year-to-year basis.  Our internal
24            policies provide school directors with the
25            procurement authority up to $5,000, which would cover
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 1            most salary increases.  And we have a finance
 2            committee which meets monthly and reviews all of our
 3            finances, so we do have those strong controls.  We've
 4            had a clean audit the last two years.  And our board,
 5            just as a reminder, meets on a quarterly basis which
 6            means if we want to give a raise to someone midyear
 7            in order to retain our top talent it would require a
 8            special convening of our board to make that happen.
 9            So we're just trying to make this process a little
10            smoother and efficient as we grow.  And, again, most
11            of our average teacher salaries are $42,000.  When
12            you're looking at a 5% raise you're around $2,024, so
13            -- and our school directors always have procurement
14            authority of up to $5,000.
15                 Do you want me to read all of these or do you
16            want to go one-by-one?
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I'll leave that up to
18            the rest of the Panel.  Would you like to hear Mr.
19            Shirey talk about all the waiver requests and then
20            deal with them as a whole?  I think that would be
21            best.
22                 MR. SHIREY:  Okay.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Shirey.
24                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you.  The second one is a
25            request for a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-1301.
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 1            This is -- the code covers minimum sick leave for all
 2            employees of the school district.  And actually this
 3            is something we are out of compliance on currently;
 4            when we were doing our policy review we noticed it.
 5            We do offer sick leave for all of our employees, with
 6            the exception of some of our hourly employees, and we
 7            realized the code said anyone working 20 hours or
 8            more, which would include our bus drivers.  They've
 9            been working -- actually, like I said, we've been out
10            of code, so this is -- the system is working.  Our
11            bus driver retention is about 85% every year.  They
12            like being hourly.  And we think it's the right
13            incentive system to make sure that we continue to pay
14            for the work they do but don't see the need for
15            giving them two sick days a week, particularly when
16            we have long rural routes.  The biggest incentive for
17            them to come to work on time and drive those routes
18            is getting paid.  And, of course, if we have bus
19            drivers calling in sick twice -- every bus driver
20            calling in sick twice a month or once a month, that
21            would have -- cause us significant transportation
22            issues potentially.  We've talked to our
23            transportation director and our bus drivers; they
24            like being on the hourly model; they like picking up
25            additional hours for field lessons, for athletic
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 1            games, and so the system seems to be working.  And so
 2            we ask for a waiver from that.
 3                 The third request is the waiver from Arkansas
 4            Code 6-17-2205 and this is around classified
 5            employees getting two 15-minute breaks.  Because of
 6            one of our waivers around certification, we do have
 7            teaching assistants and non-licensed teachers who
 8            technically fall under the purview of classified
 9            employees.  We give all of our teaching assistants
10            and non-classified -- non-licensed or classified
11            teachers, we do give them full planning periods which
12            they can use for personal or professional use.  But
13            in terms of the scheduling of the day having two 15-
14            minute breaks at different points during the day
15            logistically becomes difficult as we schedule around
16            children.  Again, they do have that full planning
17            period so our request is that we have a waiver from
18            this and they get one solid chunk of planning time as
19            opposed to -- or personal time, as they see fit, as
20            opposed to two different 15-minute periods during the
21            day which would require them to come out of a --
22            coming out of the classroom at inopportune times.
23                 And then the last one, historically, we've
24            always had a longer school day.  And as we've grown
25            we do run 19 buses, so it takes a lot longer for them
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 1            to load and unload.  And then we serve rural, remote
 2            communities, as far as Forrest City, which means that
 3            this year we have kindergarten kids getting on the
 4            bus in Forrest City at 6:00 a.m. every morning to
 5            come to school.  And there was something we felt just
 6            slightly inhumane about that.  Our buses were pulling
 7            up to our schools at 7:15 every morning in order to
 8            have a school start time at 7:30, after, like I said,
 9            young elementary kids were sitting on the bus for an
10            hour.  So we've conducted surveys to all of our staff
11            and actually we did a survey to all of our parents
12            where we found over 87% of our parents thought
13            shifting the start of the day to 8:00 would be a
14            great thing; 96% of our staff thought that.  More
15            significantly, over 93% of both groups thought that
16            it would have no instructional impact on our program.
17            And, again, as we've stated, we have more evening
18            activities, more athletic programs in the afternoon,
19            and it just ends up being a real long day.  And we
20            think this is just a process of us maturing from a
21            start-up organization to an organization that wants
22            to be here for the next 30 years and make sure the
23            work is sustainable for our people and sustainable
24            for our children.  And, again, the biggest driving
25            factor was just the little kids getting on the bus so
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 1            early every morning from remote, rural communities.
 2            So we do request to have our school day officially
 3            start at 8:00, which means our buses are pulling up
 4            at 7:45 and starting to drop off at that hour.  So,
 5            they're still waking up at 6:30 but it's -- I mean,
 6            getting on a bus at 6:30 but it's a little more
 7            humane.
 8                 So those are the three waiver requests and the
 9            one time shift request.  And I'm happy to entertain
10            any clarifying questions or probing questions at this
11            time.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  I mean, of
13            course, you didn't use your 20 minutes.  Are there
14            questions of the Panel?  We can begin with you, Dr.
15            Walters, if you have questions, and then we'll go
16            around.
17                 DR. WALTERS:  No questions.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No questions?
19                 DR. WALTERS:  No, no questions.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I have one.  So the
21            longer day, Mr. Shirey, was one of the -- I thought
22            in the very beginning one of the key components of
23            KIPP's philosophy about what you needed to do to meet
24            the needs of these children.  So how do you propose
25            to make up that instructional time?
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 1                 MR. SHIREY:  Sure.  The pillar is adding more
 2            time and so there's a lot of ways to smartly
 3            accomplish more time and how do we -- not only more
 4            time, but how do you maximize the time you're using.
 5            So just a reminder, we'll continue to have -- we
 6            continue to do Saturday enrichment field lessons; we
 7            continue to do our program in the summer; we continue
 8            to do afterschool tutorials.  I think we'll actually
 9            see some before-school tutorials start up with this.
10            So I think, again, the core is more time so you can
11            bring kids up who may be behind.  I think there's
12            lots of different ways to execute on this.  This
13            gives us a little flexibility in terms of -- again,
14            if a parent wants or if a child wants to get tutored
15            before school, we can do that or after school.  We
16            did have conversations with the KIPP Foundation,
17            before any of these -- before we came to you, and
18            said, "Is this something we can do?"  And there are
19            other models out there -- for instance, the KIPP
20            schools in DC, Washington, DC, have an 8:00 start, so
21            other high-performing KIPP regions have had some
22            flexibility with this time.  And I think the biggest
23            or, more importantly, maybe even bigger factor, is
24            the quality of the person we can put in front of our
25            children.  And if our people are being burned out
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 1            after three or four years from going 7:00 a.m. to
 2            7:00 at night, we think retaining our top staff is
 3            going to have the biggest impact on our students.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Hoy.
 5                 MR. HOY:   Good afternoon.
 6                 MR. SHIREY:  Good afternoon.
 7                 MR. HOY:  I have a question regarding your
 8            request for a waiver for 6-17-1301, because actually
 9            you've requested that as et seq. which I suspect that
10            you'd like to have to do to include the sections that
11            you are -- that you spoke with us about.  However,
12            the first question I guess is about 6-17-1303, which
13            is actually requiring each district to adopt written
14            policies on sick leave, the board to do so.  And I
15            imagine you have those policies in place; I imagine
16            they were adopted by the board.  So I was wondering
17            of the necessity of getting a waiver for the entire
18            section?
19                 MR. SHIREY:  I think -- based on what you
20            described, I think we're comfortable with not putting
21            1303 in because we do have the board-approved
22            policies.  I can't speak -- I would have to turn to
23            someone with legal advice on this in terms of what
24            the other relevant standards are within that section
25            to this particular need.
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 1                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Then let me make a few
 2            additional comments because there were some other
 3            sections that did concern me.  1301 is simply the
 4            title of it, which I don't know if you need a waiver
 5            from that.  1302, the definitions, which includes the
 6            definition of a relative, if a relative is sick, and
 7            I don't know if you want to necessarily eliminate
 8            that one.
 9                 MR. SHIREY:  Sorry.  I have the full text in
10            front of me right now.  I mean, we're okay not
11            waiving the definitions.
12                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  And 1305 is about keeping the
13            records; it's a requirement to keep records of sick
14            leave.
15                 MR. SHIREY:  And so I think it's 1304, if I'm
16            looking at this correctly, is the most pertinent
17            section.
18                 MR. HOY:  Yes, sir.  That's what I think you
19            guys would be kind of getting at.  And it's kind of
20            tight, some of the others.  I understand that.  But
21            even in 1304 it talks about the immediate family and
22            I think that there you need that in terms if someone
23            in the family, if a teacher get sick, you need to
24            know who you can offer those sick leaves for.  But I
25            think the recordkeeping in 1305 is probably -- a lot
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 1            of it is pertinent, I think.
 2                 MR. SHIREY:  Right.
 3                 MR. HOY:  And so I just have some issues with
 4            the entire section being waived, so --
 5                 MR. SHIREY:  We're comfortable then to move that
 6            to just 1304, if the Board sees fit or sees that's
 7            more appropriate.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, does that
 9            satisfy your concerns, that instead of 6-17-1301,
10            however you say that --
11                 MR. HOY:  1304.  Yeah.  And I think that's the
12            pertinent section, Dr. Kimbrell.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
14                 MR. HOY:  So, yeah, that would satisfy that.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Shirey, you're
16            offering that as a substitute to your amendment
17            request?
18                 MR. SHIREY:  Yes, sir.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Very good.  Ms.
20            Coffman.
21                 MS. COFFMAN:  Just for clarification, you're
22            adding that as in addition to?
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No.  In place of the
24            entire section under that section; just section 1304
25            is what he's amending that to be.
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 1                 MS. COFFMAN:  Okay.  My other clarification
 2            question was in regard to your length of your day.
 3            So your official hours now will be --
 4                 MR. SHIREY:  8:00 to 4:00.
 5                 MS. COFFMAN:  8:00 to 4:00.
 6                 MR. SHIREY:  Monday through Friday.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Did our questions to him
 9            spark any questions, Dr. Walters?
10                 DR. WALTERS:  Do we need to get Ms. Clay back up
11            here to make sure that we're clear in what
12            conversation -- that everything is going to be good
13            based on what Mr. Hoy said?
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.  We'd welcome Ms.
15            Clay to come up and give us clarification and keep us
16            out of trouble.
17                 MS. CLAY:  Either way the waiver is structured
18            is fine.  We have some charters that do waive that
19            entire set of statutes and then tell us that this is
20            how they're going to do their sick leave policy.
21            Just waiving the 6-17-1304 is perfectly fine and it
22            seems to accomplish what KIPP wants to accomplish.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for that clay-
24            ification.  That wasn't my original; it came from up
25            here, clay-ification.  It was funnier up here among
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 1            the three of us.  Mr. Shirey, I don't -- any other
 2            questions?  I'm not seeing any other questions.
 3                 DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a motion.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  A motion.
 5                 DR. WITONSKI:  And, Ms. Clay, with these motions
 6            could these be combined into one motion or would
 7            these need to be separate?
 8                 MS. CLAY:  They can be combined.
 9                 DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.  I'd like to make a motion
10            to approve the submitted requests with the one
11            amendment that was made concerning the section that
12            Mr. Hoy brought up.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So section 6-17-
14            1304.  I have a motion to accept those amendment
15            requests from KIPP Delta.
16                 DR. WALTERS:  Second.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And a second from Dr.
18            Walters.  Dr. Witonski with the motion and Dr.
19            Walters with the second.  Are there any other
20            discussion points among the Board?  Seeing none, all
21            in favor of the motion please say aye.
22                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Those opposed like sign?
24            Thank you, Mr. Shirey.
25                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I
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 1            apologize.  I think the other night my three-year old
 2            got hold of my cell phone and I looked down and she
 3            was trying to face-time you.  So if you got a strange
 4            face-time, it was my three-year old daughter, not my
 5            self.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I thought, you know, I
 7            haven't called him back.  I saw where I'd missed the
 8            call.  And when you walked up to the microphone I
 9            remembered that, but now I don't feel so bad.  I was
10            going to apologize.
11                 MR. SHIREY:  Thank you all.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That's good.  I
13            appreciate that.  I really didn't want people to know
14            that you had my phone number though.  No, I'm
15            kidding.  Ms. Perry, thank you again.
16  A-2:  REQUEST FOR OPEN-ENROLLMENT PUBLIC CHARTER SCHOOL
17  AMENDMENTS: LISA ACADEMY AND LISA ACADEMY-NORTH LITTLE ROCK
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll move to Action
19            Item 2.
20                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.  Item 2, this is the
21            request for open-enrollment public charter school
22            amendments to LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North
23            Little Rock.  The State Board of Education approved
24            the application for LISA Academy on January 12, 2004.
25            The charter was first renewed on April 9, 2007, for a
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 1            five-year period, and renewed again for a five-year
 2            period on April 10, 2012.  LISA Academy is currently
 3            approved to serve a maximum enrollment of 800
 4            students in grades 6-12.  LISA-North Little Rock,
 5            operated by the same sponsoring entity and board as
 6            LISA Academy-North Little Rock [sic], was approved by
 7            the State Board of Education on November 5, 2007, and
 8            was renewed for a five-year period on March 14, 2013.
 9            LISA Academy-North Little Rock is currently approved
10            to serve a maximum enrollment of 700 students in
11            grades K-12.  Actually, it'll be 700 students with
12            next year's enrollment; it's 600 this year and it was
13            prior approved for 700 in the 14-15 school year.
14            Representatives of LISA Academy and LISA Academy-
15            North Little Rock are appearing before the Charter
16            Authorizing Panel to request amendments and approval
17            to merge LISA Academy-North Little Rock with LISA
18            Academy and the approval of additional waivers.
19                 Approval of the merger would result in the
20            following, effective July 1, 2014: with the approval
21            of the merger the charter for LISA Academy-North
22            Little Rock would be surrendered.  LISA Academy would
23            be approved to serve students in grades K-12.  The
24            LISA Academy enrollment cap would increase from 800
25            to 1,500; again, that is the maximum of both
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 1            combined.  It's nothing additional for next year.
 2            Any waivers of laws and rules previously approved for
 3            LISA Academy-North will be included as waivers for
 4            LISA Academy.  LISA Academy would then include the
 5            following: the current LISA Academy middle school on
 6            Corporate Hill Drive in Little Rock -- I believe the
 7            text said Corporate Drive; it's Corporate Hill Drive
 8            -- the current LISA Academy high school on Corporate
 9            Hill Drive in Little Rock, the current LISA Academy-
10            North Little Rock elementary school on Landers Road
11            in Sherwood, the current LISA Academy-North Little
12            Rock middle school on Landers Road in Sherwood, and
13            the current LISA Academy-North Little Rock high
14            school on Landers Road in Sherwood.
15                 Before I turn it over to Mr. Ekin, the
16            superintendent of LISA Academy, I do want to tell you
17            that on your place you have a very colorful document,
18            as it was described when I handed it out to some who
19            were sitting there.  This shows the request for the
20            goals of the two charters and how they are requesting
21            that they be approved with the approval of the
22            merger.  And so you can see the goals from the
23            renewals in '12 for LISA and '13 for LISA-North
24            Little Rock.  No highlight is telling you what's
25            specific to LISA; the yellow highlight is for both;
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 1            underlined in green is specific to LISA Academy-
 2            North; red highlights indicate they made a change
 3            that wasn't in either of the goals but made sense
 4            when they asked to combine the two; and then the
 5            request is, with the merger, to combine those goals,
 6            and delete some of the text that has been stricken
 7            through.  That text is color-coded so you can see
 8            which of the renewal applications it was part of.
 9            And, certainly, LISA representatives will be here to
10            answer questions.
11                 I also want to point out that when they do their
12            presentation for you in a moment -- they have a
13            PowerPoint -- it shows, on advice of ADE legal
14            counsel, that the applicant is also requesting two
15            additional waivers that legal staff, Ms. Clay, said
16            would be necessary to accompany the waivers that they
17            had and are requesting, and that is waivers of
18            sections 1-8 of the ADE Rules Governing School
19            District Requirements for personnel policies, salary
20            schedules, minimum salaries, and documents posted to
21            district websites, and ADE guidelines for the
22            development, review and revision of school district
23            student discipline and school safety policies.  So I
24            wanted those too on the record very clearly that
25            that's an addition to the waiver requests that are
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 1            written in front of you.  With that, I'd like to turn
 2            it over to Superintendent Ekin who will speak to you
 3            and introduce some other folks and they'll be happy
 4            to go through their presentation and take questions.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Let me ask
 6            any individual who will be speaking on behalf of this
 7            charter amendment, either for the charter amendment
 8            or in opposition of it, please stand.  If you would
 9            raise your right hand.  Do you swear or affirm to
10            tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the
11            truth?
12               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  You may be
14            seated.  And, Mr. Ekin, we'll let you begin.  You'll
15            have 20 minutes.
16                 SUPT. EKIN:  Dr. Kimbrell, Commissioner, and
17            Panel Members, my name is Atnan Ekin.  Thank you for
18            having me and Mr. Fatih Bogrek.
19                 MR. FATIH:  My name is Fatih Bogrek.  I'm the
20            superintendent of LISA Academy-North.
21                 SUPT. EKIN:  I would like to invite our
22            principal Ms. Baroni to make the presentation and
23            answer your questions on behalf of LISA Academy and
24            LISA Academy-North Little Rock.
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.
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 1                 MS. BARONI:  Thank you, Mr. Ekin.  I'm Luanne
 2            Baroni and I'm the principal of the middle school in
 3            the LISA Academy in the West Little Rock location.  I
 4            want to thank you, Commissioner and Panel Members,
 5            for listening to our requests today.  I'm going to go
 6            through an overview of what we're asking for today
 7            and then, of course, we're all available to answer
 8            questions that you may have about that.
 9                 LISA Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock
10            are requesting two overriding things from you today.
11            The first being that the charters, the two charters
12            be merged into one charter.  It would be under LISA
13            Academy with LEA number 6041700, effective July 1,
14            2014, and the 2014-15 school year.  The second thing
15            has to do with waivers that we're requesting and
16            we're asking, as Ms. Perry said, to merge waivers
17            that we've had in both schools along with goals from
18            both schools, and I'm going to go through and kind of
19            itemize those so you can see where those are and what
20            the impact is.  The additional waivers we're also
21            requesting as part of the amendment request is to
22            facilitate the efficiency of operation of a single
23            charter.
24                 The proposed structure of the new proposed
25            charter, LISA Academy currently serves grades 6-12 in
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 1            West Little Rock and, as Ms. Perry said, our current
 2            enrollment cap there is 800.  LISA Academy-North
 3            campus serves grades K-12 and the cap for that campus
 4            is 700 students.  With the merging of the two
 5            campuses the grades levels would be K-12, maximum
 6            enrollment of the two campuses would remain at 1,500,
 7            which is the combination of the two campuses.  This
 8            amendment proposal does not include a request for a
 9            change in the locations of the two campuses.  LISA
10            Academy-North and LISA Academy will be a single
11            comprehensive K-12 educational program composed of
12            the current five schools, which have already been
13            mentioned, at their current locations.  Both of the
14            schools -- or both charters are currently sponsored
15            by the LISA Foundation, both charters are governed by
16            the same seven-member school board, and both have a
17            common 501(c)(3) and federal ID number.  The new
18            proposed LISA Academy will continue to be sponsored
19            by the same foundation, the LISA Foundation, with the
20            same seven board members governing the new merged
21            charter.  With the merging there will be five
22            schools, which is the same as what we have now.  The
23            same five schools would still be there, with the
24            middle school and high school in West Little Rock,
25            the elementary, middle and high school at the North
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 1            Little Rock campus.
 2                 The administration, as you can see from the
 3            chart, would be directed by one superintendent, under
 4            one governing board, with principals at each of the
 5            individual schools.  The one exception is that the
 6            North Little Rock campus, the middle and high school,
 7            we have one principal handling both of those because
 8            the enrollment is small enough that one principal can
 9            address both of those campuses or both of those
10            schools.
11                 I'd like to briefly review the justification and
12            benefits of our request.  There are educational,
13            operational and financial reasons and benefits for
14            the merger.  The most compelling I think would be the
15            educational benefits and that's the primary focus of
16            our attention.  The merger would allow consistent and
17            sequential academic programs be implemented more
18            effectively at all locations.  The curriculum for all
19            subjects at various grade levels will be the same.
20            The remediation and enrichment programs will be
21            consistently implemented at both campuses.  Programs
22            such as the robotics or distance learning
23            opportunities will be systematically implemented at
24            both campuses.  The college readiness program will
25            also be implemented at both high schools.
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 1                 Collaboration among the schools will increase
 2            using research-based best practices.  Our curriculum
 3            departments will be able to collaborate to improve
 4            school programs.  The departments will be
 5            strengthened by the expertise and involvement of
 6            teachers from all schools.  Professional development
 7            programs will be centralized which will allow
 8            teachers from all schools to work together
 9            effectively for the benefit of all the schools.
10            We'll be stronger in content departments which can
11            help us recruit more highly qualified teacher
12            applicants, and newly hired teachers will also be
13            supported better and nurtured more by the
14            collaborative structure.  Centralized meetings with
15            staff from all campuses will improve communication
16            across both campuses and can encourage better
17            decisions based on that broader input from all
18            campuses -- from both campuses.
19                 Again, more educational benefits that we see we
20            can accomplish through this charter would be shared
21            academic specialists, special education program
22            directors, and intervention specialists.  And that
23            will improve the implementation of instructional
24            strategies and interactions, and result in a clearer,
25            more effective communication among all campuses.
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 1                 The enrollment at both campuses has increased
 2            over the last few years.  The students need
 3            structured academic services and careful monitoring
 4            to insure that those services are meeting the
 5            identified needs of both the students and the staff.
 6            To more effectively target academic programs,
 7            intervention programs, including those for the TAG or
 8            Targeted Achievement Gap group, the new LISA Academy
 9            centralized structure will help to facilitate an even
10            stronger academic focus for all of our schools.
11                 There are also some operational benefits that we
12            see we can gain through this merger of the two
13            charters that would support the educational benefits.
14            The school operations will more effectively and
15            efficiently be run under the leadership of one
16            superintendent rather than two separate
17            superintendents.  One centralized administration
18            system and office will result in efficient
19            implementation of student assessment, professional
20            development workshops, financial reporting,
21            accounting, et cetera.  Possibly there would be the
22            potentially of reducing support staff in the
23            administrative offices.  Also, school leaders will be
24            freed from some of the administrative duties they
25            currently hold as separate charters which would allow
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 1            them to take more of a leadership role in
 2            instructional areas with teaching and learning.
 3                 Some of the financial benefits that we might be
 4            able to gain through the merger of the charters would
 5            be -- already we have the common federal
 6            identification number and the common 504(c)(3).  We
 7            would keep that.  The total state foundation revenue
 8            allocation will remain basically the same after the
 9            merger, since it is based on a per-student funding
10            structure.  There will be some savings in
11            administration costs by eliminating the one
12            superintendent position.  Service contracts for
13            purchases have been billed to the two charters
14            traditionally, historically.  Possibly we can
15            negotiate some savings by negotiating as one charter
16            rather than two separate campuses.  There will be one
17            budget, one ACSIP plan for LISA Academy for all
18            campuses.  More financial benefits would be shared
19            services by academic specialists, special education
20            directors, and intervention specialists to serve both
21            locations.  That can give us some efficiency and be a
22            little more cost effective.  Instead of hiring by
23            contract separate service providers for things such
24            as speech therapy, OT, we could perhaps hire one
25            person at a cheaper rate and use them for both
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 1            campuses.
 2                 Centralizing our procurement procedures will
 3            result in some cost savings and some efficiency.
 4            Reporting student data, financial data, and state-
 5            required reports will be centralized.  The analysis
 6            required for determining all aspects of the new LISA
 7            Academy will result in the identification of more
 8            efficiencies and organizational structure and
 9            practice as we move forward.
10                 In conclusion, on the merger matter many of the
11            benefits -- educational, operational and financial --
12            shown can't be achieved under the separate charters
13            for both schools.  So we believe that the facts show
14            that a single charter creates a much greater
15            opportunity for educational, financial and
16            administrative efficiency, and benefit for the LISA
17            charter schools and the patrons, particularly the
18            students of our schools.  There's also a little
19            benefit to the Department of Education that you would
20            have one less report y'all would have to deal with on
21            all levels.  Since we're not seeking an increase in
22            our enrollment cap, nor are we modifying our current
23            grade levels at either school or changing a location,
24            this request should not have any impact on local
25            school districts in which the LISA charter schools
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 1            are located.
 2                 Moving on to the waivers, the second piece of
 3            our request today, we're requesting that the merged
 4            LISA Academy be granted all the waivers that LISA
 5            Academy and LISA Academy-North Little Rock currently
 6            hold from the original applications and approved
 7            renewals.  And we're asking for some additional
 8            waivers to be given to the merged LISA Academy to
 9            facilitate the efficiency of operation of the single
10            LISA charter.  Some of them are needed, as Ms. Perry
11            said, to clean up some of the things that are already
12            granted as waivers.  We've taken this under legal
13            advice to make sure we're trying to cover all the
14            things to be in compliance with the applicable law.
15                 First would be Arkansas Code 6-17-2203
16            concerning minimum salaries for classified personnel.
17            We're requesting this waiver to compliment the waiver
18            already held, 6-17-201(c)(2), to completely
19            effectuate this waiver concerning minimum salaries
20            for classified personnel.
21                 Next is Arkansas Code 6-17-2403 concerning
22            minimum salaries for certified personnel.  This
23            waiver concerning minimum salaries is being requested
24            to give the new merged LISA Academy flexibility to
25            implement its own teacher compensation system instead
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 1            of being required to provide the compensation
 2            pursuant to the statutory teacher salary schedule.
 3            To clarify and fully effectuate this waiver, we
 4            request a waiver from Arkansas Code 6-17-2203 and 6-
 5            17-2403.  We'd also like to add a waiver to the ADE
 6            rules governing this same area -- I won't read all
 7            those words, you can read them -- to the extent that
 8            it's applicable.  We are not asking to waive the
 9            rules requirement that covered information be posted
10            to the school's website.  We intend to continue
11            complying with all of those posting-to-website
12            requirements as we have in the past and want to
13            continue with that level of transparency.
14                 Arkansas Code 6-18-501 concerning student
15            discipline policy, this waiver is being requested to
16            allow the new merged LISA Academy to adopt and
17            implement its own student discipline policies.  The
18            policies so adopted and implemented will meet all due
19            process requirements.  A waiver is commonly held for
20            this by most open-enrollment public charter schools.
21            And to clarify and fully effectuate this waiver we'd
22            also like to add a waiver of the ADE guidelines for
23            the development, review and revision of the school
24            district student discipline and school safety
25            policies.  We want to emphasize that we do, have had,
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 1            and intend to continue having a discipline system
 2            that's a tiered system that provides for prompt and
 3            full investigation of any discipline issues that's
 4            fair, allows full due process and an appeals process
 5            up to the board.  So we do want to make sure that
 6            it's clear that we intend to have that and continue
 7            having that in our discipline policy.
 8                 Also, Arkansas Code 6-17-427, Section 5.01 of
 9            ADE rules governing standards for accreditation, and
10            the ADE rules governing superintendent mentoring
11            program.  All these are concerning the superintendent
12            mentoring.  This waiver is being requested to allow
13            new superintendents employed by the new merged LISA
14            Academy to receive intensive internal training
15            concerning their new duties and responsibilities as
16            opposed to completion of the state required mentoring
17            program.
18                 Arkansas Code 6-18-101 and Section 16.01 of the
19            ADE rules governing standards concerning guidance
20            counselors, this waiver is being requested to give
21            the new merged LISA Academy flexibility in its
22            provision of guidance counseling services, with such
23            services potentially being delivered through
24            purchased services and/or through LISA Academy
25            personnel who are experienced in guidance counseling
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 1            but not necessarily holding licensure in that area.
 2            A waiver from these provisions is commonly held by
 3            open-enrollment public charter schools.  And as a
 4            side note, we currently have a licensed guidance
 5            counselor.  This is just to allow for some
 6            flexibility in implementing that program should we
 7            need it.
 8                 Arkansas Code 6-17-117 concerning non-
 9            instructional duties for teachers, this waiver is
10            being requested to provide flexibility in utilizing
11            the teaching staff to perform additional non-
12            instructional duties in excess of 60 minutes per
13            week, if it is necessary.  A waiver from this is
14            commonly held by open-enrollment public charter
15            schools as well.
16                 And then Arkansas Code 6-19-101 concerning
17            school buses and bus drivers, the applicants -- or we
18            are requesting a waiver of Title 6 of the Arkansas
19            Code due to its inapplicability to LISA Academy.
20            Section 6-19-101 concerns the requirements applicable
21            to schools providing their own public transportation
22            programs, such as employment requirements for bus
23            drivers and school buses information.  It's important
24            to point out though that LISA Academy at its current
25            Little Rock location does provide and will continue
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 1            providing bus passes or tokens to all of our students
 2            free of charge upon request to travel on Central
 3            Arkansas Transit buses to and from school.  There
 4            currently is no public transportation available at
 5            the North Little Rock location but we plan to
 6            continue that for the Little Rock location.
 7                 And the last one, Sections 15.01 and 15.02 of
 8            the ADE rules governing standards for accreditation,
 9            again, concerning superintendents and principals, we
10            are requesting this waiver to allow the new merged
11            LISA Academy to be able to utilize administrative
12            personnel for two or more campuses, as necessary, as
13            is further illustrated in the merger request
14            materials that you have.  This is to promote the
15            efficient use of human and financial resources in the
16            new single charter configuration.  This concludes the
17            overview of our request and I thank you for your time
18            and listening to our requests.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  There are
20            four minutes left if you have additional -- if there
21            are additional comments to be made.  Or, are you
22            ready to move into questions?
23                 MS. BARONI:  I think we're concluded.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Okay.  We'll
25            begin with Ms. Coffman.  Thank you very much.  Oh,
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 1            I'm sorry.  Is there any opposition to this
 2            amendment?  Oh, I thought Bobbi Davis was fixing to
 3            stand up.  Okay.  No opposition.  We'll start with
 4            Ms. Debbie Coffman.
 5                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.  I have just a few
 6            clarifying questions for you.  I understand, I
 7            believe, your reason for wanting to merge the two
 8            charters and I can certainly see the financial
 9            benefits that you identified.  My questions that I
10            need you to clarify for me are around the academic
11            benefit.  And explain to me why those merged services
12            were not occurring prior to this application?
13                 MS. BARONI:  Well, one of the things we've
14            discovered, we have been doing some of this; we have
15            begun working together.  But as the two campuses have
16            grown we've seen how we could make that even better
17            if we could merge some of our reporting and sharing
18            -- and if any of you have anything to add, please
19            wave at me and I'll be happy to.  We've talked a lot
20            about that.  And, originally, the schools were
21            operating separately but in the last couple of years
22            we've begun to corroborate on some things and work
23            together and we feel like this will just complete
24            that and more fully integrate both programs.  And,
25            again, one of the things is unifying some of the
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 1            services that we offer.  If we can streamline some
 2            things we can have consistent curriculum throughout
 3            all of the schools, which I think will really serve
 4            our students better.  We can take the things that are
 5            effective on one campus and more fully implement them
 6            on both campuses as one unified charter.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN:  In your application you've alluded
 8            to that one superintendent will be replaced, moved to
 9            another position?
10                 MS. BARONI:  I'll let you speak to the person
11            himself.
12                 MR. BOGREK:  As stated, I am superintendent of
13            LISA Academy-North.  We are currently working for
14            (unintelligible) status.  Just we will have some
15            responsibility changes.  We won't have any staff or
16            administrative cut; just I will be having more
17            principal responsibilities.  So, I mean, I'm not
18            losing any staff members.
19                 MS. COFFMAN:  And the shared academic
20            specialist, special ed. program directors,
21            intervention specialist will then be housed at the
22            various building or you'll have a central
23            superintendent's office location?
24                 MS. BARONI:  Currently, they would be housed on
25            one campus or the other but their services would be
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 1            shared between the two campuses.
 2                 MS. COFFMAN:  And so then, therefore, I assume
 3            that there is a plan for collaborative work time with
 4            these people?
 5                 MS. BARONI:  Yes.
 6                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy.
 8                 MR. HOY:  Thank you for your presentation.  I
 9            have a couple of questions regarding the waivers that
10            you're seeking and I suppose I'll start with the 6-
11            18-501.  In that particular code again it's
12            referenced as et seq., which means the entire section
13            you're looking at waiving, and that's on the
14            discipline policies.  And I have one or two concerns.
15            And I know it's one of those things that it's
16            generally an okay thing to waive the whole thing.
17            However, speak to me, if you don't mind, for a second
18            about waiving the section on bullying.  I know that's
19            a State push right now and it's a State Board push
20            and you're seeking a waiver from that section as
21            well.  I believe that's --
22                 MS. BARONI:  And I've read a lot of law but I
23            don't claim to be a lawyer.
24                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  6-18-514.
25                 MS. BARONI:  And, again, I'll speak to this on a
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 1            local level -- and I'll let -- you can come and
 2            support me, please, Tripp.  I'll let him speak to the
 3            legal part of that.  Our intent is in no way to
 4            dilute what we already have in place; I know that
 5            from a campus perspective.  And, yes, we do have
 6            strong discipline policies that prevent bullying.  We
 7            support taking care of bullying.  We do not in any
 8            way plan to not do that.  I think this was more of a
 9            legal technical kind of address, something that we're
10            trying to address on that level.  And I'll let Tripp
11            come and speak to the reasoning behind that.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Walters [sic],
13            welcome and thank you, although we might need to --
14            no.
15                 MR. WALTER:  I'm ready, so you may go ahead.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you for your
17            services and if you could help Mr. Hoy with
18            addressing his concern -- I think it's a concern
19            among the Panel as a whole when we're waiving all of
20            these entire laws.  So help us understand why there
21            would be a need to waive every section.
22                 MR. WALTER:  I'll be glad to, Dr. Kimbrell,
23            Members of the Panel.  I think the way I would phrase
24            it is I think there may be some confusion where the
25            et seq. so-to-speak ends.  The intent was --
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 1            traditionally with the student discipline policies,
 2            the sections really go from, as I read it anyway,
 3            from 501 through 507, which is basically the end of
 4            the description and the disciplinary policies
 5            themselves and a little bit of a process.  I
 6            professionally very much share -- and I know LISA
 7            does as well -- Mr. Hoy's concern that any sections
 8            concerning the bullying protection would be asked --
 9            would be waived.  And that is not the intent and I
10            apologize if the wording of it seemed to include
11            those additional statutes.  It was just meant to, the
12            et seq., to cover those sections following 501 that
13            actually dealt with the development of the policies.
14                 MR. HOY:  In that case, I suspect I have one
15            follow-up.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  You can continue, Mr.
17            Hoy.
18                 MR. HOY:  In section 6-18-503, while I
19            understand your desire to waive almost all of that I
20            would certainly like to keep that first little part
21            in there that requires these discipline policies to
22            be written and filed with the Arkansas Department of
23            Education.  The reason why is because we have to
24            track that and when we get calls we need the copies
25            and we need access to it.  So if you don't mind, I
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 1            would like you to leave that first little paragraph
 2            in, the A, 1A.
 3                 MR. WALTER:  Absolutely.  And the intent in
 4            asking for the waiver of 503 was not to, as Ms.
 5            Baroni has already indicated, not to get around the
 6            requirement to have disciplinary policies, but to --
 7            for LISA to have the flexibility to graft its own
 8            which would be in full compliance with all due
 9            process requirements and certainly in the spirit and
10            intent or in compliance with 501 and 503.
11                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  And I said that was the last
12            one but I have one more that's, you know --
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Continue, Mr. Hoy.
14                 MR. HOY:  And from what I understand it's not a
15            federal requirement but on our state report cards and
16            our school -- on our school and district report cards
17            we track certain incidents of violence.  And in
18            section 6-18-502, if you go down to (b)(3) and you
19            look at (3)(a), (b), and (c), what we're talking
20            about is basically that weapons and assault toward
21            teachers and principals, things like that, that we
22            track in terms of monitoring on our state report
23            card.  And, therefore, we seek that information to be
24            submitted from districts to the State, so I would
25            certainly appreciate it if we could keep that
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 1            information coming.  And I don't know that waiving
 2            this would automatically stop you from doing it.  It
 3            would certainly seem to give you opportunity to not
 4            do it.
 5                 MR. WALTER:  Well, I think I can safely speak --
 6            and Ms. Baroni will correct me if I don't -- that
 7            that was not the intent of this waiver request; that
 8            certainly LISA will continue to report those
 9            statistics to ADE in a timely fashion.
10                 MR. HOY:  Thank you, sir.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski.
12                 DR. WITONSKI:  Hi, Ms. Baroni.  Not to push you
13            off, Mr. Walters; we appreciate you being here also.
14                 MR. WALTER:  Quite all right.
15                 DR. WITONSKI:  But a clarifying question on --
16            in the application, as far as one of the waivers, 6-
17            17-427, requesting the Standards for Accreditation
18            and the ADE rules governing the superintendent
19            mentoring program.  And I'm trying to get my mind
20            wrapped around it.  Right now, in both campuses there
21            are superintendents.  Is that correct?
22                 MS. BARONI:  That's correct.
23                 DR. WITONSKI:  And both campuses have a
24            superintendent in place now?
25                 MS. BARONI:  Yes.  That's correct.
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 1                 DR. WITONSKI:  Have those superintendents
 2            participated in the mentoring program?
 3                 MS. BARONI:  I'll let the superintendent address
 4            that.
 5                 SUPT. EKIN:  No.  Actually, we haven't attended
 6            those mentoring programs because we assumed that we
 7            are excluded from that act.  But when we reviewed
 8            currently, we decided to clear it up and be in
 9            compliance.  And, actually, it was mentioned in our
10            proposal, original proposal, that the superintendent
11            it's not necessary to certify.  But at LISA-North
12            they were (unintelligible).  But, actually, it's not
13            in LISA-West (unintelligible).  So just to clear it
14            up and be in compliance we would like to add this
15            waiver.
16                 DR. WITONSKI:  And I'm sure part of that
17            reasoning or thought process was tied to licensure
18            but my concern is with waiving that particular
19            section.  Licensed or not licensed, I think that
20            would be an opportunity to make some connections with
21            other superintendents in the state, in addition to
22            having a mentor in the state that might be helpful to
23            the superintendent.  So looking at the application
24            that was presented in March by North Little Rock, as
25            a whole, was that process of gathering those two
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 1            worlds together considered in the March application,
 2            prior to this application?
 3                 SUPT. EKIN:  Unfortunately, it was not
 4            considered during that renewal application.  We are
 5            happy to attend those type of mentoring programs.
 6            Actually, we have been working with APSRC and we are
 7            attending some other superintendent/executive
 8            director mentoring programs that also serve like that
 9            institution.  Just because it's granted the other
10            charter schools, we would like to have that
11            flexibility also for our new merged charter.
12                 DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.  I guess my second
13            follow-up question is, when the initial renewal was
14            made in March of last year -- and I'm not sure who
15            would be most appropriate to answer -- was the
16            thought process given at that point to merge the two?
17            Was there conversation at that point to merge Little
18            Rock and North Little Rock locations before entering
19            into a renewal?
20                 SUPT. EKIN:  Actually, it was an idea that we
21            had in our mind and discussed in our previous
22            meetings and communications.  But we thought it more
23            fair for us to get our renewals for long-term and
24            then it will be clear that we are not seeking or
25            hiding anything with the concern of renewal.  After
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 1            we get the renewals for both charters it would be
 2            felt more comfortable to go up for this.
 3                 DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Let me see if I can get
 5            a follow-up.  Ms. Perry, is this a typical waiver for
 6            charter schools, as many times we see charter schools
 7            that don't have traditional superintendents?
 8                 MS. PERRY:  Yes.  That's a fairly common waiver.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  Mr.
10            Hernandez.
11                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.  My question is, I'm
12            trying to wrap my brain around the structure of this
13            school.  Now there's two -- I won't call them
14            districts but two schools with two superintendents,
15            but in actuality there's five different schools.  And
16            so what is the current administrator structure as far
17            as superintendents and principals, and then what will
18            that look like after the merger?
19                 MS. BARONI:  If you'll take a look in your
20            presentation, you have the basic organizational
21            structure there.  Currently, there is at LISA-North
22            -- and I'll ask Mr. Fatih to help me with that; he's
23            the superintendent.  There's also two principals, I
24            believe.
25                 MR. BOGREK:  Yes.  Currently, in our school at
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 1            LISA-North I am in the superintendent's position.
 2            And we have at LISA-North a principal, elementary
 3            principal, and we have another person for middle and
 4            high school principal, and we have a Dean of
 5            Students.  So after merging I will be handling the
 6            middle and high school principal position and our
 7            principals will be handling counseling and mostly
 8            high school programs and still administrators.  And
 9            the other will just continue.  And I think
10            (unintelligible).
11                 MS. BARONI:  Yeah.  At LISA-West we currently
12            have a superintendent, we have a high school
13            principal, a middle school principal, which is my
14            role, and we have assistant principals for discipline
15            and academics in both of those.
16                 SUPT. EKIN:  And, excuse me, LISA-North has a
17            small high school program and we think that it should
18            be supported a lot more.  By changing the
19            responsibilities of the administration we will have
20            -- we'll be able to assign a new position, one of the
21            previous administration to take care of the high
22            school program closely.  So the high school students
23            will benefit with this change a lot more because one
24            specific administrator will be focusing on the high
25            school program.  Otherwise, with the current
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 1            administrative duties it's not possible to assign a
 2            separate person for that service program.  So it's
 3            going to be beneficial for the high school students
 4            at LISA-North.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  I'm kind of
 6            confused.  So right now at LISA-North middle and high
 7            school there's one individual?
 8                 MS. BARONI:  There's one administrator as
 9            principal of both of those.
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So --
11                 MS. BARONI:  And an elementary principal.  And
12            Mr. Fatih is the superintendent.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Right.  But there's
14            another individual besides Mr. Fatih.  But he'll --
15            you'll be moving into that position --
16                 MS. BARONI:  He will move into the principal
17            role for middle and high school.  The person who's
18            currently serving in that role will move more into a
19            college counseling/guidance role but will still act
20            as a high school administrator support person for the
21            principal.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  How many students are at
23            the high school, North?
24                 MS. BARONI:  What's your high school enrollment?
25                 MR. BOGREK:  Currently, we have 125.  In the
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 1            middle school we have 175.  So middle and high school
 2            we have currently 300 students.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Three hundred students,
 4            split about equally.  Great.
 5                 MR. BOGREK:  Our elementary has 300 too, so 600
 6            with middle and high.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.  Dr.
 8            Walters.
 9                 DR. WALTERS:  I guess I have the same concern
10            that Dr. Witonski had with the superintendent
11            mentoring, and I understand that it sounds like it's
12            a common waiver.  But especially going to the one
13            superintendent, in the past it may be if you did have
14            one new superintendent that came into one of the
15            schools they would have the other superintendent.
16            And so being the only person there and not having
17            that, I guess I'm just trying to think about what
18            would be the rationale for not wanting them to have
19            that support.  And I understand they don't have
20            licensure, I understand all that, but I still think
21            there would be a lot of benefit.  And I know from --
22            even through the Panel -- from State Board meetings a
23            lot of the charters that get into trouble in some way
24            or we have to revoke a lot of times just because of
25            finances.  And I think it might be beneficial to
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 1            them, so I just wanted to share that concern.  And I
 2            guess the other is just a clarification.  On the last
 3            waiver, 5.01 and 5.02, Standards for Accreditation,
 4            since we're going to one superintendent -- I mean, it
 5            may not matter but would they even -- would you even
 6            need the waiver, the last waiver?  Would that even be
 7            necessary?  And with the numbers that you have I
 8            don't think that that's a necessary waiver, but --
 9            John, you're saying no.
10                 MR. HOY:  No.
11                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So --
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy, do you want to
13            try to answer that question as far as standards are
14            concerned?  Is the number --
15                 MR. HOY:  Well, for the record, if we're seeking
16            the waiver on the superintendent mentor, 15.01 has to
17            do with requiring a fulltime superintendent if you
18            have at least 300 students.  It has nothing to do
19            with the mentor.  And it seems like your numbers are
20            going to exceed that, especially when you go to one
21            charter, so that should not be an issue.  So I was
22            going to --
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I think Dr. Walters was
24            -- her question had to do with the last waiver, which
25            had to do with principals.
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 1                 DR. WALTERS:  Well, actually, my -- it was --
 2            well, if there's -- if we're going to one charter
 3            you're going to have the one superintendent, so I
 4            don't think that there's a waiver needed for that.
 5            And according to their numbers, one principal for 500
 6            students, so I guess I just don't understand the
 7            rationale behind asking for the waiver because it
 8            doesn't sound like that it's needed for the sharing.
 9            They can have a half-time principal under current
10            standards.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Will y'all maintain two
12            LEA's at the North for the middle school and the high
13            school?  Mary, is that -- was that --
14                 MS. PERRY:  That's what they proposed.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
16                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So you'll still have the
18            two LEA's but with their numbers, you could have a
19            half-time -- can you have a half-time at the middle
20            school?  You can't.
21                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  That's why they need a waiver.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That's why they need the
23            waiver.
24                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So for the principals they
25            do need it?
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes.
 2                 DR. WALTERS:  But not for the superintendents?
 3                 MR. HOY:  Not for superintendents.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Right.  No.
 5                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.
 6                 MS. BARONI:  And I assume that's one of those
 7            that they're all rolled into one statement in the
 8            rules, so --
 9                 DR. WALTERS:  15.01 is superintendent, I think,
10            so -- okay.  All right.  Thank you.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll begin back with
12            Ms. Coffman.
13                 MS. COFFMAN:  I need clarification on the first
14            waiver, on 6-17-2203, concerning the minimum salary
15            for classified personnel.  What is your intent?
16                 MS. BARONI:  We'll let our finance or
17            superintendent or legal counsel speak to that, the
18            minimum salary for classified personnel.
19                 MR. WALTER:  I'll be glad to address that.  This
20            was one that I viewed on LISA's behalf as a clean-up.
21            I think prior practice had been to just ask for a
22            request of the portion of the statute that dealt with
23            personnel policies and coverage in that.  So we
24            wanted to make sure it was clear that LISA had the
25            flexibility in this matter to propose its own salary
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 1            schedule and pay raises for classified personnel, and
 2            so we viewed this more of just a cleanup matter.
 3            Again, this is a waiver that is probably held by
 4            other open-enrollment public charter schools.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  But reading that
 6            particular section in the law -- and, again, I'm not
 7            an attorney, you are -- but can you actually waive
 8            that minimum salary of $6.25?  Because that's really
 9            what it says.
10                 MR. WALTER:  Well, it's not to do -- to waive
11            minimum wage but to waive the requirements of
12            adhering to a state-required salary schedule for
13            classified employees.  No.  No.  You're obviously
14            right, there would be no attempt to waive the minimum
15            wage.  It's just to establish under those guidelines
16            a particular standard rate schedule for bus drivers,
17            cafeteria workers, et cetera.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Also, it would then
19            waive the requirement that each year it should be
20            increased equal to the percentage increase the
21            consumer price index?
22                 MR. WALTER:  Yes, sir.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Still
24            questions, Ms. Coffman, on that?
25                 MS. COFFMAN:  It's not really a question; it's
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 1            more of a precedence when our nation is working to
 2            raise the minimum salary and they say it's okay not
 3            to give these people a raise after a period of time.
 4            I don't know, it strikes a sore spot in my workers
 5            heart.
 6                 MS. BARONI:  And, again, I don't know the
 7            legality -- you know -- the legality of all of it.
 8            But I know that the intent is not to pay people below
 9            minimum wage in any situation.
10                 MR. SMITH:  Yeah.  Just to try and state bluntly
11            and clearly --
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith --
13                 MR. SMITH:  I'm sorry.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- go ahead and, since
15            you hadn't been up to the microphone yet, introduce
16            yourself.  And welcome.  Thank you.
17                 MR. SMITH:  I apologize, Dr. Kimbrell.  Scott
18            Smith with the Arkansas Public School Resource
19            Center.  The intent is -- and there is no ability
20            legally to waive minimum wage requirements, so that's
21            not what's at play here at all.  The only intent is
22            to waive the minimum salary schedule requirement out
23            there.  So all minimum wage laws will be met and will
24            be established; it's just the school would be on its
25            own salary schedule.  The schedule would be posted
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 1            but it wouldn't have to meet the uniform schedule
 2            that all districts and everyone else has to meet out
 3            there.
 4                 In addition to that, with regards to the
 5            mentoring program -- and your own legal counsel can
 6            maybe verify whether I'm correct -- I'm not sure that
 7            statute even applies to the charter schools.  It's
 8            what I would refer to as a contingency requirement.
 9            There are two contingencies that have to be in place
10            under that law, as I understand it.  First of all, it
11            applies to first year superintendents, which is not
12            in play here.  And, second of all, it only kicks in
13            to the extent that there's a certification
14            requirement but, again, they received a waiver on
15            that point.  Thirdly, I think as I remember when the
16            law was being put in place there was a question at
17            the House Education Committee as to whether this was
18            going to be applied to charter schools and I'm not
19            sure there was ever a full answer when that was in
20            debate.  So I'm not even sure that law really applies
21            to charter schools in some ways.  If you read the
22            statute, it talks about first year superintendents in
23            school districts.  So that's part of the reason why
24            that's being requested in some ways as well, if it
25            even needs to be requested.  It may not be applicable
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 1            at all since it's a charter school.
 2                 DR. WITONSKI:  Mr. Smith, I think in terms of
 3            just exactly what you explained I'm not sure that
 4            it's applicable in this situation.  I think in terms
 5            of is it helpful for any superintendent, whether
 6            they're licensed or not, to go through the process to
 7            make connections and to be more aware, it's a good
 8            process.  But if it isn't, I would ask as part of the
 9            application that it be removed as part of the
10            requested waiver.
11                 MR. SMITH:  Well, I think they certainly want to
12            ask for the waiver and intend for the waiver to be
13            considered by you.  Whether it's legally applicable
14            or whether it applies, maybe your legal counsel could
15            answer that question for you directly.  And we
16            certainly agree, we would appreciate all
17            organizations being willing to provide resources and
18            assist charter schools in whatever manner they can.
19                 DR. WITONSKI:  Thank you.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Would the Panel like to
21            have any clarification from Mr. Lasiter or Ms. Clay
22            as to the application of 6-17-427?  As I look at it,
23            it doesn't mention district; it just says "sponsors a
24            superintendent mentoring program."  And, again, an
25            "Arkansas superintendent shall complete" the program;
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 1            it doesn't say a district superintendent.  And I
 2            understand in that reference they're referring to Mr.
 3            Ekin as being the superintendent, so -- and I know
 4            that you're -- y'all are grandfathered in because you
 5            were already there prior to the passing of this law.
 6            We grandfathered many superintendents in, I guess we
 7            would call it.  But I think it seems to be of some
 8            concern, so we'll ask Mr. Lasiter and Ms. Clay to
 9            give us their feelings on it.
10                 MS. CLAY:  It wouldn't be applicable now to KIPP
11            [sic] because they had their superintendents already
12            in place in 11-12, as you said.  If they brought in a
13            first-year superintendent who was licensed, there is
14            a requirement that that superintendent be licensed.
15            If the individual was a licensed educator, then they
16            would be required to go through this mentoring
17            program if there was not a waiver in place.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  What if they brought a
19            superintendent in who wasn't licensed?
20                 MS. CLAY:  Then they would not be required to go
21            through the mentoring program.  The definition of
22            "first-year Arkansas superintendent" in our rules
23            includes a licensed educator.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Thank you.
25                 MS. CLAY:  You're welcome.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Any other concerns or
 2            questions on that one?  Mr. Hoy.
 3                 MR. HOY:  Yes, I do.  On the first page of the
 4            list of waivers, where it mentions 6-17-427, it also
 5            includes section 15.01 of the rules, standards, and
 6            15.01 seems to be a completely separate and distinct
 7            issue.  It seems to have to do with the number of
 8            students in a district and requirement of a full-time
 9            superintendent, but nothing with the superintendent
10            mentoring program.  So it does not -- what I'm simply
11            saying is 15.01 simply does not seem to fit there in
12            terms of addressing the need that you specified right
13            under the bold type.
14                 MS. BARONI:  I want to make sure I'm on the same
15            page, 6-17-427 and section 15 --
16                 MR. HOY:  Right.  That part is on the mentoring
17            program but if you look at 15.01 from the rules it
18            has to do with having a full-time superintendent if
19            you have 300 students.  It has nothing to do with the
20            mentoring program.
21                 MS. BARONI:  Okay.
22                 MR. HOY:  So it does not seem to be -- it does
23            not seem to fit in this particular waiver request.
24            And I was wondering if there was a need, especially
25            in light of the fact that you all are well above the
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 1            300.  So that does not seem to be an issue.
 2                 MS. BARONI:  I'll let you tie those together.
 3                 MR. WALTER:  Okay.  That was, Mr. Hoy, my
 4            attempt, I suppose, to cover the waterfront on
 5            everything because it did relate to superintendents.
 6            Because it did relate to superintendents that was
 7            just an attempt to tie the subject back to the
 8            closest rule.  I understand what you're saying
 9            though.
10                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Because the need for it also
11            wasn't addressed and that's the reason I had a
12            question on that.  However, I understand.  So if you
13            don't mind, Dr. Kimbrell, I would go to my next real
14            question because that one had already been put out
15            there; I just wanted clarification on it.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes, sir.  Go ahead, Mr.
17            Hoy.
18                 MR. HOY:  My next real question has to do with
19            the next waiver request and it has to do with a
20            licensed counselor.  And if I am correct on that, the
21            intent there seems to be the fact that while you have
22            a licensed counselor -- I know those are rare
23            commodities and all cases you may not necessarily get
24            one.  And I understand that many charters have asked
25            for that waiver and received it.  But when I look at
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 1            the entire section, which that includes the entire
 2            section, it also talks about having a developmentally
 3            appropriate program, which you don't seem to be
 4            trying to not have a developmentally appropriate
 5            program.  And that's 6-16-01.1.  And then 6-16-01.2
 6            simply says you're going to provide appropriate
 7            facilities for counseling.  And if you're going to
 8            counsel students then I imagine you want to have
 9            somewhere where privacy would be administered to.  So
10            the only part of that guidance counseling section
11            that it seems you really need is the 16.01.3.  That's
12            where it talks about the licensure and the
13            requirement of the 450.  So, do you really need all
14            -- the entire section --
15                 MS. BARONI:  I think --
16                 MR. HOY:  -- or is that another one of those?
17                 MS. BARONI:  -- the intent of this was just for
18            the licensure issue, so --
19                 SUPT. EKIN:  Yes.
20                 MS. BARONI:  Yes.  So we're comfortable with
21            that change, if that's appropriate.
22                 MR. HOY:  Well, I would just hate to see you not
23            have a counseling program that's appropriate for your
24            students.
25                 MS. BARONI:  And just to speak to that, we have
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 1            an extensive counseling program.  We have a counselor
 2            who is dedicated primarily to dealing with student
 3            needs in terms of emotional support and academic
 4            support.  And in addition to that, we have staff
 5            personnel dedicated to college guidance and planning.
 6            Other staff does the tedious work of scheduling and
 7            such.  We also provide the STRIVE program from UAMS
 8            on our campus, so that's something that I think we're
 9            already going above what the law requires and we
10            certainly want to continue that for our students.
11                 MR. HOY:  Yes, ma'am.  My only concern is that I
12            didn't know that I would feel comfortable waiving --
13                 MS. BARONI:  Right.  And that's not our intent
14            --
15                 MR. HOY:  -- the requirement to do that.
16                 MS. BARONI:  -- to waive that.  We just -- the
17            licensure, as you said, sometimes is a difficult
18            thing to fulfill.
19                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  And one unrelated question and
20            I think I'm finished, unless something else comes up.
21            When you spoke in your original presentation, the
22            first 20 minutes, you spoke about having only one
23            ACSIP plan for now.  And as I look at your structure
24            it seems like you're still looking at having four
25            different schools.  Are you talking about four
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 1            different schools, four LEA numbers now with the way
 2            we're pushing it out?  Because, if so, would that not
 3            require an ACSIP plan for each school?
 4                 MS. BARONI:  Well, it would require the
 5            individual school level plan but --
 6                 MR. HOY:  But just one district --
 7                 MS. BARONI:  -- one district plan.  Yes.
 8                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  So we're not talking about one
 9            --
10                 MS. BARONI:  We're not a district.
11                 MR. HOY:  Thank you.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez.
13                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  I'm just still trying to
14            understand this, the structure and the waiving of the
15            15.02 that relates to the principals.  It says that
16            -- the explanation on the structure, it seems like
17            there's going to be an over -- maybe not an over-
18            abundance but there'll be several principals that
19            will be involved in these schools.  But would there
20            really be a need to waive that 15.02, that just
21            refers to the principal per number of kids, or is
22            there an intention down the line to have less
23            principals for a larger amount of kids?
24                 MS. BARONI:  Well, the intent of that was to
25            allow for potential growth at the middle school and
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 1            high school at LISA-North, because, currently, those
 2            two schools are very small at 125 and 175, in the
 3            middle school and the high school.  And I don't have
 4            the rule in front of me but I'm guessing that was
 5            intended to allow for potential growth within those
 6            two schools, so the waiver might become necessary at
 7            some point.  Is that correct?
 8                 MR. WALTER:  That's my understanding, Mr.
 9            Hernandez, after visiting with LISA administration.
10                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Right.  And, well, the current
11            cap will be 1,500.  What's the total enrollment right
12            now?
13                 MR. AKDENIR:  Yeah.  I can speak for the
14            superintendent of LISA-West.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Please state your name
16            for the record, please.
17                 COURT REPORTER:  Was he sworn?
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes.
19                 MR. AKDENIR:  Cuneyt Akdenir.  So our current
20            enrollment at LISA-West is 800 students and at LISA-
21            North it is 600.  We'd increase their enrollment 100
22            next year.  And, as always, we have been serving in
23            education for 10 years.  We have been meeting the
24            requirements for the principal position.  So we know
25            the number is 300, so for 300 students we need to
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 1            assign one principal position and we have done it and
 2            we are meaning to continue that in the future.  And
 3            in the waiver request we do not intend to decrease --
 4            we did not intend to escape from the requirement,
 5            fiscal requirement.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Would you restate your
 7            name for our --
 8                 MR. AKDENIR:  Cuneyt Akdenir.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Can you spell it?
10                 MR. AKDENIR:  Yes.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I can almost tell she
12            wanted you to spell it.
13                 MR. AKDENIR:  C-u-n-e-y-t  A-k-d-e-n-i-r.
14                 COURT REPORTER:  Thank you very much.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Dr. Walters,
16            you're next on the list.
17                 DR. WALTERS:  I'm good.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Ms. Coffman.
19                 MS. COFFMAN:  No questions.  I have only
20            concerns.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Well, we'll see
22            if there are additional questions and then we can as
23            a Panel have discussions about your concerns.  Mr.
24            Hoy.
25                 MR. HOY:  A clarification request from our legal
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 1            team, Ms. Clay or Mr. Lasiter.
 2                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It looks like Ms. Clay
 3            is stepping forward.
 4                 MS. CLAY:  And I apologize, I said KIPP earlier
 5            and we're on LISA.  I'll have to blame it on cold
 6            medicine, like Dr. Walters did before the State
 7            Board.  We're only --
 8                 DR. WALTERS:  Thanks, Kendra.  Appreciate that.
 9                 MR. HOY:  Ms. Clay, in regard to Arkansas Code
10            6-18-501 et seq. are you in agreement that that
11            particular section stops at 5.01?  Because it seems
12            to go beyond 5.01 because anti-bullying is after
13            5.01.  So, are you in agreement that it's not to
14            5.01?
15                 MS. CLAY:  No.  I think we need some
16            clarification on the applicant and I think Tripp may
17            have clarified that they intended it to go 5.01
18            through 5.07.
19                 MR. WALTER:  Yes.
20                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  So that would be for the
21            record.
22                 MS. CLAY:  Yes.
23                 MR. WALTER:  Yes.
24                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Then I suspect that's all I've
25            got.  Thank you.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  No, there's no
 2            withdrawal.  That was discussion about 5.01.
 3            Correct, Mr. Hoy?
 4                 MR. HOY:  My concern was 5.01 in terms of the
 5            need for it because in the actual request itself,
 6            when it spoke to the need, it spoke to the need in
 7            regards to the superintendent mentoring program and
 8            how they intended to cover it other ways.  But their
 9            need did not reflect the need to escape the 300
10            minimum requirement for a full-time superintendent as
11            the 15.01 does.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Other questions
13            before we move into discussion?  Okay.  You have
14            before you LISA Academy's request, one I think is the
15            merger of the two schools into one, and then the
16            additional waivers.  So, Ms. Coffman, you stated that
17            you had some concerns.  Would you like to discuss
18            those then with the Panel?  And y'all may be seated
19            if you'd like and we will then ask for any clarifying
20            questions that may come up.  Thank you.
21                 MR. AKDENIR:  May I add just one comment about
22            all the waivers, the waiver requests that we have
23            today?
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.
25                 MR. AKDENIR:  Initially, our first main purpose
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 1            is to merge the two districts and while we do that we
 2            are -- with our legal guidance, with our -- with
 3            APSRC and our team, we reviewed all the waivers we
 4            have had for LISA-West and LISA-North, and we also
 5            reviewed the waivers for other charter schools.  And
 6            as you know, we started this charter in 2004 and
 7            charter school business was new.  And there were some
 8            amendments that we didn't know about before and there
 9            were some amendments we had but there needs to be
10            some clarification about those.  So we worked on
11            those to make sure we are cleaning up things and
12            we're fully administering all the waivers that we
13            currently have.  And if there are, of course,
14            concerns we may have asked things that we shouldn't
15            have asked, or if there are issues, we are definitely
16            open to listening to the concerns and make changes if
17            we need to.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.  I
19            would like to point out that we are in a different,
20            for all intended purposes, a different process in
21            which we have a different group of people who are
22            actually hearing -- conducting the hearings.  We're I
23            think in a different era of looking at the fact that
24            each individual charter application, whether it's an
25            open-enrollment charter application, amendment
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 1            process, conversion charter is probably going to have
 2            to go through a great deal more questioning and
 3            concerns as we move into this era of greater
 4            accountability than we've ever had.  So I don't think
 5            that we're, as a group -- just because it's a typical
 6            waiver for a charter then that becomes just the
 7            typical decision-making point for us as a panel.  I
 8            would also state, and would like to be very clear,
 9            and hopefully take this -- I don't want this to be
10            taken the wrong way, but I do want charter applicants
11            to understand; if the waiver is much needed for you
12            to be able to operate and effectively move and
13            achieve in instruction, we want you to bring forth
14            those waivers to demonstrate that you're trying to do
15            that for a purpose.  Just because we may anticipate
16            that or we think this might happen or this is what
17            other charters have done or we've done it in the
18            past, we're looking for solid reasoning as to why
19            that needs to occur.  So I will get off my soapbox
20            but I do want to make it clear; just because it's a
21            requirement out there, don't -- please don't come to
22            us and just ask for a waiver because it would make it
23            easier down the road if something were to pop up.
24            Now that's just simple country talk from someone
25            who's not very smart and comes from a long line of
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 1            educators that were just country people.  But that's
 2            what I'm talking about.  You know, if it's important
 3            that you have the waiver and you can satisfy this
 4            panel, then by all means bring it to this panel.  But
 5            if it's just something that may get in the way down
 6            the road, then come to us down the road with it.  But
 7            right now we want to look at what those waivers are,
 8            as they're important to us.  And I think you can tell
 9            this panel is concerned about what goes on in all
10            schools, including charter schools.  So, Ms. Coffman,
11            I'll let you voice your concern and we'll have our
12            discussion as a panel.
13                 MS. COFFMAN:  Well, Dr. Kimbrell, my concern is,
14            just as you've eloquently outlined, is that while I
15            am supportive of the merger I am concerned that these
16            waivers are so broad that the intent is not clearly
17            articulated.  And because of the nature of the
18            broadness we could be looking back in a couple of
19            years and saying, "Oh, well, we didn't really mean
20            for that to happen; that wasn't our intent," but it's
21            not really spelled out.  And so a couple of things
22            that personally concern me is 6-17-2203; to open the
23            door a little bit we open the door wide.  And then 6-
24            17-427 because the superintendent, current
25            superintendent does not fall into this mentoring.
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 1            The case that Dr. Witonski made I think is important
 2            and our State Board spoke just most recently and
 3            asked schools and charter schools to share with each
 4            other.  And we would approve something that would not
 5            encourage that mentoring and so that concerns me.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Mr. Hoy, do
 7            you have concerns you'd like to share?
 8                 MR. HOY:  I do have one concern but it's along
 9            the line of student discipline policies.  And I was
10            thinking earlier, as I was reviewing this, and I
11            imagine it is something that we give on quite a
12            regular basis to our charter schools; however, if we
13            give a waiver on the discipline policies as
14            prescribed in law, and we say, "Okay, you can make up
15            your own," is there then a process for quality checks
16            or quality insurance in terms of what's actually in
17            those discipline policies?  I don't want us to put
18            ourselves in a position that we're being required to
19            review every set of discipline policies that does not
20            have to heed to the ADE guidelines.  But I do
21            understand the need in terms of their request.  So
22            that's why I was just concerned about at least having
23            them written so we can review them, and they have
24            agreed to do that.  But it will probably be an
25            ongoing concern of mine in terms of the -- what do we
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 1            get, because what we are saying is there are some
 2            things that our legislative body thought we needed to
 3            make certain we adhere to at schools and districts
 4            when it comes to discipline among our students.  Some
 5            are tied to legal things that will keep us out of
 6            trouble legally and some are even potentially tied to
 7            federal things that we have to track and monitor,
 8            i.e., the report card.  But that being said, I don't
 9            know if I necessarily have a problem with it if it
10            includes that little section from 6-18-503 in terms
11            of them at least being written this time.  And I
12            guess that's the end of my comment.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Hoy.
14            Other comments, questions?  Dr. Witonski.
15                 DR. WITONSKI:  Mine is the same as Ms. Coffman
16            in terms of I understand how the mentoring program
17            does not apply to this particular situation with the
18            current leadership that's in place.  But in terms of
19            going forward it might be -- if there is a licensed
20            superintendent that does lead LISA Academy at some
21            point waiving that at this point would be a concern.
22            And I understand seeking down the line as far as
23            future things that they may be interested in also.
24            But back to your earlier comment, making sure that we
25            approve with what we know today, as of right now.
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 1            And I also have the same concern as Mr. Hoy in terms
 2            of discipline; what all does that include and what
 3            all does that encompass.  The broadness of it is a
 4            concern.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez, any
 6            concerns you want to voice?
 7                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  No.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Walters, anything?
 9                 DR. WALTERS:  I guess my concern is the last
10            waiver about principals and the superintendent.  And
11            I know it's been a waiver that's happened in the past
12            but as you spoke about -- I think what we're asking
13            of schools now and from what is being put on schools
14            I don't think we can look back and say, "Well, we've
15            done it before."  I think we've got to look at what
16            are the needs now.  And I will say this, Ms. Baroni,
17            is being a test pilot -- and they've done an
18            excellent job and I know the work that we're asking
19            of principals, getting you in those classrooms and
20            evaluating teachers, I guess I'm just having a hard
21            time in my mind seeing how granting a waiver to allow
22            a principal to split between two campuses -- I don't
23            see how we're going to be able to support those
24            teachers and how we're going to improve student
25            achievement in those schools by having fewer
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 1            principals.  Again, I just -- I can't wrap my mind
 2            around how that is going to be good for kids.  It may
 3            be good for finances for a year or so, but I don't
 4            think it's going to be good for kids.  And so that is
 5            my one concern.  As far as combining the two
 6            charters, I think that's an excellent idea
 7            administratively but I just -- I have a hard time
 8            with that one waiver.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, let me ask a
10            question then.  'Cause I understood that they would
11            have as many administrators on that campus as they
12            had, that that wasn't the issue.  And it may not be
13            that they're, quote, licensed in any way.  But
14            actually there would be even more administrative help
15            on that particular campus than they have now because
16            there would be no administrators -- there would be no
17            lesser administrators but actually would -- the
18            individual who is acting as the superintendent now
19            would not be acting as superintendent but would be
20            focusing at the high school.  Their work and the
21            other two administrators would be focusing
22            specifically on specific areas.  Now, granted, into
23            the future -- and I know what I said a while ago, you
24            know, but one of the things I do want to caution us
25            about is the idea behind charters, you know, is to
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 1            give some freedom and to not put such constraints and
 2            restraints upon schools, to see what they can do
 3            without us getting in the way with some of our
 4            things.  And I know it seems I'm talking out of both
 5            sides of my mouth but I think we have to weigh those
 6            issues.  So, yes, you can make a comment.
 7                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Just to piggyback on Dr.
 8            Kimbrell's comments, you know, I think we have the
 9            ability here to look at these things, especially with
10            the example -- which I know they're not intending to
11            do this, but if there was a time where in the future
12            that they did not -- they tried to split principals
13            over two campuses and things like that.  But when
14            they came back for -- or my understanding, when they
15            came back for some kind of renewal for their charter
16            that we'd be able to look at that and observe whether
17            or not that experiment is working and at that time
18            make decisions based on that information.  Is that a
19            correct understanding?
20                 DR. WALTERS:  Yes.  I think that that is exactly
21            right.  But we also gave them a five-year charter.
22            Correct?  So five years is a long time to go.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, that's true but
24            there are other issues.  I mean, we have lots of
25            other authority if things are going south, if there
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 1            are concerns that are brought by feds.  And, of
 2            course, remember the other issue, these are schools
 3            of choice and, you know, issues of discipline,
 4            bullying and those other issues, people, you know,
 5            they'll tend to make decisions about what's best for
 6            their children.  So, you know, that's one of the
 7            issues is you've got to meet the needs or the desires
 8            of the public that you're serving.  That to me has
 9            been the whole tenant of my support for charter
10            schools in this state is that we need to find -- when
11            our public traditional schools are not meeting the
12            needs and being responsive to those individuals that
13            they're serving that there ought to be options.  So,
14            you know, I wave back and forth on a lot of these
15            things.  And I think my message was, trying to be
16            clear, come with those waivers you really want and
17            that are important to you -- but I also know that we
18            need to make sure we don't get in the way of
19            innovation and change.  As we know, we've got all
20            these rules and laws that sometimes prohibit schools
21            from being creative.  But I understand your concerns
22            and I have them too.  Other comments?  Mr. Hoy.
23                 MR. HOY:  Just a procedural question, Dr.
24            Kimbrell.  It may be for legal, may be for Ms. Perry.
25            In terms of when we get ready for the motion and the
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 1            vote on this particular application is it appropriate
 2            to look at the waivers distinctly rather than as a
 3            group?
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Lasiter or Ms. --
 5            Ms. Clay is coming.
 6                 MS. CLAY:  You can certainly do that if you feel
 7            like that would be a more efficient way to handle the
 8            waivers or you can handle them as a group.  It's up
 9            to the Panel.
10                 MR. HOY:  Thank you.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith, I see that
12            you stuck your finger up and apparently you have a
13            comment you'd like to make?
14                 MR. SMITH:  Well, hopefully just to make it
15            easier for the Panel, and I certainly appreciate your
16            comments, Dr. Kimbrell.  As I understand it, there
17            are two primary concerns: one is the mentoring issue
18            and the other one is -- and I'm not even sure I've
19            got it right, but Tripp thinks he has a solution that
20            may help resolve the other concern out there.  So we
21            would offer that for any assistance.  And I think the
22            charter school may be willing to pull down the mentor
23            request, if necessary.  I would just offer this for
24            the Panel's consideration: it's not as if we're
25            mentoring the same programs, traditional school
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 1            mentoring and what's going on with them, and you have
 2            to consider, for example, what if it's a charter
 3            school within the district and they get assigned to
 4            the superintendent of that district.  And there are
 5            certain conflicts.  I think that -- and I know that
 6            the Department doesn't run the program.  The
 7            organization that does is a fabulous program, does a
 8            great job, nothing like that.  But I'm not sure that
 9            it's apples-to-apples with regards to the mentoring
10            that's going on and there are some considerations.
11            And many of these charter organizations have their
12            own mentoring programs, well-established, and are
13            very defined.  And so I think this mentoring concept
14            has a lot of legitimacy and maybe it's worthy of a
15            later conversation.  We certainly don't want to
16            create a bad precedent with regards to this issue,
17            but it's not as simple as maybe a conversation.  Thus
18            far, there are considerations on both sides but I
19            would suggest that it goes much deeper than just,
20            "Okay, we're just going to assign someone to mentor
21            someone," when in fact many times these programs may
22            be very different and they may be viewed differently
23            by the folks that are involved in some ways also.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  I understand
25            completely.  I see Mr. Shirey got out of town,
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 1            because I was going to ask Mr. Shirey if he'd be a
 2            mentor.  And what about -- I saw Mr. Mertens.  Is Mr.
 3            Mertens still here?  Mr. Mertens, I know that your
 4            association was a mentoring program and I guess I
 5            would just take the prerogative of the chair of this
 6            Panel and ask if there were a need -- and please come
 7            to the mike -- you're not testifying as to this
 8            application, so we won't swear you in.  I'm just
 9            asking a question because I think you kind of operate
10            that mentoring program.  If this becomes an issue for
11            this Panel and the State Board, would you be willing
12            to look at trying to develop some mentoring --
13            mentors from successful charter leaders to mentor new
14            charter leaders and work in connection with APSRC to
15            do that?
16                 MR. MERTENS:  Certainly, we would.  I think
17            there have been some good points made by Scott and by
18            Deborah on the, you know, the collaboration, getting
19            to meet other new superintendents.  But also it is a
20            different program or a different set of skills that
21            they may need to learn.  So I think there's some
22            flexibility within the program to do both of those
23            things, maybe some of the -- a session where they
24            would actually meet other new traditional
25            superintendents.  But, you know, part of the
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 1            mentoring could be assigned a mentor from an
 2            established charter school.  So I do believe there's
 3            flexibility within the program to do -- to address
 4            both of the concerns that we've heard today.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  And, again,
 6            I wouldn't be opposed to -- and thank you, Mr.
 7            Mertens -- I wouldn't be opposed to us looking, Mr.
 8            Lasiter, at the expansion of that program possibly
 9            with APSRC developing some mentoring opportunities
10            for individuals.  And I know these two gentlemen who
11            have been part of LISA have been heavily involved in
12            those communities and building those schools, but,
13            you know, we all know that things happen and we get
14            new people into the state.  And the difficulty I have
15            many times is that we find that a lot of our new
16            superintendents, whether they're charter, traditional
17            public schools, it's that first couple of years that
18            they've really got to be strong and need to ask those
19            questions.  And if you don't have a strong mentor --
20            Dr. McClure, you can attest to this -- you're in
21            trouble.  Right?  So --
22                 DR. McCLURE:  It's hard to overcome.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It's a little hard to
24            overcome.  I was just born into the system and I was
25            just lucky and I never realized how lucky I was to
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 1            have those kind of people around me.  So I appreciate
 2            everybody's willingness to be a part of that
 3            solution.  But now the real solution guy is coming to
 4            the microphone.  Thank you, Mr. Walters.  Go ahead.
 5                 MR. WALTER:  No problem.  Thank you, Dr.
 6            Kimbrell, Panel.  If I may, I'd like to address a
 7            couple of the issues and concerns that Ms. Coffman
 8            and Mr. Hoy had.  As to Ms. Coffman's concern about
 9            the classified employee minimum wage issue, again,
10            two points.  Number one, reiterate it was never our
11            intent or LISA's intent by asking a waiver of trying
12            to bridge the federal laws concerning minimum wage
13            and CPI increases.  What I've done, and I briefly
14            talked to -- I've reviewed the statutes and I've
15            briefly talked to ADE legal counsel, and if the Panel
16            were inclined to grant a substitution for that waiver
17            to read Arkansas Code Annotated 6-17-2301 et seq.,
18            which is the classified school employee personnel
19            policy law, I believe that will accomplish the
20            objectives of LISA, and that is not to be bound by a
21            particular schedule; but yet, also address Ms.
22            Coffman and probably other panel members' concerns
23            about making sure that it's very clear that there's
24            no denial of any federal wage benefits that are going
25            on at LISA.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Walter.
 2            Ms. Coffman, any --
 3                 MS. COFFMAN:  I'm flipping to it.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  She's trying to find it.
 5                 MR. WALTER:  Sure.  If I may, while Ms. Coffman
 6            is --
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.  Move forward.
 8                 MR. WALTER:  Okay.  Concerning Mr. Hoy's issues
 9            or concerns about the discipline policies, perhaps
10            those could be alleviated or allayed to some extent
11            if LISA were to offer to amend the waiver in that
12            area to just 6-18-502 and 6-18-503(a)(1)(a) only,
13            which I believe is the section that Mr. Hoy has
14            pointed out before, to insure that LISA remains under
15            the statutory requirement of submitting its student
16            disciplinary policies to the Department.  And
17            hopefully that process would also give Mr. Hoy some
18            assurance that whatever form or fashion the policies
19            take that they do have the ability to be reviewed by
20            ADE, and, obviously, if there are concerns that those
21            could be properly addressed by LISA to the
22            Department's satisfaction.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Mr. Hoy, other
24            questions?
25                 MR. HOY:  No.
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Ms. Coffman, you found
 2            your section?
 3                 MS. COFFMAN:  Uh-huh.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Are you okay?
 5                 MS. COFFMAN:  I'm better.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.
 7                 MS. COFFMAN:  Thank you.
 8                 MR. WALTER:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  As usual, the solution
10            finder.  Okay.  Panel, any other questions,
11            discussion?  If not, we're going to go ahead and move
12            on.  If we have some questions, we'll continue.  I
13            think we're okay.
14                 MR. AKDENIR:  Can we ask to exclude one of the
15            waivers we requested?
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  If you want to.
17                 MR. AKDENIR:  After listening to the Panel's
18            concerns and after reviewing the waivers, we ask for
19            Sections 15.01 and 15.02 -- and as I said previously,
20            we are definitely wanting to keep -- wanting to
21            provide the number of superintendents and principals
22            according to the standards and minimum requirements.
23            And we would like to take that waiver off of our
24            request.
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So you're pulling
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 1            the last one on Section 15.01 and 15.02?
 2                 MR. AKDENIR:  Yes, sir.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So, Panel, you
 4            hear the request from the applicant to pull that one.
 5            So we are to the question of the --
 6                 MS. COFFMAN:  I have a question.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  You have a
 8            question.
 9                 MS. COFFMAN:  This is for Kendra.  This is -- if
10            LISA were to hire a superintendent that is a licensed
11            educator, and that person did not go through the
12            superintendent mentoring, that person later on leaves
13            LISA Academy and goes to a public school, do they
14            automatically go into superintendent mentoring?
15                 MS. CLAY:  I don't know.  I'd have to look at
16            that more closely on whether they would still be
17            considered a first-time superintendent in that case.
18                 MS. COFFMAN:  Well, my assumption is they would
19            not because a charter school is a public school.
20            Maybe our question is for Scott Smith, who's eager to
21            jump up there and answer that question.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Smith.
23                 MR. SMITH:  I'm sorry.  I think one major issue
24            is they would have to be licensed.
25                 MS. COFFMAN:  Yes.
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 1                 MR. SMITH:  And so, therefore, the law would
 2            apply if they were going into a district.  This,
 3            again, only applies to those folks who are seeking
 4            license in that status position and so, you know,
 5            there's a lot of tumblers that fall with regards to
 6            this.  But the reason they asked for this was because
 7            it was, again, an apples-to-oranges issue with
 8            regards to mentoring.  There is a sizeable cost, as I
 9            understand it, related to this, these are small
10            schools, factors like that.  If they left a charter
11            school and sought to go to a district, unless that
12            district sought a waiver through their conversion
13            status or an innovation piece or something like that,
14            they would still be obligated to meet those mentoring
15            models because they're going to have to be licensed
16            otherwise.  And this will apply if they're considered
17            a first-time superintendent.
18                 MS. COFFMAN:  Because they would no longer be
19            under the waiver?
20                 MR. SMITH:  That's correct.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Mr. Smith.
22                 MR. SMITH:  Thank you.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Other questions?  And if
24            not, I'll entertain a motion on the request by LISA
25            Academy to merge their two campuses into one campus.
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 1            And if you want to address the additional waivers
 2            individually, we can do that or we can address them
 3            as a whole now.
 4                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  I make a motion to approve the
 5            waiver and approve the amendments also.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  We have a motion
 7            by Mr. Hernandez to approve the merger of the two
 8            schools and also the list of additional waivers minus
 9            the last waiver request of section 15.01 and 15.02.
10            I don't want to put words in your mouth but I want to
11            be clear.
12                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Probably need to be clear and
13            there was a substitution also.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I'm sorry.  Yes.  In the
15            first waiver, substitution 6-17-2301, I believe, in
16            substitution for 2203.  Thank you for that catch, Mr.
17            Hernandez.  Was that right, Tripp?  Maybe I got it --
18            I wrote it down wrong.
19                 MR. WALTER:  No.  You did not.  I just also
20            wanted, as we're talking about the substitution, to
21            alleviate Mr. Hoy's concerns on the 6-18-501 et seq.
22            piece.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Through 507.  Is that
24            right?
25                 MS. COFFMAN:  NO.
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 1                 MR. WALTER:  Well, no.  We amended it, I
 2            believe, to just include 6-18-502 and 6-18-
 3            503(a)(1)(A)(1) only, I believe.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Thank you,
 5            sir, for that catch.  Mr. Hoy was fixing to jump on
 6            me.  Okay.  So everybody understands Mr. Hernandez's
 7            motion?  I guess it's still your motion?
 8                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Yes.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  We agreed it's
10            still your motion with those amendments to those
11            lists of waivers.  Do I have a second?
12                 DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a second with
13            the caveat that we -- as we continue to move forward
14            to approving more charters that we strongly consider
15            some type of mentoring program to be in place to
16            support all of our administrators.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  But still the second on
18            the motion?
19                 DR. WITONSKI:  Yes.  Second.
20                 DR. WALTERS:  It's just a long one.
21                 DR. WITONSKI:  I know.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  It's just a long one.
23            Okay.  Any other discussion?  Now is the time if you
24            want further discussion.  Go ahead, Deb.
25                 MS. COFFMAN:  I would just like for the record
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 1            to say I agree with Dr. Witonski about the mentoring;
 2            I encourage there to be some type of mentoring.  But
 3            beyond the mentoring the collaboration is just
 4            critical no matter how long you've been in the
 5            business.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Other
 7            discussions?  If not, all those in favor of the
 8            motion say aye.
 9                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like
11            sign?  Okay.  The motion passes and the amendment to
12            merge and additional waivers have been approved.
13            Congratulations, good luck.  We hope to see y'all
14            down the road.  Thank y'all.
15                 Do y'all need a timeout for a minute?  Very
16            good.  Ms. Perry, we will move on to agenda item A-3.
17            Why do you want three minutes?  Dr. Witonski is
18            wanting a 30-minute break here.
19                 DR. WITONSKI:  Three.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Three.  I'm sorry.
21                 DR. WITONSKI:  Zero-three.
22                 MS. PERRY:  I actually told Dr. McClure you were
23            going to take an hour break before --
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, if he'll give us
25            about a five-minute break -- I think a couple of
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 1            individuals want to take care of some business.
 2            Thank you.
 3                      (BREAK:  2:52-3:00 P.M.)
 4  A-3 & A-4:  REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL
 5  AMENDMENTS: CROSS COUNTY ELEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ACADEMY AND
 6  CROSS COUNTY HIGH SCHOOL, A NEW TECH SCHOOL
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll ask Ms. Perry to
 8            come forward and introduce Action Item A-3, Request
 9            for District Conversion school amendments for Cross
10            County Elementary Technology Academy.  I believe
11            we'll take that one first.
12                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Perry.
14                 MS. PERRY:  You just stated that's Cross County
15            Elementary.  The State Board of Education approved
16            the application for Cross County Elementary
17            Technology Academy on January 9, 2012.  The charter
18            is approved to serve students in grades K-6 with a
19            maximum enrollment of 500.  Representatives of the
20            Cross County Elementary are appearing before the
21            Charter Authorizing Panel to request amendments to
22            the current charter.  A page in the packet does show
23            the requested changes that Cross County staff has and
24            they have a presentation with some additional
25            information.  They also have a handout, a one-page
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 1            here that I left for you on your seats in front of
 2            you, so that information is there.  And Dr. Matt
 3            McClure is here to speak to you.  And just so you
 4            know, the requests are very similar for both A-3, the
 5            elementary school, and A-4, the New Tech high school.
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.
 7            Dr. McClure, welcome this afternoon to the Charter
 8            Panel.  Appreciate your time and patience.  We know
 9            you're an important man.  Go ahead.
10                 DR. McCLURE:  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell and
11            Members of the Panel.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Oh, I'm sorry.  I have
13            to swear you in and anyone else who will be speaking
14            for or against.  Please raise your right hand.  Do
15            you swear or affirm to tell the truth, the whole
16            truth and nothing but the truth?
17               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you very much.
19            Proceed, Dr. McClure.  Thank you.
20                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  With regards to the
21            presentation, with permission from the Chair and
22            Board we're essentially asking -- there are no
23            additional waivers, just three amendments to both
24            charters at the high school and the elementary.  I'd
25            like to present them together instead of being
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 1            redundant and just coming back and saying the same
 2            thing.  I do understand that y'all have to vote
 3            twice.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yes.
 5                 DR. McCLURE:  But if that's okay with --
 6                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Does the Panel have any
 7            objection to hearing both and then we'll take each
 8            one up individually?  Go right ahead.
 9                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  All right.  It's pretty
10            simple.  The first one is just a change in the
11            accountability language and it's changing to reflect
12            AMO instead of AYP, in line with the new
13            accountability measures.
14                 The second one is -- and that's the one-sheeter
15            that you have; there's additional information on
16            that.  It's to remove the NWEA MAP testing and it
17            kind of delineates in that one-pager all the problems
18            that we went through over the last three years.  At
19            the end of the day, the truth is we know that the
20            test is good but we've not been able to get it to be
21            usable to be able to inform any kind of data
22            decisions.  And it got to the point that the last
23            time NWEA, because of all of our troubles, even
24            offered to give it to us free for a year.  But it's
25            either been -- I mean, the big -- I guess the biggest
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 1            piece is this, they've never done it on a wireless
 2            network; it had always been done in computer labs.
 3            We don't have computer labs; we only have wireless.
 4            And my understanding is that -- and they didn't know
 5            this at the time because they didn't have experience
 6            but throughout the two years they needed it to be a
 7            static IP address, and obviously ours aren't because
 8            they move throughout the school, and so that was
 9            initially a problem.  And then we went back and they
10            thought it was a bandwidth problem.  We documented,
11            showed them what our bandwidth was and that that
12            wasn't an issue.  Then the last piece was they came
13            back and when we refreshed to MacBook Airs they told
14            us that it was not compatible with MacBook Airs at
15            this time.  So we're requesting that be removed.
16                 And then the last piece is, under Goals for
17            Mastery, we have -- the schools are seeking to change
18            the language from "all classes will have 80% mastery
19            on each SLE, as indicated by TLI" to read "all
20            classes or grades will demonstrate growth and
21            progress towards the school's AMO target as indicated
22            by the TLI assessments."  So instead of it being a
23            fixed number of 80% it's more in line with what our
24            accountability measures are and that it's based on
25            growth and progress of students.  That's --
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 1                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
 2                 DR. McCLURE:  -- my presentation.  I'll be happy
 3            to entertain any questions.   And principals from
 4            both schools are here also.
 5                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  But they don't
 6            have any other additional presentation, and I don't
 7            believe there's anyone here to speak in opposition.
 8            So we'll move straight into questions from the Panel.
 9            Dr. Walters, any questions you may have?
10                 DR. WALTERS:  No.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez?
12                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  No.
13                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski?
14                 DR. WITONSKI:  So you're moving from NWEA to
15            TLI, TLI being a better process?
16                 DR. McCLURE:  We've been doing TLI the entire
17            time.  It was in addition to.
18                 DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.
19                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.  Yeah.  We were doing --
20            well --
21                 DR. WITONSKI:  Two interim assessments?
22                 DR. McCLURE:  We were attempting to do two
23            interim assessments and one of them -- you know --
24            the big thing is at the time, three years ago, we
25            really wanted the online component and that it was
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 1            based -- you know -- kind of a different angle where
 2            TLI was just on the measurement, as far as state
 3            accountability and aligned with benchmarks, and this
 4            was more aligned with the nationally normed.
 5                 DR. WITONSKI:  Okay.  Thank you.
 6                 DR. McCLURE:  You're welcome.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. -- Mr. Hoy?
 8                 MR. HOY:  Just a question on growth toward and
 9            progress toward school AMO's and projections going
10            from the TLI and ACTAAP testing.  I understand the
11            growth on ACTAAP testing and that's growth to
12            standard 8th grade.  Is the AMO projections on the
13            TLI, is that based on a correlation between the TLI
14            and the benchmark exam results?  Or, if not, just
15            help me understand how a student will demonstrate
16            growth toward projections on the TLI.
17                 DR. McCLURE:  I'm not sure that I'm following
18            the question but I'll try to explain the way I think
19            that you're asking.  So right now, there's an
20            arbitrary bar that we've put in of 80% --
21                 MR. HOY:  Right.
22                 DR. McCLURE:  -- that students would score on
23            the TLI that would be indicative of what was
24            proficient or advanced on the assessment.  Instead of
25            looking at that, we're going to look at a trajectory
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 1            of how they improve on the TLI and that correlation
 2            to the state test.
 3                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  So there would be a baseline
 4            score for each student at your school?
 5                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.  We've been doing TLI the
 6            entire time, so we already have that information from
 7            -- I guess we've been doing it for seven years.
 8                 MR. HOY:  Okay.  Gotcha.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  How do you make that
10            assumption then to -- or benchmark assessment from
11            TLI?  'Cause you said "towards our" -- which would
12            now be your AMO's.
13                 DR. McCLURE:  Right.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So how do you
15            extrapolate or interpret?
16                 DR. McCLURE:  They actually have calculations
17            that The Learning Institute provides to districts
18            that, based on your score on this, you're projected
19            to be in this area.  And all of that is based on a
20            scale score so then we can go back and, you know,
21            basically run regression from that.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So through that
23            regression you can then help predict the success of
24            those students or what you need to do to get those
25            students ready.  Is that what --
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 1                 DR. McCLURE:  Yes.  I mean -- well, I mean,
 2            that's -- obviously, that's the goal --
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yeah.
 4                 DR. McCLURE:  -- as we move into, you know,
 5            PARCC assessments and all that.  I mean, I think
 6            there's -- I mean, there's some unknown variables on
 7            the table but at the same time I think we're still
 8            looking at it from the perspective of we know what
 9            the baseline is, we know if kids are demonstrating
10            growth, and we're still not just using -- I mean, the
11            majority of it is being used to drive data decisions
12            of the classroom of -- you know -- if we have
13            particular questions or student learning
14            expectations, that will be the standards, that have
15            not been fully topicked [ps] as students didn't
16            perform well on that item on the assessment, then
17            we'll go back and use that for remediation, re-
18            teaching, interventions, you know, response to
19            interventions, all those things.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Ms. Coffman.
21                 MS. COFFMAN:  Dr. McClure, talk to us about why
22            this change from the 80% to the trajectory.  And in
23            looking at your percentages it would imply that that
24            might be a lesser goal.
25                 DR. McCLURE:  Well, I think -- and I may need to
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 1            ask one of the principals to help with this because
 2            that came -- the idea to change that came from them.
 3            But when we went from AYP to AMO that was, you know,
 4            less of a threshold than it had been previously.  But
 5            really what we want to be able to focus on and
 6            celebrate is the growth as much so as an arbitrary
 7            number of 80%.  And, you know, so far, we haven't hit
 8            80%.  We've been -- I think I have some -- you know,
 9            we've been in the mid-70's and -- but there's been,
10            you know, for the most part continued and successive
11            growth but it's still not hitting that threshold.
12            But we want to continue to improve in those areas but
13            at the same time, we want to be able to celebrate
14            those successes too.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  Dr. Cushman
16            -- Walters.  Sorry.
17                 DR. WALTERS:  So when you're talking about
18            growth, you're talking about looking at growth on the
19            MAP test that you've been doing and NWEA -- correct?
20            -- when you're saying y'all were at 70%?
21                 DR. McCLURE:  No.  I'm talking about TLI, so --
22            no, I'm actually talking about benchmark.  I've got
23            to make sure what it is that I'm looking at here.
24            I'm talking about benchmark on the mid-70's piece.
25                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.
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 1                 DR. McCLURE:  So, I'm sorry I didn't follow the
 2            question.
 3                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.  So I'm looking at growth
 4            like on your ESEA report.
 5                 DR. McCLURE:  Right.
 6                 DR. WALTERS:  So looking at growth there you've
 7            not hit those targets for math for elementary.  So I
 8            guess I'm just curious, have you seen -- is there --
 9            do you think that it's an issue that the MAP
10            assessments, your assessment was not aligning with
11            instruction?  Because since you're doing all those --
12                 DR. McCLURE:  Right.
13                 DR. WALTERS:  -- formative assessments along the
14            way it doesn't look like --
15                 DR. McCLURE:  They weren't.
16                 DR. WALTERS:  -- it yielded the results that you
17            wanted for math.
18                 DR. McCLURE:  No.  And I think that's a great
19            question.  We never -- in three years, we never had
20            any usable data from -- we never like had enough data
21            to be able to use it.  Literally, we had situations
22            where we were only getting to test four or five kids
23            at a time and we never had -- I don't even know that
24            we ever had a single grade that for even one of the
25            seasonal tests that we got every kid tested and then
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 1            got the scores back to be able to use.
 2                 DR. WALTERS:  Okay.
 3                 DR. McCLURE:  I mean, it was a total disaster
 4            pretty much all the way around.  So that's why we're
 5            wanting to remove it because, I mean, you know, we've
 6            tried it for three years and it just hasn't been
 7            usable.  And I don't think that they're in a position
 8            yet that they have their technology able to do it
 9            except being hardwired, and that's not really an
10            option for us.
11                 DR. WALTERS:  All right.  Thank you.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hernandez?
13                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Yes.  So it sounds to me that
14            the issue with most of this NWEA MAP testing was
15            technology related, not that you didn't like the
16            quality of the test --
17                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.
18                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  -- as far as you knew?
19                 DR. McCLURE:  I think that we went into it and
20            we did the background information to say that we
21            wanted to do the MAP test -- and obviously we wanted
22            to continue to do it; that's why we kept trying it
23            even after we weren't having any success with it.
24            But there came a point in time when we were literally
25            losing instruction time trying to test because we
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 1            would try to test this day, it wouldn't work; so then
 2            we'd have to come back and test another day.  And
 3            there were times that we ran into problems that --
 4            between when we started trying to test during the
 5            testing window, by the time we started the next time
 6            we were having to re-upload rosters because kids had
 7            changed during that time while we were trying to make
 8            intermittent fixes that NWEA was saying, you know,
 9            needed to occur.
10                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Well -- follow-up question?
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sure.
12                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Well, moving forward, especially
13            with the TLI, will they -- will that test -- I know
14            that's been talked about that TLI can be able to do
15            online testing.
16                 DR. McCLURE:  Right.
17                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Will this be an online test
18            also?
19                 DR. McCLURE:  Yes.
20                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.
21                 DR. McCLURE:  But it -- yeah.  We actually are
22            -- we started two years ago doing both --
23                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Okay.
24                 DR. McCLURE:  -- an online and a written with
25            TLI, like a mixture of --
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 1                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  You haven't had the same issues
 2            as far as the wireless --
 3                 DR. McCLURE:  No.
 4                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  -- part of it?
 5                 DR. McCLURE:  But it's a different setup than
 6            NWEA.  And we can get really quickly over my head --
 7                 MR. HERNANDEZ:  Right.
 8                 DR. McCLURE:  -- when we start digging into this
 9            technology too much.  Thank you, Dr. Kimbrell.  I can
10            tell you looked confused when I said that.
11                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  That it was going to get
12            over your head?
13                 DR. McCLURE:  Yeah.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, you're already
15            over my head, so -- other questions?  Well, let me
16            ask, if you would then, Dr. McClure, to introduce the
17            people that you brought with you.
18                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay.
19                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Sometimes we forget that
20            they spend their time here too, and we try to get
21            through our work so fast that we don't recognize the
22            role that they play, and the important role.
23                 DR. McCLURE:  Yes.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  And I know that you
25            understand that.  So I'd like to give you an
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 1            opportunity to introduce those people with you today.
 2                 DR. McCLURE:  Okay.  Carolyn Wilson, who is
 3            superintendent of the district.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Yeah.  I saw her a while
 5            ago.
 6                 DR. McCLURE:  Stephen Prince, who is the
 7            elementary charter principal.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Prince.
 9                 DR. McCLURE:  Jennifer McFarland, who's the high
10            school charter principal.  And Denise Searcy, who is
11            our TAG executive master teacher.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you.  I appreciate
13            the team from Cross County coming forward and
14            appreciate the work that y'all are doing.  Any
15            questions of the Panel?  Any discussion?  Well, I
16            guess we need to have a motion before we have
17            discussion.  We'll take item A-3 first, which is the
18            elementary school, on the conversion of Cross County
19            Technology Academy and their amendment request.
20                 DR. WITONSKI:  I make a motion to approve the
21            Cross County Elementary request for updating their
22            current application.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Dr. Witonski.
24                 MR. HOY:  I'll second that.
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Seconded by Mr. Hoy.
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 1            Now, discussion.  Any further discussion?  If not,
 2            all those in favor of the motion say aye.
 3                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like
 5            sign.  Thank you.
 6                 DR. WITONSKI:  I'd like to make a motion to
 7            approve the Cross County High School for updating
 8            their application, as well.
 9                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So the request
10            for a conversion Cross County High School, a New Tech
11            high school, and their amendments, do I have a
12            second?
13                 MR. HOY:  I'll send that.
14                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Mr. Hoy seconds.  Any
15            discussion?  If none, all in favor of the motion say
16            aye.
17                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed?
19            Motion passes.  Cross County, thank you and good luck
20            in your future.
21  A-5:  REQUEST FOR DISTRICT CONVERSION CHARTER SCHOOL
22  AMENDMENTS: EASTSIDE NEW VISION CHARTER SCHOOL (WARREN)
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  We'll move to item A-5,
24            Request for District Conversion Charter School
25            Amendments of Eastside New Vision Charter School in
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 1            Wynne -- excuse me -- Warren School District.
 2                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.  The State Board of
 3            Education approved the application for Eastside New
 4            Vision Charter School on January 9, 2012.  The
 5            charter is approved to serve students in grades K-3
 6            with a maximum enrollment of 600.  Let me say that
 7            your packet said 510; that was an error from the
 8            cover of the original application for the charter.
 9            It was specified and corrected inside that
10            application, so it should be 600 rather than 510.
11            Representatives of Eastside New Vision Charter School
12            are appearing before the Charter Authorizing Panel to
13            request an amendment to the current charter that
14            impacts the GT section of that charter application.
15            Ms. Rhonda Williams will present the information to
16            the Panel after you have sworn folks in.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Very good.  Thank you,
18            Ms. Perry.  If all individuals involved in this
19            request for the Warren School District would please
20            stand and raise your right hand.  Do you swear or
21            affirm to tell the truth, the whole truth and nothing
22            but the truth?
23               (ALL WITNESSES ANSWERED AFFIRMATIVELY)
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Will you swear to smile
25            a little bit?  Thank y'all.  Ms. Williams, please
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 1            proceed and we appreciate y'all being here.
 2                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.  I'm here regarding
 3            Section 18 of Code 6-42-101 and the rules and
 4            regulations that fall under 8.0 for the program
 5            options.  Our former statement said that all students
 6            in the Warren School District K-3 are served through
 7            weekly enrichment lessons using the Talents Unlimited
 8            curriculum.  This new statement says that all
 9            students in grades K-3 are served through a balanced
10            instructional model which includes Seminars, complex
11            reasoning, and grouping and regrouping rotations in
12            the regular classroom as part of the standards-based
13            approach.  What we feel like is with the change to
14            standards-based approach the use of Talents Unlimited
15            as the form of enrichment for all students in grades
16            K-8 is no longer needed.  Students are now served
17            through enrichment lessons based on their skill level
18            through Seminars, complex reasoning, and grouping and
19            regrouping.  And I'm going to let Ms. Sara Weaver,
20            the principal of Eastside, explain what Seminars and
21            complex reasoning is.
22                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Thank you, Ms. Williams.
23                 MS. WEAVER:  And I need a stool.
24                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Ms. Weaver.  Just take
25            it down.  That's what I have to do.
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 1                 MS. WEAVER:  I'm sure.  Okay.  I'll start with
 2            Seminars.  Our focus is literacy and math but we also
 3            wanted to make sure that we incorporated science and
 4            social study standards into our curriculum.  So we do
 5            that through what we call Seminars.  There are six
 6            seminars a year and students are allowed to decide
 7            when they take a seminar.  They are required to take
 8            all six seminars but they like having that little bit
 9            of choice.  So during seminar time, that is when they
10            actually have science and social studies, what we
11            would have called "units" when we were in school.
12            But they apply what they've learned during their
13            grouping and regrouping, which is their foundational
14            learning in literacy and math.  They apply that new
15            learning during seminar time in their science and
16            social studies units.  Then when we started our
17            charter and we had consultants coming in, one of the
18            things that we learned -- and we knew it -- is that
19            we do not teach our children to think critically.  We
20            assume that just happens overnight through osmosis.
21            So what we're doing differently this year is we had a
22            complex reasoning block and that's based on the
23            dimensions of learning, and there are eight
24            dimensions or reasoning skills that we hit.  This
25            being our first year, we set up a cycle.  First nine
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 1            weeks all of our students during the complex
 2            reasoning period had activities that revolved around
 3            comparing and contrasting.  Then the second nine
 4            weeks they had activities that -- and these are
 5            higher order activities -- around classifying.  This
 6            nine weeks they're working on abstracting.  And what
 7            we do with these -- with our students is that we
 8            never use these reasoning skills with new knowledge
 9            because this is taking that procedural and
10            declarative knowledge that they've gained and letting
11            the students interact with that knowledge through
12            enrichment activities so that they can gain meaning.
13                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Okay.  And the next statement --
14            previously, the classroom teachers once a week taught
15            a Talents Unlimited lesson and then the GT
16            coordinator, which was me, I taught a lesson once a
17            month.  And what we have changed that to, our
18            seminars and complex reasoning and grouping and
19            regrouping will replace that classroom teacher once a
20            week.  And instead of once a week, they are getting
21            this daily.  And the GT coordinator will still have
22            once a month pullout with the students on the watch
23            list.  Also, we had a statement in the charter that
24            said the science instructional facilitator, who was
25            also trained in Talents, would provide a monthly
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 1            enrichment lesson.  That is no longer needed; we
 2            omitted that statement completely because we do not
 3            have that position anymore and we did not see a need
 4            to replace that since we did have the seminars,
 5            complex reasoning, and grouping and regrouping.  And
 6            that's it.  That's what we would replace.
 7                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  Questions from
 8            the Panel?  Mr. Hoy.
 9                 MR. HOY:  I see that you want to make a change
10            but the thing I don't get is why.  Do you have a
11            "why" behind the changes?
12                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.  I'm a Talents Unlimited
13            trainer and so with the Talents there are six skills
14            that you look at with the children to see if you're
15            seeing the strengths that are showing that you need
16            to be on the watch list.  With the complex reasoning
17            and seminars there are the same eight skills -- well,
18            there's more skills.  There's the same five skills
19            plus two more.  So they're getting more with the
20            complex reasoning than they would with the Talents
21            Unlimited.
22                 MS. WEAVER:  And they are -- I'm sorry -- and
23            they are getting it daily, where in the past the
24            requirement was one time a week you do a Talents
25            Unlimited lesson.  The teacher kept a binder that had
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 1            those lessons in it.  Our students keep their own
 2            data binders with their successes and their learning
 3            activities in those binders.  And so, you know, as
 4            far as accountability and there being a record of
 5            where they are, our students, you have, have to take
 6            ownership of their learning.  They now have that.
 7            So, really, they are being exposed to the Talents
 8            Unlimited lessons on a daily basis now.
 9                 MS. WILLIAMS:  And it also has allowed the
10            students to -- their strengths to show more because
11            instead of just one lesson that they're focusing on
12            they're able to see this on a daily basis.  And one
13            of the good things that this has allowed is more
14            minority students on the list.  My percentages on the
15            watch list have increased drastically, so we've seen
16            a good thing.
17                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  So a wait [sic]
18            list is not -- or a watch list is not a bad thing in
19            this case, as it is in distress, fiscal distress.
20                 MS. WILLIAMS:  It's a GT watch list.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
22                 MS. WILLIAMS:  And when the teachers see that
23            they think a student maybe needs to be nominated for
24            the Gifted Program they put them on the watch list --
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.
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 1                 MS. WILLIAMS:  -- in kindergarten through third
 2            grade.
 3                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  So what you're saying is
 4            that through your work this is a piece of that
 5            evolution of the standards-based approach and some of
 6            the tools that you are using and you feel that this
 7            would be a better approach to meeting the needs of
 8            those gifted students than what you previously had?
 9                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Does that --
11                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Yes.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  For a simple person like
13            me that's what I got out of it.  Other questions?  If
14            there's no other questions, then does anyone have a
15            motion?  Yes.
16                 DR. WALTERS:  I make a motion to approve the
17            amendment as presented.
18                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Okay.  I have a motion
19            to approve the amendment by Ms. -- Dr. Walters.
20                 MS. COFFMAN:  I second that motion.
21                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Got a second from Ms.
22            Coffman.  Any discussion?  Seeing no discussion, all
23            those in favor say aye.
24                     (UNANIMOUS CHORUS OF AYES)
25                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  All those opposed like
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 1            sign.  Very good.  The motion passes.  Ms. Williams,
 2            Ms. Weaver, thank y'all.
 3                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.  Thank y'all.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I still want to try to
 5            get up there again and see what's going on.
 6                 MS. WEAVER:  We'll see you tomorrow.  We're back
 7            up here tomorrow.
 8                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Y'all want to just go
 9            ahead and do it now?
10                 MS. WEAVER:  No.  The rest of the crew is not
11            here.  We'll wait.
12                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Well, I was going to ask
13            if you would text Ms. Johnson and say, "They wouldn't
14            approve because you weren't here," and so --
15                 MS. WEAVER:  We can handle that.
16                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I think you need -- and
17            then just put -- what is it -- the kids just put
18            "jk."  Is that what it is?  All right.
19                 MS. WILLIAMS:  Thank you.
20                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  I didn't know that until
21            Dr. Witonski told me --
22                 MS. WILLIAMS:  I wouldn't know that either.
23                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- our expert texter or
24            Tweeter down here.  I thought that was Mr. Wood.
25            Okay.  So, Ms. Perry, I think we are done for today.
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 1            We probably should've scheduled two or three more.  I
 2            mean --
 3                 MS. PERRY:  Sure.
 4                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- this group is getting
 5            so good at this.  But I do want to say thank-you for
 6            all of those that have been a part of the process.
 7            Again, I appreciate the --
 8                 (COURT REPORTER'S NOTE:  Dr. Kimbrell's
 9            microphone beeps.)
10                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  -- that was my fault --
11            the Panel that's here.  And we will begin in the
12            morning at 8:30, so bring your bright eyes and your
13            excitement.  And we'll have four, I believe?
14                 MS. PERRY:  Yes, sir.
15                 COMMISSIONER KIMBRELL:  Four new conversion
16            charter applications coming before us.  So if you
17            haven't taken an opportunity or had an opportunity to
18            re-read those, I encourage you to do that.  And if
19            you have, I'd be glad for you to give me a good
20            refresher on it.  No.  Thank you, Ms. Perry.  Thanks
21            to all of y'all.  Legal, Ms. Kendra, thank you and
22            everybody for being a part of today.  We'll see you
23            tomorrow.
24
25              (The meeting was adjourned at 3:28 p.m.)
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